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It is through action and interaction within practices that mind, rationality and knowledge are constituted and social life is organized, reproduced and transformed. During the past two decades, practice theory has emerged as a potent challenger to prevalent ways of thinking about human life and sociality, which have until now focused either on individual minds and actions or social structures, systems and discourses. *The Practice Turn in Contemporary Theory* is the first volume to bring together philosophers, sociologists and scholars of science to explore the significance of practices in human life.
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Thinkers once spoke of ‘structures,’ ‘systems,’ ‘meaning,’ ‘life world,’ ‘events,’ and ‘actions’ when naming the primary generic social thing. Today, many theorists would accord ‘practices’ a comparable honor. Varied references to practices await the contemporary academician in diverse disciplines, from philosophy, cultural theory, and history to sociology, anthropology, and science and technology studies.

Underlying many such references are impulses to move these disciplines beyond current problematic dualisms and ways of thinking. For instance, philosophical practice thinkers such as Ludwig Wittgenstein (1958), Hubert Dreyfus (1991), and Charles Taylor (1985: part one) contend that practices at once underlie subjects and objects, highlight nonpropositional knowledge, and illuminate the conditions of intelligibility. For their social theoretical brethren Pierre Bourdieu (1977, 1990), Anthony Giddens (1979, 1984), and the ethnomethodologists (see Lynch 1993), talk of practices bespeaks such desires as those to free activity from the determining grasp of objectified social structures and systems, to question individual actions and their status as the building-blocks of social phenomena, and to transcend rigid actionstructure oppositions.

For cultural theorists Michel Foucault (e.g., 1976, 1980) and Jean-François Lyotard (1984, 1988), among others, to speak of practices is to depict language as discursive activity in opposition to structuralist, semiotic, and poststructuralist conceptions of it as structure, system, or abstract discourse. And among, finally, the purposes animating the practice theoretical study of science and technology (e.g., Rouse 1996b; Pickering 1995a) are the development of concepts of science as activity as opposed to representation and the reconsideration of humanist dichotomies between human and nonhuman entities.

In moving the above disciplines in such directions, practice theorists are making decisive contributions to contemporary understandings of diverse issues. These include the philosophical and social scientific significance of human activity; the nature of subjectivity, embodiment, rationality, meaning, and normativity; the character of language, science, and power; and the organization, reproduction, and transformation of social life. In making these contributions, practice approaches thereby oppose numerous current and recent paths of thinking, including intellectualism, representationalism, individualisms (e.g.,
rational choice theory, methodological individualism, network analysis), structuralism, structure-functionalism, systems theory, semiotics, and many strains of humanism and poststructuralism.

Given this multiplicity of impulses, issues, and oppositions, it is not surprising that there is no unified practice approach. Most thinkers who theorize practices conceive of them, minimally, as arrays of activity. Not only, however, do their conceptions of activity and what connects activities vary, but some theorists define practices as the skills, or tacit knowledges and presuppositions, that underpin activities (e.g., Turner 1994; Dreyfus 1991). Most theorists, moreover, above all those in philosophy and the traditional social sciences, identify the activities involved as those of persons: practices are arrays of human activity. A significant ‘posthumanist’ minority centered in science and technology studies avers, however, that the activities bound into practices also include those of nonhumans such as machines and the objects of scientific investigation. Although, finally, most practice theorists would agree that activity is embodied and that nexuses of practices are mediated by artifacts, hybrids, and natural objects, disagreements reign about the nature of embodiment, the pertinence of thematizing it when analyzing practices, the sorts of entities that mediate activity, and whether these entities are relevant to practices as more than mere intermediaries among humans.

Despite this diversity, practice accounts are joined in the belief that such phenomena as knowledge, meaning, human activity, science, power, language, social institutions, and historical transformation occur within and are aspects or components of the field of practices. The field of practices is the total nexus of interconnected human practices. The ‘practice approach’ can thus be demarcated as all analyses that (1) develop an account of practices, either the field of practices or some subdomain thereof (e.g., science), or (2) treat the field of practices as the place to study the nature and transformation of their subject matter.3 Note that this demarcation makes the notion of a field of practice the linchpin of the practice approach.

A central core, moreover, of practice theorists conceives of practices as embodied, materially mediated arrays of human activity centrally organized around shared practical understanding. The point of the qualifier ‘embodied’ is that, as many late twentieth-century thinkers (above all feminists) emphasize, the forms of human activity are entwined with the character of the human body. Practice theorists who highlight embodiment typically believe, further, that bodies and activities are ‘constituted’ within practices. Foucault (1976:138), for example, described how the constitution of present-day activity centrally consists in the fashioning of bodies (e.g., their aptitudes) within disciplinary practices. According to these practice theorists, practices are the chief and immediate context within which the preponderance of bodily properties crucial to social life are formed, not just skills and activities but bodily experiences, surface presentations, and even physical structures as well. Of course, the idea that ‘the body’ is ‘constituted’ within some social matrix is not unique to practice theory.
This approach nonetheless helps mark the frontiers of contemporary thought on the body-activity-society complex.

All practice theorists, meanwhile, acknowledge the dependence of activity on shared skills or understandings (which are typically viewed as embodied). Disagreement reigns on what, if anything, beyond shared understandings is necessary to explain practices. This disagreement notwithstanding, the prominence of practical understanding underwrites the proposition that the maintenance of practices, and thus the persistence and transformation of social life, rests centrally on the successful inculcation of shared embodied know-how. As will be discussed below, the skilled body commands attention in practice theory as the common meeting point of mind and activity and of individual activity and society.

Practice theory also joins a variety of ‘materialist’ approaches in highlighting how bundled activities interweave with ordered constellations of nonhuman entities. Indeed, because human activity is beholden to the milieus of nonhumans amid which it proceeds, understanding specific practices always involves apprehending material configurations. Ethnomethodologists, for instance, examine the immediate settings within which activity propagates, while students of science and technology map the wider human-nonhuman networks that form and orient activity within them. Philosophers ponder how the meanings of material contexts depend on human practices, while sociologists study how the stability of practices and meanings partly reflects the solidifying inertia of material layouts.

In social theory, consequently, practice approaches promulgate a distinct social ontology: the social is a field of embodied, materially interwoven practices centrally organized around shared practical understandings. This conception contrasts with accounts that privilege individuals, (inter)actions, language, signifying systems, the life world, institutions/roles, structures, or systems in defining the social. These phenomena, say practice theorists, can only be analyzed via the field of practices. Actions, for instance, are embedded in practices, just as individuals are constituted within them. Language, moreover, is a type of activity (discursive) and hence a practice phenomenon, whereas institutions and structures are effects of them. Needless to say, practice theorists have different understandings of these matters. What is more, some posthumanist practice theorists claim that nonhumans do not just mediate, but themselves propagate practices: practices, in their eyes, comprise human and nonhuman activities. This thesis challenges attempts to analyze the social via practices, as well as the very notion of the social itself.

The present volume illustrates both the variety and scope of contemporary practice theories. Before describing its contents, I want briefly to explicate the expression ‘practice theory.’ ‘Theory’ means, simply, general and abstract account. A theory of X is a general and abstract account of X. A theory is of the practice variety, consequently, when it either (1) proffers a general and abstract account of practices, either the field of practices or some subdomain thereof, or
(2) refers whatever it offers a general and abstract account of to the field of practices. This definition of theory obviously departs from both the once dominant conception that ties theory to explanation and prediction and the more colloquial and still prevalent notion that theories are hypotheses. Systems of generalizations (or universal statements) that back explanations, predictions, and research strategies are theories. But so, too, for example, are typologies of social phenomena; models of social affairs; accounts of what social things (e.g., practices, institutions) are; conceptual frameworks developed expressly for depicting sociality; and descriptions of social life—so long as they are couched in general, abstract terms. The current introduction exemplifies this conception of theory; it also signals it by using the expressions ‘practice theory,’ ‘practice thinking,’ and ‘the practice approach’ interchangeably. It is in this sense of ‘theory,’ furthermore, that the expression ‘social theory’ has lately established itself outside sociology. I should add that, although practice thinkers fashion theories of this sort, they are generally suspicious of ‘theories’ that deliver general explanations of why social life is as it is.

**Practices and social order**

Social order is a preeminent concern of modern social thought. Thomas Hobbes inaugurated this theme by proclaiming sovereign power the only escape from an abject state of total war, therewith equating order with peace and security. During the past two centuries, other notions of order have arisen alongside his that reflect the explanatory and analytic concerns of social science. These notions treat order as a generic ontological feature of the layout of social life (cf. Parsons’s [1949:91] definition of factual order as cognizable organization). The most prominent such features are regularity or pattern, interdependent functioning (systemic relatedness in some versions), stability, and orderliness. A crucial issue is the nature of macro orders: regularities and interdependencies, etc., in social affairs that encompass myriad individuals and their interactions. Accounts of what is responsible for order are as varied as conceptions of it. Individualist approaches attribute the layout of social affairs to features of individuals and their direct interactions—for example, agreements (Hobbes); shared internalized norms (Durkheim, Parsons, and Habermas); skills, mutual understandings, and reciprocal interpretations (ethnomethodology); communication, negotiation, and mutual adjustment (symbolic interactionism); and coercion and domination. Another idea, prominent among advocates of rational choice or game theory, is that social orders (e.g., markets) are unintended byproducts of actions governed by rational calculations.

Nonindividualist accounts attribute social order to phenomena that are something more than features of individuals and their immediate interactions. Typically, these phenomena determine order either by affecting the actions that produce it—causing them, constraining them, forming them, organizing the contexts in which people proceed—or by directly determining order
independently of human activity (as when one macro state of society causes another). A currently popular nonindividualist order-instituting entity is discourse (abstract webs of linguistically articulated meaning), to which some discourse theorists attribute the formation of discursive behavior. In the middle of this century, similarly, regularity, stability, and interdependence in both activities and macro institutions were widely seen as established by underlying abstract structures. The even longer history of wholism (e.g., Hegel, Malinowski, Parsons, and Luhmann) attributes the ordering of activities and macro institutions to social wholes, usually societies, which determine the actions and interactions occurring within them by way of shaping societal subdomains and institutions.

Practice approaches to social order refer order, however conceived, to the field of practices. This means, first, that order is understood as (a) feature(s) of this field and, second, that components and aspects of the field are deemed responsible for the establishment of order. Although accounts of exactly how this works are as diverse as theorists’ depictions of the field of practices, these accounts all undermine the traditional individual-nonindividual divide by availing themselves of features of both sides. Practice thinkers usually acknowledge the structuring and coordinating import of agreements, negotiations, and other interactions, as well as the undergirding significance of skills and interpretations. They treat these phenomena, however, as features of or as embedded in practices, hence as subject to or as constitutive of the latter. As a result, interactions, skills, and interpretations determine orders (and are themselves ordered) qua features of practice. Practice approaches also tend to reduce the scope and ordering power of reason. They do this by abandoning the traditional conception of reason as an innate mental faculty and reconceptualizing it as a practice phenomenon: as (1) a way of being dependent upon and thus varying among practices or (2) ways of operating within practices, e.g., rational procedures and argumentation (cf., Winch 1977; Toulmin 1958, 1972).

At the same time, although practices, as Barry Barnes argues in his contribution, do not reduce to individuals, qua activity arrays they are much more closely tied to individuals than are the orders and order-establishing phenomena of much macro social thought. Although practices, for example, resemble macro phenomena in constraining individual activity and organizing the contexts in which people act, they never possess the sui generis existence and near omnipotence sometimes attributed to structural and wholist phenomena. Practice thought also never countenances macro determinations that are impervious to the intervention of individuals. In sum, the attribution of order to practice nexuses differentiates practice thinking from both the individualist and traditional nonindividualist camps. As might be expected from an approach that treats the social as a nexus of activity, it appropriates in transfigured form a variety of individualist explanantia, while grounding these in a supraindividual phenomenon that differs significantly from those of conventional social thought (e.g., societies and systems).
Treating the social as a field of practices also opens up new questions concerning order. One set of issues addresses the distinction and relations between micro and macro. As Jeff Coulter suggests in his essay, practice theory can depart from the usual construal of the micro as individuals and their interactions and instead conceive of it as the field of practices. Practice approaches can then analyze (a) communities, societies, and cultures, (b) governments, corporations, and armies, and (c) domination and coercion as either features of, collections of, or phenomena instituted and instantiated in practices. A second set of issues focuses on the ordering of the field of practices itself, that is, the patterns and interdependencies (etc.) that appear there. Ann Swidler’s investigation of whether some practices anchor and organize others illustrates this second area of research. Individual practices, finally, also exhibit interdependence, orderliness, and the like. A further problem sphere, consequently, pursued in Laurent Thévenot’s, my own (and Joseph Rouse’s) contributions, is what orders individual practices.

The opening pair of essays in Part 1 examines ontological relations between, on the one hand, practices such as vegetarianism, riding in formation, and the use of particular linguistic expressions and, on the other, individuals or macro phenomena. Barry Barnes begins by arguing that practices are genuine collective entities immune to individualist analysis. He first challenges one familiar practice approach that attributes shared activity to nothing but individual capacities identical across people (e.g., shared skills). Without denying the significance of shared capacities, he argues (not unlike Thévenot’s and my own contributions) that accounting for practices requires invoking other phenomena, in particular, goals, propositional knowledge, and active monitoring of the setting of action. Barnes then explains how the lean practice approach he criticizes, like Stephen Turner’s attribution of practices to the habits of individuals (see his essay in this volume), is a form of individualism. Practices, he counters, are collective possessions and accomplishments sustained through interaction and mutual adjustment among people. Jeff Coulter follows with a ‘praxiological resolution of the micro-macro problem.’ He first examines the micro accounts of macro phenomena found in Max Weber and interactionism, faulting both for oversimplification and interactionism in addition for a residual reification of macro things. Conceiving the micro as the realm of practices, he ties the existence of macro things to everyday practices of (legitimately) assigning individuals and actions to macro categories. Macro phenomena, he claims, exist in and through their praxiological instantiations; that is, they exist primarily in and through the occasions when it is relevant and legitimate to characterize people and actions with macro categories.

Following this, I address the organization of practices and the nature as well as establishment of social order. I first argue that order should not be conceived of as regularities, but instead as arrangements of people, artifacts, and things. I contend next that social practices govern both the meanings of arranged entities and the actions that bring arrangements about, and that this governance is the basis
of social order. To substantiate these theses, I (1) analyze practices as open sets of nonregularized actions that are organized by practical understandings, rules, and teleoaffectivity and (2) show how practices so conceived determine order by governing the meanings and establishment of arrangements. In the succeeding essay, Laurent Thévenot similarly contests those practice theories that construe practices as customlike regularities and ground activity solely in shared habits or dispositions. Such approaches, he (not unlike Barnes) claims, ignore how the world responds to human intervention and thereby orders human activity. They also reduce, wrongfully, the conceptions of the good governing human activity to social norms which actors follow. To rectify these deficiencies, Thévenot presents his notion of a pragmatic regime. A pragmatic regime joins a mode of mutual exchange between actor and world with a conception of the good that governs human activity. Thévenot suggests that social order arises from the sharing of pragmatic regimes, through which modes of human coordination are established. He also concretizes these contentions via an examination of three particular such regimes.

Part 1 concludes with Ann Swidler’s examination of the organization of the field of practices. After first showing how practice theory solves persistent problems in the sociology of culture, she argues that practices lie behind every aspect of social causation. Following this, Swidler asks whether some practices organize, anchor, or constrain others. Through a trio of case studies, she examines two categories of ordering practice: those that constitute discourses, activity patterns, and social relations by enactively anchoring ‘constitutive rules’ definitive of agents and phenomena, and those that coordinate wide domains of activity in social life.

**Inside practices**

Part 2 examines a psychological aspect of the conception of embodiment that is central to many practice approaches. Over the past three decades, a radical change has occurred in what analysts view as the principal psychological basis of activity. Whereas philosophers and social investigators once cited mental entities such as beliefs, desires, emotions, and purposes, practice theorists instead highlight embodied capacities such as know-how, skills, tacit understanding, and dispositions.

To some extent the adoption of these alternative determining factors is part of a general anti-Cartesianism in contemporary academic culture that sees ‘mental states’ as irredeemably contaminated by the ‘Cartesian’ interpretation of them as occupants or aspects of a distinct space or realm. It also reflects the particular traditions out of which practice analysis emerged. Two key influences upon Giddens’s account of practice, for instance, are Wittgensteinian philosophy and a mix of Schützian and Heideggerian phenomenologies. These same philosophical sources of the picture of a fundament of understandings-skills have also shaped the work of Dreyfus and the ethnomethodologists. A further formative context is
American pragmatism (e.g., John Dewey and George Herbert Mead), which grounded human activity in habits.

Practice theory’s embrace of embodied cognitive capacities was also a response to structuralism and subjectivism. Declining to attribute human activity either to Lévi-Straussian abstract structures or to Sartrean projections of human subjectivity, Bourdieu, for instance, conceives practices as self-organizing and -propagating manifolds of activity. He seeks, however, to anchor these manifolds in the individuals who perform their constituent activities, while also dismissing mental states as subjective epiphenomena. The human body, accordingly, offers itself as the point of connection between individuals and social manifolds. And therewith habitus (practical understanding) becomes the ideal determining phenomenon, sufficiently psychological to avoid physical determinism, sufficiently non-psychological to be embodied, and adequately supple to account for much if not all human activity. Practice theory’s embrace of embodied understanding is rooted in the realization that the body is the meeting points both of mind and activity and of individual activity and social manifold.

This appeal to skillful practical understanding raises the question: can an array of activity be adequately explained by shared skills alone? Practice approaches diverge on this issue. Opposing Bourdieu’s affirmation of the adequacy of habitus, for example, is Barnes’s (and Giddens’s and others’) insistence that skills be supplemented by some combination of perception, propositional knowledge, reasons, and goals. Some theorists also claim that explicit rules must be brought into the mix. This is a tricky issue because practice theorists resoundingly oppose the idea that explicit rules govern much, if not most, social activity. They also resist accounts that defend rule ubiquity by construing practical understanding as the observance of tacit or hidden rules (the application of implicit propositions). Animating this resistance is, above all, Wittgenstein’s observation in the *Philosophical Investigations* that contents of any sort (e.g., linguistic or mental) are unable by themselves, i.e., in the absence of established ways of using/applying them, to govern activity determinately. Some theorists follow Wittgenstein (1958: sections 86, 139–41) even further in maintaining that practical understanding cannot be adequately formulated in words—either by social investigators or, as Michael Lynch emphasizes in this volume, by actors themselves.4 (As H.M. Collins points out in his essay, this claim must be distinguished from the empirical observation that, in a given domain of practices such as science, explicit formulations ride atop an embodied practical dimension that is *de facto* unformulated and of which it would be unreasonable to expect, given the practices involved, that it would be formulated.) For these theorists, no representation of the skills involved in performing appropriate human activity can be adequate.

It must be stressed that these claims about practical understanding deny neither the existence nor the efficacy of explicit formulations in ongoing activity. Skills and explicit propositions work in tandem. What is more, different mixes of these reign in different practice arenas. Practice approaches instead emphasize
two central points in this context. The first is the priority of understanding: skills are not just omnipresent in human activity, but the capacity of formulations to guide what people do rests on abilities to use and understand them. The second point is that skills are shared, that is, they are the same in different individuals. Nexuses of activity are rooted in, though not for most theorists exclusively in, shared understandings.

Since the prominence of practical understanding is tied to the body’s mediative positions between mind and activity and between individual activity and social manifold, understanding is stretched between two poles: the body on the one side and the social world on the other. Although thinkers disagree about whether practical understanding possesses causal power, they typically concur that it exists only as embodied in the individual. An individual possesses practical understanding, however, only as a participant in social practices (see David Bloor’s essay). Practical understanding is, thus, a battery of bodily abilities that results from, and also makes possible, participation in practices. It follows that because social orders rest upon practices that are founded on embodied understanding, they are rooted directly in the human body.

The essays in Part 2 cover many of these issues. David Bloor begins by bringing G.E.M.Anscombe’s account of reflexive action to bear on Wittgenstein’s groundbreaking remarks on rule-following. On the basis of meticulous textual interpretation, he argues that Wittgenstein understands following a rule to be an institution, one that encompasses patterns of behavior as well as normative verbal ‘accounting.’ Analyzing rule-following as an institution, Bloor further contends, at once (1) consolidates the wider thesis that society is a set of such institutions and (2) dissolves one of the central obstacles to the sociology of knowledge, namely, its inability to offer a convincing analysis of rule-following (and, thereby, mathematics and logic). Following this, H.M.Collins examines three approaches to tacit knowledge pursued by sociologists of scientific knowledge: the motor-skills metaphor, the rules-regress model, and the form of life approach. He argues that the tacitness that these approaches attribute to much human knowledge does not reflect the nature of knowledge as such, but instead follows from how humans are built. This fact, whatever its philosophical significance, does not negate the momentous difference the recognition of tacit knowledge has made to the study of scientific practices. Collins concludes his discussion by contending that what is opaque to both computer and neural-net models of human activity is the embedding of knowledge and action within social contexts (cf. Collins 1990).

In the next essay, Stephen Turner extends arguments of his recent book (Turner 1994) against explaining practices qua behavioral regularities by reference to shared tacit rules. On the background of connectionist accounts of the learning of grammar, he suggests that any account of practices is constrained by the fact that practices have a learned component. His account of learning highlights the quantity and structuring of information in given practice domains together with the varying purposes and experiential histories of the different
individuals mastering them. The resulting minimalist conception of social practices has them arising entirely from convergences in what people learn (information and habits). Part 2 concludes with Michael Lynch’s demonstration that, although the ‘methods’ actors employ in carrying off social life can be represented by describing what people do (in accomplishing this), it is impossible to capture these methods in abstract, rule-like formulations that spell out the logic of practice. Examples of such formulations are the rules of scientific method and the rules and models that conversation analysis attributes to speakers. Lynch’s strategy is to expose the gaps that repeatedly arise between methods and abstract formulations. Examining an interrogation episode from the first O.J.Simpson trial, he shows that the infirmity of formulation attends not just formulations of social scientists, but also those participants offer when investigating their own practices.

**Posthumanist challenges**

By any account, a key defining characteristic of modern Western thought is humanism, humanity’s ‘self-assertion’ (cf. Blumenberg 1983). This cultural stance arose in Europe during the 1500s and 1600s to celebrate Man as thinker, creator, and actor. Its exaltation of the human reflected growing sentiment that human beings are beholden neither to God, the chain of being, or the implacable order of the universe—they can create and take responsibility for conceptual and material structures whose splendor honors their capabilities and power. Later, more militant atheisms dispensed entirely with God or Nature and proclaimed Man the unique source of meaning, value, truth, and being.

Humanism remains a potent cultural position at the beginning of the twenty-first century. The idea that human beings create meaning, value, and truth persists in diverse intellectual contexts, including morality, as in renewed attempts to link morality to rationality; epistemology, as in the panoply of relativisms or ‘internal’ realisms; science, in the conviction that humans can fathom nature; and social thought generally, where humanity remains the central and, for many thinkers, exclusive focus. Various selfproclaiming ‘posthumanisms,’ however, have arisen to challenge different aspects of the modernist creed.

Two varieties of posthumanism intersect practice theory. The first might be called ‘objectivism.’ Objectivism alerts theorists overly fixated on human beings and their relations to the founding presence of nonhumans in human life. Humans and nonhumans, it proclaims, codetermine one another; what is more, humans do not master, conceptually or causally, either the entry of nonhumans into or their impact upon the human world. Andrew Pickering’s and Karin Knorr Cetina’s contributions to this volume illustrate one line of objectivist research: studying the role of nonhumans and their agency in directing human practices and in forming and stabilizing human worlds. Note that by acknowledging nonhumans as components and determinants of the arrangements that encompass
people, this line of research problematizes the concept of the social and challenges traditional renderings of it as relations between people.

Today, practice theorists of many stripes acknowledge that nonhuman entities help constitute human sociality. Practices, as indicated, are generally construed as *materially mediated* nexuses of activity. In thinking thus, however, most practice theorists continue to focus on the human. They do not follow their posthumanist colleagues in (a) upholding something like Callon and Latour’s (e.g., Callon 1986; Callon and Latour 1992) principle of symmetry, on which concepts hitherto reserved for humans—agency, intention, purpose, knowledge, voice, etc.—also apply to nonhumans; and/or (b) seeing humans and nonhumans (their powers and properties) as equally emergent from a prior matrix or plane called ‘practices’ (Rouse 1996b, Pickering 1995a). For these humanist theorists, practices are arrays of activity, and the activities involved are those of humans. Their accounts, consequently, also presume the relative unity and integrity of human agency. Humanist theorists might buy sufficiently into posthumanism to acknowledge that human agency both arises from bodily systems and is tied to ‘external’ arrangements of humans and nonhumans. According to them, however, these facts neither replace human agency with, nor fragment it into, the actions of these systems or arrangements. The bulk of practice theorists might also accept other posthumanist-sounding theses, for instance, that human activity is not completely mastered by the self-conscious subject of modernist lore, and that nonhumans are agents in some sense of the word.

A second posthumanist agenda widely pursued in practice theory is the prioritization of practices over individuals (or individual subjects). For example, many features of individuals are claimed to arise from the incorporation of humans into social practices. More generally, there come to be people, that is to say, humans with activities, minds, identities, and genders through this incorporation. This thesis is instantiated in, among other things, the idea that the forms of individual activity depend on the practices in which people participate. It also expresses itself decisively in a rejection of the modern conviction that mind is the central phenomenon in human life: the source of meaning, the receptacle of knowledge and truth, the wellspring of activity, and the co- or sole constitutor of reality. According to practice theory, mind is at least to a significant extent ‘constituted’ within practices. However much the contents and properties that compose and define mind have biophysiological sources and continuous neurophysiological underpinnings, they depend, both causally and ontologically, on participation in social practices (e.g., Coulter 1989). As a result, the status of human beings as ‘subjects’ (and ‘agents’) is bound to practices. Practices, in sum, displace mind as the central phenomenon in human life.

This prioritization of practices over mind brings with it a transformed conception of knowledge. As indicated, knowledge (and truth) are no longer automatically self-transparent possessions of minds. Rather, knowledge and truth, including the scientific versions, are mediated both by interactions between
people and by arrangements in the world. Often, consequently, knowledge is no longer even the property of individuals, but instead a feature of groups, together with their material setups. Scientific and other knowledges also no longer amount to stockpiled representations. Not only do practical understandings, ways of proceeding, and even setups of the material environment represent forms of knowledge—propositional knowledge presupposes and depends on them.

As suggested, practice thought also joins other contemporary currents in undercutting individual subjects as the source of meaning and normativity (value too). Practice theorists claim, instead, that practices are the source and carrier of meaning, language, and normativity. The generation, maintenance, and transformation of these phenomena are achievements of extant practices that are realized in the public realm of actions and interactions that practices open up. Individuals, instead of effecting and sustaining norms, meaning, and language out of their own resources, are integrated (to varying degrees) into the ways of proceeding that characterize extant practices, where these matters are conserved and novelty and transformation take their start. Since practices are almost always, as a matter of fact, social in the minimal sense of embracing multiple, to varying extents interacting participants, normativity, meaning, and language (of all sorts) are at bottom social phenomena. Notice, as Rouse emphasizes in his essay, that the positioning of language, meaning, and normativity in practices open these phenomena to determination by the social factors that affect practices, for example, power and politics. The practice approach to these topics is summed up in its forceful opposition to representational accounts: meaning and language, arising from and tied to continuous activity, cannot be telescoped into representations or mental contents, which themselves acquire the property of being about something by virtue of how people use and react to them.

Part 3 begins with an idea fundamental to posthumanist objectivism: the independence of (some) objects from human activity and conceptualization. Hubert Dreyfus argues, in his contribution, that the practice approach is compatible with a robust form of realism. His main target is the ‘deflationary realism’ of, for instance, Donald Davidson (as understood by Rouse), according to which practices, meanings, objects, and mental contents are inextricably intertwined, so that the very idea of things as they are in themselves is incoherent. The basis of his richer alternative is Heidegger’s account of equipment, breakdown, and objects in Being and Time. Dreyfus distinguishes the capacity of practices to constitute objects from their capacity to access them and analyzes the latter capacity through Heidegger’s notion of formal designation. He then uses an experience called ‘defamiliarization’ to develop three features that scientific practices must possess to be able to access the functional components of the universe as they are in themselves.

The two following essays address objectivism. Andy Pickering commences by reissuing his call for a posthumanist social theory that recognizes—from the start—the mutual constitution of material and human agency. He envisions a history of agency that would study key sites of encounter between the material and the
human, and in his essay considers three examples: the nineteenth-century synthetic dye industry, the railroad, and post-World War II cybernetics, in particular, the human-computer interface. Such examples illustrate, Pickering argues, both the coevolution of the material, conceptual, and social and the poverty of contextual explanations in the human sciences. Karin Knorr Cetina follows with an analysis of the knowledge-based practices that have become prominent in contemporary knowledge societies, above all in science. She argues that theories that anchor practices in human skills/habits and conceive practices as routines are unable to give a felicitous analysis of the jagged character of these epistemic practices. She proposes that the ‘backbone’ of such practices is, instead, a ‘relational dynamics’ that links subjects and objects. In science in particular, the objects involved are ‘epistemic objects’ characterized by an incompleteness of being and the capacity to unfold indefinitely. Because such objects point toward further explorations and unfoldings, they, together with the libidinal structuring of wanting they determine, govern the advance of practice and the transformation of the subject-object relations at its core.

The final two essays examine the prioritization of practices over individuals. Joseph Rouse begins by distinguishing two conceptions of practice: as regularities of behavior or belief and as arrays of activity that answer to norms of behavior. Opposing Turner’s version of the first conception, he explores what normativity looks like as a feature and determinant of practices and plumbs the significance of language within practices. Turning to science studies, Rouse then outlines the philosophical conceptions of language, knowledge, and power that follow from treating human activities (including science) as normative practices. The essay concludes with reflections on the reflexive position of science studies. Charles Spinosa wraps up the volume by examining how individuals do not control the development and fate of practices. Spinosa argues that all practices exhibit general tendencies to their own elaboration regardless of the intentions of their participants, where ‘elaboration’ means greater refinement along with the addition of new practices to core ones. His essay discusses two possible such general tendencies: one on which elaboration is a discontinuous and decisionistic process (Derrida) and one on which it is the gradual articulation of an implicit telos (Heidegger). Spinosa favors Heidegger’s account on the grounds that it offers a better analysis of how practices—in particular, marginal practices—underwrite local stability in social life.

Practice theory is one horizon of present social thought. This introduction has sought to articulate this approach as a loose, but nevertheless definable movement of thought that is unified around the idea that the field of practices is the place to investigate such phenomena as agency, knowledge, language, ethics, power, and science. Despite this shared conviction, practice thought encompasses multifarious and often conflicting intuitions, conceptions, and research strategies. This volume charts some of the diversity in practice thinking about order, the explanation of practices, and various issues tied up with
posthumanism. In doing so, it also seeks to demonstrate the increasing power and scope of practice theory.

**Notes**

This introduction has been greatly improved by the comments of Harry Collins, Bert Dreyfus, Karin Knorr Cetina, Joe Rouse, and Steve Turner.

1 Wittgenstein, of course, does not use an expression translatable as the count noun ‘practices’. His usage of *Sprachspiele* simply points toward the phenomenon of practices. Dreyfus’s and Taylor’s views, incidentally, are deeply informed by Heidegger (1978).

2 For a discussion of the impact of Bourdieu’s and Giddens’s work, see Ortner (1984).

3 Examples of (1) are Bourdieu (1977, 1990), Giddens (1979, 1984), and Rouse (1996b). Examples of (2) include Swidler’s (1986) account of culture as practice (as opposed to belief, idea, or value) and Boltanski and Thévenot’s (1991) analysis of justification as practices.


5 The idea that people are constituted by the incorporation of human bodies into something social is advocated in streams of contemporary thought other than practice theory. For general discussion, see Schatzki and Natter (1996).


7 Cf. Heidegger’s (1978) and Mead’s (1934) conceptions of the practical meanings of things, Wittgenstein on meaning as use, Mead’s gestural account of the origin of language, Lyotard’s (1984) and Foucault’s (1976) conception of language as discursive practices, and Brandom’s (1994) theory of normativity (see Rouse’s article in this volume). For some, the priority of practice also means that pragmatics takes precedence over semantics and syntax. Very different examples include Brandom’s theory and von Savigny’s (1988) account of the social foundation of linguistic meaning.

8 The current introduction has no space to examine how practice notions reinforce the conception of ethics as Hegelian *Sittlichkeit* as opposed to Kantian *Moralität*. See, for example, MacIntyre (1981) and Oakeshott (1992). For conceptions of politics informed by notions of practices consult Oakeshott (1975), Mitchell (1991), and Spinosa, Flores, and Dreyfus (1996).
Part I

Practices and social orders
References to shared practices or to agreement in practice have long figured in the discourse of sociologists, but in recent years they have taken on an enhanced importance. Social systems have been characterized as ongoing, self-reproducing arrays of shared practices, and structured dispositions to generate such practices have been made central to the understanding of social and cultural phenomena of every kind. In extreme extensions of approaches of this kind, it may even be argued that as far as the sociologist is concerned practice is all there is to study and describe. An unkind account of this development might regard ‘practice’ as part of the debris produced by the disintegration of Marxism, a concept carried by refugee theorists who have found new homes in various ‘post-Marxist’ forms of sociology and social theory. But a much kinder account of the basis of the current interest in practice can be given, and should indeed be accepted.

Accounts of societies as practices may be regarded as attempts to remedy the technical deficiencies of the idealist forms of theory that hitherto were dominant in this context.

One of the central tasks of theory in the social sciences is to specify what distinguishes the members of a culture or a collective from outsiders, and on what basis they sustain orderly activities and relationships amongst themselves. Often this is seen as equivalent to identifying what members have in common, or what they share with each other and not outsiders. One approach is to describe the shared theories, ideas, beliefs or abstractly specified rules or norms that allegedly ‘govern’ their behavior. Two major difficulties are routinely associated with this approach. One is that ideas, beliefs, norms, and so forth are conceived of as being internal to individuals, and hence as invisible entities, all descriptions of which are bound to be highly conjectural. The second is the fact that these entities almost invariably serve as the basis of questionable passive actor theories of order and agreement: the entities are presumed to have fixed and definite implications, which those who cleave to them are obliged to enact. In contrast, to insist that the bedrock of all order and agreement is agreement in practice is to cite something public and visible, something that is manifest in what members do. Moreover, accounts of order and agreement that refer to practice presume not passive actors but active members, members who reconstitute the system of
shared practices by drawing upon it as a set of resources in the course of living their lives. It is now generally recognized that accounts of this kind are more satisfactory empirically than passive actor theories.\(^1\)

I am myself in sympathy with the turn to ‘practice’ I have just described, and in particular with the implied reaction against idealism. But for all its merits the relevant literature remains unsatisfactory, even in the most elementary respects. It fails to make clear just what social practices are. And its vision of the scope and power of ‘theories of practice’ is nowhere adequately justified. Mindful that this is the first contribution to the volume, the argument here will focus on these elementary issues. It will seek to set out just what a shared practice consists in. It will emphasize that no ‘theory of practice’ can be a sufficient basis for an understanding of human behavior, or even that part of it which is orderly and routine. But it will conclude by showing that a correct understanding of the nature of shared practices is necessary notwithstanding, if that is our goal.

Examples of practices

The overall argument of this paper leads to clear recommendations concerning how shared practices should be understood and defined. But people may agree to differ on matters of verbal definition, when nothing substantial has been shown to be at stake. Hence it is best to begin not with definitions but with examples, with exemplary instances that almost everyone is likely to accept as instances of practices. Consider then, as a first example, vegetarianism. This particular example nicely points up the difficulties that arise from treating shared activity as ‘governed’ by ideas or theories. Vegetarians do not employ scientific experts or modern laboratory techniques to separate the animal and the vegetable. Nor does one vegetarian community necessarily follow the same dietary prohibitions as another. Nor is it possible to provide an algorithm for vegetarianism, as it is expressed in any particular vegetarian community: vegetarianism is not a matter of behaving in ways that can be exhaustively specified by abstract verbal rules. Nonetheless vegetarianism is routinely recognizable as coherent social activity; we encounter it as custom and practice, and acknowledge that membership of a specific vegetarian community will involve acceptance of its distinctive customs and shared practices.

As a second example let us turn to an esoteric technical activity. Acupuncture is now routinely employed in Western countries as a way of achieving anesthesia, in dentistry for example. Consider that dentists may share the practice of acupuncture, pass it on to trainees as a skill, and yet have no elaborated verbal theory of what it is or how it works. Here is a nice example for those who would define practice in contrast with theory, seen as no more than a rationalizing gloss laid upon it, as it were. In its move from the context of its development into Western medicine, acupuncture lost its theoretical baggage and acquired a different overlay of glosses. Or so they might wish to say. For there is an alternative conception, according to which acupuncture is now two different
practices, two different bundles of practical activity and linguistic activity, one Western one Eastern, each of which may now develop and grow in different directions.

Finally let us take an example from a military context. Consider the members of a company of cavalry. They too might be said to be the possessors of a shared practice: manifest in their riding, in their use of weapons, and generally in the business of mounted combat. Such practices may be acquired through an extended military training and sustained and developed as part of a military culture transmitted from generation to generation. The reason for the choice of this example will become clear later. For the moment, simply note that to master the practice of mounted combat in a cavalry company is to participate in something done by a group.

I shall rely heavily on these examples in what follows, but whilst ostension will remain my favored method of addressing practices it may be worth supplementing it with a rough and ready verbal statement. Let practices be socially recognized forms of activity, done on the basis of what members learn from others, and capable of being done well or badly, correctly or incorrectly. This is a very broad description, but it nonetheless fails to encompass many ways of understanding practices encountered in the literature and it may prove useful for just that reason.

On the scope of theories of practice

If we move on now, and use the examples to explore what accounts of practice can and cannot do, we shall at the same time become more familiar with practices and with the problems involved in describing them adequately. As Ted Schatzki has remarked (this volume), practice is now frequently identified as ‘the primary generic social thing.’ Indeed it is sometimes said to be the only social thing. And there are ‘theories of practice’ wherein this assertion plays an essential role, and its oxymoronic character seems to go wholly unremarked. Perhaps it is typical of newly introduced theories that exaggerated claims are made for their scope. In any event, it is important to recognize that exaggeration is involved here, and that a more modest account of the scope of ‘theories of practice’ must be accepted. In particular, it must be recognized that: (a) no simple either/or contrast can be made between ‘theory’ and ‘practice’; (b) no indefeasible distinction can be established between visible external practices and invisible, internal states; (c) any attempt to give a satisfactory description of social life must make reference to much else besides practice; and (d) practice does not account for its own production and reproduction.

Let us take the four points in order. The acupuncture example is a good basis for dealing with the first point. It beautifully illustrates the flaw in any view which places theory prior to practice and sees the latter as somehow ‘implied by’ the former. But whilst it is indeed important that the sticking-in of needles is not seen purely as the expression of a theory of the body, as an effort to balance ying
and yang in the patient for example, it is equally wrong to invert the relationship. The practice of acupuncture is not the sticking-in of needles without thought. The practice should be treated as involving thought and action together, and in so far as this is the case, embodied theory, as it were, is a part of practice itself. This, of course, is a standard point, but it is an important one. Indeed, if the practice of acupuncture is understood in this way it will serve also as a reminder of the way that agreement in practice characterizes collectives in many other esoteric technical fields, including even the ‘pure’ natural sciences. Thomas Kuhn’s identification of scientific paradigms as the crucial foci of agreement in scientific communities is consistent with this. Paradigms are not theories but practices, ‘accepted examples of actual scientific practice—examples which include law, theory, application and instrumentation together; they are examples selected as model achievements, ways of solving problems known to work in one case and available to guide practice in other cases’ (Kuhn 1970:10). In operating on the basis of a shared paradigm scientists in a given field agree in their practice. It is perfectly possible for them to press forward cooperatively on the basis of this agreement, whilst being in radical disagreement with each other at the level of ‘philosophy’ or in their abstract theoretical ideas.

With regard to the second point, it is a great virtue of accounts of social practices that they are based on something observable. But it is important not to be tempted into a positivist or phenomenalist or behaviorist justification of them. Practices are forms of action, and all the familiar arguments about the difference between action and behavior are relevant here. Descriptions of social life as practice are, in the last analysis, as ‘theory laden’ as any other descriptions. It is worth pointing out also, indeed it is probably the more important point, that ordinary members take a theoretical perspective in orienting to each other’s practice. When one member successfully engages in a practice, what this invariably betokens to others is the possession of a competence or a power. The inference from performance to capacity is made. Thus, the membership as a whole conies to know itself not as a performing membership but as a membership with the power to perform—as, that is, a set of competent members. And the use of these two last words indicates that many social theorists themselves see social life in much the same way, not merely as members doing things but as members able to do a range of things. In the last analysis, talk of practices is talk of powers—and all the difficulties associated by theories of social power have to be faced by accounts of practices.2

To engage in a practice is to exercise a power. This equivalence is worth bearing in mind in considering the third point made above. Powers are exercised at need by active agents; they are, as it were, switched on and off as expediency or inclination or whatever else requires. Practices are enacted in the same way. Or rather, what is called the active exercise of a power may equally be called the enactment of a practice. But a whole range of further sociologically interesting factors are material to understanding the exercise of powers. A cavalry charge is a fearful unleashing of powers. It may unfold as a practiced routine, a
manifestation of a shared social practice, but the target of the charge and the signal that unleashes it are further features of equal sociological interest. Both these things are extrinsic to the ‘shared practice’ itself, and need to be understood by reference to ‘members’ knowledge’ in a broader sense. The company of cavalry knows that it should charge on the signal of its commanders. The commander selects the target of the charge mindful partly of the lie of the land and the enemy dispositions, partly of an accepted and authoritative body of knowledge of military strategy, partly of memories of past charges. Notice too how the company of cavalry may stand fast and not charge at all, and even conceivably decide the course of the battle by standing fast, by its latent powers being taken into account in the calculations of the commanders of other military formations and thereby affecting their strategies. This indeed is a nice symbol of the necessity of references to knowledge and experience in making sense of social activities.

A charge of cavalry must be understood not as the mere enactment of a practice, but as its knowledgeable, informed and goal-directed enactment. It is necessary to make reference to more than practice itself in order to understand it. It is true that idealist writers have sometimes overlooked the role of practice altogether in contexts like this, and described military engagements purely by reference to the ratiocination of generals (and their outcomes by reference to the ‘genius’ of one and the ‘stupidity’ of another). But to react against excesses of this kind by giving attention exclusively to the role of practice is merely to indulge in another form of excess. It amounts to an ungrounded prejudice in favor of know-how at the expense of know-that, in favor of skill and competence at the expense of information and representation. In the vocabulary of psychology, wherein valuable empirical studies of both exist, it amounts to an exclusive concentration on procedural memory and a corresponding neglect of descriptive memory. Both of these forms of memory need to be taken into account; both are socially structured and both are implicated in social action.

The same example will serve as the basis for the discussion of the fourth and final point. Practices are often cited in order to explain things, including notably their own enactment. It may be said, for example, that something is done because it is traditionally done, or routinely done, or done because it is part of the practice of the collective. The problem of why human beings should enact the practice is thereby completely glossed over. It is as if the cavalry has to charge, twice a week perhaps, simply because it can charge, as if there is something automatic and compelling about the enactment of practices which makes it unnecessary to consider what moves or inspires the human beings involved.

**What are shared practices?**

Practices are enacted by people, and simply because of this they are an insufficient basis for an understanding of the ongoing pattern of social life that they constitute. It is always necessary to ask what disposes people to enact the
practices they do, how and when they do; and their aims, their lived experience and their inherited knowledge will surely figure amongst the factors of interest here. But it is not just a matter of asking what contingencies incline people to enact, or not to enact, practices, as if they exist like tools in a toolbox and it is merely a matter of explaining when and why one or another is picked out. The relationship of practices and people is far more intimate and profound than this. The next part of the discussion is concerned precisely with this relationship, but to appreciate what it involves it is necessary first to probe more deeply into the nature of shared practices.

An extended and detailed analysis by Stephen Turner (1994) has highlighted the difficulties that have to be faced in this context. If there are shared practices, then what is it that is shared? Turner confronts us with the horns of a dilemma: is a shared practice a single object (an essence, it is tempting to say, although Turner does not), when the problem of how the object/essence is transmitted and disseminated pure and unchanged must be faced; or is shared practice merely an aggregate of separate individual elements, when reference to practice ceases to have any fundamental theoretical interest? Turner notes that sociological theorists are especially prone to treat shared practice as a unity, a single object. They explain other things by reference to a shared practice conceived of as a real collective entity. Durkheim and Sumner are cited as examples here, and Turner emphatically rejects their collectivist approach, which speaks of ‘society’ or ‘custom’ or ‘the mores’ as a single object with causal powers. There is neither ground nor evidence for belief in the existence of shared practice as a unitary object, says Turner, and no theory of cultural transmission and dissemination which allows us to understand how such an object could pass from person to person unchanged. What we refer to as shared practice is actually a composite: it is constituted of so many separate individual habits, habits sufficiently alike for us to get along together on the basis of them, but individual entities nonetheless, and not collective ones. Hence, references to practice should be discontinued and social theory should focus instead upon habit and habituation.

Turner’s book offers a radically individualistic critique of social theory that would have profound implications if accepted. It would not just be ‘shared practice’ that belonged in the waste bin; ‘tradition,’ ‘form of life,’ ‘habitus,’ ‘tacit knowledge,’ and many other ‘collective’ terms would have to be consigned there as well, or so we are told. Nonetheless, we should surely accept Turner’s first claim. Shared practice cannot be treated as a single real object in the usual sense; certainly it cannot be treated as an essence. It can no more be treated in this way than can ‘rule’ or ‘norm’ or ‘ideas’; the familiar formal arguments against essentialism in relation to these entities will extend routinely to shared practice. Indeed, it is easy to illustrate the problems here by direct reference to examples. Consider the shared practice of our company of cavalry. What happens if the horses, or the saddles, or the swords of the members are all switched around? A diminution of fighting power is the immediate consequence, at least temporarily. For each member is attuned to a particular sword and a
specific horse: the ‘shared practice’ of the company is apparently made up of different skills and competences, differently manifested in different performances. References to shared practice here seem to mask a motley of distinct individual capabilities.

Turner suggests that the relevant individual capabilities here are habits, and that social theory should concern itself not with practice but with habits and habituation. He is not, of course, referring to addictive habituation here, of the kind induced by cigarette smoking or heroin injection. Rather, he is speaking of things that people have learned by repetition so that they can do them smoothly, easily and competently. Habits are individual competences for Turner, not individual compulsions. His objective is to redescribe ‘shared practice’ as clusters of individual habits which, precisely because they are individual, all differ in detail from each other. He wants us to see routine practice at the collective level as just so many distinct individuals behaving in their own habituated ways, ways sufficiently similar through shared teaching to fit with each other for given purposes, but nonetheless distinct and different.

It is surely correct that a very careful detailed account of ‘shared practice’ would reveal all kinds of differences in individual behavior. And a first response to this could well be the thought that Turner’s account must be correct, that shared practice can actually be nothing more than habituated individual behavior. Recourse to examples, however, quickly reveals the inadequacies of this radically individualistic approach. Consider some routine activity that might, prima facie, be counted part of the ‘shared practice’ of a company of cavalry, say the routine practice of riding in formation. Can this be reconceptualized as a collage of individual actions, each intelligible as an expression of habit? Certainly, references to the habituated skills of individuals will contribute to an understanding of the routine practice: without the relevant individual skills riding in formation is unlikely to be possible. On the other hand, the mere following of habit is most unlikely to result in performance of the routine. A plausible account of riding in formation must surely refer to calculation, and even creative imagination, on the part of riders actively involved in the business of remaining coordinated with each other: constant adjustment and modification of habit will be required of them to make this possible. We must imagine individual riders taking account of variations in terrain, monitoring the actions of others and adapting accordingly, even perhaps imagining future scenarios, for example the consequences of a possible slow-down at the front as a slope is encountered, well before they occur. Only in this way will coordination be retained and a shared practice enacted. Only in this way will a social power be exercised. The successful execution of routines at the collective level will involve the overriding and modification of routines at the individual level. Practice at the collective level is not a simple summation of practices at the individual level (habits). Shared practice is, as the ethnomethodologists say, a collective accomplishment.

It might be objected that the example cited is not an example of routine practice at all, that by definition something is routine only when it
involves no active calculative intervention and proceeds automatically. But this would be a perverse definition. Scarcely anything (routinely) regarded as routine at the collective level could plausibly be made out as routine on this basis. Next to nothing of the ‘routine practice’ of a collective could be so described. (Indeed it is interesting also to reflect that scarcely anything in the way of routine individual behavior could be so described. Even at this level a distinction must be marked between the automatic/habitual and the routine: starting the day with coffee, walking down the stairs to the street, catching the bus to work, may be daily routines for an individual, but their accomplishment will require constant active modification of what comes automatically or habitually. ‘Habit’ actually faces all the problems identified by Turner as confronting ‘shared practice.’)

Turner’s argument merits detailed attention because it articulates a very widely held conception of the basic difference between individualist/psychological and collectivist/sociological approaches to social activity. The former speaks of aggregates of separate individuals and individual actions; the latter refers to unitary collective entities. A standard exemplification of the difference is the contrast between rational choice theory and theories of societies as systems of social norms. Indeed many theorists are likely to think of this contrast when they read Turner, and see the horns of his dilemma as akin to these two alternative forms of theory. But this very widely held conception is in truth a misconception, which fails to grasp the nature of a properly sociological approach to social life. The horns of Turner’s dilemma are merely alternative expressions of a fundamentally individualistic mode of thought. In the explicitly individualistic view of practice as diversity, there are so many independent individuals moved by habits. In the alternative allegedly ‘collectivist’ view of practice as a unity there are so many independent individuals moved by a single object or essence. Neither view can throw light on a simple collective routine like riding in formation. What is required to understand a practice of this kind is not individuals oriented primarily by their own habits, nor is it individuals oriented by the same collective object; rather it is human beings oriented to each other. Human beings can ride in formation, not because they are independent individuals who possess the same habits, but because they are interdependent social agents, linked by a profound mutual susceptibility, who constantly modify their habituated individual responses as they interact with others, in order to sustain a shared practice.

In formulating the horns of his dilemma Turner overlooked this genuinely sociological way of understanding human activity, just as it has been overlooked in many other contexts of debate. As Zygmunt Bauman has rightly complained, far too many theorists have contrasted the individual and the societal and forgotten altogether about the social (1989 p. 179). Once this lapse is remedied it is possible to move to an adequate understanding of shared practices. They are indeed not stable unitary essences, but neither are they clusters of habitual individual actions. Shared practices are the accomplishments of competent members of collectives. They are accomplishments readily achieved by, and
routinely to be expected of members acting together, but they nonetheless have to be generated on every occasion, by agents concerned all the time to retain coordination and alignment with each other in order to bring them about. Although they are routine at the collective level, they are not routine at the individual level. This is why there is point in referring to a practice as the shared possession of a collective. (There is a sense, of course, in which the shared practice imputed here is a reification, derived from performances all accomplished slightly differently in varying conditions and circumstances; but it is a useful reification and a harmless one, akin to such useful notions as ‘skill,’ for example, at the individual level.)

It might be objected that a great deal has been made of a single, possibly atypical example, that of cavalry riding in formation, and that there is a need to check on the scope of the argument. The first thing to note by way of reply here is that examples of shared practices collectively executed, like riding in formation, are legion: they include fighting together, hunting together, sailing together, singing together, even, in the present-day world, doing science together. No wholly individualistic account will succeed in accounting for these examples. Individual habits will diverge over time, however rigorously they are initially inculcated, and cannot in any case account for the constant coordination of actions that is evident in examples of the routine practice of an interacting collective.

There are, however, many practices that are carried out solo. Acupuncture is normally administered by a single dentist. A vegetarian meal can be eaten alone. How is this distinct class of practices to be addressed? The answer proposed here is that they should not be treated as a distinct class at all: the need is to see these examples as just like the example of riding in formation. If riding in formation is an example nicely designed to expose the limitations of individualism, these further examples will serve to reveal those limitations as universal ones manifest in all its applications.

Both riding in formation and acupuncture are practices learned from other people, in these instances from fellow occupants of specific occupational roles. And in both instances learning continues after the initial acquisition of ‘competent member’ status, as part of the business of participation in practice itself. It is part of the nature of a shared practice that learning what it is and enacting it are inseparable. This is one reason why shared practices change. The cavalry company gets better at riding in formation as it rides, even to the extent perhaps that what it counts as riding in formation changes and last year’s adequate efforts are this year accounted failures and causes for concern. Shared practices like acupuncture develop similarly, so that acupunctural techniques change over time and what counts as the administration of acupuncture changes. Not every well-intentioned prod with a needle is acupuncture: some prods fall outside the practice, some are more or less adequate expressions of it, some few may be so remarkable that they play major roles in extending existing conceptions of what the practice is.6
Thus although acupuncture is individually administered it is administered as acupuncture by a member who, in realizing that shared practice, has to be sensitive to what other practitioners are doing. The acupuncturist must interact with fellow practitioners, and be both cognizant of and disposed to move in the direction of their practice in order to be a practitioner herself. It is only through the interaction of a membership characterized by mutual intelligibility and mutual susceptibility that something identifiable as shared practice can be sustained, and its correct enactment distinguished from what is defective or incompetent. Indeed we might use this as a neat way of distinguishing habit and practice: habit is not enacted well or badly, but practice is. Thus the difference between riding in formation and administering acupuncture is only the contingent one that the necessary interactions for the maintenance of practice are more concentrated and immediately apparent in the former case. Acupuncturists we might say merely operate in a more spread-out mode than cavalry.

It is, of course, when practice is manifest in the actions of isolated individuals that individualistic misconceptions of what is involved are most plausible. Not only habit-individualism but rule-individualism, norm-individualism, and other idealist forms of individualism, are deployed to describe what is involved. All alike are unsatisfactory. Individuals who privately follow rules, for example, will be liable to diverge in their practice over time just as individuals who privately follow habit will. Rules can never be sufficiently informative or well exemplified to keep instances of rule-following behavior relevantly identical in all the diverse situations wherein rules are followed. Only agents actively concerned to modify their idiosyncratic rule-following activities appropriately are able to sustain a shared sense of what it is to follow a rule. Whatever is accounted agreement in the following of a rule is produced by the membership that follows it, not by ‘the rule itself.’

Thus, in conclusion, we can see that the adoption even of an apparently simple and anodyne account of social life as practice has profound theoretical implications. These are well brought out by considering Turner’s challenging criticisms of ‘theories of practice.’ Not only does Turner demolish a number of shoddy examples of such theories, much more importantly he allows us to see that no invocation of ‘shared practice,’ however carefully conceived, is compatible with individualism. An individualist will readily perceive the merits of such a contribution. But an anti-individualist may also be thankful for it. From that perspective, Turner demonstrates that the notions of ‘shared practice’ and ‘agreement in practice’ can only be defended as components in a genuinely sociological account of social life, one wherein they feature as accomplishments of those human beings collectively engaged in the task of sustaining them. Such human beings cannot be understood as independent calculative individuals; they stand revealed in their practice as profoundly interdependent, mutually susceptible social agents.
Notes

1 The contribution of ethnomethodology has been decisive here. See Garfinkel (1967) and Heritage (1984). Among the conventional sociological theories to build upon their work is that of Giddens (1984).

2 What a membership is able to do as a matter of routine practice is a tolerable first-order description of its power, i.e. of the power constituted in and as it (Barnes 1988). It is interesting to note here that the social power of a membership typically greatly exceeds the sum of the powers or capacities inherent in members considered as independent individuals, because those individual powers may be combined and coordinated to constitute what otherwise would be nonexistent powers or capacities. This is why the old zero-sum theory of social power has long been discredited. Power is emergent out of order: being a variable dependent on the degree and nature of the order in the collective it cannot be treated as a fixed quantity which can only be concentrated at one point or be put at the discretion of one member by being drawn off from another point or removed from the discretion of other members. Thus, social power is not so many individual powers or capacities separately accounted. It is powers or capacities collectively constituted and visibly expressed in the ongoing routine practice of the membership. In the most profound sense, it is shared practice.

3 The power of the commander to instigate the charge is a consequence of the distribution of knowledge across the army. See Barnes (1988) for a discussion of ‘power over’ of this kind as related to a distribution of self-referring knowledge—knowledge, incidentally, which cannot be rendered as practice.

4 There are accounts at the most general ‘macro’ level of social theory that apparently circumvent this problem (Giddens 1984). They emphasize the general dependence of members on the existing repertoire of practices in their society. Members may have innumerable objectives and interests, and very many different beliefs and theories, but whatever their objectives and whatever their beliefs about how to attain them, they will have to draw on that existing repertoire. There is nothing else. Hence the system of practices will in effect reproduce itself by being drawn upon, and this can confidently be predicted without any knowledge of what prompts the specific actions wherein it is drawn upon. Its very existence will indeed account for its continuation: practice will account for practice. This argument, however, is hard to square with the uncontroversial observation that the repertoire of practices changes over time. This evident mutability clearly implies that practices do not self-reproduce, and that to the extent that they are reproduced this must be understood by reference to contingencies external to practices, arguably contingencies to do with the human beings who reproduce them.

5 In this paper it suffices to speak of the interdependence of social agents. Elsewhere I insist that this interdependence takes the form of mutual susceptibility and is causal. The link must be made causally, rather than via reason, because it is necessary to account for coordinated understanding as well as coordinated action, and links mediated by reason (i.e. verbal communications rationally addressed) presume coordinated understanding and cannot occur until it exists. See Barnes (1995, 2000).
6 A more satisfactory exposition of these points is part of MacIntyre’s brilliant discussion of practices (1981). His definition of ‘practice’ is, however, much narrower than the one adopted here to suit the needs of the present paper and this is why I have not made use of his highly distinctive but wonderfully insightful account.

7 The argument against ‘practice individualism’ in this paper parallels familiar arguments against ‘rule individualism’ and on behalf of collectivist accounts of rules (Wittgenstein 1958; Kripke 1982; Bloor 1997). Rule collectivism is a view I myself advocate, for example, in Barnes (1995). It is a view that follows naturally from a finitist understanding of the nature of rules and meanings, such as that given in Barnes et al. (1996).
Garfinkel’s remarkably innovative vision of a mode of sociological analysis he termed ‘ethnomethodology’ has in recent years become detached from its historical relationship to key issues in social theory, in large measure due to the success of the technical field of ‘conversation analysis’ which owes its genesis to many of his theoretical contributions. However, an abiding issue within ethnomethodology broadly conceived has been the nature of social order and social organization and the appropriate methods for investigating the properties of these phenomena. Among the primary problems confronted by contemporary social theorists has been the development of an adequate conceptual framework for the depiction of the nature of ‘macro-social’ phenomena. I submit in this essay that various theses advanced within ethnomethodology permit us to cast this issue in a novel fashion and enable us to approach some viable solutions to the problems which are generated by contemplations of the nature of macro-social phenomena and their relationship(s) to quotidien human conduct.

The ‘micro-macro’ linkage problem, as it is called in contemporary sociological theory, is an issue which requires intensive logical analysis. However, notwithstanding various current treatments which it has received, I believe that a proper logical solution has not (yet) been forthcoming, and if it has, I am not aware of it. It is the purpose of this essay to argue for what I shall claim is a contribution to the solution of the core problems. Identifying what constitute the ‘core problems’ will itself require detailed discussion. In my view this must involve, and in the first instance, an analysis of the ontological problems arising out of a consideration of the nature of macro- (as well as micro) social phenomena, from the solution of which significant methodological implications may be derived. I have visited this issue before, although this earlier treatment was almost certainly considered (by those whom it sought to engage) as merely a reiteration of what was then taken to be a conventional ‘ethnomethodological’ position. In what follows, I shall advance a series of arguments designed to show that the proper route to a solution to the ‘micro-macro’ relationship problem is to be found in a systematic elucidation of the logic of our ordinary practices (including our communicative practices) in our ordinary life circumstances. If this means that we must revisit the earlier ‘ethnomethodological’ themes, then all I can say is: better late than never.
‘Macro-social’ phenomena

Reflecting upon the results of their intellectual-historical investigation of the concept of ‘society,’ itself in the classical traditions of sociology, Frisby and Sayer concluded that:

To the question, then, ‘Does sociology need to ground itself in a concept of society?’ an empirical answer would have to be resoundingly in the negative. Sociology can apparently get by perfectly well without society. Indeed a more than plausible case can be made for saying that sociological knowledge has progressed to the extent that the discipline has at last liberated itself from fruitless speculation on society as such—however conceived—and turned its attention to the empirical study of real instances of human sociation.4

While a good case may be made for this assessment of classical sociological work in relation to ‘society’ as its putatively central phenomenon of study, it is abundantly clear that many other ‘macro categories’ enjoy a rich life in the research and theorizing of contemporary sociologists. Many of these modern macro-level inquiries do not lend themselves generally to description as ‘empirical stud[ies] of real instances of human sociation’ in Frisby and Sayers’s terms. What are the putative ‘macro-social’ phenomena within modern sociological discourse? Any list of such phenomena would be bound to include at least the following: states, nations, governments, legal systems, health systems, corporations, firms, banks, universities, hospitals, armed forces, gangs, crowds, revolutions, social classes, and the like. Efforts to conceptualize modern (usually industrial) societies as holistic ‘social systems’ may have waned since Parsons (with the exception of some of the ‘neofunctionalists’ such as Luhmann and Alexander with their somewhat diverse emphases, as well as the neo-Marxist tradition with its sustained treatment of capitalism as a ‘system’), but there is still much study of the ‘stratification system.’ Also, analyses of bureaucracy, large-scale social organizations, the state, the military, the capitalist market (whether construed nationally—or internationally, especially after Mandel and Wallerstein, among others) abound. The ‘macro’ level of inquiry is alive and well, and takes many forms.

One long-standing tradition of ‘macro’-level analysis in sociology is the ‘comparative historical’ approach, which traces its roots to the comparative institutional analyses of Max Weber. Often considered a classical proponent of ‘methodological individualism,’ Weber’s actual investigations show clearly that his central category of (‘multicausal’) analysis was not ‘the individual’ actor, but the concept of the Träger (the bearer or ‘carrier’ of patterned action orientations). In our reanalysis of the micro-macro linkage issue, we shall have occasion to return to this concept, albeit in a somewhat different sense than that employed by Weber. For Weber, as Kalberg has commented, ‘carriers stand
at the very center of his multicausality; he repeatedly calls attention to them.

Thus, in giving his account of the emergence of the distinctively ‘formally rational’ capitalist social organization of the Northern European countries, Weber focused upon the ‘carriers’ of the doctrines of ascetic Calvinist Protestantism. In discussing the persistence of Confucianism for two millennia in China, he stresses the role of the patrimonial bureaucracy and the literati stratum; and in accounting for the persistence of Hinduism in India, he focuses upon the Brahmins as its carrier stratum. Rather than postulate mere ‘material conditions’ (in Marxist fashion or disengaged ‘ideational elements’ as moving forces in history [after Hegel]), Weber identifies the living, human embodiments of concrete action orientations in specific groups of people. These groups range from named individuals, (such as, *inter alia*, Franklin and Baxter in The Protestant Ethic thesis) to concretely identifiable, ‘self-conscious’ social ‘strata’ (such as political parties, churches, sects, states, or voluntary enterprises comprising individuals too numerous—and frequently too distant in history—to identify enumeratively). Kalberg observes that in Weber’s accounts:

The doctrine of early Islam was deeply penetrated by the status ethic of its original carrier stratum: a knightly order of disciplined crusaders and conquerors. Christianity’s belief system was shaped significantly in Antiquity by its original carriers: itinerant artisan journeymen, pettybourgeois merchants, and more generally, urban civic strata.

For Weber, ‘methodological individualism’ meant eschewing the reification of ‘structural entities’ by referring whatever ‘macro categories’ were being used to their actual bearers, even though these were not always nameable nor enumerable. Weber warned against the proclivity to reify structural concepts in sociology in the early passages of his magnum opus, *Economy and Society*. Discussing the categories of ‘state,’ ‘nation,’ ‘corporation,’ ‘family,’ and ‘army corps,’ he wrote:

These concepts of collective entities which are found both in commonsense and in juristic and other technical forms of thought, have a meaning in the minds of individual persons, partly as of something actually existing, partly as something with normative authority. This is true not only of judges and officials, but of ordinary private individuals as well… Thus, for instance, one of the important aspects of the existence of a modern state, precisely as a complex of social interaction of individual persons, consists in the fact that the action of various individuals is oriented to the belief that it exists or should exist, thus that its acts and laws are valid in the legal sense.

A little further on, he remarks that:
It is vital to be continually clear about this in order to avoid the ‘reification’ of these concepts. A ‘state,’ for example, ceases to exist in a sociologically relevant sense whenever there is no longer a probability that certain kinds of meaningfully oriented action will take place.\textsuperscript{9}

We shall explore the ramifications of this point of view further, and take note of certain revisions to it, which our analysis will be found to entail.

In a related tradition of sociological inquiry, the ‘micro’ level has long been characterized as the domain of the many modes of analysis of social (interpersonal) interaction, from the quantitative variety of ‘social-psychological’ studies to the (Chicago-inspired) ethnographic analyses of everyday interactions in diverse settings. Blumer’s programmatic for what he called ‘symbolic interactionism’ contained several attacks upon conventional macrolevel modes of analysis, especially the practice of ‘operationalisation’ of ordinary ‘macro’ concepts and the depiction of domains of social life as ‘variables.’\textsuperscript{10} For most symbolic interactionists, all ‘macro’ phenomena are either abstractions from, or actually consist in, patterns of social interaction between people.\textsuperscript{11} Some of the more ‘radical’ among them would argue that ‘macro categories’ of analysis are essentially linked to Durkheimian or Marxist-inspired modes of structural investigation and theorizing, and are occasionally claimed to be nothing more than ‘reifications’ (i.e., fallacious concretizations). No existential or ontological status is to be accorded to any ‘macro categories,’ since all that exists sociologically is said to be social interaction in all of its forms. ‘Macro-social’ phenomena are illegitimate objectifications of interactional processes from a strictly sociological point of view, no matter what their status is within the confines of everyday, commonsense reasoning. They would assert that only the micro level exists.

Ethnomethodology has often been located at the ‘micro’ end of the spectrum, but this characterization, as I shall argue at some length in this discussion, is misleading. Indeed, to the contrary, ethnomethodology’s abiding interest in revealing the logic of peoples’ practical conduct (including the logic of their everyday reasoning within and about their social environments) can be usefully elaborated so as to undermine the very initial generic dichotomy of ‘macro’ and ‘micro’ social phenomena here at issue. Indeed, much of the talk of ‘macro-social phenomena,’ as emergent from microinteractional processes, strikes me as misplaced. This metaphorical construction presupposes the possibility of a discrete identification of different ‘levels’ (one level somehow emerging from the [lower?] level), raises more questions than it settles, and obscures an adequate characterization of the various ways in which ‘macro’ phenomena are actually featured in our social world.

A major step in elucidating this issue is afforded by considering, first, the ways in which people routinely and unproblematically use ‘the language of the macro level’ in the context of living their lives as practical, social agents. It is, above all, immediately apparent to any user of the ordinary language, that
instances of so-called ‘macro’ phenomena exhibit significant differences between how their properties could be conceptualized, and to what their ‘existence’ actually amounts. Almost all of the macro categories used by sociologists are ordinary-language concepts: such notions as ‘army,’ ‘bank,’ ‘state,’ ‘legal system,’ ‘class,’ ‘bureaucracy,’ etc., are not (or not in the first instance) technical concepts whose meanings intentionally depart from their vernacular usage. Consequently, inspecting the rules of use of these categories will illuminate the logic of their conceptualization. Emphatically, this is not an effort to avoid the ontological issues in favor of ‘linguistic’ ones. The issue, as I will argue, is that the examination of members’ vernacular ways of conceptualizing ‘macro’-social phenomena will be instructive for us in dissolving ontological misconceptions often entertained by theorists (within both ‘micro’ and ‘macro’ sociology). By way of this analysis we obtain a clearer view of both the issues which divide ‘micro’ and ‘macro’ sociology and of how these may be handled.

The ‘observability’ of macro phenomena

Because many of our macro-social concepts designate institutions which are linked to geographical/architectural structures (e.g., cities, banks, universities, hospitals, police departments, etc.), an ambiguity can readily arise concerning the ways in which such macro-social phenomena are actually observable in the world of everyday life. There is one sense, of course, in which one may ‘see’ a city (e.g., by flying over it), a college, a bank, or a hospital (by walking around or through its grounds and inspecting its building[s]) but, sociologically speaking, the social institutions of cities or colleges, companies, or consulates (etc.), are clearly not observable in this way. The tendency has been to envisage macro-social phenomena linked to identifiable material structures as ‘contained’ by or within such material structures. Once this move is made, however, puzzles arise. For example, in what sense is the ‘social institution’ itself visible within such material domains as geographical areas and/or architectural structures? What we locate there, after all, are people saying and doing a great variety of things, not all of which remotely instantiate ‘city-ness,’ ‘bank-ness,’ or ‘university-ness.’ It can readily appear as though the symbolic interactionists and methodological individualists are correct to propose that such social structures are abstractions from human interactions of specific sorts, and have no genuinely ‘independent existence’ as such. This move, however, is made too quickly. Changing the example, for a moment, one can actually observe ‘crowds,’ ‘riots,’ ‘demonstrations,’ ‘armies’ on the march, ‘platoons’ on the attack, etc., and these are surely no ‘abstractions’ from things that people are collectively engaged in. What is it then for a ‘nation,’ a ‘religious order,’ a ‘city,’ a ‘university’ or a ‘bank’ to do something?

Consider the following: Bill Clinton announces from within the Oval Office of the White House to a gathering of journalists from the international press corps
that ‘the United States is prepared to invade Haiti unless the junta steps down.’ Clearly, these are the words of a single individual, but, under the auspices of the relevant identification categories (rules and circumstances of utterance) it is the United States declaring its policy. There is no polling of 250 million people. To think that this would be necessary, in weighing how it is that action predicates can be assigned to collectivities, is to commit the ‘fallacy of large numbers.’ Consider, further, Karol Wojtyla who asserts (again according to specific rules and in very specifically circumscribed circumstances) that ‘the Catholic Church will maintain its historic opposition to abortion.’ It is not Wojtyla, per se, who is declaring this, it is the Church reaffirming/announcing its position. Nor are all of these cases simply ones of individuals acting as ‘spokespeople’ for their respective institutions. This is a very different identification or membership category, and its associated praxis is governed by quite distinct rules. When the telephone rings and the caller says, ‘This is Bay Bank. Are you interested in our new money market account?’, the person calling may be Jane Doe, but it is not Jane Doe calling. Although Jane Doe is clearly operating as its representative, it is Bay Bank calling. In not all cases in which one or more people do something logically connected to ‘macro structure,’ however, is it a matter of their behaving as spokespersons or ‘representatives.’ Rather, on many occasions, their conduct instantiates that of the relevant macro phenomenon. When Mayor Tom Menino and his financial advisers announce ‘the City of Boston is determined to lower property taxes,’ and then these same personnel fix the rates and have them officially approved by the relevant ratifying body, this is the City of Boston lowering property taxes. The examples can be ramified. Under specific ranges of circumstances, when certain persons do and/or say specific sorts of things according to specific rules (rules constituting also under what identification auspices their conduct is to be construed—e.g., ‘Mayor,’ ‘President,’ ‘Pope,’ etc.), then these cases instantiate the conduct of macro phenomena. They bring these phenomena to life. They realize them, in occasioned ways, such that they (again, recurrently) enter into our lives as part of our structures of relevant orientation. Perhaps these are examples of the kind of roles that Weber would have assigned to his Träger in his comparative institutional analyses.

Note, however, that in the case of many macro-social phenomena, such Träger are either unavailable or only contestably available as such. (Many of the critics of Weber’s own ‘Protestant Ethic Thesis’ accused him of selectively and, thus, contentiously identifying Calvinism’s Träger). For example, whose deeds constitute the ‘proletariat’s’ doing something, or the ‘bourgeoisie’s’ having decided to X or to do Y, are matters of quite extensive contention; largely because for these macro concepts there are no formal Träger, and no ‘formal’ spokespersons or representatives. Marx’s famous distinction between a ‘Klass-an-sich’ and a ‘Klass-für-sich,’ exhibits a sensitivity to this issue. For Marx, the transition from the former to the latter is largely a matter of the emergence of collective ‘self-consciousness’ (and, for Lenin, in the case of the ‘proletariat,’ the rise of the ‘Vanguard Party’). Of course, many groups, collectivities, and
institutions in contemporary societies comprise self-membership organizations (from the ‘Hell’s Angels’ to the ‘SPD,’ from the ‘Chrysler Motor Corporation’ to ‘Oxford University,’ and from the ‘British Medical Association’ to the ‘Church of Scientology’), with more or less circumscribed but broadly known and subscribed-to rules, credentials, role allocations, and the rest of the familiar apparatus of ‘self-conscious’ collectivities. Other kinds of collectivities and institutions are non-self-membership organizations such as characterizes the various self-membership organizations. These latter would include ‘genders,’ ‘ethnic groups,’ ‘social classes,’ ‘nations’ (excluding the phenomena of ‘naturalization’), ‘religions’ (excluding the phenomena of ‘baptism’ or ‘conversion’), and so on. In Jayyusi’s terms, we confront quite diverse ‘social organizations of categorical incumbency’ among these different collectivities. How do these distinctions relate to our general theme of the ‘praxiological’ instantiation of ‘macro-social’ phenomena?

In order to address this question, we shall have to introduce some aspects of Harvey Sacks’s logical analysis of ‘membership categorization practices.’ This will comprise my major theme in this argument.

Sacks observed that any person is a possible incumbent of an indefinitely large array of equally but alternatively correct identification categories. Thus, a given ‘adult male’ can be correctly identified—although differentially for diverse purposes and in different contexts—as, alternatively, ‘a lawyer,’ ‘a taxpayer,’ ‘a Protestant,’ ‘a liberal,’ ‘an American,’ ‘a black [Afro-American],’ ‘a veteran,’ ‘a bookworm,’ ‘a father,’ ‘a son,’ ‘a socialite,’ ‘a member of the middle class,’ ‘a customer,’ ‘a divorce,’ and so on. Among the many categories of personal identification are the ‘collectivity categories’ which may, also differentially, be ascribed to (and on occasion avowed by) people. E.g., ‘he’s French,’ ‘she’s a Rotarian,’ ‘they are Moslems,’ ‘we are members of the faculty,’ etc. Sacks drew a crucial distinction, then, between ‘categorization’ of a person and ‘relevantly correct categorization’ of a person (or persons), arguing that the satisfaction of criteria of correctness could not suffice to account for any actual case of membership categorization. This is because, for example, as I write this paper, whilst it is in some sense ‘formally correct’ to classify myself as ‘a father’ (I do indeed have a biologically related daughter), that could not serve as the operationally relevant identification of me for this setting and for this activity. For this setting and for this activity, I am relevantly categorizable as, inter alia, and minimally, ‘an academic,’ perhaps ‘a professor,’ ‘an intellectual,’ or a ‘sociologist.’ It is qua ‘sociologist,’ etc., but not qua ‘father,’ that I am engaged right now in carrying out this intellectual activity. (Indeed, at least in Anglo-American culture, were you to report that you witnessed a ‘father’ produce a piece of written discourse, it would most naturally be heard to be a report on some kind of religiously relevant literature).
Having sketched the bare essentials of (some of) Sacks’s arguments, let us see to what extent they can be brought to bear upon the issue before us: the ‘praxiological resolution of the micro-macro issue.’ First of all, as we noted earlier, it would only be a gratuitous insistence upon the ‘fallacy of large numbers’ that might prohibit someone from agreeing that when Karol Woytyla ‘asserts Papal doctrine’ it is the Catholic Church’s position that is enunciated. (No poll of the 600 million-odd practicing Catholics is at issue here.) Provided that his papal incumbency has been legitimately brought about, this relation holds for that sort of activity on his part. Note, of course, the normative element at work here. Some people do and say things expecting to instantiate whole organizations or even whole ‘peoples’ where their widespread recognized illegitimacy either render the claim ambiguous or downright absurd. Recall how long it took for Presidents Nelson Mandela and Yasser Arafat to become widely acknowledged (and not without some continuing dissent) as the ‘legitimate leaders’ of the defined populations of the black South Africans and Palestinian Arabs respectively. There will, clearly, be contestable and borderline cases, cases fraught with struggle, political, religious, professional, and ethical, in respect of their actual or potential ratifiability. However, none of this gainsays the central point being advanced here: indeed, such instances merely reinforce its cogency. Collectivities have their life in through their praxiological instantiations, and especially through the occasions that make relevant the instantiating membership categories. Thus, it really isn’t ‘Jane Doe’ calling ‘Jeff Coulter’ when it is ‘Bay Bank’ calling me, just as it really isn’t ‘Karol Woytyla’ qua private citizen who instantiates Catholicism on those occasions when the enunciations are formally produced. Jane Doe, and Karol Woytyla, may say and do a host of things in their lives, but only on occasions bounded by specific sorts of rules do their saying/doings make relevant those categories such as to instantiate the action of a collectivity. Armies can plan coups d’état, companies can fix prices, governments can declare wars, and so forth, only insofar as the practices and praxis-relevant identities of persons, sometimes few and occasionally many, are recognizably invocable.

The ‘occasional relevance’ of the macro-social order

Much of the foregoing will be anathema to theorists who subscribe to ‘structuralist’ conceptions of the macro-social order, or to modes of sociological model-building we could call ‘externalist.’ After all, the argument appears to posit nothing at all ‘behind’ or ‘over and above’ the properties of situated practices and the praxis-relevant identifications of their agents. Surely, it may be objected, macro-level phenomena ‘exist’ even when no single member is engaged in any kind of macro-instantiating conduct of the kind discussed here? Is this not merely an ‘immanentist’ argument?

Suppose that no soldier in a given army engages for an entire day in, e.g., ‘saluting,’ ‘drilling,’ ‘weapons cleaning,’ ‘combat maneuvers,’ even
'combat' itself, and so on, throughout the entire array of action predicates logically related to the category of ‘army.’ Would this entail the disappearance or ‘dissolution’ of the ‘army’ itself? This seems to be an absurd consequence. However, we may approach a resolution of this issue in the following way.

Consider the case of the ‘soldier’ who enters a store and becomes, for the purpose of a transaction, a ‘customer.’ Does this mean that he is no longer a ‘soldier’? Or consider the case of the ‘soldier’ who is off duty and is having a domestic quarrel about his family’s finances with his wife. Isn’t the ‘husband’ who is doing the quarreling also, and simultaneously, still a ‘soldier’ (i.e., an incumbent of a ‘macro-level’ category—the armed forces, the army, etc.)? Our intuitions are perhaps ambiguous on this issue. What may contribute to confusion is the fact that ‘soldiers’ (unlike ‘husbands’ and ‘customer’) are typically uniformed when behaving under such category auspices, and thus they are incumbents of a restricted class of ‘membership categories’: those which are routinely ‘emblematically assignable,’ or ‘perceptually recordable’ at a glance, so to speak. (Policemen, nuns, hospital physicians, traffic wardens, firemen, etc., would be other instances.) Feminists, likewise, speak of the ‘omnirelevance’ of gender categories, and some others make this claim for (certain) ‘racial’ or ‘ethnic’ categories.

The perceptual assignability of categories, however, does not entail their operational relevance. Unless the perceptually assignable membership category is somehow made or rendered operational in and through specific courses of action/activities, then claims for its relevance are either false or, at best, undecidable. Some psychological theorists are adamant that everything we do is a function of some assignable ‘personality type,’ but similar arguments apply here as well.17

Where does this leave us in respect of the question: ‘is a soldier still a soldier when he is (e.g.) a ‘customer’ or a ‘husband,’ and, if so, then in what does this identity consist?’ This is a tricky issue, but I think that it can be resolved. ‘Being’ a soldier is a matter of being able legitimately and relevantly to claim such a status, as well as a matter of others being able legitimately and relevantly to invoke it in ascriptive practices. In the first person, it is an issue of a legitimate capacity, which is exhibitable independently from the many other manifestations we could call ‘soldiering.’ In the sense in which a legitimate capacity can be said to ‘exist’ independently from any local praxiological exhibition of it, then, in that specific sense, of course, one can be a soldier when off duty, not ‘soldiering,’ and so on. And, similarly, ‘armies’ can be said still to ‘exist’ when no soldier at all is engaged in manifesting army membership or army-relevant practices. Note, however, that being stripped of, or abandoning, the capacity of legitimate claim, if instantiated en masse, so to speak, does dissolve—render nonexistent—the ‘army’ and all of its ‘soldiers’ (as when an army completely ‘demobilizes,’ or is forcibly dissolved, after a war). Such a collectivity has its ‘existence’ in these ways. And so do many others, although not all of them.
The central issue before us, then, is this: in what social circumstances can a (lay or professional) observer/reporter, who respects the logic of social situations, invoke collectivity categories in assigning some such to an agent of an activity? It is to this issue that I shall now direct my attention.

‘Category-boundedness’ as a constraint upon the ‘relevance’ of the ‘macro level’

In elaborating upon his analysis of the logic of the identification of persons in everyday life, Sacks noted that any universe of human activities or practices may be partitioned into those which are ‘categorically bound’ to some specific (or restricted set of) membership categories, and those which are ‘categorically open’ (in the sense that no relevant identity is entailed by the performance of the practice). Thus, for example, we can ascertain the category-bound status of an activity or practice by noting how straightforward it is to make an inference from the characterization of an activity to a characterization of the relevant identity of its ‘doer.’ The simplest pronoun substitution test will suffice. Consider the following as serious and literal locutions produced in social-communicative relations: ‘He sentenced him to ten years’ imprisonment,’ ‘She diagnosed lymphoma,’ ‘He arrested them for disturbing the peace,’ ‘She fired him on the spot.’ In these cases, one can discern the relevant membership categories which apply to the persons represented purely pronominally in the examples, namely, ‘judge,’ ‘physician,’ ‘cop,’ ‘employer,’ or their cognates, respectively. Contrast such cases to the following: ‘He committed suicide,’ ‘She interrupted them’ and ‘He complained about the heat.’ No specific identification categories can be inferred in these instances (the pronominal exhibition of gender aside). ‘Committing suicide,’ ‘interrupting’ and ‘complaining’ are categorically open activities. Of course, there are some cases which resist such a clean-cut partitioning, such as, e.g., ‘saluting’ or ‘teaching,’ where in many cases the conventional ties between saluting and being a military person and between teaching and being a teacher do not constitute ties of strict categorical boundedness, since nonmilitary personnel can salute others (and in various ways) and parents can teach their kids but not be ‘teachers,’ etc. These complications aside, it is reasonably clear that many practices are quite simply institutional practices, presupposing and/or instantiating the operations of macro-social phenomena, whilst others (most others, in fact) are not. I refer to this as the phenomenon of the ‘occasional relevance’ of the macro-social level to our everyday lives, and offer it as a sharp contrast to perspectives and modes of theorizing which insist upon the omnirelevance of a macrosociological ‘contextualization’ for everything we do.

Newspaper reportage is replete with efforts to contrive linkages between macro-social identities and categorically open practices. ‘Ex-Green Beret goes on rampage,’ ‘Black youths loot local video store,’ ‘Government official caught with prostitute,’ and so on, exemplify this form of contrived linkage, where the
‘relevance’ of the selected categorical identifications is clearly not derivable from criteria of correct identification alone, and is certainly not an invocation of a relationship of ‘category boundedness.’ In referring to such linkages as ‘contrived,’ I do not mean to suggest that no relevance whatsoever can be attached to the categories selected to identify the producers of the activities in question. As an account unfolds, efforts may be made (and often enough successfully) to argue for, demonstrate, or portray the possible relevance of the selected categories (as when, e.g., it is revealed that the identification of the ‘John’ in the ‘prostitution’ example as a ‘Government official’ has been made simply on the grounds that he is a ‘public figure,’ or, more strongly perhaps, on the grounds that the prostitute he has been caught with has connections to a foreign intelligence service, etc.). On the other hand, however, the possibilities for ‘gratuitous’ linkages remain wide open. For example, the youths who looted the store were indeed ‘black,’ but they were also, inter alia, ‘unemployed,’ ‘homeless’ and ‘hungry.’ These are, exactly, issues within practical sociological reasoning.

In the space allotted to me, I cannot aspire to do justice to the full complexity of the issues which are enjoined when a fresh perspective is adopted for construing the micro-macro linkage issue in the social sciences. I shall, therefore, conclude this essay with some brief, but hopefully suggestive, points, which I believe should be borne in mind when this issue arises in our intellectual work as sociologists and behavioral scientists.

Concluding remarks

Max Weber’s ‘methodological individualism’ and Herbert Blumer’s ‘symbolic interactionism’ both advocated de-reifying solutions to the problem of conceptualizing ‘macro-social’ phenomena, but neither adequately appreciated the complexity of the grammars of our macro-social concepts. In particular, and notwithstanding their occasional programmatic declarations, neither furnished clear solutions to the problem of the relationship between everyday human conduct and the macro-social order, because neither addressed the fundamental problem of the relevance of such concepts/phenomena to the organization of our everyday activities and our practical reasoning about such activities. In particular, an adequate appreciation of the role of the ‘macroorder’ in our everyday lives reveals that such phenomena are variously instantiated in what we say and do and also that our conduct is by no means omnirelevantly linked to ‘macro-level’ considerations.

What needs to be addressed in this regard at a later point is the nature and role of ‘economic’ phenomena, a topic I cannot address in this schematic discussion. A first move in the right direction here is, I believe, a rejection of the notion that ‘the economy’ is a ‘system’ of interdeterministic ‘parts’ which works according to principles that can be discerned in complete (‘exogenous’) independence of our everyday (economic) practices of monetary reckoning, ‘embedded’ decision-
making, and sundry other contingencies so systematically neglected in economic
texts of our economic behavior. Developing this argument, however, is
something I cannot pursue adequately here.
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This essay defends two principal theses: (1) that social order is established within the sway of social practices, and (2) that mind is a central dimension of this ‘process.’ The first claim is a large one and cannot be fully substantiated here. It primarily serves as a context for developing the second thesis. The path to the latter end, moreover, leads through an analysis of the organization of practices. It is the role that a socially constituted mind plays in structuring practices that certifies practices as the place of social order.

Social order(s)

Building on Talcott Parsons’s distinction between factual and normative order, Dennis Wrong (1994) has recently distinguished two problems of order. One, the ‘mere’ cognitive problem of order, concerns the formation and maintenance of stable, regular, and predictable patterns of behavior. The second, genuine problem of order asks what holds society together, that is, what ensures relatively stable, nonoverly violent human coexistence. This second problem, which Parsons dubbed the ‘Hobbesian Problem of Order,’ is certainly an important issue. Wrong infelicitously underplays, however, the sort of phenomenon to which the first problem calls attention. For practical solutions to the Hobbesian problem implicate establishment of a deeper type of order, one on a par with, though different from, the ones Wrong builds into the definition of the cognitive problem. This seems true even according to his own position, since nonviolent human coexistence likely requires at least some behavioral regularity.

Should, however, cognitive, or in Parsons’s terms ‘factual,’ order be tied to regularity? Like many thinkers, Wrong assumes that factual order—the disposition and hanging together of entities—is the same as regularity. I suspect he thinks this on the grounds that scientific cognition, if not human cognition generally, proceeds by grasping regularities. In recent decades, however, the assimilation of order and cognition to regularity and its apprehension has come under suspicion. Wittgenstein’s (1958: sections 65–79) remarks on family resemblances, like Derrida’s (e.g., 1988a) reflections on sameness over difference, exemplify considerations that show that order *per se* cannot be identified with regularity *qua* repetition of the same. Recall Wittgenstein’s
example: a variety of different activities count as games, and in this sense compose
an order, even though what in the world corresponds to this state of order is not
the uniform repetition of specific features, but a tangle of samenesses and
similarities among the activities involved. Observations such as this suggest that
there is more both to the ordering of things and to cognition (including scientific
cognition) than regularities and their apprehension.

Wittgenstein’s remarks, like those of Derrida and also Foucault (1972) and
Kuhn (1977), do not just reveal the inadequacy of the widespread equation of
order with regularity. They also disclose the elaborate tangle of resemblance and
difference that characterizes the phenomena falling under any given concept of
natural language. Their discernment of dispersion at the alleged place of
regularity thus suggests that a viable conception of order must accommodate
manifolds of variably similar and divergent entities as ordered phenomena. Now,
one conception of order that does this while also building upon the complex and
variable connections that exist among things, construes order as *arrangements.*
An arrangement is a layout of entities in which they relate and take up places
with respect to one another. On the basis of this intuitive conception, *social* order
can be defined as arrangements of people and the organisms, artifacts, and things
through which they coexist. An example is an arrangement of teacher, students,
desks, chalkboard, plants, and seeing eye dog in a classroom. In this
arrangement, the cited entities relate spatially, causally, intentionally (via mental
states), and prefigurationally (roughly, by enabling and constraining one
another’s activities). They thereby take up positions with regard to one another
that combine aspects of these four dimensions. As elements of the arrangement,
these entities also possess identities (who someone is) or meanings (what
something is). For something’s meaning/identity is a function of its relations,
just as conversely its relations are a function of its meaning/identity. Teachers,
for example, face and lecture to students because of who they all are, just as who
they are depends on this orientation and activity. Incidentally, I do not claim that
the conception of social order as arrangements is the only definition that both
declines to assimilate order to regularity and does justice to dispersion and
interconnectedness! In the present context, however, I will not defend it against
alternatives.

I tie meaning and identity to social order and focus on them in later remarks
because meaning and identity do stand for being. To proclaim the interrelated
meanings and identities of arranged items a key component of social order is to
declare being central to order. It is to acknowledge, first, that there are no
arrangements that are not arrangements of somethings and, second, that social
somethings, perhaps somethings in general, are somethings as parts of
arrangements. This latter thesis does not allege that being derives solely from
positionality in arrangements. As will be discussed, being also springs from
contexts in which arrangements exist. This thesis simply avers that people (and
some organisms) possess identities, and that artifacts, things, organisms, and
people bear meanings, as elements of arrangements. To use a familiar
Heideggerian example: hammers and nails are tools with which (inter alia) to pound and fasten—relative to one another, as part of a nexus of equipment for building and repairing, and in relation to humans who use or know how to use them thus in carrying out building and repair activities. What is more, people perform acts of hammering, prying, gauging, measuring, and so on, and acquire such identities as handymen, Sunday bumbler, and skilled carpenters, both through their use of such tools when repairing and building things and through relations with other people within these and further family, recreational, and employment activities.

Congruent with the widespread attention lavished in the past century on meaning qua founding dimension of social existence, a variety of contemporary thinkers have focused on the order-meaning-being axis in discussing social order (though their texts often do not mention order by name). The following two examples help prepare the ground for the discussion of practices in the second and third sections. In Hegemony and Socialist Strategy (1985: Chapter 3), Ernesto Laclau and Chantal Mouffe define discourses as totalities of systematically and interrelatedly meaningful actions, words, and things. As an example, they cite the builder and assistant example from the second paragraph of Wittgenstein’s Philosophical Investigations. The discourse described in this paragraph is composed of a variety of building stones, a limited repertoire of words that, for example, designate these stones, and the actions of calling for and bringing stones. Laclau and Mouffe use the word ‘positions’ to designate the meanings involved in a discourse or, more accurately, entities qua bearers of these meanings. Examples of the positions in the building discourse are slab, pillar, the word ‘slab,’ and calling for a slab (as opposed to the hunks of granite, sounds, and bodily movements that bear these meanings). Positions are defined, moreover, through their differences from one another: for example, blocks are blocks because of their differences from pillars, slabs, beams, and the words as well as actions that pertain to them. Positions also constitute being: what entities are. A discourse is thus a structured totality of systematically related, being-articulating positions, something highly similar to a social order as defined above.

Similarly, in ‘Interpretation and the Sciences of Man’ (1985) Charles Taylor pronounces semantic spaces a central feature of the social. A semantic space embraces three fields of meaning, one each for (1) people’s states of being (e.g., their desires, feelings, emotions), (2) the situations they confront (thus the people, events, and things with which they deal) and (3) their behavior in those situations. According to Taylor, to say that an item of one of these three sorts (states of being, situation, behavior) occurs in a field of meaning is to say that it has meaning only in relation to the meanings of other items in that field. For example, deferential behavior is deferential only in relation to respectful, cringing, ironic, insolent, provocative, and rude, etc., behavior. What is more, the three fields of meaning that make up a semantic space are interwoven. That a situation is shameful, for example, hangs together with people both feeling
shame and going on in certain ways in it. Indeed, the three fields are really one, for meaning is tied to language: the meanings that items of the above sorts can have for a group of people are the meanings marked by the vocabulary these people use to describe themselves and their situations. A group’s states, situations, and behaviors thus form a web that is woven together by a set of linguistically marked meanings. Like Laclau and Mouffe, furthermore, Taylor connects meaning to being, in part by contending that a group’s semantic spaces help constitute the social reality in and through which it lives. These spaces of meaning also subextend social orders qua meaning-imbued arrangements. For a consequence of living in and through these spaces is that actors, along with the entities through and to which they relate, form arrangements of interconnectedly meaningful beings.

Setting up the argument

One of the claims this essay advances is that social order is instituted within practices. Although neither Taylor nor Laclau and Mouffe speak specifically of social orders, their semantic spaces and discourses are closely connected to practice. Examining these connections identifies several aspects of practice pertinent to the establishment of order.

Whereas discourses for Laclau and Mouffe are structured totalities of meaningful entities, practice—if I understand them right—is movement and change. Discourse, in other words, is being, while practice is the becoming from which discourses result and to which they eventually succumb. Conversely, discourses are the precarious fixities that precipitate from human practice and from which further practice arises. The latter formulation is preferable in Laclau and Mouffe’s eyes because practice has form (being) only in so far as it issues from extant discourse. Erupting from a discourse that imparts to it form, practice dislocates existing positions (meanings) by rearticulating them, thereby establishing transformed discourses. Consider the discourse composed of building stones along with words and actions that pertain to them. Although Wittgenstein does not mention what Laclau and Mouffe call practice in specifying his example, the practice connected to this discourse would be, first, the activity from which the discourse arose in the past and, second, any future activity that rearticulated its arrangement of stones, words, and actions. An example would be the assistant seizing a slab as a weapon and attacking the builder. Laclau and Mouffe maintain, further, that no position is ever secure: recent and enduring fixations of meaning alike are always susceptible to dislocation through practice. Indeed, any entity can bear indefinitely many meanings and enter indefinitely many discourses. Laclau and Mouffe dub the overflow of signification beyond any partial fixation the ‘field of discursivity’ and in some passages identify this field as the place of the social.

For Taylor, by contrast, practices are not simply becoming (activity), but in addition a site, or context, where activity occurs. This is because practices
house the semantic spaces discussed above. Consider Taylor’s example, negotiation practices. Negotiation practices carry a range of meanings for behaviors, states, and situations. This space is marked by the language used within it, thus by expressions such as ‘entering into negotiations,’ ‘bargaining in good faith,’ ‘hoping to reach an agreement,’ ‘wanting to realize one’s maximal demands,’ ‘time to make a counteroffer,’ and so on. Particular acts of entering into negotiation and bargaining in good faith, etc., are moments of the practice; and their meanings as such acts are drawn from the practice’s semantic space. Like Laclau and Mouffe, consequently, Taylor believes that human activity has form *qua* embodiment of meaning. Contrary to their account, however, (1) the meaning of an action does not derive from its differences from other elements of a specific order and (2) practice is not a particular—and rare—form of activity that dislocates meaning by reestablishing it. Rather, human activity is meaningful as an instantiation of meanings that are carried in semantic spaces; and practices are open-ended sets of action that carry such spaces. Thus, whereas Laclau and Mouffe treat practice as order-transforming activity and tie meaning to concrete orders, Taylor views practices as the site where human activity occurs and ties meaning to an abstract dimension of them.

Both Taylor and the Laclau/Mouffe team pinpoint key features of practices that are pertinent to their forming the context of social order. Laclau and Mouffe emphasize practice as activity. Moreover, in attributing the transformation of discourses to practice, they declare human activity causally responsible for social orders (as suggested by their references to ‘social forces’ that transform discourses). Taylor, meanwhile, highlights practices as site and not just as activity: Practices are contexts where actions are carried out. He suggests, further, that the meanings that are instantiated in the arrangements established within a given practice are drawn from the possibilities contained in the practice’s semantic space. He thereby links the establishment of social order to abstract contexts. Taylor also, finally, anchors a practice’s semantic space in the distinctions marked by the language used in it. For Taylor, as for many contemporary theorists, language is an essential constitutive dimension of social reality—and also of practices and social orders as a result.

I agree with Laclau and Mouffe that practices are human activity and that causality in social affairs is centered in such activity. (Artifacts, organisms, and things also make a contribution, though I will not consider this further.) But I also think Taylor is right that practices are the chief context of human activity—and of social orders. I will substantiate this thesis in two steps. The first is to specify two types of ‘determination,’ other than the intervention of action in the world, that are pertinent to social orders. This task is carried out in the remainder of the current section. The second step, to be taken in the fourth section, is schematically outlining how practices shape these two types of determination. My overall argument is, thus, that social orders are established within the sway of social practices because practices mold the forms of determination that are
One additional type of determination is the specification of what people do. What I mean is not whatever mechanisms might be causally responsible for the carrying out of bodily doings that constitutes the performance of actions (cf. the discussion of doings and actions in the third section). Rather, I mean the specification of x—and not y or z—as the action a person intentionally and knowingly (seeks to) carry out at a given moment (via his or her bodily doings). The actions that people intend knowingly to perform are those that make sense to them to perform. I call the state of affairs that action makes sense to someone to do ‘practical intelligibility.’ People almost always, I contend, do what makes sense to them to do; more elaborately, they are almost always performing bodily doings that, in the current circumstances, constitute the actions that make sense to them to perform. I should explain that practical intelligibility is not the same as rationality. What makes sense to people to do is, intrinsically, neither what is nor what seems rational to do. Although on many occasions what makes sense coincides with what is or seems rational, on other occasions (such as when one person strikes out at another in anger) what makes sense to someone to do is not what it is rational to do. As will be discussed in the third section, practical intelligibility is determined by the mental phenomena of teleology and affectivity, by orientations toward ends and by how things matter. Both the pursuit of ends and how things matter can divert a person from doing what is rational. Incidentally, in governing activity practical intelligibility specifies the form of human activity. It thus corresponds to Aristotle’s formal cause, whereas the bodily mechanisms that bring about bodily doings correspond to what he called moving causes (or rather, the later interpretation of these as efficient causes). Once the bringing about of social states of affairs is recognized as centering in action, as Laclau and Mouffe (and many others) urge it should be, the governing of action through practical intelligibility becomes relevant to the establishment of order.

The second additional type of determination is the institution of meaning. What institutes meaning is whatever in the realm of intelligibility is responsible for people and things bearing such and such meanings and not others. Plato, for example, identified the something concerned as the Forms, whereas Husserl identified it as transcendental intentionality and many contemporary theorists such as Taylor think language does the trick. Note that the institution of meaning is not simply an issue of possible meanings, à la Taylor’s semantic spaces. It is more directly an issue of what establishes, as a matter of intelligibility, that a piece of behavior constitutes such and such an action and not another, that something is a particular object or event and not another, that someone’s identity is such and such and not this and that, in general, that the meanings and identities borne by the components of a particular arrangement are a, b, and c and not x, y, and z. Whereas causality is the bringing about of something that bears a
particular meaning, the institution of meaning is the establishment of the fact that it bears that meaning.

As noted, Taylor’s notion of semantic spaces suggests that some sort of abstract context is pertinent to meaning. I do not want to follow him further and to anchor the institution of meaning essentially in language, but this is a topic for another essay. The fourth section will, instead, simply identify a feature of practices different from semantic spaces as the abstract phenomenon that institutes meaning. In any event, I can now formulate my argument more precisely: practices form the chief context of social orders by molding action and meaning—that is, by helping to shape the practical intelligibility that governs activity and by carrying that, in accordance with which the meanings of arranged entities are instituted.

Practices and their mental organization

Practices are organized nexuses of activity. Examples are cooking practices, rearing practices, political practices, farming practices, negotiation practices, banking practices, and recreational practices. Each, as an organized web of activity, exhibits two overall dimensions: activity and organization.

A practice is, first, a set of actions. For instance, farming practices comprise such actions as building fences, harvesting grain, herding sheep, judging weather, and paying for supplies. Generally speaking, moreover, the actions that compose a practice are either bodily doings and sayings or actions that these doings and sayings constitute. By ‘bodily doings and sayings’ I mean actions that people directly perform bodily and not by way of doing something else. (These ‘behaviors,’ as I label them, are basic actions in the sense Arthur Danto [1965] gave this term.) Examples are hammering, handing over money, turning a steering wheel, running, watching, looking, uttering words, and writing them. Examples of the actions these bodily doings and sayings might constitute are building a house, paying for supplies, making a left turn, hurrying home, whiling away time, checking for faults, ordering someone to stand, and composing a poem. To say that actions are ‘constituted’ by doings and sayings is to say that the performance of doings and sayings amounts, in the circumstances involved, to the carrying out of actions.

The asseveration that practices embrace activity is truistic. What more is there, however, to a practice than activity? One might propose that actions compose a practice by virtue of causal connections between them. According to this proposal, acts of, for example, negotiation, making an offer, and buying help compose the practice of economic exchange by way of inducing and responding to one another (cf. Habermas’s [1987: Chapter 6, Section 2] conception of systems, as opposed to social, integration).! set this suggestion aside for a number of reasons, the most relevant being that causal connections between actions are mediated by what I contend organizes practices, namely, mind. Consider, then, the idea that practices are organized mentally. Stephen Turner (1994) has
recently mounted arguments against this idea and suggested (p. 117) that the only acceptable use of the expression ‘practices’ is to refer to patterns of behavior. He reaches the latter conclusion in three steps. He first claims that many writers have conceptualized practices as shared, causally effective mental objects such as tacit knowledge and presuppositions (that are hypothesized to lie behind behavior). He next stages arguments against the intelligibility and explanatory power of such shared mental entities. He concludes, finally, that the only thing the term ‘practices’ can designate is patterns of behavior.

Note first that practices cannot be composed of patterns alone. The actions that make up, say, farming or banking practices are not simply those that form patterns: irregular, ad hoc, and even unique actions can also be elements of the activity manifolds that are farming or banking. More importantly, Turner’s arguments against the mental organization of practices simply assume that mental states are causally effective objects. This conception of mentality, however, is not universal. Indeed, it is probably mistaken. Diverse contemporary theories of mind hold that the conditions designated by common locutions of mentality are neither objects nor causal determinants of behavior. Examples include all theories that argue that teleological or reason explanations of action are not causal explanations. (For two recent examples, see Brandom [1994] and Heal [1995].) Another example is the account of mind deriving from Wittgenstein that is utilized in the following.

According to this account,³ mental phenomena such as desiring, hoping, feeling, believing, expecting, seeing, and being in pain are not states or processes of either an abstract or a real and underlying apparatus. Rather, they are states of one’s life: ways things stand or are going for oneself in one’s ongoing involvement with the world. For example, desiring chocolate ice cream is chocolate ice cream’s being (to oneself) something to possess (cf. Sartre’s [1962] analysis of emotions). Similarly, believing x is x’s being to oneself the case, just as being annoyed is something’s annoying one. As these formulations suggest, mental states, instead of being objects or processes, are states of affairs that obtain with respect to a person: that such and such is annoying, the case, or something to possess or realize. Such states are how things stand or are going for that person in his or her involvement in the world.

One important feature of mental states so conceived is that they are expressed in behavior, where ‘expressed’ means that behavior manifests or signifies them (as when joy is manifested in crying and belief in God is signified by praying). A second important feature is that these states do not inform activity by causing it. Rather, they inform activity by determining what makes sense to people to do. An end, for instance, can combine with beliefs and emotions to specify a given action as what makes sense to their possessor to do. For instance, receipt of greater parental attention being something to achieve can combine with a brother having received a new train for his birthday and the brother having done a number of annoying things the previous day, to specify breaking the train as the action that now makes sense to a younger brother to perform. (Ceteris paribus,
moreover, the younger brother proceeds into action.) I should reiterate that practical intelligibility is not the same as rationality, though the actions singled out as the ones to perform can coincide with those that rationality advocates. If the younger brother believes that he will be punished for destroying his brother’s train, smashing it might not be the rational thing to do. His annoyance at the brother’s earlier escapades might be such, however, that smashing it is still specified as the action to perform. The dictates of practical intelligibility diverge from those of rationality especially (but not only) when emotions, moods, and hopes help determine what makes sense to people to do.

The upshot of this discussion of mentality is that to attribute mental conditions to someone is not, pace Turner, to declare that certain hidden objects caused this and that phenomenal behavior. Rather, it is to articulate how things stood and were going for this person who performed such and such behaviors in these particular circumstances. Mind, consequently, does not comprise such representational entities as tacit knowledge that cause behavior, but instead consists in practical intelligibility-determining states of affairs that are expressed in behavior.

It is not necessary to develop this thumbnail sketch further. The important point is that mind need not be conceptualized as a thing or apparatus that causes behavior. As a result, Turner’s arguments against the intelligibility and explanatory potency of shared, causally effective mental objects fail to show that practices cannot be organized, inter alia, through mentality. For these arguments pass by all defenses of such an organization that work with a nonsubstantive and noncausal conception of mind. Hence, they fail to refute the possibility that mind is a medium through which the activities that compose a practice are noncausally organized.

How, then, does mind organize a set of doings and sayings as a practice? I work toward answering this question by first explaining that a practice is a set of doings and sayings that is organized by a pool of understandings, a set of rules, and something I call a ‘teleoffective structure.’

By ‘understandings’ I do not mean the sort of practical sensibility that certain prominent practice theorists cite to explain much, if not all human behavior in its finely tuned sensitivity to immediate setting and wider context. Examples of this sort of sensibility are Bourdieu’s (1990) habitus (practical sense) and Giddens’s (1984) practical consciousness. Bourdieu and Giddens disagree about the range of human activity these sensibilities determine. Whereas Bourdieu maintains that actors’ ‘sense for the game’ determines all human activity, Giddens claims that practical consciousness determines routine actions alone. Uniting them is the intuition, however, that that function of governing human activity which was traditionally assigned to mind can instead be ascribed, generally, to some practical sensibility.

Crediting a practical sensibility with the determination of which actions people always or routinely perform is problematic. To begin with, practical understanding is somewhat nonexplanatory. To say that John x-ed in situation z either because he knows how to go on in z or because he has a ‘feel for
the game’ played there does not explain why he x-ed. It says only that he is proficient at getting about in situations like z and that this proficiency saw him through once again. In other words, it does not indicate what specifically it was about John and z such that someone who is conversant with z-situations as John is would x; and John’s x-ing in z is determined by these uncited features of John and z, not by his knowing how to go on. What is more, knowing how to go on can account for whatever John does. It fails, consequently, to explain why he x-ed instead of y-ed, moreover why he did anything at all. Finally, the perfunctoriness of explaining people’s actions by repeatedly invoking their habitus or practical consciousness sits uneasily alongside the garden variety fact that people can explain almost all their actions in great detail (which is not to say that their explanations are never wrong). In short, practical sense and practical consciousness lack the multiplicity required for crediting them very often with the determination of which specific actions people carry out.4

The understandings that link the actions composing a practice are better construed as abilities that pertain to those actions. One such ability is knowing how to x, where x is one of the practice’s constituent actions. By ‘knowing how to x’ I mean knowing which of the doings and sayings of which one is capable would constitute x-ing in current circumstances. A person knows how to build a fence, for instance, when s/he knows which such behaviors as hammering, lifting a board, eyeing the fence line, and inserting a post into a hole would constitute building a fence in the immediate circumstances. Two other important abilities in this context are knowing how to identify x-ings and knowing how to prompt as well as to respond to x-ings. The actions that compose a given practice, consequently, are linked by the cross-referencing and interdependent know-hows that they express concerning their performance, identification, instigation, and response. The actions that compose farming practices, for example, are linked by expressed abilities to perform, identify, prompt, and respond to acts of herding sheep, judging weather, gathering hay, setting up irrigation, building fences, purchasing supplies, and the like.

Understanding sometimes helps determine what specifically makes sense to people to do. Knowing, for instance, what another person is doing helps determine how to respond to him. Understanding also ubiquitously subtends activity without determining practical intelligibility by enabling an actor behaviorally to carry out the actions that make sense to him to perform. Practical intelligibility, however, is primarily determined, not by understanding, but by rules, teleology, and affectivity. By ‘rules’ I mean explicit formulations that enjoin or school in particular actions. Such formulations must not be thought of simply as articulations of preexisting understanding. Although some formulations—for instance, rules of grammar—approximate this status, others do not—for instance, those conceived and introduced either to bring about specific actions or to regulate existing activities. Statute law, ‘rules of thumb,’ and explicit normative enjoinings exemplify what I mean by ‘rule.’ What people do often reflects formulations of which they are aware. For what makes sense to them to
do often reflects their understanding of (or desire to circumvent, etc.) specific rules. Indeed, practices harbor collections of rules that practitioners (or subsets thereof) are supposed to observe. Farming practices, for instance, embrace different, though overlapping sets of directives and instructions for farmers, hired help, and children. So the actions composing a practice are linked, second, through the collection of rules that they observe; more precisely, through understandings of these rules that they express.

Rules, however, only intermittently and never *simpliciter* determine what people specifically do. A more omnipresent determinant of practical intelligibility is thus called for. I incline toward drawing on Aristotelian-Heideggarian intuitions and identifying this third factor as a mix of teleology and affectivity. Teleology, as noted, is orientations toward ends, while affectivity is how things matter. What makes sense to a person to do largely depends on the matters for which she is prepared to act, on how she will proceed for the sake of achieving or possessing those matters, and on how things matter to her; thus on her ends, the projects and tasks she will carry out for the sake of those ends given her beliefs, hopes, and expectations, and her emotions and moods. Practical intelligibility is teleologically and affectively determined.

The previous sentence but one suggests, I hope, that the teleological and affective determination of practical intelligibility is in fact a mental determination. The determination of intelligibility by mattering, for instance, is a determination via emotions and moods. Moreover, the specification of how someone will proceed for the sake of certain ends is tied to her beliefs, hopes, and expectations. And what it is for a person to pursue ends and to carry out projects and tasks for the sake of those ends is for the sought-after states of affairs and pursued activities to be objects of her desires, hopes, and intentions. An example should help clarify these claims. In the previous section I described a case in which a child’s desire to gain greater parental attention combined with his annoyance at a brother’s earlier behavior and his belief that the brother has received a new train for his birthday to specify breaking the train as the action that makes sense to him to perform. In this example, receiving greater parental attention is the child’s end, and breaking the train is the action he intends to and, *ceteris paribus*, in fact carries out for the sake of this end, given his belief. His desires, beliefs, and intentions thus house the teleological determination of practical intelligibility. The child’s annoyance, meanwhile, is the element of affectivity which also helps determine what makes sense to him to do. In ways such as this, all mental determinations of practical intelligibility can be cashed out teleologically and affectively—and, conversely, all teleological and affective determinations of intelligibility can be cashed out mentally. The two ways of talking are simply overlapping and otherwise congruent discourses for articulating the self-same phenomenon of practical intelligibility.

Taking teleology and affectivity as a clue, the third dimension of the organization of a practice can be specified as a normative ‘teleoaffective structure,’ a range of acceptable or correct ends, acceptable or
correct tasks to carry out for these ends, acceptable or correct beliefs (etc.) given which specific tasks are carried out for the sake of these ends, and even acceptable or correct emotions out of which to do so. Farming practices, for example, embrace a range of acceptable or correct combinations of such ends as increasing profit, preserving the land, and feeding one’s family; such projects as seeding, gathering, and building fences; and such beliefs as that farmland should be burned and that barns should be built in certain forms. Unlike rearing practices, however, farming practices do not reveal much in the way of affectual structuring. The actions composing a practice are thus linked, third, by a teleoaffective structure.

In sum, a practice is a set of doings and sayings organized by a pool of understandings, a set of rules, and a teleoaffective structure. Not just the doings and saying involved, incidentally, but the understandings, rules, and teleoaffectivities that organize them, can change over time in response to contingent events. Of course, practices reveal further ‘structural’ features, for instance, regularities in and causal connections between their constituent actions, as well as layouts and linkages between the material settings in which they transpire. But it is by virtue of expressing certain understandings, rules, ends, projects, beliefs, and emotions (etc.) that behaviors form an organized manifold. Since, furthermore, the organizing phenomena resolve into mental conditions, mind is a ‘medium’ through which practices are organized. With this conception of practices and its mental organization in hand, I conclude this essay by returning to the thesis that social order is established within practices.

**The establishment of order**

Social orders, recall, are arrangements of people and of the artifacts, organisms, and things through which they coexist, in which these entities relate and possess identity and meaning. To say that orders are established within practices is to say that arrangements—their relations, identities, and meanings—are determined there. One crucial aspect of this determination is the bringing about of arrangements through human activity. Another is the institution of the meanings and identities that humans and nonhumans possess as components of arrangements. Both ‘processes’ depend on the organization of practices. I should mention, by the way, that arrangements are established, not just within individual practices, but also across them. Whereas arrangements within practices rest on the actions and organizations of individual practices, arrangements across them rest on the actions and organizations of different practices. Arrangements are established across practices when, for instance, individuals who are carrying on different practices, say, farming and commercial ones, interact and thus form an arrangement at, say, the general store; or when chains of action pass through different practices, for example, those of farming, commerce, cooking, and state surveillance, and thereby set up arrangements that embrace farmers, shop owners, spouses, and Internal Revenue Service officers.
As Laclau and Mouffe emphasize, social orders are brought about (largely) through human activity. Indeed, human activity brings about most of those interdependencies and sedimentations, the existence of which are marked in expressions for social systems, institutions, and structures, for example, ‘economy,’ ‘state,’ and ‘kinship.’ As discussed, moreover, what people do is governed by what makes sense to them to do. Implicit in my discussion in the previous section is the fact that when people participate in a particular practice their actions express understandings, rules, teleologies, and affectivities that number among those organizing the practice. This means that what makes sense to them to do is determined—at least in part—by these phenomena. For instance, what makes sense to farmers when carrying on farming practices is determined by such ends as increasing profit, preserving the land, and feeding one’s family, such tasks as seeding, gathering, and building fences, and such beliefs as that farmland should be burned and that barns should be built in certain forms. Often, however, some of the factors that determine what makes sense to people to do are not contained in the organization of the practice they are currently carrying on. The farmer, for instance, might plant an extra field as a way of impressing the widow who lives across the county. In any event, when people carry on a practice, the organization of the practice is partly responsible for what they do and, thus, for the orders they effect. People, however, are always carrying out this or that practice. Indeed, actions presuppose practices (see Schatzki 1996: Chapter 4, Section 2). It follows that both what people generally do and the orders their activities generally bring about are beholden to practice organization. So practices establish social order, first, because they help mold the practical intelligibility that governs their practitioners’ actions and thereby help determine which arrangements people bring about. And to repeat: because understanding, rules (i.e., understandings thereof), and teleoaffectivity are ‘mental’ phenomena, mind is pivotal to the elaboration of order within practices.

I wrote in the second section that what institutes meaning is whatever in the realm of intelligibility is responsible for entities possessing particular meanings (and not others). As examples of the something concerned, I cited Platonic Forms, Husserlian intentions, and hermeneutic-poststructural languages. According to my Heideggerian-Wittgensteinian intuitions, by contrast, the something concerned is conceptual understandings. For a conceptual understanding of x is an understanding of what x is; and it is on the background of understandings of what x, y, and z, etc., are that something can be and is a x, a y, or a z. Something can be a barn or a crop, for instance, only given what a barn or a crop are. I contend that the conceptual understandings, given which the elements of arrangements have specific meanings and not others (i.e., given which what action-effected arrangements are composed of is x, y, and z and not a, b, and c), are features of practices. So practices are the context of social order, second, in encompassing that which institutes the meanings of arranged entities.

Wittgenstein’s texts suggest that understanding the concept of x is knowing how to identify x’s and to react (appropriately) to the phenomena that qualify as
x’s. In other words, conceptual understanding is a know-how. This know-how is expressed, moreover, in uses and explanations of the expression ‘x,’ together with actions taken toward the phenomena to which ‘x’ applies (e.g., Wittgenstein 1967: Section 513; 1980a: Section 910). As discussed in the previous section, the understandings that help organize practices comprise various know-hows, including knowing how to x, knowing how to identify xings, and knowing how to prompt and respond to such acts. Notice that the know-hows that make up conceptual understandings of actions are among those that organize practices.

More specifically: conceptual understandings of the actions that compose a practice are contained in the understandings that organize the practice. As noted, for example, farming practices are organized by abilities to perform, identify, prompt, and respond to such acts as herding sheep, judging weather, and gathering hay. In being such, these practices automatically embrace understandings of what these actions are. Moreover, since carrying on practices also involves acting toward and speaking about both the people performing and the things bound up with the practice’s actions, practices also carry understandings of the meanings of those humans and nonhumans that are indigenous to the practice and its arrangements (in farming practices: farmers, hired help, barns, crops, crop damage, farm implements, crop dusters, etc.). In short, contained in the understandings that organize a practice are those conceptual understandings, given which the meanings of the entities arranged in the practice are instituted. This is only part of the story, however, about how individual practices institute the meanings of entities within them.

How the meanings of those entities that are scattered among multifarious practices are also instituted in practices, is likewise a further story. This is enough, however, to suggest that the chief context of social order, the place where it is established, is a complex and evolving nexus of interwoven practices.

Notes

1 I acknowledge that the authors would today no longer defend the positions described here.
2 A saying, incidentally, is a doing that says something about something.
3 For detailed discussion of the topics of the third section, see Schatzki (1996: Chapters 2 and 4).
4 These criticisms, I should add, do not apply to Dreyfus’s (1991: Chapters 4 and 11) account of skills, at least when this account is expanded to embrace Heidegger’s analysis of worldhood. This is because skills, in Dreyfus’s Heideggerian hands, possess a teleaffective Ausgerichtheit that sidesteps the problems just identified and renders his account largely compatible with the analysis offered here.
‘We play at paste,
Till qualified for pearl,
Then drop the paste,
And deem ourself a fool.
The shapes, though, were similar,
And our new hands
Learned gem-tactics
Practising sands.’

_The Collected Poems of Emily Dickinson_,
(New York: Barnes and Noble, 1924:19)

The social sciences have benefited greatly from the elaboration of a concept of ‘practice’ that contrasts sharply with the model of rationally calculated action. ‘Practice’ brings into view activities which are situated, corporeal, and shaped by habits without reflection. This notion has been extraordinarily successful and has now been extended to cover every sort of human activity. Not surprisingly, this success has generated debate and revealed problems in this extended usage which covers an enormous diversity of behaviors designated by that term. From one branch of the social sciences to another, the specific character of what counts as a practice differs significantly. Yet, applied with decreasing rigor, the category serves today as a sort of cement for the social sciences. It may be said that the felicity of the concept comes from its extraordinary breadth. It points equally well to agency of the most personal or intimate kind and to agency that is collective, public, or institutional. But the obvious cost of this extension is that it hinders the detailed clarification of differences between types of agency. This is important because these differences are a major feature of our contemporary societies.

The differentiation of ‘pragmatic regimes’ is the main part of my research I want to clarify in this paper. In order to characterize a concept of pragmatic regime and the way it differs from practice, I shall work through two basic questions which I find insufficiently addressed by most usages of practice. One concerns what I shall refer to as a lack of realism: theories of practice typically
do not provide good accounts of our dynamic confrontation with the world. The other concerns the moral element in practice which shapes the evaluative process governing any pragmatic engagement. I begin this essay with some reasons why I am concerned to differentiate regimes. This will bring me to comment on the two problems raised by the concept of ‘practice’ as a way to introduce the most basic elements of my own approach. A second part of the essay offers a more concrete picture of the type of pragmatic versatility required in everyday life in contemporary society. Three commonplace and related scenes, ranging from the most intimate to the most public, will help us to see how best to characterize the configurations of activity. The third part advances the general features of my analytical framework, organized around a differentiation of three main pragmatic regimes: familiarity, regular planning, and justification. This allows us to bring out into the open the ways we detach ourselves from proximity and enter a public space where critique and legitimate justifications hold sway. It will make clear the benefits and the costs of such a move in contrast to the possibilities offered by more local regimes.

Why do we need to recast the concepts of practice and action in social sciences?

The concepts of practice or action constitute the elementary bricks of any construction in social sciences. Reforming these concepts is a serious undertaking. Nonetheless, many social scientists are today involved in such a task. The Sociology of Science and Knowledge (SSK) greatly contributed to this enterprise, with the help of some philosophers of science and knowledge. I have followed a different road to arrive at a political and moral sociology of an ‘equipped’ or ‘furnished’ humanity (Thévenot 2001a). Therefore, my approach involving the plurality of pragmatic regimes is driven by an effort to relate them to a variation of scope in the delimitation of what is good. However, by contrast to most political and moral philosophers, I am deeply Concerned by the various ways the natural and artificial equipment of the human world is involved in diverse conceptions of the good. I shall defend a kind of realist orientation which departs from many philosophical views but also from major trends in social constructivism.

The versatility of agency in contemporary societies: engaging in a plurality of pragmatic regimes

It is not only the variety of activities covered by the term ‘practice’ which poses a problem. In addition, one must also take into account figures of action which, beyond showing habit and the body, point towards intentions and plans, or towards forms of activity that require reflective argumentation. I am concerned with the fact that in our contemporary societies human beings constantly need to change the scope of their engagement, shifting along a scale between greater or
lesser generality. The differentiation of pragmatic regimes illuminates this necessity of moving between modes of intervention and agency engaged in local or individual circumstances and those modes oriented towards the general or the public.

One of the canonical debates in the social sciences distinguishes between macrosocial structures and microsocial behaviors. This has elicited various attempts to integrate these two levels—notably by Bourdieu and Giddens—by way of conceptual schemes that show the circulation between reciprocally ‘structuring’ and ‘structured’ elements. Like other researchers, I have given special attention to the contribution made by agents in this integration. My research first examined the agents’ capacities to move from particularized situations to general forms according to operations of ‘investment of form’ (Thévenot 1984) which are grounded in a relation to things and their transformation. These operations shape the world by forging likeness and contribute to homogenization, across contexts, in the treatment of people and things (classifications, codes, standards, etc.). Having identified these operations of making people and things general, it became necessary to relate these ‘invested forms’ to certain modes of coordinated action which are conceived as more legitimate than others and for which these ‘shaped beings’ are qualified. The next step was realized in collaboration with Luc Boltanski. We related these operations of generalization to the issue of legitimate evaluation, that is to the problem of ranking people and things in relation to conceptions of the common good within a public regime of critique and justification.

I introduce here my subsequent research. It returns to the issue of practice and action. I want to situate a public regime in a variety of more local regimes of engagement, in order to analyze this demanding and strenuous pragmatic versatility which is required by our contemporary societies.

The lack of realism: which reality is engaged?

Sociologists have heavily relied on practices viewed as habits, dispositions, routines, customs and traditions to account for static perpetuation and reproduction of social order. There are some exceptions. The inheritors of pragmatism emphasize the dynamics of practice and creativity (Joas 1993). De Certeau was concerned to elaborate such a dynamics and thereby oppose the rigidity of Bourdieu’s habitus (1972) and Foucault’s disciplinary arrangements (1975). He opened the path to ‘a science of everyday life’ which acknowledges the creative character of disseminated tactics and usages that resist the ‘monotheism’ of panoptical and formal disciplines (de Certeau 1990).

My approach aims to account for not only the movements of an actor but also the way his environment responds to him and the way he takes into account theses responses. That is what I refer to as the ‘realism’ of each regime. Most conceptions of practice pay little attention to this type of responsiveness. In my view, it is a matter of central importance. As long as the practice is seen as
regular and stable, it can hardly be viewed as a realistic adjustment to a resistant, changing and transformed world. Thus, it becomes important for me to conceive of the dynamic aspects of activities, even where these are accounted for in the static terms of practice, routine, or habit. Worry over this kind of realism has been disqualified by sociologists who discarded the conception of a reality ‘out there,’ and who have spent much effort to elaborate the alternative concept of a ‘constructed social reality.’ But the dynamics of this material engagement between an agent and his environment is a central issue in my conception of pragmatic regimes. Differentiating regimes brings to light variations in the relevant reality which is put to a test in the dynamics of each kind of pragmatic engagement. The relevant reality depends on the different ways one has to ‘take hold’ of the environment.6

The absent moral element: which good is engaged?

The second problem concerns the force that governs each pragmatic regime. Too many candidates present themselves: value, norm, belief, interest, disposition, etc. In my view, the force is based on some conception of the good. This conception differs from one regime to the other. The moral element is crucial. It is the reason why pragmatic regimes are social. It drives both the agent in his conduct and determines the way other agents take hold of or ‘seize’ this conduct. This element might also be called ‘making sense of if we are clear that much more is at stake than meaning, language, and understanding.7 It originates in a notion of the good that grounds each regime. In fact, my aim is to re-moralize sociology. It would be easy to misunderstand what is meant by this, so I raise a flag of caution. For, by the moral element I mean various conceptions of the good, and these appear in places where social scientists usually identify causal factors such as interests or dispositions and not only in ‘morality’ in the narrowed sense.

This brings us face to face with a main problem of modern social sciences. The question of the good is inadequately addressed. I contend that the previously mentioned candidates for governing practice, or action, are avatars of the good which result from the modeling of social sciences on the pattern of natural sciences. With its inaugural rupture from political and moral philosophy, sociology distanced itself from ideas of good. As a result, sociologists tend to mistrust such ideas because they are reminiscent of the moral and political philosophy from which they believe they have liberated themselves. They replaced them with concepts—like ‘norms’ or ‘values’—which are supposed to be neutral and descriptive. This has led to the strange situation in which most sociologists, while deeply concerned with political and moral issues (sometimes overtly, sometimes not), generally offer accounts of the social world which poorly acknowledge actors’ preoccupation with the good.8

Worry over the good—whatever might be its definition and scope—has been currently transformed into a category of ‘social norm.’ Thus, this category offers
an opportunity to examine the reduction of the good to a lawlike regularity, within the frame of a classical conception of social practice. ‘Social practice’ designates a model of human behavior which is congruent with the Durkheimian perspective: regular conduct to which the members of the same collective conform. The realism of this social practice is the kind of objectivity which is typical of what Durkheim called a ‘social fact.’ This objectivity holds as much for the researcher as for the person implicated in the practice. For the sociologist, it is expressed when the regularity and the collective character of practices is translated into scientific laws with the help of social statistics. What about the good of social practices? Mauss conflates social practices with institutions (Mauss 1927) and the concept of institution suggest some connection to a common good. But Mauss does not elaborate such a good. The superposition of regularity and collective in the notion of institution has been formerly made in two steps. First, Quetelet’s construction of ‘l’homme moyen’ in emerging social statistics (Desrosières 1998) equated the mean of a series of human beings with the moral ideal. Second, Durkheim gave a twist to Rousseau’s political philosophy and assimilated his conception of a civic general interest with a factual collective. Laws created by human beings become laws of regular and therefore objective behaviors (Thévenot 1994a). Grounded by the operation of the statistical mean, ‘norm’ appeared in sociological theory as a powerful way to incorporate within an objective account of behavior the significance of ‘the good’ even while radically reducing its moral force. This approach was consistent with the project of the social sciences to adopt the bases and models of natural science (Thévenot 1995b).

Linking the reality and the good engaged: regimes of engagement

The problem may be summarized as follows. The category of ‘social norm’ closely follows the definition of the social; but the social also supports objectivity; hence, the sociological avatar of the good happens to be very similar to sociological objectivity so that both categories are easily collapsed into the single core notion of ‘social.’

Therein lies the problem. This reduction obliterates the main tension that human beings have to resolve and which I view at the basis of all regimes. This general tension is between some kind of good which governs the intervention and some sort of response that comes back to the agent from reality. I employ the term engagement precisely because it captures the link between these two orientations. When used in theories of practice, it usually signifies a material adjustment with the world. But it has a second acceptance which points to a moral or political covenant.9

This second aspect makes explicit the agent’s commitment to some kind of good. I contend that the kind of pragmatic articulation between the two orientations, the engaged good and the engaged reality, is what makes for the
force of each regime. The notion of good needs to be put to a reality test where it is realized in the evaluation of some performance. Symmetrically, the capture of relevant pieces of reality depends on the outline of some good.

This interdependence is precisely what turns a mode of adjustment into a common regime. And this is eventually the characterization I would offer of the social.

**From personal convenience to collective conventions**

I now turn to a concrete story which deploys different modes of engagement with the environment to illustrate the way human beings are compelled to shift from one mode to the other. I will highlight the kind of good which governs the engagement (varying from personal and local convenience to collective and legitimate conventions) and the kind of realism which orients the way to treat the environment.

**A scenario of pragmatic versatility**

**Personal and local convenience**

When I have to present my research on pragmatic regimes to a new audience, I often develop my account by starting from a widely shared set of ‘practices’ which might be covered by the phrase ‘inhabiting a home.’ I ask people to give very concrete examples of the reason why their home is personally convenient, and to point to how they accommodate a familiar environment.\(^{10}\) To provide such examples in public is not an easy task; indeed this difficulty is part of the issue I want to address. People feel embarrassed to publicize practices which they rightly view as part of their intimate personality. What we call *pudeur* in French, or what the British have refined with the spatial and moral conception of ‘decency,’ hinders such publicity. Elias and Goffman devoted a large part of their work to the study of public civility and to the management of the self in public. But we need to pay as much attention to the familiar engagement which is wrecked by the publicization process.

People meet another interesting difficulty in their testimonies. The everyday use of language, which is such an efficient means to carry an event by a discursive representation, is not very suitable to picture these familiar practices. Persons would do better to show me photographs or invite me to visit their home and refrain from anything but a very indexical use of language. Young people are more inclined to disclose the gestures of accommodation by which they aim at a personal and local convenience. A Russian student admits, blushing slightly, that he puts most of his clothes on an old armchair now entirely dedicated to the usage normally reserved to a shelf. A Mexican girl refers to the way she arranged a table with piles of books supporting a board. An American graduate mentions
tinkering with his rickety car, with an adjustable wrench in place of a missing door handle. A French man mentions the peculiar way he found to hold the match and simultaneously press the gas button to turn on his old water-heater.

‘Intimate’ familiarization evokes a direct corporal implication, the idea of a tight union between bodily gestures and an environment which makes for highly local convenience. The dynamics of the relationship between the human and nonhuman entities which compose familiar surroundings are highly dependent on personal and local clues that were made out as salient features for adjustment in the commerce with all these familiar beings. In this regime, agents are guided by a wide range of sensorial data, including not only visual but also tactile, auditory, and olfactory clues, as well as indications from spatial positioning (Conein and Jacopin 1993). Such clues are very widely distributed in the web of connections which sustain familiarity.

None of this familiar accommodation is ‘social’ in the sense of ‘social practices’ which designate collectively aligned gestures. Other persons might get accustomed to my home if they cooperate in accommodating this habitat into a convenient setting. It does not follow that they have identified the same clues for their own use, since these marks depend strongly on the person and on his or her ‘path-dependent’ process of learning. The resulting ‘collective,’ if we can speak of any, spreads from one person to the next and is deeply supported by the familiarized environment. The arduous and gradual task of becoming capable of living with another person’s environment does not actually consist in ‘sharing’ objects or practices. It requires getting accustomed to another personality through connection with that other person’s used habitat and familiar world. This process involves weaving and extending the web of all these idiosyncratic linkages with an entourage. By contrast, the clues which have been deposited during the tuning process are not available to any unfamiliar visitor who might enter the appropriated habitat. Such mannerisms will appear bizarre to any observer lacking the intimate knowledge that has been learned through a long process of accommodation. This intrusion of an ‘outsider’ leads us to the next scene which is governed by a more conventional arrangement of the world.

Conventional utility

When speaking to a young audience, I usually refer to a painful but common experience which introduces the critical encounter between the regime of familiarity just considered and the one we shall consider in this section. I ask them to recount the scene when they were asked by their parents, as children, to put their room into order. Indeed, it is part of the empirical methodology developed by Boltanski and myself to work on such critical situations, paying close attention to the kind of tensions which are at stake.11

Such critical situations induce the agents to disclose the pragmatic requirements of each regime in terms of the engaged good and reality. Young people are very loquacious when it comes to such upsetting happenings. They
are inclined to criticize an undue authority or rule which reduces their local arrangement and even their personality by calling it a ‘mess.’ To facilitate a more balanced view on both regimes and distance from the heteronomous imposition of an order, I would ask my students to imagine the following move from the first to the second scene: ‘leaving your home for an internship, you propose that a friend comes to live in your room during this period.’ Most people arrive quickly at the following point. However convenient our familiar belongings are for us and other cohabitants, we cannot leave the environment in a state which, from the newcomer’s point of view, appears to be nothing but a mess. To allow an unfamiliar visitor a conventional utilization, the first thing to do is to put our home and belongings in a different sort of order, one that is appropriate for a regime of engagement based on regular action and utility. To do this, we must destroy a fair amount of the familiar capacity of the complex web of our habitat. In addition, we need to restore to their normal state the things that were heavily used, in spite of the fact that we had found ways and clues to handle them with great success. The armchair regains its utilization for sitting, the books are made available for reading, the car handle is fixed to serve as a conventional handle, detailed instructions are added to the water-heater.

However, this configuration of conventional utility and regular action includes substantial latitude within the particular way to achieve the action and concerning the state of the object. What counts as ‘good working order’ is supposed to be common knowledge, but no warranty of any sort can lead to a more precise qualification. Everyday narrative use of language, with its loose denomination of actions and objects, is sufficient to monitor the propriety of the engagement. This is in marked contrast with both the ‘personal and local convenience’ of the first scene and ‘collective conventions’ to which we come in the third and last scene.

**Legitimate conventions of qualification**

In which circumstances does the previous regime of engagement happen to be insufficient to handle an agent’s commerce with people and things? When do we have recourse to a more conventionalized way to seize beings and their relationships? The following answer, frequently given by someone among the audience, offers a good opportunity to explore the shift to a third regime governed by conventions with the highest degree of legitimacy. The new situation is created when the home is rented. The extension of the good which governs the engagement goes a step further, resulting in a more conventionalized handling of persons and things. We imagine that things are not going well for the tenant. An accident occurs because the newcomer to the home did not know how to handle adequately one of the appliances. Such mishaps normally result in nothing more than polite and mutual apologies for misuse and misinformation concerning the appliance. But perhaps the guest or the host are particularly acerbic people, or the accident is serious enough to raise questions about
responsibility. The format of ‘conventional utility’ used to capture things and their relations to people was fine while everything was running smoothly. It is not sufficient when a dispute arises, however, because it assumes a large tolerance concerning the regular utilization of objects. Should the dispute grow, both parties would go beyond the implicit assumptions of an object in ‘good working order.’ They would begin to refer to general principles of efficiency (of the car handle), or safety (of the water-heater), or market price (of the books), or patrimony (of the antique armchair), to justify their claims. They would ground their arguments on broad conventional requirements that human or nonhuman entities need to satisfy in order to ‘qualify’ for being offered as evidence of the argument. If the issue is efficiency, the ‘qualification’ is clearly different from the case where price is at stake. And things or persons are put to different tests. For instance, by referring to operating instructions, disputants question the action of the user. They may attempt to identify ‘misuse’ and thereby disqualify the other party as incompetent. Or they might point to the ‘deficient behavior’ of the object in terms of efficiency to identify a ‘defect’ and thus disqualify the object. By contrast, efficiency would not be a good test if the market value of a torn book is at stake. In that case, qualification would be based on price. Each characterization indicates that the thing is relevant for some general form of evaluation which orients the kind of repair appropriate to the incident. The dispute leads the parties to make reference to the most legitimate collective conventions. The arguments and the evidence which back up their claims rely on conventionalized linguistic terms and entities.

I chose to locate the scenario in a home space but I could as well have placed it on a different stage, for example the commerce with a ticket-selling machine in a public space (Bréviglieri 1997), or the workplace. In this latter case, conventional qualifications would commonly be more prevalent, while personal and local convenience are less commonly taken into account.12

Lessons to be drawn from observed pragmatic versatility

The three scenes discussed above offer a first way of seeing the plurality of modes of engaging the world. I am now in a better position to comment on the analytical options introduced in the first section and to confront them with other orientations in the literature on practice.

The relation between human agency and material environment

I share with a series of authors in the sociological tradition a main interest in the relation between human agency and material environment. Unlike Durkheim, Mauss’s notion of practice goes beyond a consideration of social sanctions to take into account bodily gestures, or techniques du corps, and the agents’ dependence on a local environment (Mauss 1934). This figure stresses an agent’s ability to adjust his gestures to a natural or artificial environment. This interest in
what will be called later an ‘ecological’ approach to activity is illustrated, for instance, by Mauss’s regrets that telegraph workers do not generally climb the ‘primitive’ way, with the help of a belt around the pole and their body (Mauss 1934). Mauss’s interest in a dynamics of adjustment which encompasses gestures, objects, and natural elements of the environment was a guiding inspiration for all the work of Leroi-Gourhan—who pointed to the risk of ‘pouring the social realm into material realm’ (Leroi-Gourhan 1964: 210)—and Haudricourt (1987). Among sociological literature, works on the sociology of scientific knowledge (SSK) have been unusually concerned with the relation between human agency and material environment and have traced many avenues of research in this direction. The sociology of scientific controversies developed by Latour (1987) and Callon (1986) pictures human agency as the \textit{a posteriori} attributions that result from the network linkage between human beings and non-human entities (Callon and Latour 1981). Recent literature on the role played by the material environment in action and cognition (Conein, Dodier, and Thévenot 1993; Conein and Thévenot 1997) connects with perspectives in cognitive anthropology and cultural studies that stress the fact that human cognition is strongly dependent on the environment of objects (Lave 1988; Norman 1989). Karin Knorr Cetina considers laboratories as sites of both enhanced nature and enhanced agents (1992). Extending her work on the ‘manufacture of science’ (1981), her studies of the ‘ontologies of organisms and machines’ in experimental arenas (1993) looks for ‘symbolic repertoires’ through which ‘the structure of things is reset in an epistemic practice.’ In her theory of practice, Knorr Cetina refers to the active element as ‘tinkering’ (Knorr Cetina 1981). Pickering discusses this element under the term ‘tuning,’ which designates the ‘delicate material positioning’ so important to practice. This idea supports his argument that ‘material agency’ is temporally emergent in relation to practice (Pickering 1995a). Ethnomethodologists have been particularly attentive to the settings of action and to the methodological devices which produce a meaningful world (Garfinkel 1967). Cicourel’s cognitive sociology illuminated the way the actor perceives and interprets his environment, recognizing what is ‘familiar’ or ‘acceptable’ (1974a). Material devices such as photographs and schemas strongly contribute to the scientist’s alleged synthesizing capacity (Lynch 1985). 

I see a risk in the characterization of the relation between the agent and his environment in terms of symbolic work, meaning, understanding, interpretation, etc. This risk is increased by researchers seeking a ‘comprehensive sociology’ which conceptualizes \textit{the social} as starting from common frames of understanding rather than pragmatic engagements. It leads to that particular antirealism of which social constructionist views are often accused.
My own approach is different and it goes this way. First, I situate each kind of human agency within a particular way of engaging with the material environment. I am not only concerned with bodily adjustments. Since human beings live in social relationships with others, my second step is to examine their ways of adjusting to the world in light of a particular mode of coordination. My contention is that coordination with other human beings (and oneself, from one moment to the next) presupposes that the agent makes use of models of activity to take hold of what happens. What is at stake is not simply a matter of ‘representation’ or ‘interpretation’: these models are used to monitor one’s own conduct and are put to the test of effective coordination with other beings (or oneself) and with the material world. Then, I include in the analysis the agent’s modeling which contributes to coordination. The third step is the elucidation of what makes certain modes of coordination commonly enforced and, as such, ‘social.’ Let us consider this last step in more detail.

The familiar gestures of the first scene, with all their singularity, clearly move us away from the idea of ‘social’ action in the sense of an act oriented towards other people. They also break with the idea of a ‘social practice’ which derives from customs, beliefs, symbols, or dispositions shared at the core of a collectivity. Although Bourdieu expressed an initial interest in familiarity, my view on familiar engagement differs from what he says in *Outline of a Theory of Practice* (1977). The notion of habitus, which Bourdieu elaborated as the centerpiece of his theory of the reproduction of social order, short-circuits the analysis of the personalized and localized dynamics of familiarity. Bourdieu was too concerned to make a solid connection between the level of bodily habits and the Mauss-Durkheim level of regular and collective ‘social practices.’ All the dynamics and personally inventive adjustments are fundamentally impeded by the assumed collective alignment and permanence of habitus which are needed to explain the reproduction of order. Also referring in his own way to the classical notion of habitus, Merleau-Ponty captures more precisely the personal process of familiar accommodation between the human agent armed with a perceiving body and the objects in his or her environment. He considers senses as ‘apparatuses to make concretions from an inexhaustible material’ (Merleau-Ponty 1964:245), the body being ‘a system of holds on the world’ (1964:53).

Personal and local convenience shows that the social character of the relation between human agency and material environment cannot result from an idea of a collective of shared practices. This relation is supported by idiosyncratic and path-dependent gestures. What is shared is not the gesture which might be hardly understandable, but the mode of engagement from which this gesture gets its propriety (Thévenot 1990b). The three scenes recounted above presented variations of the kinds of propriety which govern the relation between human agents and their environment. I used terms from the root *convenir* (which means...
literally ‘to go with’) to designate these variations: personal and local convenience, conventional utilization, collective conventions. Obviously, I do not intend the classical conventionalist approach which is often involved in social constructivism. Propriety does not imply the conformist alignment of practices but leaves a place for creative dynamics. At the heart of propriety is the kind of evaluation which governs these dynamics. As was stated in the first section and exemplified in the second, a notion of the good specifies the relevant reality.

This connection between realism and evaluation requires a significant move from the clear-cut classical fact/value distinction. The next section is dedicated to this issue and to the presentation of the main features through which I identify and differentiate a range of pragmatic regimes.

Ways of engaging the world

The notion of pragmatic regime and its main features

Each pragmatic regime that I analyzed is adopted as a common stance to capture events and agents for the purpose of active intervention. In that sense, it is ‘social.’ A full account of this adoption would require more space than the present essay permits. Thus, I shall provide just a sketch of the line of argument here. Pragmatic regimes are social devices which govern our way of engaging with our environment inasmuch as they articulate two notions: (a) an orientation towards some kind of good; (b) a mode of access to reality. Let me now summarize the main characteristics of regimes (see Table 4.1).

Every regime is built on a delineation of the good. This notion is used to evaluate the state of people and things and judge whether they are appropriately engaged. The extension of the good varies according to the regime. When the evaluation has to meet the requirement of public justification, the good has to be a legitimate common good. The good might be significantly more limited and mundane when it appears in the achievement of some regular planned action. It might be even more personal and localized when it involves some kind of usual attunement with well-known and near-by surroundings. The three scenes sketched in the section entitled ‘A scenario of pragmatic versatility’ illustrated such variations of the scope of the good.

The relevant reality which puts the engagement to a test is connected to the outline of some good. Two consequences result from this view on the agents’ realism. In accord with the pragmatist tradition, I deal with a reality which cannot be detached from some sort of activity or intervention (Cartwright 1983; Hacking 1983). In contrast to many pragmatists, however, I do not hold to a uniform notion of action when figuring out human interventions which encounter the resistance of reality. A familiar manipulation will not give access to the same kind of reality as a regular planned action which involves a functional environment, or an act which is open to public critique and takes into account
qualified evidence. Which type of reality offers resistance to activity depends on the good, and the dependence is actualized by the pragmatic engagement.

A central feature of the dynamics of engagement consists in the clues, or marks, or qualities, that the agent uses to take hold of or capture the environment and to evaluate the success of his or her engagement through revision and creation. The analysis of different regimes demands that social researchers pay as much attention to the distinct formats through which actors take hold of their material environment (through functions, properties, clues, etc.: Thévenot 1993) as to the ways actors deal with their human environment. The standard notion of information usually obscures this variety of formats because it presupposes a standardized coded form.

It is only after having made clear the ways the good and reality are jointly engaged and articulated through a specific form of evaluation that we can turn to the kind of capacity of the principal agent which is involved in each pragmatic regime. Beginning with the mode of engagement, it is possible to infer from it the capacities and agencies that are consistent with this mode.

**The conjunction of three main pragmatic regimes**

In this final section I shall sketch the conjunction of three principal regimes, suggesting their interconnections and the reasons why human beings have to shift from one to the other.
The regime of familiarity

The liberal notion of ‘privacy’ does not capture the kind of good involved in the regime of familiarity. Privacy assumes the individuality and autonomy which goes with free will and planning, i.e., with the kind of human agency involved in the next regime. By contrast, the regime of familiarity rests on an accustomed dependency with a neighborhood of things and people. The notion of ‘use’ grasps this intimate relation to the world but ordinarily lacks the dimension of care which reveals the kind of good engaged in a careful tuning with a nearby environment. Reality is not sliced into clear-cut objects which are ready-made for a regular utilization in accordance to their functional design. Things are worn out and fashioned by personal use. Fragmentary and deeply anchored clues of ‘information’ are laid down in a web of uses. The resulting integrated capacity is particularly visible in the case of human-machine interaction because it contrasts with the normal way of attributing functional properties to the machine, assuming that it is completely independent of the worker who uses it. Human and nonhuman capacities are entangled: one could either say that the things are personalized or that the personality is consolidated by surrounding things. This regime displays the pragmatic requirements that sustain the format of personality which is among the ones most commonly used to treat other human beings. Such human agency depends on the binding web of familiarity ties illustrated in the first scene of the scenario which takes place at home (chez moi; in French, literally, at my self). The web of customized attachments constitutes an extension of an ‘attached’ personality. It strongly contrasts with the agency of the autonomous individual which is involved in the regime of planned action (and actually depends on the functional capacity of objects). The entities of the regime of familiarity are not detached from the personality which appropriated them; rather, they enlarge his or her surface and secure his or her maintenance. When the things we appropriate are customized, tamed, or domesticated they maintain our intimate being.

This distributed capacity hinders the moral and legal process of attributing responsibility, since such attribution requires an individualized and autonomous agency. The web of customized attachments does not allow the detachment of capable (and eventually culpable) individualized entities, either human or objectal, which is required for imputation. A type of management which fosters local and personal attunement to flexibilize the workplace faces the difficulties of imputation in a ‘messy’ place. An exemplary contrast is offered by the spatial setup of a workplace which fosters detachment. The physical separation of workstations and the standardization of machines and instructions facilitate imputation of responsibility against a familiar type of collective (Thévenot 1997).
The regime of regular action

The regime of regular planned action mirrors a conception of action which is embedded in everyday language and which has been widely explored in the philosophy of action. What difference does it make to refer to this as a specific regime of engagement?

First, I am looking for a figure which agents use to handle what they do and what others do, in an effective mode of coordination of their activity. It departs from a theoretical debate on ‘intentional action’ as a general model for all human behavior. I am not considering one theory of action competing with others, but one of the ways people grasp and monitor their engagement with their environment for an effective coordination. In this respect, the idea of regimes of engagement converges partly with the view proposed by Dennett (1987) when he suggests that we treat intentionality as a kind of ‘interpretative stance’ which the human actor adopts efficiently to deal with certain events and behaviors. Through empirical exploration of the commerce with things, I have found many examples of people who reasonably attribute an intentional planning agency to certain computerized artifacts which are endowed with refined cognitive abilities (Thévenot 1994b).

Second, I aim at a more balanced account of the different entities which are engaged, i.e., a principal human agent and his/her environment. The classical view of intentional action concentrates all the attention on the planning capacity of the human agent. In the regime which I identify, the environment is seized in a format of functional capacity and the perspective I adopt brings to light the joint elaboration of both intentional-planning agency and instrumental-functional capacity. Third, I want to relate this regime to a kind of good to which agents are committed. Individual interest is often viewed, in social and political sciences, as the universal cause of human action. By contrast, the analysis in terms of regimes helps to see the pragmatic requirements which sustain an individual agency interested in the success of his/her elementary action. The specific delimitation of the good which governs this engagement is both related to the human individual willing agency, and to the functional preparation of the world. It is the good of a fulfilled planned action.

From the above specification, we can view the limits of this regime. The absence of conventional markers, or qualifications, is an obstacle to generalized evaluations which are needed in public disputes involving critique and justification.

The public regime of justification

The dynamics of the regime of critique and justification are discernible in disputes that display the kind of arguments and proofs which demand the highest degree of legitimacy, as illustrated by the third scene above. Boltanski and I identified the different orders of worth which constitute common forms of public evaluation and which are grounded in the same grammar of the common good
Publicity puts a strain on the judgment which guides action. The critical test to which arrangements are put requires that people and things qualify for this reality test. Qualifying is not only a categorization or the creation of a typology; nor is it merely a convergence of beliefs. It depends heavily on capacities that can be tested in relation to the different orders of worth. The third scene above showed how objects might qualify as efficient tools, or commodities appropriate for marketing, or regulatory devices enforcing civic equality in terms of health or safety in particular, or patrimonial assets that relate to the past and anchor trust. Other qualifications relating to different orders of worth are signs supporting fame or creative innovations which testify to inspiration.

Persons qualify jointly as: professionals or experts; dealers and customers; equal citizens; trustworthy and authoritative people; celebrities, creators. The format of relevant information is always conventional. Reports are much more formalist than the ordinary language used to narrate regular actions.

The three scenes recounted above also suggested the fact that this regime of justification is built on the limitations met in the collective extension of the regime of regular planned action. When large-scale coordination is needed, and this need is combined with the necessity of distant adjustments with anonymous actors, the limited strategic interaction which rests on the mutual attribution of individual plans is no longer appropriate. The dynamics of coordination require a reflexive and judgmental stance which can be viewed in terms of the horizon of a third party.

**Conclusion**

The concept of ‘practice’ frequently points to repetitive and collective types of conduct. Bourdieu’s social theory offers a systematic picture of society based on a unique model of behavior guided, from one situation to another, by the collective and stable force of the habitus. With Luc Boltanski, I explored an orthogonal avenue of research. We wanted to address an important issue which could not be dealt with by Bourdieu’s framework: the capacity demanded by contemporary societies to shift from one pragmatic orientation to another, depending on arrangements specific to the situation. We initially focused on the pragmatic orientations which are required by public critique and justificatibn. My subsequent work has examined other pragmatic requirements in order to investigate other types of agencies and how they are sustained. Emerging from the point of contact between the outline of the good and the format of reality engaged, the pragmatic regimes of engagement supply some analytical tools for a pragmatic sociology that is concerned about the conditions for realizing political and moral goals in a ‘furnished’ human world.
Notes

I am grateful to Karin Knorr Cetina and Theodore Schatzki for their useful critiques on previous versions of this text. I am indebted to Peter Meyers for linguistic correction or translation of part of the text and for helpful advice on its organization. I also benefited from his fruitful comments resulting from his ongoing work on power, will, and dependence (Meyers 1989, 1998). He is clearly not responsible for the remaining errors of form and content.

1 I owe Peter Meyers the indication of this Emily Dickinson poem which relates qualifying, deeming, shapes, tactics, and practice.

2 See Turner (1994) for a quite comprehensive criticism of the notion of social practice.


4 Modernity and Self-Identity is interestingly dedicated to the interconnection between globalizing influences on the one hand and personal disposition on the other, which Giddens rightly views as a distinctive feature of modernity (Giddens 1991). His developments on ‘disembedding mechanism’ which separate interaction from the particularities of locales is convergent with my analysis of ‘investments in forms.’ Giddens’s analyses of ‘self-actualization’ are illuminating but still rest, through his elaboration of ‘lifestyles,’ on a classical notion of social practice.

5 Winch already noticed the adaptation and local change of custom (Winch 1958).

6 These operations can be designated in terms of ‘handling,’ ‘grasp,’ ‘seizure’ or ‘capture.’ In French, I have used the generic term saisir because it covers manual grip as well as data capture. For a discussion of the vocabulary of ‘capture’ in relation to the formalization of action in AI, see Agre (1994).

7 Gibbard recently elaborated his moral philosophy on the normative meaning of ‘making sense of’ (Gibbard 1990).

8 On these issues and an research project of ‘empirical political philosophy,’ see Wagner (1994a, 1998, 1999).

9 The term ‘engagement’ might work even better in French where it covers quite concrete material adjustments (a key entering lock, a man moving in a corridor, or a car in a street) as well as a wide range of moral or political commitments.

10 I chose ‘environment’ as a generic term because of its flexibility. It offers a wider opportunity than ‘situation,’ ‘milieu’, ‘setting,’ or ‘surroundings’ to permit
variations of the scope and format of what might be taken into consideration for the adjustment. These differences are highly significant in the characterization of the engagement. The phenomenological tradition, in particular Heidegger and Merleau-Ponty, contains the most acute insight of the intimate relationship with proximate surroundings. On the relation with the *milieu*, see Berque’s stimulating elaboration in terms of ‘mediology’ (Berque 1986). For a recent and remarkable comprehensive analysis of the engagements involved in ‘inhabiting’ and ‘using,’ going back to the classical notion of *khresis*, see Bréviglieri (1998).

Ethnomethodologists opened the path with the idea of a ‘breaching experiment’ which might expose the ‘taken-for-granted’ in a kind of experimental epoche. With the development of a pragmatic sociology of regimes, we have been able to differentiate the kind of ‘breach’ which is involved: a critical tension between orders of justification which ground a sentiment of injustice (Boltanski and Thévenot 1991), a critical tension between a regime of justification and regimes of more local arrangements when shift to publicity is required (Thévenot 1990a).

But some managers foster this last kind of convenience (Thévenot 1997).

For a critique of the consequences in the way to treat objects, see Conein (1997).

Among other researchers seeking to overcome this risk, Law and Mol explore three ‘theory-metaphors for sociality-materiality’ with the idea that materials are relational effects (1995). Rouse’s own reflection upon the philosophy of practices is largely dedicated to this issue (1996b).

Schatzki recommends that we do not confuse causal mechanism which produces action with practical intelligibility which makes sense of it (1987). But once we pay full attention to the way models of activity are effectively used in modes of coordination, and put to the test, the picture gets more complicated.

For rich connections with Durkheim’s, Weber’s and other authors’ uses of the term habitus, see Héran (1987).

Schatzki criticizes Bourdieu for conflating corporeal dispositions and a theory of intelligibility (1987). This theory conceived in terms of fundamental oppositions is actually Bourdieu’s anthropological complement to Durkheim’s view on social representations which rule practices. For a criticism of the way Bourdieu deals with the ‘individualist dilemma,’ see Alexander (1988, 1995).

I found deep convergence with Rouse’s intervention to the seminar which led to this volume. Rouse also refers to ‘propriety’ to oppose an idea of practice which is grounded in regularity (see his contribution to this volume). I diverge from him by my main interest in acknowledging different kinds of propriety which delineate different pragmatic regimes.

Terms from the family ‘conven-’ do not offer exactly the same possibilities in English and French. Both ‘convenience’ and ‘convenance’ are able to capture the level of personal and local propriety. The English term ‘conventional’ suggests rather broadly a normal, common, or customary conduct. Although insufficiently specified for my need, it can be used to designate the type of normal plan of action and objectal function involved in the second level of propriety. By contrast, the French ‘conventionnel’ implies a more formal and general agreement and is more adapted to the level of most legitimate forms of coordination. Finally, the French ‘déconvenue’ designates the rupture of a ‘convenance’ and points to our methodological approach to investigate these different modes of propriety.
This orientation is surely in accord with the pragmatists’, particularly Mead’s, view concerning ongoing action and the creative part of the process which Joas has been pointing to (Joas 1993).

For a pragmatic analysis of different forms of judgment, see Dodier (1993a).

On this point, I depart from Powell and DiMaggio (1991) when they build their convergence with ethnomethodology, Giddens, and Bourdieu, on the ‘practicality’ as an ‘affectively and evaluatively neutral’ approach to activity. By contrast, I shift to a notion of pragmatic engagement which highlights the connection between practical material engagement and evaluation.

Inversely, Law brings together the concrete conditions necessary for citizen competence in a liberal democracy, showing that such competence excludes ‘disabled persons’ (Law 1998).

For this process of familiarization with things, see Thévenot (1990a, 1994b and, at the workplace, 1997). Karin Knorr Cetina reports convergent observations: because of the ‘familiarity with the thing (through a joint biography with the detector), [its responses] may be “understood”’ (Knorr Cetina 1993, Chapter 5).

On this issue, see Meyers (1989). His ongoing work on the notion of will provides an unusual and illuminating view of the historical construction of this notion, of the various roles it plays, and of an alternative constructions of action. See also Meyers (1995, 1998).

For stimulating proposals about ‘material agency’ and a comprehensive discussion of this issue (including the ‘Epistemological Chicken’ debate initiated by Collins and Yearly [1992]), see Pickering (1995a).

For a discussion on the place of plan in action, situated action, and situated cognition: Conein and Jacopin (1993).

Things might have multiple conventional qualifications and not only multiple purposes; in that case they sustain compromises between these qualifications (for an empirical analysis on the workplace presenting the methodology, see Thévenot [1989]). In the interactionist paradigm, the literature on ‘boundary-objects’ highlights the benefits which can result from connections to different social worlds and the translations they foster: Star and Griesemer (1989), Fujimura (1992).

This third-party reference traces back to Adam Smith’s impartial spectator and informs theories of social interaction and public space through Mead’s ‘generalized other’ (1934) and Habermas (1984). On the impartial spectator, see also Boltanski and Thévenot (1991), Boltanski (1999), Meyers (1991).
What anchors cultural practices
Ann Swidler

Recent conceptions of culture as ‘practice’ have made great headway (see Williams 1973; Ortner 1984; Greenstone 1993; Biernacki 1995). But they have also brought new obscurities in their wake. Most important among these is the question of whether there is some sort of hierarchy among cultural practices, and whether and how some cultural practices organize, anchor, or constrain others.

While it is hard to summarize briefly what scholars of several persuasions, driven by differing questions, have meant by ‘practice’ or ‘practices’ (and the two terms alone suggest ambiguities), it is easier to point to some of the problems ‘practice theory’ has solved.

The problem of the subjectiveness of meaning

The central terms of the older sociology of culture were ‘ideas,’ Weber’s major focus, and ‘values,’ the term used by Parsons. Both theorists shared the assumption that these cultural elements operated by providing the ends toward which actors (individual or collective) directed their action (see Swidler 1986; Warner 1978). For these theorists, therefore, the influence of culture depended on showing that certain cultural elements, whether ideas or values, actually operated subjectively, in the heads of actors, so that ‘the “world images” that have been created by “ideas” have, like switchmen, determined the tracks along which action has been pushed by the dynamic of interest’ (Weber 1946:280). Later theorists, however, had difficulty finding such ideas in any coherent or consensual form in the heads of particular actors (see Wuthnow 1987) or showing that these ideas really influenced action, either through logical implication or by providing the criteria for decisions among alternative lines of conduct (see the critiques in Cancian 1975; Skocpol 1985).

Theories of practice solved these problems in two complementary ways. First, they de-emphasized what was going on in the heads of actors, either individuals or collectivities. Instead these theories emphasized ‘practices’ understood as routine activities (rather than consciously chosen actions) notable for their unconscious, automatic, un-thought character. Practices can be the routines of individual actors, inscribed in the ways they use their bodies, in their habits, in their taken-for-granted sense of space, dress, food, musical taste—in the social
routines they know so well as to be able to improvise spontaneously without a second thought (Sudnow 1978; Bourdieu 1976, 1984). Practices can also be trans-personal, imbedded in the routines organizations use to process people and things, in the taken-for-granted criteria that separate one category of person or event from another—‘art’ from what is not art (Williams 1981; Becker 1982), or the sane from the mad (Foucault 1965, 1983). But whether ‘practices’ refer to individual habits or organizational routines, a focus on practices shifts attention away from what may or may not go on in actors’ consciousness—their ideas or value commitments—and toward the unconscious or automatic activities embedded in taken-for-granted routines.

Practice theory moves the level of sociological attention ‘down’ from conscious ideas and values to the physical and the habitual. But this move is complemented by a move ‘up,’ from ideas located in individual consciousness to the impersonal arena of ‘discourse.’ A focus on discourses, or on ‘semiotic codes’ permits attention to meaning without having to focus on whether particular actors believe, think, or act on any specific ideas. Like language, discourse is conceived to be the impersonal medium through which (with which) thought occurs (Lévi-Strauss’s notion that animals are ‘good to think with’). A focus on discourse then reintroduces the world of language, symbols, and meanings without making them anyone-in-particular’s meanings. Rather the semiotic system is the set of interrelated meanings that constitutes a cultural system. By analogy with the Saussurian distinction between ‘parole’ and ‘langue,’ discourse is not the content of what anyone says, but the system of meanings that allows them to say anything meaningful at all.¹

The old terrain of ideas and actors thus split into two domains, that of practices and that of discourses:

**Finding an observable object for the study of culture**

The conceptualization of ‘culture’ as practices in interaction with discourse solved a second problem as well. By taking culture out of the realm of individual subjectivity (or the realm of transcendent values hovering over or behind social action), the turn to discourse and practices gave the study of culture an empirical object. As Roger Keesing (1974) has observed, Geertz’s great accomplishment was to make culture a matter of publicly observable symbols and rituals—the
organization, in short, of discourses and practices, rather than something hidden away in individual consciousness (see Wuthnow 1987). To study culture then becomes to observe closely those publicly accessible practices, either through micro observation of largely mute and unnoticed practices (Knorr Cetina 1981; Cicourel 1968; 1974b; Knorr Cetina and Cicourel 1981) or through ‘thick description’ of the publicly observable symbolic and ritual practices that structure the possibilities of meaning in a given ‘cultural system’ (Geertz 1973). (Of course, the ‘interpretation’ of those meanings does take one back into the realm of the subjective, making implicit claims about what symbols mean to individual actors or groups of actors [see Swidler and Jepperson 1994], but such claims are at least focused on description of a clearly observable empirical object: the ritual, practice, symbol, story, or game treated as a ‘text’.)

The enormous fruitfulness of the contemporary study of culture, after its older variants seemed to have run out of steam, has come from this renewed focus on a definable empirical object. The interpretation of such objects may vary, and the underlying structure of which these observations are the supposed signs may be debated, but Foucault’s (1979) descriptions of the practices of punishment, of diagnosis and confinement of the mentally ill (1965), or of the diagnosis and categorization of sexual ‘perversions’ (1978), like Geertz’s (1973) depictions of Balinese cockfights or Berber tall tales, or Knorr Cetina’s (1981) detailing of the routines of scientific laboratories seem to provide direct ways in which social knowledge, or culture, and the implicit logics they contain, can be directly observed. Both discourses and practices are concretely observable in a way that meanings, ideas, and values never really were.2

The problem of culture’s link to action

The focus on practices and discourse (sometimes ‘discursive practices’) also solved, or at least transformed, the problem of how to link culture and action. If culture is only practices, the problematic relationship of culture to action disappears. Culture cannot be treated as some abstract stuff in people’s heads which might or might not cause their action. Rather cultural practices are action, action organized according to some more or less visible logic, which the analyst need only describe. As we shall see below, however, defining the nature of this ‘logic’—discerning the structure of a set of practices—becomes a primary challenge for cultural analysis.

Given the difficulty across many contexts and styles of research in linking what people ‘say’ to what they ‘do’ (see Swidler 1986; Cancian 1975; Skocpol 1985; Schuman and Johnson 1976; Hill 1981), it is a relief not to have to link ideas and behavior. Rather, if one studies ‘practices,’ whether linguistic or not, one is already studying behavior, and the problem of the causal connection between one form of behavior and another is at least staved off, if not resolved.
The culture vs. structure distinction

The problem of the causal relationship of culture and action is linked to a larger and more recalcitrant problem, that of the relationship of culture to structure. Sometimes naively cast as the relation between ‘ideal’ and ‘material’ interests, the larger problem of the relative weight of ‘cultural’ vs. ‘structural’ factors in explaining social outcomes has continued to bedevil the social sciences. Weber treated the distinction as real and tried through his comparative studies to show that ‘ideas’ made a real, independent difference in shaping social outcomes. If China, like Europe, had the preconditions for capitalist development, but failed to develop capitalism because it lacked the appropriate cultural ethic, the case for the independent importance of culture was strengthened.

Talcott Parsons took this attempt to integrate an understanding of how material and ideal factors interact in processes of social causation to its most sophisticated level. Parsons (1966), followed by Jeffrey Alexander (1983), argued that material and ideal factors are both essential to social causation, but they operate in fundamentally different ways. According to Parsons’ ‘cybernetic’ model, some causal factors (ideas, symbols, values—culture in general) are high in ‘information’ but low in ‘energy.’ An example might be an architect’s plans, which provide information about how to build a house, but which cannot, by themselves, provide shelter, or even cause a house to be built. Other causal factors, lower down in the ‘cybernetic hierarchy,’ are higher in ‘energy’ and lower in information—in essence, they are the unformed matter, like the pile of bricks, boards, and mortar necessary to build a house, or the energy of a potential worker. But without some input of information, these are no more likely to become a house than to become a wall, a set of projectiles, or simply an impediment. So ‘material’ factors are necessary conditions for action (like the motive energy provided by the engine of interests in Weber’s ‘switchmen’ metaphor), and in that sense they have the greater power in determining action. But ideas (or information) direct action, and in that sense have the final say in shaping the particular kind of action that occurs.

This Weberian/Parsonian effort to integrate cultural and structural factors in the explanation of human action has come under sustained criticism in recent years. Sociologists have increasingly argued that ‘culture’ and ‘social structure’ cannot effectively be separated, and that nothing like the classic quasi-experimental maneuver of isolating culture’s independent effect by varying culture while holding social structure constant is possible (though see the impressive work of Fulbrook 1983 and Biernacki 1995). On the one hand, theorists have argued that what is taken to be ‘social structure’ is itself constituted by culture (see Sewell 1985, 1992; Meyer and Rowan 1983; Biernacki 1995). Conversely, both the content and the domain of ‘culture’ are constituted through a set of undeniably ‘material’ practices (Williams 1973; Becker 1982). As Sewell (1985:84) wrote in a kind of manifesto about
culture and structure, we must learn to think of ‘ideology’ as itself a ‘structure,’ as ‘anonymous, collective, and constitutive of social order.’

Sewell extended his analysis of culture and social structure in an important paper, ‘A Theory of Structure: Duality, Agency, and Transformation’ (1992). It reconfigures the distinction between culture and structure while conceiving of culture itself as a form of structured practice. But in making a substantial advance over earlier formulations, it also reveals the gaps in our understanding of how cultural practices are organized.

Sewell (1992) wants to erase, or at least substantially reorganize, the culture-social structure distinction. He follows Giddens (1981:27) in seeing structures as ‘dual,’ as ‘both the medium and the outcome of the practices which constitute social systems.’ Sewell then defines structure itself as enacted cultural schemas, understanding schemas (again following Giddens) as ‘generalizable procedures.’ Cultural schemas are generalizable ‘in the sense that they can be applied in or extended to a variety of contexts of interaction’ (Sewell 1992:8). It is in this sense that, as Giddens notes, schemas are ‘virtual.’ ‘To say that schemas are virtual is to say that they cannot be reduced to their existence in any particular practice or any particular location in space and time: they can be actualized in a potentially broad and unpredicted range of situations’ (Sewell 1992:8).

Sewell (1992:13) departs from Giddens in seeing structure as ‘composed simultaneously of schemas, which are virtual, and of resources, which are actual.’ A schema is what makes a resource meaningful as a resource (to use Sewell’s example, what makes Hudson Bay blankets a source of chiefly power for the Kwakiutl rather than simply a means of keeping warm), but resources are actual in the sense that the schema alone will not bring them into being or determine how much of them one can lay hold of. Sewell then argues that ‘[i]f structures are dual in this sense, then it must be true that schemas are the effects of resources, just as resources are the effects of schemas’ (p. 13). This means, he goes on to note, that ‘if resources are instantiations or embodiments of schemas, they therefore inculcate and justify the schemas as well. Resources…are read like texts, to recover the cultural schemas they instantiate’ (p. 13). Finally, structures depend on the mutual reproduction of schemas and resources:

If schemas are to be sustained or reproduced over time—and without sustained reproduction they could hardly be counted as structural—they must be validated by the accumulation of resources that their enactment engenders. Schemas not empowered or regenerated by resources would eventually be abandoned and forgotten, just as resources without cultural schemas to direct their use would eventually dissipate and decay. Sets of schemas and resources may properly be said to constitute structures only when they mutually imply and sustain each other over time (p. 13).

The notion that ‘structures’ such as factories, social class systems, or greeting practices among university colleagues can be ‘read’ for the (virtual)
cultural schemas they embody, and that enacting such schemas in turn generates arrays of resources, finally recasts the culture-social structure distinction. Rather than ‘material factors’ being a kind of shapeless matter, given form by intangible ‘ideal’ factors, Sewell has understood that the very structures of material life are structures only because they are patterned by cultural schemas, and he has simultaneously shown that these arrays of resources are ‘read’ as cultural texts. Structures are reproduced as repeated instantiations of ‘virtual’ cultural schemas that make the structures what they are.

Practices are structures in just this sense, simultaneously material and enacted, but also patterned and meaningful, both because they enact schemas and because they may be read for the transposable schemas they contain. Sewell (pp. 16–19) has brilliantly argued that this revised conception of how structures are formed from schemas and resources allows a substantive account of human agency. Because structures are multiple and intersecting, because schemas can be generalized to new situations and can sometimes generate unpredictable resource outcomes, and most importantly because the schemas implicit in arrays of resources can be ‘read’ in multiple and sometimes competing ways, transformation as well as continuity of structures is possible.

WHAT STRUCTURES STRUCTURES?
The view of structures and practices as multiple and sometimes inconsistent, and of everything from capitalism to handshakes as structured practice can be liberating, but it can also lead to trouble. If practices are part of unified ‘systems’ reflecting some single, underlying logic, then we can say a great deal about what any one part of such a system implies about other parts. If we can describe the underlying deep structure, we can understand where the practices we observe come from and we can see how they fit together. But if there is multiplicity, multivocality (‘polysemy’ in Sewell’s terms), and contradiction between structures, which vary from great and enduring to minor and transient, then the reinterpretation of structures may lead to its own dead ends.

Sewell (pp. 22–6) sees the problem, and suggests that structures differ in ‘depth’ (how pervasive, invisible, and taken-for-granted their schemas are) and in ‘power’ (how great the resources they generate and depend upon). But this way of categorizing structures, and even the substantive claim that more visible, resource-rich structures may be less stable than others because they become foci of social conflict, does not really help us think about the different kinds of structures and practices and about whether or when some practices govern others.

Are all practices equal, or are some more equal than others?

I proceed inductively here, examining several concrete cases to see how some practices anchor, control, or organize others.
Let us return first to the hypothetical example of an architect’s plan for a house versus the materials and labor required to build the house—the kind of example Parsonians would use to illustrate the role of ideal versus material factors in social causation. The Parsonians would see the architect’s plans as exerting a ‘controlling’ influence over the less symbolic, more material ingredients required to build the house. But practice theorists would find this analysis deficient from the start. Like Howard Becker describing *Art Worlds* (1982), practice theorists would note that long before the architect could draw up plans for the house, constraints on the possible design of the house were built into taken-for-granted practices on two fronts. First, the architect assumes the standard kinds of materials that are available, and ignores the potentially infinite set that is unavailable. The standard sizes and properties of bricks and mortar, poured concrete and steel girders, door-frames and skylights, provide the ingredients from which the architect assembles his plans. Like composers who seek to write music for which there are no instruments (Becker 1982), architects will be unable to build houses that require materials no one can make.

Second, the plans any architect draws are inevitably incomplete. Even when the skills of a contractor or builder are added, the plans for a house leave unspecified most of what will be required to build it. Key among the unspecified elements are practices: the informal skills of craft workers (Stinchcombe 1959), the ways workers with different specialties coordinate their activities, and the uses they see as appropriate for standard objects and materials.

Indeed, lying behind the architect’s drawings are yet other practices, so taken-for-granted as to be nearly invisible. One, of course, is the implicit knowledge of what a house is and how people use one, including such ‘normal’ practices as whether people sleep alone or collectively, whether sleep should occur in a room different from that reserved for eating or bathing, etc. Another is the set of social practices against which aesthetic experience is set off, which provides the vocabulary of meanings that an architect, or any artist works with to produce an effect (see Baxandall 1972; Geertz 1976). Yet another is the set of practices that links architects and clients, including who pays whom and which kinds of judgments each party to the transaction is entitled to make (the clients get to decide how many bedrooms they want, but the architect decides whether a given design is technically feasible [see Baxandall, 1985]). And finally, the assumptions that a house is something one can own, that paying wages will mobilize the labor of others such as architects or bricklayers, that how big a house one can have depends on how much money one has, that one has many choices and must decide what one wants—in short, the whole set of practices associated with a capitalist market economy—are necessary to make the architect’s plans a meaningful document that could mobilize or direct activities in such a way as to produce a house.

Practices thus lie behind every aspect or level of social causation. And, as Sewell has argued, practices are enacted schemas, schemas which can be transposed from one situation or domain to another and which are expressed in, and can be
read from, practices themselves. The question is whether among all these various kinds of practices we can distinguish some that are more central, more controlling, more determinative than others—in given kinds of situations—or whether we are simply awash in practices, each patterned and habitual, each subject to revision as it is transposed or replicated, and none more influential than any other.

**Practices that anchor constitutive rules**

We take for granted that some structures and their associated practices are, in Sewell’s sense, deeper, more fundamental, more powerful than others. So the structures of capitalism and its associated practices, such as paying to buy or build a house which one then owns, are more fundamental—more enduring, more pervasive, more influential in shaping or constraining action—than this year’s fad in kitchen countertops, or even the practices of housewifery that make an easy-to-clean countertop desirable. But does such a hierarchy of practices, corresponding roughly to the nested (or un-nested) hierarchy of social organization, really capture the causal significance of cultural practices?

Let me take a concrete example. Elizabeth Armstrong (forthcoming) has studied the proliferation of identities within San Francisco’s lesbian and gay community from 1964 to 1994. Having coded identity information for each organization in the community during those years, she first looked at how identities changed substantively, tracing the implicit practices of categorization that defined varieties of gay identity. When did identities based on specific sexual practices emerge? When were identities that combined sexual identifiers with racial or ethnic categories at their height? When were identities that linked standard occupational or leisure activities with sexual identities most common?

After closely examining her data, Armstrong realized that what she was really seeing was a critical change in the larger discourse that made having an ‘identity’ a crucial feature of membership in the wider lesbian and gay community. She notes a turning point, right around 1971, when attempts to build a single, unifying organization to represent San Francisco’s homosexual community were replaced by an organizing strategy that encouraged the proliferation of literally hundreds of organizations focused around diverse identities and interests. The community’s diversity was enacted—and celebrated—in the Lesbian/Gay Freedom Day Parade, inaugurated in 1971, with floats, contingents, and marchers representing a panoply of more or less flamboyant identities.

Armstrong’s most striking argument is that this understanding of the nature of the ‘gay community’ (currently, with the proliferation of identity terms, the ‘Lesbian/Gay/Bisexual/Transgender Community’), once established, seemed able to resist challenges, reabsorbing them into its discourse about identity. So, for example, the attempt to create a ‘queer’ politics that would unify the
community politically and define its politics as beyond sexual orientation per se, was reabsorbed so that ‘queer’ became just one other identity choice.

How then can we describe this abrupt but apparently resilient change in the implicit rules and associated practices that defined the nature of San Francisco’s lesbian/gay community? Roy D’Andrade (1984), the anthropologist, drawing on the work of John Searle, introduces the term ‘constitutive rule,’ to describe a particular kind of culture—or perhaps we should say a particular kind of cultural act—that defines what shall count as what:

A marriage ceremony, a baseball game, a trial, and a legislative action involve a variety of physical movements, states, and raw feels, but…the physical events and raw feels only count as parts of such events given certain other conditions and against a background of certain kinds of institutions…

These ‘institutions’ are systems of constitutive rules. Every institutional fact is underlain by a (system of) rule(s) of the form ‘X counts as Y in context C’ (Searle [1969] quoted in D’Andrade [1984]: 91).

One way to think about the change Armstrong describes is to say that the ‘constitutive rule’ defining the gay community changed from a group defined by common interests to a community made up of diverse subgroups. The new constitutive rule then entailed a whole set of new understandings: that diverse identities did not split the community, but united it; that organizers should not aspire to create a single unified organization to represent the community; that the discovery and public assertion of new identities was part of the communitybuilding project.

What anchored this set of ‘constitutive rules,’ making it so resilient? Why (or how) was it that, once established, the notion that the community consisted of its diverse identities persisted, generating ever more elaborate identity discourses (naturalized by participants, who saw themselves as discovering or expressing their real, authentic identities)?

This situation, in which a set of larger, but implicit ‘constitutive rules’ anchors an elaborate discourse, like that about identity, creates a real puzzle for cultural explanation. Since the constitutive rules are something no one in the community formulates explicitly, and indeed something they might have trouble seeing even if it were made explicit, what is it that holds the constitutive rule in place, not only reproducing it, but allowing it to drive out competing rules? Bourdieu’s (1977) arguments provide a piece, but by no means all of the solution. The idea that the larger rules of the system are reproduced, not by people directly knowing those rules, but by people acting strategically in a world that presumes those rules, fits this situation well. Within the community the way to assert influence, the way to be recognized, the way to matter is to assert an identity; a neglected or demeaned identity creates especially powerful claims on others. But this is hardly a matter of a deeply internalized habitus, inscribed in the body—the...
system of sense perception, tastes, and so forth. Indeed, the whole discourse is only a couple of decades old, and people latched onto its terms immediately, inventing themselves, and elaborating the discourse, as they went along. Practices are indeed crucial here, but not the sort of deeply internalized, taken-for-granted practices Bourdieu describes. Armstrong argues that a critical anchor for the constitutive rules that define the lesbian/gay community is the Lesbian/Gay Freedom Day Parade itself. She argues that the practices involved in setting up the parade, in which groups apply to have a contingent or a float included in the parade, and the parade itself, in which the more different groups participating and the more diverse their identity displays the more successful, exciting, and newsworthy the parade is, themselves anchor the definition of the ‘community’ as composed of multiple identity groups. Thus a practice, of recent origin, and very much a public ritual rather than an inscribed habitus, anchors a larger set of constitutive rules and their attendant discourses. In essence, the parade creates a situation of action in which the enacted schema is that membership in the community equals having a group to identify with, and a set of practices in which asserting one’s membership in the community means creating or joining a group which then claims a spot in the parade. Thus a practice encodes the dominant schema—encodes it as a pattern of action that people not only read but enact—a schema that is never explicitly formulated as a rule.

The Lesbian/Gay Freedom Day Parade is a public ritual practice, one that enacts, without explicitly describing, the nature of the community it creates. In Sewell’s (1992) terms, as long as it attracts adherents and the adherents manage to bring the event off (the ‘resources’ part of the equation), the schema the parade actualizes will continue to be available. And in that case, Armstrong argues, it is the practice itself that anchors, and in some sense reproduces, the constitutive rule it embodies.

**Why practices dominate**

The second example I want to consider is Richard Biernacki’s magisterial book, *The Fabrication of Labor: Germany and Britain, 1640–1914* (1995). Using a staggering accumulation of meticulous historical scholarship, this work develops one of the strongest, most original, and most important arguments about culture’s influence in recent decades. Biernacki argues that the fundamental difference between British and German labor relations was the way labor was constituted as a commodity. British textile manufacturers purchased labor as it was embodied in commodities, so they worked out payment schemes based on the length and quality of cloth a worker produced. Prussian manufacturers, in contrast, purchased labor power, which they remunerated by measuring how many times the laborer sent the shuttle back and forth to create a given length of cloth. The two systems both rewarded workers for the length and the thread-density of the fabric they produced. But the wage schemes operated on fundamentally different
principles, and each produced a scale of remuneration that was linear (that is, created a consistent relationship between remuneration and the quantity of labor) within each country’s assumptions but produced irrationalities when transposed to the other country’s assumptions.

Biernacki (1995) goes on to show that this difference in the way labor was commodified ramified into the entire system of industrial relations in Prussia vs. Britain, affecting the design of factories, the organization of labor protest (British strikers struck when each weaver finished his piece of cloth and left his loom; German strikers withheld their labor power, staying at their looms but ceasing labor simultaneously at a given hour), and much else.

Biernacki (1995) argues strongly that the difference between the German and British systems did not rest with different ideas about labor. Indeed, he argues that the different practices of commodifying labor led theorists from the two traditions to theorize labor very differently. (Marx’s understanding that what the worker sold was his labor power was based on German industrial practice.) Biernacki is explicit in separating concrete practices and their influence from the ideas people held about what they were doing. And he gives clear causal priority to practices: “the schemas encoded in silent practices within the private factory lent workers the concept of labor they used to voice demands in the public sphere” (p. 3). Or again, “The cultural definition of labor as a commodity was communicated and reproduced, not through ideal symbols as such, but through the hallowed form of unobtrusive practices” (p. 36).

What are these practices to which Biernacki (1995) gives such stark causal priority? He contrasts his approach with views of culture as a ‘consistent world view’ unifying ‘separate cultural beliefs attached to different domains of conduct’ or ideas used to legitimate institutions (p. 91). Rather, ‘the commodity form of labor constituted from within the form of industrial procedure. In the textile industry, the operation of the weavers’ piece-rate scales, the assignment of looms, the replacement of absent workers, the recording of earnings all these instrumentalities assumed their shape and were reproduced by virtue of the definition of labor as a commodity they sustained’ (p. 92). Why did practices have such power—power to define reality such that even when workers were struggling with the irrationalities created by their own wage scales, and even when they had available examples of alternative wage schemes from other countries, they simply could not revise their understandings?

Biernacki develops an argument very close to Sewell’s. Practice is culturally constituted, and it directly conveys meaning: ‘Comparative study of procedures on the factory shop floor reveals that the micro-practices of production were constituted as signs, whether or not they served as the objects of a system of verbal representations’ (Biernacki 1995:93, emphasis in original). He goes on to insist that ‘[t]he template of labor as a commodity came to life not in the subjective outlooks of individuals but in the orchestration of practice to fulfill a signifying function’ (p. 93). If Biernacki is correct, these humble practices, the ones that directly constituted the day-to-day routines of workers and managers as
they negotiated the actual structure of work activity, apparently controlled and provided the model for the more elaborated ‘system of verbal representations.’ Furthermore, the schemas that were enacted in these day-to-day practices seem to have organized and constrained other schemas.

Because many interconnected practices embodied the same schema for constituting labor as a commodity, the ‘established concept of labor’ was highly resilient, even when technological changes (for example, a loom imported to England that automatically counted ‘labor time’ by counting actual shots of the shuttle) altered some of the practices that embodied that concept (Biernacki 1995: 494). On the other hand, the divergent English and German conceptions of labor did not simply persist out of inertial habit or some hidden well of taken-for-granted assumptions. Biernacki makes clear that when the specific practices of wage-setting—the piece-rate scales, the assignment of looms and so forth—were disrupted, the differences in the constitution of labor as a commodity evaporated. Biernacki notes that the German and English conceptions of labor were fundamentally transformed when, during World War I, governments intervened in wage-setting, thus eliminating the practices of piece-rate negotiation that had reproduced the divergent British and German constructions of labor (p. 495).

The extended case Biernacki develops is fundamentally unsettling for traditional understandings of culture. It acknowledges the omnipresence of discourses, but it sees discourses largely as commentaries on concrete realities which are culturally constituted in and through practices. ‘Silent’ as they are, these practices constitute the unspoken realities upon which more directly symbolic or linguistically mediated activities are based. But the case Biernacki describes is unsettling for ‘practice theory’ as well. Stephen Turner (1994) has attacked the notion of practices as silent, hidden assumptions, pointing out the insurmountable problems in accounting for both transmission and change of something that is invisible. He proposes substituting the more limited, more economical notion of ‘habit,’ suggesting that people can learn habits by imitating the public performances of others until they have mastered the capacity to produce those performances, without necessarily having identical internal states or capacities from which those habits flow. But Biernacki’s work suggests that this notion of ‘habit’ and the argument from which Turner derives it is too individualistic. The crucial thing about social practices—and the feature that differentiates them from most habits—is that they are the infrastructure of repeated interactional patterns. They remain stable not only because habit ingrains standard ways of doing things, but because the need to engage one another forces people to return to common structures. Indeed, antagonistic interchanges may reproduce common structures more precisely than friendly alliances do. The antagonistic negotiations of workers and owners over wages—the ways workers and employers used piece rates and other work rules to press their own advantage—may have been what held specific conceptions of labor as a commodity so rigidly in place.
This case has in common with the Armstrong example, discussed above, that the anchoring practices operate as enactments of ‘constitutive rules,’ acquiring their power to structure related discourses and patterns of activity because they implicitly define the basic entities or agents in the relevant domain of social action (defining what constitutes labor as a commodity, or what defines the gay community). But the Armstrong and Biernacki examples are very different in that the anchoring practice of the Lesbian/Gay Freedom Day Parade is a very public ritual, while the practices Biernacki describes are nearly invisible arrangements for organizing everyday tasks and transactions.

What may unite the cases Armstrong and Biernacki describe, however, is that the anchoring practices in both cases constitute socially negotiated realities, so that the practices coordinate basic social relationships. Perhaps practices are more persistent and more likely to structure other domains of thought and action when they constitute social relationships (the negotiations between managers and workers; the relations that are the ‘gay community’) than when they are simply habits or assumptions held by individual actors.

If we now reexamine Bourdieu’s concept of the habitus and Sewell’s concept of schemas, we see that both have a remarkably individualistic underlying imagery. Granted, both theorists argue that their core theoretical constructs make no sense except as social products: the habitus is inculcated as the internalization of one’s place in a social field; Sewell’s schemas are read from prior social practices. Nonetheless, the underlying theoretical imagery leads us to think of an individual person carrying around with her the habitus of her childhood, the skills and dispositions she learned there, mobilizing them strategically as she encounters new social situations. Similarly, Sewell’s description of how structures are reproduced allows us to imagine an individual ‘reading’ the schema from an existing array of resources and attempting to reproduce that structure. Indeed, different individuals can read the existing structure differently and reproduce an altered structure. But perhaps the really persistent practices, those that come to structure wide domains of social life, are those that coordinate actors’ actions and thus cannot be changed without disrupting collectively established realities. This, I think, is the implication of Sewell’s most recent work on ‘events’ (Sewell 1996). In an analysis of the storming of the Bastille, Sewell shows that the creation of a new form of social practice—a new constitutive rule that equated the French ‘nation’ with ‘the people’ and a new associational pattern for collective behavior—occurred in a highly charged, public ritual occasion, where new meanings were forged and made visible before many people simultaneously. The full working out of the implications of those new patterns awaited the further unfolding of the event and its interpretation, but like the original Gay Freedom Day Parade, the very public event almost immediately established a new form of social practice.

What then can we say about what anchors social practices, or why some social practices seem more firmly anchored—more enduring and more influential—than others? The first claim is that practices of a particular kind those that enact
constitutive rules that define fundamental social entities—are likely to be central, anchoring whole larger domains of practice and discourse. The second suggestion is that practices may be more firmly anchored when they are at the center of antagonistic social relationships. Third, the establishment of new social practices appears not so much to require the time or repetition that habits require, but rather the visible, public enactment of new patterns so that ‘everyone can see’ that everyone else has seen that things have changed.

Where are constitutive rules located?

The third example I want to explore is more problematic. I describe a rich set of mutually reinforcing practices and a constitutive rule—voluntarism as the basis for group formation—that might be seen as the ‘deep structure’ patterning many spheres of American social life. But it is harder to know in this case what specific practices anchor the rule or account for its apparent pervasiveness, coherence, and persistence.

In a recent book, Nina Eliasoph (1998) analyzes the impairment of political discourse in America. In a variety of social action, social service, and recreational groups, Eliasoph finds that even those who claim a political agenda avoid direct discussion of political matters. When such topics are raised, they are typically ignored or met with joking comments to divert the discussion back onto safer ground.

Eliasoph describes many social processes that contribute to silencing political discussion in contemporary America, from the ways news media report political events to the presentation-of-self activists favor (local people concerned about the well-being of their own families). But a central factor inhibiting political discussion appears to be politeness, which makes any topic that could introduce conflict and disagreement seem threatening. Americans have conversational practices, ways of seeming friendly and agreeable in groups, which make any serious discussion that might lead to disagreement problematic. So, at least at first glance, a relatively minor ‘practice,’ about how informal conversations are supposed to be conducted, can have farreaching implications for other, apparently more ‘important’ issues, like the possibilities for political discussion and action. (It is not that people cannot join forces to act politically, but how they act is affected by practices that inhibit open, energetic political discussion even among comrades-in-arms in a movement.) As Europeans always note, Americans like to appear ‘friendly,’ but that customary friendliness is a practice with important consequences.

There is, however, a deeper ‘structural’ explanation of the social meaning of these practices. Hervé Varenne (1977) has put in more formal terms what observers since de Tocqueville have noted: American friendliness is related to Americans’ tendency to form associations. Varenne speaks of a ‘cultural code’ (a constitutive rule in the terms we have been using here) in which groups are formed by the voluntary choices of individuals seeking to satisfy their interests.
The underlying schema (which in Bourdieu’s or Sewell’s terms is transposable to new situations and can be used to interpret even highly dissimilar group experiences, like those of families, as well as political groups or garden clubs) is that groups continue to exist only as long as they serve their members’ individual needs, and so conflict can easily destroy the group. Thus the norm of polite friendliness is reproduced by the very real fear that conflict in a group can destroy the voluntary participation upon which it depends.

Varenne (1977) thus provides a unifying explanation of both Americans’ insistence on their individualism—people need to display distinctive traits, interests, and tastes that make them candidates for affiliation with compatible others—and Americans’ conformity—people can remain part of a group only because they share similar interests, needs, or tastes. In this view, then, practices of friendliness are not simply culturally learned skills and habits (Swidler 1986). They are derived from the code for constituting group life according to a particular schema, and they are reproduced by the day-to-day experience of the fragility of group life—the dependence of groups on everyone ‘getting along.’

The underlying code according to which what makes an individual unique also makes him or her uniquely valuable to the group is not really tacit. Indeed, while it is not consciously held or frequently explicated as a rule, it is elaborated in paradigmatic myths and stories from Don’t Cry, Big Bird (Roberts 1981) (Big Bird is too tall to play games with his Sesame Street friends, but when Betty Lou’s kite gets stuck in a tree, only Big Bird can save the day) to cowboy movies and hard-boiled detective dramas (Wright 1975; Cawelti 1976).

Many scholars explain America’s voluntarist individualism by arguing that America is ideologically an ‘individualistic’ society, as is evident in its founding documents, the religious beliefs of its founding groups, and ideological beliefs of its leaders and publics throughout its history (Hartz 1955; Horwitz 1979; Verba and Orren 1985; Bellah et al. 1985; Lipset 1990). The difficulty with this approach, as many scholars have discovered, is that cultural traditions turn out to contain many competing alternatives (Zuckerman 1982)—in the American case the ‘quest for community’ as well as the assertion of individualism (see Bender 1978; Hewitt 1989; Swidler 1992).  

If an explanation in terms of ideology is unsatisfying, some simple appeal to ‘practices’ is equally problematic. If Americans indeed learn to think of themselves as autonomous individuals because, for example, from an early age they are expected (indeed, forced) to make choices, so that having preferences and acting on them become part of what defines one as a person (Tobin, Wu, and Davidson 1989), Americans also learn to compete (Dreeben 1968), to both obey and defy authority (Metz 1978), and to feel diminished or enhanced by their position within bureaucratic and status hierarchies (Collins 1981). Americans’ typically voluntarist strategies for organizing collective action, and their individualist understandings of their own practice, cannot therefore be due to the fact that they know only one set of practices. They are not doomed to reproduce
the dominant structures because of the habits or styles they internalize in childhood.

Then what anchors Americans’ voluntarist individualism, and what role do practices play in this process? Another way to describe American voluntarism is to say that Americans act as if there is a constitutive rule that individual agents create groups and, conversely, that groups are the products of their members’ choices. A constitutive rule says that something will count as something in a particular context. Practices play a crucial role as repeated ritual confirmations that something is indeed what it is. For example, as John Meyer (1987) and his colleagues have argued, there are increasingly wellinstitutionalized understandings about what it is to be a nation-state, and the world system is increasingly constituted by nation-states and the abstract individuals those states exist to serve. But concretely, becoming a nation means becoming one of those units that the other units called states recognize as one of themselves. And this is accomplished through conformity to a set of ritual practices. A state has a name, a flag and an anthem (Cerulo 1995), a constitution (Boli-Bennett 1979), and is recognized as a state by the United Nations— with a seat, a vote, and most important recognition in the form of UN membership (McNeely 1995). In a similar way, Erving Goffman (1967, 1971) has delineated the interaction rituals that confirm the status of persons as persons. Moving aside when we pass someone, addressing a person by name, making eye contact, respecting someone’s space—all these practices reconfirm the constitutive rules of modern Western selfhood.

Practices also play a key role in recreating the structure of American voluntarism. Varenne himself, who described the underlying code so brilliantly, has focused on discursive practices: the ways in which anything that is said that has ‘un-American’ content or implications is simply reinterpreted or ignored so as to conform to dominant ways of talking (Varenne 1984, 1987). But I do not think discursive practices in themselves hold the key to the reproduction of such structures. Nor do I think the ordinary practices that instill in Americans a distinctive habitus—the tendency to think of themselves as autonomous selves, their experienced facility in making choices (Tobin, Wu, and Davidson 1989), their expectation that each person will have his or her ‘own’ opinion on every possible matter (Jepperson 1992), their willingness to advertise their interests and talents to anyone they meet, or their tendency to evaluate others on the basis of moral character more than cultural accomplishments (Lamont 1992)—are the real anchors for the fundamental schema that constitutes persons and groups.

For Americans, the actual creation of groups—establishing church congregations, clubs, support groups, or interest associations—is a recurrent but necessarily intermittent activity. Yet the deep concern with being the kind of self—autonomous, endowed with its own interests and opinions, energetic and ready to take initiative, able and willing to choose—that could form or join a group is a continuing preoccupation (Bellah et al. 1985). For most Americans, the central institutional spheres of action are the market economy, where most people must
find places as workers, the bureaucratic state which generates obligations and claims of rights and benefits, and the family where informal as well as legally regulated obligations hold sway. In all modern capitalist societies, encounters with the labor market, in particular, lead individuals to experience themselves as the possessors of skills and capacities which define their social value (see Collier [1997] for an analysis of how labor market experience generates individualized personhood). But none of these are the primary locus of voluntarist individualism. The specific practices that reproduce America’s distinctive voluntarist individualism are those people use to negotiate collective action. To act in the wider public sphere, from the neighborhood, to the workplace, to collective political action, to the creation of community alliances and attachments, Americans draw on a diffuse public culture imbued with many elements of the sacred (see Swidler 1992). It is the paradigmatic practices of this wider public sphere, ritual enactments of a civil religion (Bellah 1968), which anchor the fundamental patterns of American voluntarist individualism. Thus when American children choose group activities, or when schools encourage after-school clubs, or when Americans join a church and pay dues, as when on important civic occasions they celebrate ‘freedom,’ they participate in ritual practices that reinforce voluntarist individualism. This pattern is resilient, I think, precisely because it lies outside the major institutions of bureaucracy, market, and family and thus provides the ‘default option’ for organizing collective action. In this sense it has something in common with both the ‘silent practices’ that constituted labor as a commodity in England versus Germany and the public role the Gay Freedom Day Parade played for San Francisco’s lesbian/gay community. In all three cases, a practice anchors other forms of practice and discourse because it enacts a constitutive rule that defines a social entity—the ‘gay community,’ the labor relationship, the ‘group’ or ‘community.’

The notion that certain key practices anchor others and that these anchoring practices may share common features cannot be demonstrated fully with the evidence presented here. I would like, however, to conclude by reemphasizing three points. First, when we invoke the importance of social practices, it is worth asking whether all practices—how scientists in a laboratory turn the lights on and off, how men shave in the morning or how women put on their makeup, whether and where family members gather for dinner, how a social group incorporates new members—are of equal importance in shaping or constraining other social arrangements. I have tried to show that, at least in some cases, there are ‘anchoring practices’ which play a key role in reproducing larger systems of discourse and practice.

Second, I have suggested that we pay particular attention to the situations in which practices anchor or reproduce constitutive rules, rules that define things as what they are. I have also suggested that while sometimes such practices may be deep, habitual, and taken-for-granted, this need not always be the case. Some public ritual practices seem able to create and then anchor new constitutive rules.
Third, I have tried tentatively to identify kinds of social relationships that might reproduce such constitutive practices. The fact that the differing English and German definitions of labor were central to the ways workers and employers bargained about wages may account for why those defining practices were so enduring and had such wide-ranging ramifications. The examples of the Gay Freedom Day Parade and the many-stranded practices of American voluntarism suggested that ritual practices that define socially central but informally structured social relationships may play an especially important anchoring role. Continued attention to carefully developed empirical cases, where we can see how key structures are constituted by practices, may finally help us to a better understanding of when and how practices anchor or organize systems of practice, discourse, and action.

Notes

1 Sewell (1985:60) notes a similar shift toward more ‘structuralist’ thinking about ideology:

Theorists as diverse as Louis Althusser, Michel Foucault, Clifford Geertz, and Raymond Williams, to name only a few, have shifted the emphasis from highly self-conscious, purposive individuals attempting to elaborate or enact ‘blueprints’ for change, to the relatively anonymous and impersonal operation of ‘ideological state apparatuses,’ ‘epistemes,’ ‘cultural systems,’ or ‘structures of feeling.’ For these theorists, the coherence and the dynamics of an ideological formation (under whichever title) are sought in the interrelations of its semantic items and in their relation to social forces, not in the conscious wills of individual actors. Ideologies are, in this sense, anonymous, or transpersonal.

2 The lengths to which cultural analysts had to go to elicit evidence of values, ideas, and meanings illustrate the problem. Scholars like Rokeach (1973) and later Ronald Inglehart (1977) who thought ‘values’ were important were forced into the uncomfortable position of using respondents’ forced-choice rankings of verbal statements of ‘terminal’ and ‘mediating’ values as proxies for the deep values that were in theory guiding action. Others used survey-type research, asking respondents how much they agreed or disagreed with various statements as a way of getting at their ideas—their ‘beliefs’ (like belief in God), ‘attitudes’ (such as their approval or disapproval of abortion under various circumstances), or their ‘values’ (like desire for material comfort, versus a clean environment, versus peace on earth). Even brilliant anthropologists like the Kluckhohns were stuck with asking people from different cultural groups about their ultimate values and then trying (without much success) to treat the answers to such decontextualized questions as somehow independent ‘causes’ of respondents’ actions (see Cancian 1975).

3 D’Andrade (1984:91) develops the concept of a ‘constitutive rule,’ using marriage as an example:
Marriage is a culturally created entity—an entity created by the social agreement that something counts as that entity. To agree that something will count as something else is more than simply knowing about it, although knowing about it is a necessary precondition. The agreement that something counts as something else involves the adherence of a group of people to a constitutive rule and to the entailments incurred by the application of the rule (emphasis in original).

He goes on to offer another example:

Games make the most effective illustrations of constitutive rule systems, perhaps because the arbitrary nature of games makes the separation between the physical events of the game and what these events count as quite apparent. When a football player is declared ‘out of bounds,’ everyone understands that the physical fact of stepping over the line counts as being out of bounds only with respect to the game being played (p. 91).

4 It is significant that in his most recent paper on ‘events’ that transform structures, Sewell (1996) focuses on a dramatic public ritual, the storming of the Bastille, which loudly, publicly enacted new practices that could coordinate collective action in new ways. See also the argument in Swidler (1992).

5 See the very similar argument in Skocpol (1985) who points to the difficulty of demonstrating that ideologies shaped the outcome of the French Revolution given that leaders of the revolution held inconsistent beliefs and that their actions were often in conflict with their beliefs.

6 Where the institutional order mediates market demands, as in Japan, it can also inhibit the development of many aspects of modern individualism—so that, for example, people may strive to demonstrate individual accomplishment or skill in order to win the favor of a patron or mentor who is the real key to security and success. And of course modern individualisms vary, even among the capitalist democracies (see Stephenson 1989).
Part II

Inside practices
§1 There are two salient strategies for defining the relation of theory to practice: one is to give practice priority over theory; the other is to give theory priority over practice. These are not the only possible approaches but they are, arguably, the most stable and difficult to avoid of the options. They have also given rise to identifiable and, to some degree, self-conscious traditions of ideological and philosophical analysis. The tradition according priority to theory over practice is often known as ‘rationalism,’ while that which—in various ways and at various levels—accords priority to practice over theory is sometimes called ‘conservatism.’ For better or for worse, these are the labels I shall use here.¹ They are taken from the well-known conservative thinker Michael Oakeshott (1901–90) who articulated a version of this Weltanschauung at both the political and psychological levels, developing a detailed social ideology, as well as a characteristic analysis of human thought and action (see Oakeshott 1991). Another representative of conservatism, Ludwig Wittgenstein, only provided a few hints at the more explicit, ideological level. I am thinking particularly of his pessimistic remarks about ‘progress,’ his interest in Spengler, and his significant, but often overlooked, theological voluntarism.² Wittgenstein concentrated his attention on detailed studies of thinking and acting. In the course of these investigations he focused on some of the deepest and most difficult points of conflict between the two traditions. Part of his genius was the ability to distill a problem into a simple, concrete case. This is why his discussion of rule-following is of central importance to anyone wanting to confront the problem of the relation of theory and practice in a fundamental manner.

§2 Rule-following looks like a case where theory has clear priority over practice, where propositional content and meaning precede and determine the action of following the rule. When we think about the compulsion of rules, e.g., the rules of arithmetic, we may be inclined to say, ‘The meaning of the rule fixes what we have to do.’ If ‘doings’ count as ‘practice’ (because they are concrete and take place over time) and if ‘meanings’ fall under ‘theory’ (because their nature is abstract and ahistorical) then theory is determining practice. This is why rule-following is so easily taken to be a paradigm case of rationalism. Given the importance attached to logic, mathematics, and calculation in the rationalist
tradition, we can see its strategic significance. Wittgenstein’s achievement was to win rule-following back for the conservative tradition. He turned it from being a symbol of the priority of theory over practice into an example of the priority of practice over theory.

Here is how he did it. First, he identified the feelings and pictures that sometimes present themselves to us in connection with rule-following as illusions. For example, we may get the feeling that if there is a rule for generating sequences of numbers the sequence is, in some way, already there, waiting for us to trace it out in speech or writing. Wittgenstein insisted there is nothing there. There is no mysteriously preexisting hand-rail to guide us. Second, he explained these pictures and feelings as byproducts of our socialization. The instances of the rule only seem to exist in advance if we are following it in a mechanical, routine and matter-of-course way. These misleading, theoretical pictures are therefore the result of practice, not insights into its cause. Third, he insisted that the only resources we should use for understanding rule-following are naturalistic ones. When we follow rules we act as we do because we are the sort of creature we are, and we have been trained to act in that way: that is all. Explanations of rule-following are not to be grounded in some form of insight into conceptual connections. There is no conceptual or logical ‘seeing’ that things must be so, just facts about the ‘natural history’ of human beings in society. (Wittgenstein [1967], Philosophical Investigations §25, §415. In subsequent references to the Investigations I shall simply cite the relevant paragraph number.)

To drive home the intended exclusion of nonnaturalistic processes, Wittgenstein said that when we follow a rule, ultimately, we act blindly: ‘Ich folge der Regel blind’ (§219). There may indeed be intervening processes of interpretation, e.g. using subsidiary rules to follow the original rule, but in the end we just act. This was the famous conclusion in Investigations §201. Such routinized behavior does not, of course, by itself necessarily amount to correct rule-following. What seems right and what is right are two different things (§258). That aspect of rule-following, the normative aspect, derives from the consensus between different rule-followers. Rule-following is a practice (§202). But as far as routine, individual acts of following are concerned, the ultimate basis of the act is blind habit: this is simply what I do (§217). We can see in this argument how Wittgenstein set aside the categories of the rationalist tradition, and reasserted those of the conservative tradition, and how priority was given to practice over theory.

§3 There is, however, a problem with this conservative, antirationalistic account of rule-following. It is a problem which, if it cannot be solved, would allow the defenders of rationalism, once again, to reclaim rule-following as a paradigm case. The problem is that, as it stands, Wittgenstein’s account looks as if it has no adequate explanation for a vitally important distinction. I am referring to the distinction between genuinely following a rule and merely behaving in ways that outwardly happen to conform to the rule.
Nobody thinks the planets ‘obey’ Kepler’s laws in the same sense as a motorist may obey the rules of the road. The planets merely conform; the motorist is capable of more than mere conformity. On a less extreme level, there is a difference between following a custom and unwittingly behaving in ways that happen to fit in with it. To use a familiar example, on the London Underground the custom is to stand on the right-hand side of the escalator, so those in a hurry can pass on the left. Foreigners do not know this, and often stand on the left and block the flow. Some, equally oblivious, happen to stand where they should, on the right. Do these people then ‘obey’ the custom without knowing it? Our intuitions might differ about whether to use the word ‘obey’ for these cases. Perhaps mere outward conformity is enough to justify the use of the word, but everyone sees the difference between mere, unwitting obedience, and full, knowledgeable obedience. The underlying causation is different. In one case the action is as it is because of the existence of the custom, and the agent’s knowledge of it. In the other case, it is independent of this. Whatever our hesitations over the word ‘obey,’ regarding laws and customs, intuitions are perhaps closer in the case of following a rule of the kind Wittgenstein typically discussed, e.g., rules generating sequences of numbers. Here, there can be little doubt, the requirement of genuinely following, and not merely conforming, means that we do what we do because of our awareness that it is required by the rule.

§4 To clarify the situation, let me introduce a simple formula derived from Anscombe (1981a and 1981b). We can say that there is a class of actions M, where M-ing implies that you think you are M-ing. Conforming does not belong to the class M, because you can conform without thinking you are conforming. Rule-following, however, does belong to the class M, because to follow a rule, you must think you are following it. Our problem may now be expressed sharply as follows: can you do something and simultaneously do it blindly and thinkingly? Does the metaphor of blindness not imply that the behavior is unthinking? There is, at the very least, a prima facie problem in reconciling these two conditions. We must show that we can jointly satisfy first the condition that following must be distinguished from conforming, along the lines of Anscombe’s formula, and second the conclusion of Wittgenstein’s attack on the rationalist model, which says that the process of rule-following depends, in the end, on blind action.

How are we to effect a reconciliation—if indeed a reconciliation is possible? Two strategies immediately present themselves: both designed, in their different ways, to close the gap which seems to exist between the selfconsciousness of ‘following,’ with its awareness of the rule, and the ‘blindness’ of habit. The first strategy is to diminish the ‘blindness’ of blind rulefollowing, and inject some thought or propositional content into it. The second is to diminish the ‘thinking’ needed to make the action the action it is. The less contentful and specified this becomes, the closer it gets to blind rulefollowing. It will be evident that these two strategies are themselves expressions of divergent commitments on the priority relations between theory and practice. To dilute the blindness of rule-
following expresses sympathy to the priority of theory; to dilute the thought that goes into action expresses sympathy to the priority of practice. So one strategy is rationalist, the other conservative. The aim, then, is to see if a sustainably minimal interpretation of thinking can be found which simultaneously allows us to say that rule-following is ultimately blind, and that following a rule is not the same as merely conforming to it. To do this, I shall discuss one of Anscombe’s own examples, and give her own solution, which is, I think, both the right answer, and the Wittgensteinian answer.

§5 Anscombe lists a number of forms of action falling within the class M. As well as following rules the list includes making contracts, playing games, making promises, and getting married. I will stay with the last example for a moment. Getting married implies thinking you are getting married, but what do you have to think? Suppose someone were to go through the ceremony with deliberate, inner reservations. I do not mean the usual doubts, I mean with the intention to deceive. Could such a person argue, on Anscombe-like grounds, that they were not really married because, as they were getting married, they were thinking of themselves as engaged in a deceit, rather than a real marriage? Would that invalidate the marriage? Certainly not. Where does that leave Anscombe’s formula? Has it refuted it? The answer is that it leaves the formula untouched. This is not a counterexample to it. The reason is that the oversubtle deceiver was well aware that it was a marriage he was going through. His being aware of what he was doing was part of what made up the deception. His mistake was to be ill-informed about the requirements making the contract binding. In our imaginary case, the would-be deceiver is in the same position as someone who thinks they can make an expedient marriage, get their hands on their partner’s money, and then get a quick and profitable divorce—only to find, too late, that they cannot.

The Anscombe requirement of ‘thinking you are getting married’ does not, and cannot, properly mean anything like ‘knowing the laws of the land.’ The requisite thinking does not mean being cognizant of some fitting legal, moral, sociological, or philosophical analysis of the institution. It can only mean something like: knowing that there is such an institution. The thinking involved is the minimal thinking needed to be accepted as a participant in the institution, where such participation ranges from being an expert to being little more than a user of a few relevant words and phrases. Anscombe expresses this by saying that it is a mistake to suppose, ‘that the explanation of the thought of M-ing must include an account (of M-ing) as something contained in the thought’ (1981a: 17). Whatever thinking you are getting married, or thinking you are playing a game, or thinking you are following a rule, consists in, it does not involve a mental state whose propositional content contains an account of the marriage, the game, or the rule-following. But if it does not contain these things, what does it contain? It must have some content if it is to mark a distinction between following and merely conforming. The answer appears to be that it contains an awareness of the existence of the relevant institutions, and an awareness of the actor as currently participating in them.
§6 Let us look at Anscombe’s other example, that of playing a game or making a move in a game. Here the question is: if thinking you are making a move is constitutive of making a move, what is ‘thinking you are making a move?’ Following the line indicated in *Investigations* §197, Anscombe says:

it is clear that what you do is not a move in a game unless the game is being played and you are one of the players, acting as such in making the move. That involves that you are acquainted with the game and have an appropriate background, and also appropriate *expectations* and *calculations* in connection with e.g. moving this piece from point A to point B. To have these is to think you are playing the game (1981a: 17).

So you are playing, and thinking you are playing, the game, if (i) you are acquainted with the game, (ii) have an appropriate background, i.e., an appropriate degree and depth of acquaintance, (iii) you show the right signs of involvement by forming relevant expectations, and (iv) you are currently responding to a game that is being played. Satisfying conditions (i) to (iv) means you are ‘thinking you are playing the game,’ even if you cannot give a discursive account of the game, e.g., by formulating its rules.

§7 Have we now resolved the tension between awareness and blindness threatening Wittgenstein’s antirationalist account of rule-following? The answer is yes, provided each of Anscombe’s constituents of ‘thinking’ could be enacted ‘blindly,’ that is, routinely and mechanically.3 I think they do pass this test. Let us start with being acquainted with the game, and having an appropriate background. Clearly, at some stage, e.g., when we were socialized into game-playing in childhood, games will have been registered in a causal and direct way, where ‘direct’ means: not mediated discursively by propositional knowledge or interpretive steps. To begin with everything must have depended on what Wittgenstein called ‘ostensive teaching’ or ‘training’ (§5–6). We just had to learn by joining in and being told ‘do this!’ (cf. §143–5). Similar points can be made about the next items on the list concerning background abilities and expectations and calculations. Arguably they are all founded in innate abilities and the routine operation of our normal and inherited cognitive propensities. They are, or depend on, things we simply find within ourselves, or which, as far as we are concerned, simply occur.

Nevertheless, there is still a residual problem: ostensive training is just a form of socialization, and so presupposes an institution into which the learner is being initiated. Where did that institution come from? If we explain it by a prior process of socialization, we are only pushing the problem back rather than solving it. To sustain the priority of practice over theory it must be possible to tell a plausible story about the origin of institutions and practices (such as playing a game). This story must not depend on some prior intention, decision, choice, desire, or belief with a determinate propositional or theoretical content. It must be possible to show how a practice can grow up without depending on
some prior ‘theory’ about it. If that is possible (and if, e.g., Haugeland [1990] is right, it is possible) then ostensive training will take care of the transmission of the institution or practice in an appropriately nondiscursive way. Some attention to hypothetical models of the emergence of practices and institutions is needed if a final decision is to be reached on the relative merits of rationalism and conservatism.

§8 So far, I have tried to remove the sense of incompatibility between Anscombe’s ‘thinking’ condition and Wittgenstein’s ‘blindness’ conclusion. It would have been possible, however, to approach this relationship from another direction. Instead of seeing them as potentially conflicting, it could be argued that Anscombe’s requirement actually entails Wittgenstein’s conclusion. The entailment can be constructed by starting with Anscombe’s striking observation that, for the entire class of actions, if M-ing implies thinking you are M-ing, then it is impossible to explain M-ing. This is because explaining M-ing involves mention of thinking you are M-ing, and explaining thinking you are M-ing involves mention of M-ing. The ‘explanation’ takes us in a circle. This problem is not caused by adopting a rich, or implausibly demanding, construal of ‘thinking you are M-ing.’ It is not removed by using the minimal definition of ‘thinking’ that has been defended above. However minimal its specifications, if it is to do the job of distinguishing following from conforming, it will generate the circularity.

If M-ing cannot be explained, how do we ever learn to understand the actions that fall into this class? How, for instance, can we ever learn to follow rules, if Anscombe’s impossibility argument is correct? I have already indicated Anscombe’s reply, which is that there are other ways of learning apart from explanation. We can be taught how to follow rules, or play games, by example and by doing. We might be told on appropriate occasions, ‘you must do this,’ or ‘you can’t do that,’ and then, perhaps, be physically made to do things, or physically stopped from doing them. Going along with these requirements would be a precondition for continued participation. At the same time as being made to go through the motions, pupils are also learning how to gloss these moves verbally. They will learn to use, as well as respond to, what Anscombe calls ‘stopping modals’ or ‘forcing modals,’ i.e., the language of ‘can’t’ and ‘must.’ This picture implies the blindness condition because it is the inexplicable character of rule-following which demands ostensive training, and ostensive training is ultimately training in a ‘blind’ response. Another way to express the point would be to observe that the circularity problem, or the impossibility of explanation, points inevitably to the priority of practice over theory.

We can now see that rule-following has a dual nature. The duality involves, on the one hand, the presence of a certain tendency to act, which will be found, in one form or another, within each individual. On the other hand, alongside this aggregate of dispositions, there will be a shared currency of verbal responses for their evaluation. Both sides of this story capture indispensable features of rule-following. Dispositions alone will not suffice for a proper analysis, because they
provide no adequate account of the normative aspect of rules. If our brains were like faultless, pre-programmed machines, which effortlessly coordinated with one another, then no doubt such (ideal) dispositions would achieve everything we currently achieve with our rule-following practices. Under these circumstances, however, there would be no rules because there would be no need for them: it would be the cognitive equivalent of the Golden Age. In reality we need methods for sanctioning and modifying our individual dispositions to keep them in line. This is mediated by verbal commentary, criticism, and evaluation, e.g., by saying ‘you can’t’ and ‘you must.’

Verbal glossing practices, on their own, equally fall short. Detached from dispositions to act, they have no real substance. In themselves, they provide no basis for routine rule-following, such as underlies the important phenomenon of noncollusive coordination. We can give six people the task of following the rule ‘+2,’ starting with 0, send them away to work on their own, and when they come back together, they will, for the most part, have produced the same sequence—and be able to agree about its sameness. We cannot understand rule-following as an arrangement which depends on everyone perpetually looking over everyone else’s shoulder. It has phases of this character, but it also depends on dispositions, which drive individuals along between face-to-face encounters.

§9 We can now connect what has been said to Wittgenstein’s frequently misunderstood claim, in Investigations §199, that rule-following is an institution. Wittgenstein never told us what he understood an institution to be, but it is not difficult to construct an account to carry forward the thrust of his argument. My claim will be that, in the case of rule-following, its institutional character depends on exactly those practices of glossing whose role has just been identified. Our habitual responses become instances of rules in virtue of the verbal accounts with which we accompany them as we collectively coordinate our behavior. In general terms, and once again using Anscombe’s formula, to think you are M-ing is to be able to account your actions in terms of the institution of M-ing, where that institution itself is constituted by those very accounting practices along with, of course, the accountable patterns of behavior themselves.

As it stands, this is likely to be too compressed a formulation to be illuminating. It presupposes a specific approach to, and analysis of, social institutions and social reality. That approach needs to be brought to the surface so that problems can be addressed. For example, we need to ensure that the interpretation now put on the notion of ‘thinking’—in terms of the ability to give a verbal gloss of nonverbal behavior—is consistent with that previously arrived at.

The claim about institutions now being brought into play is that society is the one area of reality amenable to something like an ‘idealist’ analysis. Social reality, the argument goes, exists and can only exist in virtue of our belief that it exists. When we collectively know about a segment of social reality, the knowing and the thing known are one and the same. In this respect, at least to a
first approximation, social objects are different from physical, chemical, or biological objects. Pieces of metal do not exist because we believe in them. By contrast, coins are pieces of metal, but being a coin is a social status attached to the metal. Coins only exist because we treat certain things as coins. (Notice the circularity lingering around such formulations. It is a version of the circularity that made M-ing, as a class, formerly inexplicable.) If everyone were to cease to think of coins, then bits of metal would continue to exist, but coins would vanish into thin air. We can think of all statuses and institutions in this way, i.e., by analogy with currency.

Applying these ideas to the case of rules, the claim is that the rule R exists as an institution in virtue of being referred to for the purposes of glossing those actions which are identified as, or in terms of, instances of following R. The rule R, as an institution, exists only in and through references to R, citing R, describing actions as instances of R, or as not being instances of R, or as attempts to follow R, or as failures to follow R, and so forth through the entire gamut of possible glosses. The institution of the rule is the currency in which the accounting takes place, and its existence is existence as that currency. The self-understanding of rule-followers, their ‘thinking’ they are following R, is an understanding which invokes the institution of R and, in invoking it, plays its part in constituting the institution as a social reality.

We can now see that the indefinability of Anscombe’s class of M-ings is a consequence of the self-referential character of institutions and statuses. Anscombe said that M-ing implies thinking you are M-ing. I recast that into the form: M-ing implies the capacity to gloss or account what is being done as M-ing. Expressed in this way it is easier to exhibit its relation to the selfreferential model. The connection is that M-ing must imply the capacity to gloss what is being done as M-ing, because it is the glossing which makes the institution, and it is only in virtue of the institution that the act can have the identity it does—an instance of M-ing can be M-ing only because there is the institution of M-ing. The sequence of dependencies is this: no institution, no M-ing; but no glossing, no institution: so no glossing, no M-ing. This means M-ing and glossing cannot be separated and, as Anscombe noted, that is what produces the circularity and makes explanation impossible. Therefore it is the character of M-ing as an institution, constituted by patterns of self-reference, which generates Anscombe’s circle.

§10 There is an immediate connection to be made with Kripke’s discussion of rule-skepticism in his Wittgenstein on Rules and Private Language (1982). Kripke’s skeptic challenges us to say why we have been following the rule for addition rather than another operation, called ‘quaddition,’ where the quaddition rule is defined so that it is identical to the addition rule for all calculations performed to date. (It diverges for sums which are larger than those performed hitherto.) Intuitively we want to say that we may have been conforming to the quaddition rule, but we were actually following the addition rule. In Anscombe’s terms, we were thinking of addition, not quaddition. The skeptic, reasonably,
wants to know what this ‘thinking’ consists in—what matter of fact about us is involved? The skeptical claim is that (other than by resort to dogmatism) we will not be able to identify this matter of fact, or specify what the thinking consists in. Anscombe’s conclusion, that the attempt to explain any instance of the class of M-ing is impossible, and leads us in a circle, is a version of the skeptic’s conclusion. The impossibility of explanation means that no matter of fact can be found, at least, not if we confine our attention to the individual rule-follower. Similarly, Anscombe’s suggestion that the ‘thinking’ in question can only be understood by placing the rulefollower in a social context (that is, by their satisfying conditions (i) to (iv) above) is a precursor to Kripke’s ‘skeptical solution.’ Both Kripke’s and Anscombe’s arguments tell us that the content of the thinking is to be located by reference to the institutions in which the thinker participates. In short, if Anscombe’s argument is right, then so is Kripke’s. 8

§11 Wittgenstein’s central metaphor of ‘language-games’ assumes a new and striking importance in this regard. The idea of language-games is, perhaps, the nearest thing Wittgenstein had to a theoretical model, but it was a very significant and suggestive one. The point is that games are instances of institutions, so the metaphor trades on the essentially self-referential character of all social concepts. Wittgenstein’s other metaphors can also be seen in this light. For example, at one point he (1978: VII-3) characterized his own philosophical enquiry as follows: ‘What I have to do is something like describing the office of a king:—in doing which I must never fall into the error of explaining the kingly dignity by the king’s usefulness, but I must leave neither his usefulness, nor his dignity out of account.’ Notice how kingship is a phenomenon calling for analysis in terms of the ‘idealistic,’ or self-referential, model of institutions that I have just sketched. At the simplest level, and in its most primitive form, the status of a king is created by everyone’s willingness to think of, and refer to, someone as a king, where the thinking and referring is integrated into patterns of deferential action. Again in simple terms, a king nobody accepted as a king, would not be a king, just as money nobody accepted as money would not be money. (See also Wittgenstein 1978: VIII-3, VII-62.)

§12 I have characterized Wittgenstein’s achievement as winning back rulefollowing for the conservative tradition, that is, giving an analysis of rule following in a way that is consistent with the priority of practice. Superficially, this may seem like an esoteric exercise of interest, perhaps, only to the historian of cultural traditions or to current adherents to the conservative ideology (in Oakeshott’s sense). In fact it is a highly consequential achievement of profound significance for contemporary social scientists and historians, particularly historians of science. The basis of its general significance is that it removes one of the major obstacles standing in the way of the sociology of knowledge. Classical sociologists of knowledge, such as Karl Mannheim, were able to offer no guidance on how to think sociologically about rule-following. And that meant they could not help us see how to think sociologically about such important cultural phenomena as mathematics and logic. Wittgenstein shows us
how to get around this obstacle. He shows us how to avoid the fatal flaw of saying that the rule itself (thought of as an abstract or formal entity) is responsible for those actions or thoughts that are involved in following it—as if some mysterious mental process of ‘grasping the rule’ had to be accepted as basic. On this view, the sociologist can only explain deviations from the correct path, or the general preconditions of having the requisite insight and grasp. Only a sociology of error is possible from this standpoint. It is the conservative tradition, as developed so brilliantly by Wittgenstein, which points the way forward to a proper sociological analysis of rule-following and analogous phenomena. Following Wittgenstein we can give substance and depth to the idea that rules are institutions and rule-following is participation in the relevant institutional practices. The great danger here is that of giving too quick and easy assent to Wittgensteinian slogans without an adequate appreciation of the underlying arguments. The arguments alone mark the difference between depth and superficiality in this area. For example, notice that the conclusion is not that rules are institutions merely in the sense of their being widely accepted. The point is that rules are socially constituted, where the manner of constitution can be identified in terms of self-referential processes. The very ontology of rules is social and grounded in patterns of interaction. The detailed arguments have been worked through in order to make this deeper reading available and to prevent the trivialization of Wittgenstein’s conclusion.

I want to end by making explicit, and defending, the claim that thinking of rules as institutions—and thinking of institutions along the lines here recommended—is indeed a way of affirming the priority of practice. At first the point may seem counterintuitive. Can an ‘idealist’ or self-referential model really embody a commitment to the priority of practice? If rule-following is an institution, and institutions are to be understood, as Wittgenstein suggested, on the model of games, which do not answer to any reality outside themselves, how can they be thought of as ‘practical’? Practical activity, unlike ‘theoretical’ activity, implies an engagement with a reality independent of ourselves and our thoughts. This intuition is correct, but it has not been compromised by what has been said about institutions. When we interact for practical purposes with the natural environment, which is indeed profoundly independent of our thoughts, we do so collectively. This is the crucial point. We are simultaneously interacting with the physical and the social environments. This double modality, as it might be called, is actually a precondition of objective knowledge. The alternative would be a wholly individual and subjective grasp of the world whose characteristics would fall far short of what we take for granted in our shared scientific understanding. An objective understanding is one which is accomplished by and through our cognitive institutions and conventions. The great error is to think that practical and objective cognition must be a response to the physical environment rather than a response to society, as if the two were exclusive. Although under particular circumstances the two can and do trade off against one another, this is not the general case. ‘Nature’ and ‘Society’ are not
locked into an inevitable zero-sum game. On the contrary, the general case is that we know the physical world with and through society. That is to say: we know the world with our institutions, and by virtue of our institutions, not in spite of them. The selfreferential analysis of institutions does not therefore undermine the practicality of our knowledge, but describes a precondition of it. And to say that it is a precondition is simply to say that social practices are an integral part of any other cognitive practices. This is not to compromise the principle of the priority of practice, but merely to articulate and explain it.

Notes

Over the past few years I have had a number of valuable discussions about Anscombe’s work with Barry Barnes. We have not always agreed, but the present paper is, in part, the upshot of those discussions. It will be clear how much I have depended on his account of social institutions. I must, however, take responsibility for the shortcomings in my use of these ideas. Celia Bloor and Martin Kusch have read and criticized two earlier drafts of this paper and, where possible, I have done my best to meet their objections. I am most grateful to them, as I am to Konrad Bloor who has, once again, done the typing.

1 Alternatively, the traditions could be called ‘Enlightenment’ and ‘Romantic’ respectively. This was the terminology I used in Knowledge and Social Imagery (1991). Karl Mannheim (1953) called them the ‘Natural Law’ and ‘Conservative’ traditions. The present choice of ‘rationalist’ and ‘conservative’ comes from Oakeshott (1991).


3 Wittgenstein’s version was this: ‘one follows the rule mechanically. Hence one compares it with a mechanism. “Mechanical”—that means without thinking. But entirely without thinking? Without reflecting’ (1978: VII-60).

4 The misunderstandings I have in mind are the individualistic, nonsociological readings exemplified by McGinn (1984) and Baker and Hacker (1984).

5 There is a parallel to be drawn here with a famous argument in Book III of Hume’s Treatise. Hume said there must be an interest in acting virtuously that was independent of the sense of duty. A similar argument could be used to claim that we must have a tendency to behave in ways that later become rule-governed, where that original tendency is prior to any sense of a rule demanding such behavior of us. This takes us back to the problem of origins and what Barnes calls ‘the problem of priming.’

6 The approach in question is taken from Barnes’s important paper ‘Social Life as Bootstrapped Induction’ (1983). For an account along similar lines but, I believe, a less searching one than Barnes, see Searle (1995). Some important differences between Barnes and Searle are discussed in Bloor (1996a).
The label ‘idealism,’ in this connection, is taken over from Anscombe (1976) who identifies Wittgenstein as a ‘linguistic idealist.’ For a discussion of Anscombe’s difficult but important paper see my ‘The Question of Linguistic Idealism Revisited’ (1996b). It should perhaps be emphasized that so-called linguistic idealism is not to be confused with a generalized ontological idealism such as the position associated with Berkeley where a thing, such as a tree or a desk, only exists when it is being perceived. Linguistic idealism does not call into question the reality of material things, indeed it presupposes them. It is a doctrine which applies to a limited range of reality, in particular, social ‘objects.’ Seen in the correct light it is perfectly compatible with a robust materialist ontology. It can be seen as an adjunct to such a materialism in that it provides a way of analyzing realities which might otherwise be granted their own mysterious *sui generis* mode of nonmaterial being. For these reasons it would be wrong to count the position as an expression of a generalized form of nonnaturalism or antnaturalism. One should surely say that social objects were themselves natural phenomena, but ones that can only be understood as the product of collective, self-referential processes. They are, in Hume’s terms, artifacts and therefore in a narrow sense of the word ‘nature’ they are nonnatural, that is, not naturally occurring things, but of course in a broader sense of ‘natural’ they are indeed part of nature. One merely has to broaden one’s view to see just what natural phenomena constitute social objects. Again, Hume’s handling of these themes in the *Treatise* provides the correct model.

There are criticisms to be made about certain equivocations in Kripke’s argument, but it is essentially right. For a thorough discussion see Bloor (1997).
What is tacit knowledge?

H.M.Collins

The idea of ‘tacit knowledge’ has proved fruitful in the sociology of scientific knowledge even while remaining ill-defined and elusive. I will describe and classify what has been done. I will set out some ways in which the idea has been used by practitioners of practice and then offer some comments on the different approaches.¹

Is this philosophy? Can a mere description of the way a concept has been used by a practitioner stand up to the sharp analysis of philosopher critics?² My excuse is as follows: Wittgenstein is the philosopher to whom nearly all theorists of practice defer and I offer my project in terms of the Wittgensteinian sentiment that the meaning of a concept is to be understood through its use. That, of course, is why sociologists are so interested in practices—they are interested in understanding social and conceptual worlds by looking at uses. Here we are merely turning the same principle back on the concept of practice itself.

It follows that I am not terribly interested in the analysis of the term ‘tacit knowledge’ as it is used in theories of practice. Many contributors to this volume consider that terms such as ‘tacit knowledge,’ or ‘tacit rules’ are idle wheels in theories, or worse. Some think that to use such terms indicates, misleadingly, that there are hidden structures which underlie practices, whereas all we need to refer to are the practices themselves. I am not trying to make a direct contribution to that debate, at least, not in the terms in which it is usually cast;³ my contribution is meant to be that of a practicing sociologist, for whom my own (partial) mastering the practices of the communities I study is a very concrete achievement akin to what the members of those communities themselves achieve as they become members. A language describing what I and my respondents do as we move from a state of incompetence to a state of competence seems anything but an idle wheel. Thus, I note that mastery of a practice cannot be gained from books or other inanimate sources, but can sometimes, though not always, be gained by prolonged social interaction with members of the culture that embeds the practice. I note that there are robust indicators of success in grasping a practice: ceasing to commit faux pas during interactions with respondents is a good indicator and usually quite an obvious one; the nature of conversations with experts is also a good indicator—if you can get them to listen to you seriously and interestingly when you discuss their subject that means you
are getting somewhere; if, on the other hand, all such conversations begin with their explaining principles to you in a pedantic way, you are getting nowhere. These are a few things that are common to all practices. They would remain the same whether or not the term ‘tacit knowledge’ is replaced by other locutions.\textsuperscript{4}

That said, I had better give some indication of the subject area I am going to discuss. It covers those things we know how to do but are unable to explain to someone else. We may not know how to explain them, or we may not even know that we know that we know things of this sort. For example, most native English speakers do not know that they ‘know’ how to avoid uttering badly formed sentences and have not thought about how they came by this ‘knowledge.’ They certainly have no idea how to pass the knowledge on in any way except doing a lot of talking.

One way in which I will explore that kind of subject area is to try to destroy my own belief in the tacitness of much of our knowledge by seeing how much of the idea I can dispense with. I will try to ‘give away’ as much tacitness as I can by looking at ways of making the tacit explicit. I could try to give away the idea to a philosopher (such as Steven Turner 1994), but I am more familiar with the raids on tacit abilities conducted by the ‘artificial intelligentsia’— those who believe that all human capabilities can be encoded in machine programs so there can be nothing deeply tacit, or social, about them. Therefore I will try to give as much of the tacit element of tacit knowledge as I can to neural nets—currently the most promising and most ‘hyped’ candidates for the title of tacit-knowledge-capturing machines. I do not particularly care whether or not I am giving too much because my strategy is to show that however much I try to give away there is still some left which the working sociologist cannot dispense with.\textsuperscript{5}

I will divide up the work into three sections which are three approaches to tacit knowledge from which sociologists have set out—from which their practices have begun. I shall then revisit these approaches in turn and try out neural nets against each approach and see what they can gobble up and what, if anything, is still left on the plate. In each case I will conduct a thought experiment and ask whether all the tacit knowledge that is used when scientists try to replicate a difficult experiment could be encoded in a neural net.

Three routes to the idea of tacit knowledge

\textit{The motor-skills metaphor}

Probably the most influential paradigm case of tacit knowledge, due to Michael Polanyi (1958), is bicycle-riding. Polanyi points out that the physics of bike-riding is complex and counterintuitive,\textsuperscript{6} that hardly any bike-riders, if any, know the physics, and that even if they did, they would not be able to use their understanding to master the bike. We learn to ride a bike, then, without knowing
how we do it, where ‘knowing’ is used in the sense of ‘being able to formulate the rules.’

What do we mean by ‘being able to formulate the rules?’ Well, we do know certain rules for riding bikes, such as ‘stand the bike on its two wheels’; ‘sit on the saddle’; ‘turn the pedals with the feet’; ‘hold the handlebars with the hands’; ‘the size of a bike must be roughly matched to the size of the rider’; and so forth. We also know rules such as, ‘it will usually take between ten minutes and a couple of hours to learn to ride the bike and you just have to keep trying even if you fall off a few times’; ‘it helps if someone else holds you upright while you are mastering the first aspects of balance’; ‘it helps if that person is encouraging’; and ‘find a wide level surface to practice on.’ Presumably, then, when we follow Polanyi, what we mean by ‘being able to formulate the rules,’ means something like either ‘being able to formulate the rules in a way that would satisfy a physicist,’ or ‘being able to formulate the rules in a way that would enable another person who read them to be able to ride a bike immediately.’

The second formulation seems to match the intuitive meaning and to be the useful way of looking at the matter. Thus, in this sense, it is possible to formulate the rules for the moves of, say, the bishop in chess. Someone who knew how to play draughts (checkers), but not chess—that is, someone who understood how to move tokens around on a squared board—could be taught the legal moves for the bishop, or any other chess token, by being sent a letter inscribed with symbols belonging to a code that they already understood. They could open this letter, read the symbols, and be able to move the bishop immediately without significant error.

Admittedly the last paragraph hides difficulties to do with whether they would be able to move the bishop unerringly without at least a few moments’ practice, but if we do not accept this case as a paradigm of nontacit knowledge, we will find that the notion of tacit knowledge has no useful application because all knowledge will be tacit knowledge. So, let us take the bishop’s move and the bike-ride as paradigms of explicit and tacit knowledge under the motor Skills heading.

This use of the notion of tacit knowledge understood in this way has proved fruitful in the sociology of scientific knowledge. It has proved so useful because many models of science that were in circulation ‘before the sociological era’ took it that most scientific knowledge could be transferred in nontacit form. For example a common model took it that checking experimental findings was a straightforward matter because it was necessary only for a scientist to write down the ‘recipe’ for an experiment in order for another scientist to repeat it and verify the result. Informed by the idea that there was a tacit dimension to experimental skill, however, sociologists were able to understand that it was difficult to repeat experiments, that it was, therefore, difficult to test experiments, that scientific skills require continual repair and maintenance provided by the embedding community, and that technical skills might die out if they were not continually refreshed by practice.
The idea of tacit knowledge, understood in the above sense, leads to consequences for scientific practice that have been as well corroborated as anything in the social sciences could be.

Note that in the above way of thinking about tacit knowledge the tacitness of *motor skills* is being used metaphorically when we try to understand experimentation because experimentation does not involve the body in the way that bike-riding does. For example, one might try to delegate one’s experimental manipulations to technicians in a way that one cannot delegate bike-riding to an assistant. A related problem is that the contrast between the ‘bishop’s move’ example and the bike-riding example is that it seems to suggest that tacitness is essentially to do with manipulative skills and that there is no problem of tacit knowledge that applies to ‘cognitive abilities.’

**The rules-regress model**

In the last section I laid out a route to the idea of tacit knowledge which started with Polanyi’s bike-riding example and which, therefore, took motor skills as the paradigm. The sociology of scientific knowledge has also used another paradigm to get to the same place, but this time cognitive abilities are clearly encompassed. This is the Wittgensteinian ‘rules do not contain the rules for the their own application’ route. One example that has been used frequently is to do with the difficulty of supplying a full set of rules for the continuation of a series. First, there is no mathematical inevitability about the right way to continue a series and therefore what counts as the correct way to carry it on is conventional. Second, it is easy to show that there is no set of rules for continuing a series that cannot be ‘followed’ in such a way as to break the usual convention for what counts as a proper continuation. Third, a series may have more than one conventional continuation: for example, in the English-speaking world the series 2, 4, 6, 8, can take the continuations ‘10’ or ‘Who do we appreciate?’ depending on circumstances. The problem of the regress of rules shows up in our inability to describe exactly what are the circumstances under which one convention applies rather than another.

One can equally well use this idea as a metaphor for experimental skills; experimental skills require that one experimenter ‘goes on in the same way’ as another. The conclusion is, once more, that experimental skills are impossible to transmit in formulaic terms. The same consequences follow for experimental method, skills, and replication, as followed from the motor-skills metaphor.

**The forms of life approach**

A third way of reaching the same conclusions is to start from the observation that people in different social groups take different things to be certain knowledge but they are not aware of the social basis of their certainties. The dizzying aspect of the sociology of knowledge is precisely that if what we take to
be certain has more to do with the social groups in which we are embedded than to do with the reasons we provide, our certainties seems groundless. (Or, as I would prefer to put it, we must start using the word ‘certainty’ in a new way.) As is well known, early sociology of knowledge was taken to have an ‘escape clause’ where the sciences were concerned; scientific knowledge was universal and the grounds for our scientific beliefs were taken to transcend social convention. The exciting and controversial thing about the sociology of *scientific* knowledge was that it erased the escape clause.

If it is the case that the true sources of our beliefs are in large part the social contexts we inhabit, yet we think that the sources of our beliefs (including beliefs about the natural world), are something else, then the sources of our beliefs are hidden from us. Our beliefs, then, are based on tacit understandings.

We conclude, as before, that there are interesting problems for scientific method and the maintenance and transfer of scientific knowledge. In this case we are inclined to say that the only way to obtain scientific knowledge is through immersion in the relevant social group. This way of looking at things not only explains the difficulty of transfer of knowledge and its consequences but also provides a strategy for gaining it—more social intercourse. The approach leads to the conclusion that common socialization will lead to common solutions to problems.¹¹

This way of looking at things also suggests that the grounds of our certainties should be looked for in the histories of the social groups in which we are embedded. To study the emergence of consensus about new scientific facts is to come to understand why those facts are believed. In this way the sociology of scientific knowledge adds a dynamic dimension to the rather static Wittgensteinian picture. When we watch new scientific consensuses emerging we are watching the growth of new bodies of tacit knowledge.

Some features of the first two ways of thinking about tacit knowledge

*Motor-skills metaphor revisited*

Bike-riding is complicated so let us pick a simpler example for some deeper analysis. Let us consider dancing and its relationship to what psychologists call ‘proprioception’—awareness of the position of our own limbs and muscles. Mr Data, a friendly computer in human form portrayed in the TV series *StarTrek: The Next Generation*, has more proprioception than most mortals. In one episode, Mr Data is being taught to dance. Commander Beverley Crusher romps through a set of complicated steps while Mr Data looks on; she is about to start teaching him this dance routine in a ‘step-by-step’ fashion when Mr Data brushes her aside and repeats the whole sequence flawlessly and in perfect rapid tempo. Somehow, this is what we expect from a computer—to be able to substitute
formulaic instruction for practice; Mr Data has translated the dance steps into space-time coordinates and has then used that formula to guide his own dance routine. We are unsurprised that Mr Data can calculate his way through a problem of bodily disposition while we can only struggle to ‘internalize’ the moves through practice.

It is reasonable to think that the one kind of knowledge can be substituted for the other in the execution of some skills. Humans vary greatly in their ability to use formulaic knowledge. It is a fact, I believe, that some people can have described to them a short sequence of dance steps, in terms of foot movements and so forth, and can then execute them flawlessly. It is a fact, I know, that other people given the same instructions cannot execute the steps without an immense amount of practice. I know the second to be a fact because I am such a person. I do not have much in the way of proprioception. While I am unable to cite much evidence describing my dancing abilities, I am able to cite a great deal of evidence in respect of my abilities to swing a golf club. The basic golf swing is an activity which has been analyzed down to the last detail, and there are endless descriptions available for the proper movement of every muscle in the body and I have read many of them. Like most human golfers, however, I am unable to execute these movements reliably even after more than a decade of trying.

Extending this way of looking at things we can see that much of what is tacit knowledge as far as humans are concerned is tacit only because of the way we are made. Mr Data, no doubt, would be a brilliant golfer from day one. If our brains were as fast as Mr Data’s we would probably be able to ride bikes immediately on having the physics explained to us; we would simply put the physics into practice. Given the apparent substitutability of one kind of knowledge for another it seems possible that there is nothing fundamental about the tacitness of this kind of tacit knowledge—its tacitness is just a contingency of how we are made and how difficult certain tasks are in relationship to our brain capacity. (To look at the bike example from the opposite end, it might be quite easy for us to ride a bike on the moon ‘calculatively’ because everything happens so much more slowly in a reduced gravitational field; in a still weaker gravitational field we might even be able to ride a bike by holding a book of rules in one hand while reading and executing them as we began to topple, ever so slowly, one way or another.)

Even more tempting is to map the two types of motor-skills knowledge onto the two available computer program paradigms—symbolic programs and neural nets. The dancer who can master the steps immediately from a spacetime description of foot positions seems, like Mr Data, to be doing something like calculations as processed by a mental digital computer. On the other hand, the dancer (or bike-rider) who needs endless practice and lots of trial and error, seems to be laying down neural pathways which accomplish the dynamics without his or her being able to say exactly what they are doing. So even if we have to master the rules of bodily skills through practice, like a neural net, it does not mean that there is anything deeply tacit about them; it does not mean they cannot
be represented in symbols, it merely means that it is hard to formulate them in a symbol system with which we are familiar.

So far, then, the motor-skills metaphor does not lead us to the view that those things that are accomplished by tacit knowledge now, might never be managed by explicit knowledge (perhaps stored in big fast digital computers), or as complicated but potentially formulatable knowledge in artificial neural nets. If that is the case, then science, though it may be imperfect now because the problem of tacit knowledge prevents the transfer of enough information to make a perfect test of an experiment possible, should be perfectible in principle. In the distant future, perhaps, an experimenter’s task would not have been completed until he or she had transferred everything that there was to be known about an experimental procedure into a digital computer or until he or she had trained a neural net to repeat the work flawlessly. These computers could then be used by other scientists to check an experiment, and everything that was happening in the experiment would be accessible; it would just be a matter of looking at the programs. The ‘experimenter’s regress’ (Collins 1992) would, then, be a matter of human weakness rather than logic.

**Rules-regress model revisited**

The case of the TEA-laser top lead can be used to look more deeply into the rules-regress model. In the early 1970s laser scientists were unable to build TEA-lasers if their sources of information consisted solely of published sources. Often, however, they were able to build them if they spent some time with another group who had already built functioning lasers. One reason why this was so was that the electronics of the laser were not well understood by the laser physicists. In particular, it was not known either by those who had successfully built a laser or by those who were trying to build such a laser, that the high voltage lead to the top electrode had to be short.

This top lead in this design of laser emerged from large and heavy capacitors. It happened that some designers mounted their capacitors on steel frameworks above the laser. This design had the potential to work because the lead would be short. Working from a circuit diagram, however, there would be nothing to suggest that the capacitors should be placed anywhere but beside the laser on the bench, and in that case the laser would not work because the lead would be too long and its inductance would be too great. Successful laser builders could not explain this to novices because they did not know that it was the lead, and the related position of the capacitors, that was responsible for their success. They were successful because their traditional methods worked, but they did not know why. We can say that the fact that the leads had to be short was ‘known’ by those who used the traditional design, but it was known tacitly. The rule about top lead length became an explicit fact only much later in the history of TEA-lasers.

This example tells us several things. First it illustrates a different kind of tacit knowledge—knowledge not manifested in motor skills but in traditions. The
ability to make a violin as good as a Stradivarius is, presumably, something similar.

The second thing the example illustrates is that tacit knowledge of this traditional type can turn into explicit knowledge. Once more, this kind of tacit knowledge makes science imperfect in the short term, but what about in the long term?\(^{17}\) Is it possible in principle to make explicit everything that has to be known in order to make a TEA-laser, given that it is certainly possible to make explicit some things that were once tacit?

One is tempted to say ‘no’ in answer to this question because there are just too many things to be known. There are an indefinite number of things to be said about even the TEA-laser top lead because rules do not contain the rules of their own application. To think one knows all about the top lead once one knows it must be, say, eight inches long, is to miss the huge amount of traditional and conventional knowledge in that statement. For humans to use that rule, they must already know about inches, about ‘eight,’ about leads, about thicknesses, about how to approximate (for it is impossible to cut a lead to exactly eight inches), about electricity, and so on. To try to express all these things is to run into the rules regress. It may be, then, that while one can make more and more aspects of traditional knowledge explicit, explicit knowledge, however much of it there is, must always rest on unarticulated knowledge.

And yet again, it could be argued that this cannot be a logical problem but a problem of human capacity. It could be argued that the brain’s neural circuitry must contain all that we have learned since we were born (and perhaps some ‘hard-wired’ capacities that were there before we were born). Thus, loose talk of traditions should be replaced with tight talk of, for example, laser builders having images inscribed in their neural circuitry of what a laser should be like, and that this guides their laser-building activities like any other plan—albeit a plan that is more like a mental template than a sequence of ‘coordinates’ to be followed in sequence. Perhaps humans are not capable of articulating all these images and other aspects of tradition that are laid down in equally nonmysterious ways only because the digital side of their mental apparatus is weak. It may be significant that humans spend some of their time forgetting formal rules, preferring to manage with unarticulated practices instead; this is usually more efficient for humans. One reason is that motor skills seem to be executed more efficiently when we are not thinking about them (i.e., when we are not processing rules self-consciously); a second reason is that an unspoken rule has far more general, if looser, application than an articulated rule which begs a further rule for every individual instantiation; a third reason is that socialization seems a more efficient way of teaching humans than articulation of rules.\(^{18}\) So, while it seems true that all the rules cannot be spoken by humans, the appearance of an indefinite regress might be an artifact of our limited capacity. Perhaps enough of the rules we know tacitly could be extracted and represented in something with a far larger digital capacity to make the infinite regress of rules seem less of a pressing problem.\(^{19}\)
Once more, this does not make a difference to the analysis of science as we know it because science as we know it is done by humans as we know them, but it might make a difference of principle to the way we think about knowledge. Once more, perhaps a neural net could learn enough to be able to carry out a difficult experiment first time through without any practice simply because it can hold so many rules.

The importance of forms of life for understanding tacit knowledge

Neural nets seems to make tacit knowledge tractable. We can now understand how it is that a human may have knowledge and abilities without being able to articulate the corresponding rules. This, as I have argued, makes no difference to sociology of scientific knowledge, nor to science as we know it. Nevertheless, if all there is to tacit knowledge is motor skills and the rules regress, then neural nets seem to promise, at least in the long term, a way to formalize, or at least mechanize, the once mysterious tacit knowledge and thus take the mystery and imperfections out of science. But, even if it is the case that all tacit knowledge as understood via the motor-skills metaphor or the rules-regress model could, in principle, be replaced with something like the programs of artificial neural nets, the formation of these rules, which we see as we watch the formation of new scientific consensuses, cannot be so replaced. This is because the history of scientific consensus formation is the history of groups of scientists, and scientists are not artificial neural nets.

Could scientists be replaced with artificial neural nets? No! While we can just about imagine replacing a fixed and final body of tacit knowledge with a neural-net program exposed to human actions fixed by consensual traditions, we cannot imagine such nets having formed these traditions in the same way as humans formed them. To take part in the formation of traditions the nets would need all the status, persuasive power, understanding of what might be credible to others, and so forth, which the sociology of scientific knowledge has shown to be involved in the process of new knowledge formation. In other words, such a neural net would have to be able to take its place in the ongoing flux of social life in the same way as a human. Perhaps one day this will be possible, but no one has the slightest idea how to do it now, not even in principle.

Social embedding

What I have done so far is to consider three ways of approaching the idea of tacit knowledge. In the cases of the first two routes I have taken examples that have allowed me to be prepared to concede that what we call tacit knowledge may have a lot to do with the calculative processing limitations of the human brain and that there is nothing philosophically fundamental about the tacitness. That is to say, I have not found it difficult to imagine that the tacit knowledge involved
might be transferred to a subsymbolic computer program and thence, perhaps, to a symbolic computer program. I have argued, however, that even if this is the case, the idea of tacit knowledge is vital for the analysis of science as we know it, and has permanently altered the way we analyze science in so far as anything ever could.

I have then gone on to look at a third way of approaching tacit knowledge and suggested that this creates a new kind of problem—the creation of new consensual knowledge. Even if we allow that all consensual tacit knowledge is potentially transferable to artificial neural nets, the neural nets that would be needed to have taken part in the *creation* of science as we know it would have had to fit into society in the same way as the human scientists fitted, and we do not know how this could have been managed.

Now I want to bring something more puzzling into focus and I will do this by going back to some of my earlier examples. Riding a bike needs to be analyzed into two different kinds of activities. What Polanyi discussed, and what we have discussed so far, should be called ‘bike-balancing.’ Bike-balancing is maneuvering a bike in a landscape devoid of traffic or the apparatus of traffic management. It is only because bike-riding as discussed by Polanyi is limited to *bike-balancing* that we can talk of a physics of bike-riding and we can imagine this physics being managed by being described or inscribed in one kind of computer program or another, including that of our own brain. (I am assuming that we all agree what bike-balancing consists of and how it is to be managed that the physics of bike-balancing is consensual and frozen.21)

The other aspect of bike-riding is riding in traffic. This is much more complicated. One might ask of a bicycle rider, ‘Why did you cross the junction in front of that car coming from your right?’ He or she might reply: ‘I exchanged glances with the driver.’ But this does not provide a repertoire for junction-crossing since the context is so crucial; it depends on the country in which the bike is being ridden, along with an estimate of the moral integrity of its inhabitants and the particular car driver in question; it depends on whether the rider has a child on board, and, of course, the nature of the glances. Given what are otherwise the ‘same’ circumstances, the wisdom of the move can change over time and place as the relative status of cars and bikes changes. Thus, this aspect of bike-riding requires embedding in the social milieu from the beginning to the end. It is not just the creative phase of bike-riding that needs social embedding; the need for social embedding is permanent.

The same two aspects can be found in dancing. Mr Data may have learned some steps from Beverley Crusher but putting these into practice on the dance floor is another matter altogether. In the *Star Trek* episode in question, Commander Crusher, impressed by the instantaneous nature of Data’s mastery of the steps she has demonstrated, remarks: ‘Now all you have to do is improvise.’ It is here that *Star Trek* departs from its customary scientific conservatism, for ‘improvisation’ is exactly what we would not expect Mr Data to be able to manage. Improvisation requires exact attention to, and a very deep understanding
of, human society because it is not a matter of following a behavioral repertoire but of making departures from it to a degree that must be consistent with quintessentially unspoken convention. There is little easier to caricature than the gauche dancer desperately trying to impress with inappropriate improvisations, but there is little harder to explain.

When we move to the aspects of human action that are socially embedded it is far harder to imagine them being inscribed in a computer model, whether the computer be symbolic or subsymbolic. These kinds of actions require that behavior be varied, not randomly, but according to the social circumstances. Such actions are what Kusch and I call ‘polimorphic actions,’ as opposed to the rarer kind of ‘mimeomorphic actions’ which humans prefer to instantiate with the same behaviors every time.22

There seems little hope that the ability to improvise properly, or execute any other polimorphic action properly, could be reduced to settings in a neural net; personally, I think the most economical way of thinking about these things is to see the individual human as a symptom of the social group rather than the other way around, but even if I am wrong, it is certain that, once more, we do not have the faintest idea how to set out these abilities in formulae or programs of any sort, nor do we have the faintest idea how to make an artificial socializable entity; if there are rules for these things, their location is society itself and to know them one has to join in the ongoing flux of social life. For this reason, while I think that all the routes to the idea of tacit knowledge have been, and remain, immensely fruitful in generating a better understanding of science, I believe that the idea of polimorphic action and social embedding is the most fundamental notion. It is the notion that cannot be reduced and dispensed with in our practical study of practices. On the contrary, what we need is a more developed language to discuss its general properties.23

Notes

1 To save misunderstanding, in this note I here set out a partial list of what I consider empirical success (the pattern refers to and develops what can be found in the conclusion to Collins and Pinch’s book *The Golem* (Collins and Pinch 1993). There we suggest that understanding tacit knowledge, among other things, helps us: understand why forensic science is often misleading and always contestible; understand the interactions of other kinds of experts with other formal institutions; understand why there is a high Ph.D. drop-out rate in the sciences; predict the course of scientific controversies such as that over cold fusion; understand the determination of certain countries to conduct nuclear tests in spite of the pressure for a world-wide ban (see especially MacKenzie and Spinardi 1995); understand the present state and future possibilities of scientific ‘discovery’ programs written for computers and the prospects for other ‘intelligent machines’ (see especially Collins 1990 and Collins and Kusch 1998).
The philosopher, Steven Turner (1994), has said that the concept of tacit knowledge has been used as a black box into which the residual and unexplained have been dumped while the difficult questions have been avoided. In the course of developing this claim Turner does not deal with the empirical program in the sociology of science which uses the concept of tacit knowledge, nor does he try to show how the empirical findings might be reformulated in the light of his critique.

Though I confess to some puzzlement about why philosophers or ethnomethodologists should refuse so adamantly to talk in terms of rules when we have a case before us such as the TEA-laser top lead (Collins 1992, and see below).

It also follows that this paper is an implicit critique of analyses of knowledge that reduce society to something like interactions in a network. This paper defends a notion of society that is very much more than the sum of the interactions of its parts. Certain of the capacities of the members of a society are seen as available to them only because they are members of something larger and irreducible (Collins 1998). In this the paper draws on the philosophy of Wittgenstein (1953; Winch 1958). For related arguments see Schatzki 1996, 1997.

Thus, in the conference at which this paper was presented, Eike von Savigny criticized my section on the rules regress on the grounds that I had given away too much. No doubt von Savigny is right and I think my own discomfort with that section probably comes through in the sentences as I have written them. Nevertheless, I think the section can stand unaltered in the light of my overall argumentative strategy.

He says, for instance, that if one is falling to the left, the first movement of the handlebars must be to the right, whereas we would all think the first movement would be to the left.

Of course, most scientists and many other observers of science are still informed by such views of the world.

See Collins (1992) on the TEA-laser, the detection of gravitational radiation and the ‘experimenter’s regress.’ See MacKenzie and Spinardi (1995) for a fascinating use of the notion of tacit knowledge in the context of nuclear weapons testing; MacKenzie suggests that if nuclear weapons testing ceases, weapons designers will forget their craft and nuclear weapons will themselves cease to exist.

This idea has been used most powerfully by Dreyfus in his critique of artificial intelligence (1972; 1993). For example, Dreyfus writes:

My thesis…is that whenever human behavior is analyzed in terms of rules, these rules must always contain a ceteris paribus condition, i.e., they apply ‘everything else being equal,’ and what ‘everything else’ and ‘equal’ means in any specific situation can never be fully spelled out without a regress. Moreover, this ceteris paribus condition is not merely an annoyance which shows that the analysis is not yet complete… Rather the ceteris paribus condition points to a background of practices which are the condition of the possibility of all rulelike activity… Thus in the last analysis all intelligibility and all intelligent behavior must be traced back to our sense of what we are,
which is, according to this argument, necessarily, on pain of regress, something we can never explicitly know (pp. 56–7).

10 See the discussion of the ‘awkward student’ in Collins (1992:13–15).
11 The inspiration for my own initial research was the ‘form of life’ approach and only because a referee drew my attention to Polanyi’s tacit knowledge idea did I use that formulation in my 1974 paper. In some ways I have been regretting it ever since because, as I will go on to explain, the form of life approach is the most interesting and fundamental.
12 We know that it is always tempting to model the brain on the latest trend in computerized intelligence, but at this point in this paper there is no need to resist the temptation.
13 Some cute writers deliberately mix up these two types of knowledge to get an amusing effect. For example, Crothers (1987), says: ‘The rugby full-back has to know his co-ordinate geometry. His approximate locus for the wider conversion must be a rectangular hyperbola on which the kicker must place his ellipsoid of revolution before sending it on its parabolic way.’ On the other hand, a rugby fullback (Webb 1988) said: ‘If you tried to write down on paper exactly what you do to kick a ball between two posts with absolute certainty, it would be impossible, you’d still be at it in a million years—but once you’ve done it just once, your body and mind has the exact formula stored and ready to be repeated.’
14 I believe that once a neural net has stopped ‘learning’ its program can be expressed as a set of rules amenable to digital treatment and expression in a potentially more comprehensible form. This is, however, a contentious view—Dreyfus, for example, would disagree. Fortunately, because of the argumentative strategy of this paper, it does not matter if I am right or Dreyfus is right for these purposes.
15 Collins (1990:11–116).
16 For a more complete classification of the sources of tacit knowledge, see Collins on Q of Sapphire: unpublished manuscript obtainable from the author.
17 I mean ‘make science imperfect’ in the narrow sense of the difficulty associated with the transfer of experimental skills.
18 See Collins (1990: Chapter 6). A little example that illustrates this point is the way that instructions on vending machines become less articulate as such machines enter general use.
19 Douglas Lenat et al. (1986) set up a project which effectively tested whether the rules regress went on for ever or not. Lenat’s ‘CYC’ project was intended to put all the knowledge one needed to know to understand an encyclopedia into explicit form in the program of a computer. Lenat’s intention was not only to include the encyclopedia entries, but also the background knowledge required to understand the encyclopedia entries. I do not know what progress CYC has made, but I have not heard of it for several years. My guess would be that any attempt to articulate such as body of knowledge would soon run into difficulties, though whether these are difficulties of a fundamental kind or only a matter of capacity I am not ready to argue here.
20 It may be this that has led critics of artificial intelligence, such as Hubert Dreyfus, to embrace neural nets with more enthusiasm than might have been expected, as though neural nets solve the major problems of putting human abilities into
machines, or into formulas (which I believe, pace Dreyfus, amounts to the same thing).

21 Even the proper thing to do when bike-balancing is a matter of convention, however—see Bijker (1995). Surprisingly enough, even the golf swing has something of this conventional aspect. It turns out that the paradigm of the proper golf swing has altered markedly over the years, being modeled on first one successful golfer then another, and the argument continues over whether a golfer should try to standardize a swing tailored to him or herself, or try to follow a public standard (Jenkins 1994).

22 (Collins and Kusch 1995a, 1995b, 1998). At this point it might be worth noting exactly how this way of looking at the world differs from that of Dreyfus (e.g., 1993). For Dreyfus an activity like skilled bicycle-balancing is beyond what computers can do because humans do it by what he would call ‘intuitive’ means. The approach pressed here is that the crucial distinctions do not arise until we get to bicycle-riding proper—including the social elements of riding in traffic, etc. The approach entailed in this paper is in harmony with the AI aficionados’ approach that the solution (i.e., at least one possible solution) to bicycle-balancing is more powerful symbol-processing computers. This may not be the most efficient way to do it but there is no reason in principle why it should not be done this way—it would be a matter of fast processing of a number of mathematical functions controlling the relationship between data fed in by sensors attached to various parts of the bike. Where the AI aficionados go wrong is in thinking that this approach can be extended into those aspects of skill where social embedding is involved.

23 Collins and Kusch (1998), an attempt to start on such a language.
‘Practices’ talk, I have argued elsewhere, gets into trouble over the notion of ‘sharing’ (1994). The idea that there are ‘shared’ practices requires some sort of notion of how they come to be shared, and this notion in turn dictates how practices can be conceived. If we decide that these difficulties are insurmountable, I argued, we can dispense with the notion of sharing altogether. Practices without sharing, to use a phrase favored in the nineteenth century, are habits—individual rather than shared. Habits are simply the part of the phenomenon described by the term ‘practices’ that remains when the idea of people possessing the same shared thing is eliminated. ‘Habits,’ however, is a potentially misleading term, especially if ‘habit’ is thought of as a generic alternative explanation rather than simply as the residue of the concept of practices once its objectionable elements have been eliminated. In what follows I will try to avoid this potential misunderstanding by restating my argument against the ‘social’ conception of practices in somewhat different terms, without appealing to ‘habit’ as a concept, and by locating the argument in relation to recent work in cognitive science.

‘Practices,’ for the sake of the following, is defined as those nonlinguistic conditions for an activity that are learned. By ‘a practice’ I will mean an activity that requires its genuine participants to have learned something of this tacit sort in order to perform. What I intend to discuss are some general features of learning that constrain our conception of practices and therefore of a practice which depends on them. Ordinarily, the tacit stuff is not all there is to a practice. Most cases of a practice involve explicit communication or even explicit rules. Rules are not self-applying, so in the case where there are explicit rules, such as the law, the relevant practices are the practices that enable a person to follow the rules, for a lawyer or judge to interpret the law, for example. Sometimes there are no explicit rules, but there is explicit discussion. Painting a house, for example, can be done correctly or incorrectly, and there is a fairly elaborate vocabulary of evaluation and description of mistakes. Some kinds of ‘knowing how’ that might be called ‘a practice’ may have no such elaborate vocabulary of appraisal, and perhaps may have none at all. The practice of flirting, for example, before it was theorized about, presumably lacked such a vocabulary, and small children who flirt presumably have no vocabulary with which to
discuss it—but it nevertheless has to be learned. My concern throughout will be with the tacit parts of a practice.

The linguistic analogy

Language has always exercised a regulatory role in discussions of practice. Any account of practice that fails to account for language will be defective, because linguistic practices are part and parcel of many other practices and because linguistic practices are in principle not sufficiently different from other practices to regard them as likely to have a radically different character. The usual understanding of what is involved in the case of language is this: we communicate by virtue of sharing in the possession of this highly structured whole, a language, including the nonlinguistic learned conditions for the use of the language, the practices. This notion can be put in a much more cautious way, as for example Davidson does when he speaks of ‘sharing a language, in whatever sense this is required for communication’ (1977:166). The ‘required sense’ of sharing may be minimal, and may not consist of shared tacit rules. In what follows, I propose to deal with the question of what the ‘required sense’ is, and how it can be squared with a plausible account of learning.

Davidson’s remark is fairly conventional stuff in contemporary philosophy, but the argument that informs it is elusive. Is this a kind of unformulated transcendental argument, which amounts to the claim that the ‘sharing’ of ‘language,’ in some unspecified sense of these terms, is a condition of the possibility of ‘communication’ in some unspecified sense of this term? Or is it a kind of inference to the best explanation in which there are no real alternatives—an inference, so to speak, to the only explanation (which is perhaps not a bad definition of transcendental argument)? There are good reasons to be suspicious of arguments of this form. Yet this general picture, of some sort of shared (and presumably tacit) stuff at the basis of language, is highly appealing, and so is its extension to practices generally. The claim that there is some class of things that could not happen, were it not for the existence of some sort of shared practices, is a commonplace, despite, and perhaps because of its vagueness.

Symbolic and connectionist models of higher cognitive processes

As I have said, the Achilles heel of transcendental arguments is that the unique explanation to which the explanans point may not be the only explanation. In this case the argument establishes nothing. There is a close analogue to this kind of argument in cognitive science, and it has recently succumbed, at least in the view of many, to the demonstration that an alternative explanation suffices. The argument is this. People have the capacity to reason mathematically and speak grammatically. We can represent mathematical reasoning and the grammatical structure of a language explicitly, in terms of formal proofs and grammatical
rules respectively. The fact that people can do in their head what can be done by formal proofs or in accordance with grammatical rules is a fact of the same kind as communication. It is the sort of fact that seems to require that the people who reason mathematically or speak grammatically possess capacities which pretty closely resemble, and operate like, those of formal proof. In short, people, in thinking mathematically or speaking grammatically, must be employing some sort of mental analog to the rules of inference and axioms that go into mathematical proofs. The problem for the cognitive theorist is to model these capacities by identifying the tacit rules and axioms that are employed.

In cognitive science, this problem leads to a specific difficulty, the ‘central paradox of cognition,’ stated by Smolensky, Legendre, and Miyata as follows:

Formal theories of logical reasoning, grammar, and other higher mental faculties compel us to think of the mind as a machine for rule based manipulation of structured arrays of symbols. What we know of the brain compels us to think of human information processing in terms of manipulation of a large set of numbers, the activity levels of interconnected neurons. Finally, the richness of human behavior, both in everyday environments and in the controlled environments of the psychological laboratory, seems to defy rule-based description, displaying strong sensitivity to subtle statistical factors in experience as well as to structural properties of information (1993:382).

In this case there is an alternative explanation or approach, namely connectionism.

‘Connectionism’ refers to the claim that the appropriate model for the computation that occurs in the brain is not, as a once dominant viewpoint had it, the operation of logic machines that process symbols, but rather is the parallel distributed processing that is used on a variety of actual computer applications (such as flight simulators) and requires very substantial computing power. The ‘symbolic processing’ model worked as follows: the mind acquires, either by genetic pre-programming or learning, rules for processing inputs, in a way that is familiar from ordinary computing, in which symbols come in well-defined forms. and the computer program operates as if computational ‘rules’ are ‘applied’ to them mechanically to produce predictable outputs. Connectionist models work differently. The computer is given a learning algorithm, but no detailed ‘rules.’ The computer is then ‘trained-up’ by feeding it data and then giving feedback for ‘correct’ answers. This is very much a Humean rather than a Kantian machine. Everything that is inside, except for the most basic capacity for forming ‘expectations’ is a result of inputs, or experience. The inputs are not symbolic, but simply impulses originating from various sensory sources, which are distributed through the brain in pathways made up of ‘connections’ that are formed statistically, by the association of impulses of one kind with impulses of another kind. These are modeled mathematically as ‘weightings’ of the impulses,
which travel from ‘node’ or pathway link to ‘node’ and which modify the link by passing through it, just as a person walking in the forest makes a path, increasing the likelihood of future impulses of a similar kind being distributed in a similar way. The changes in the likelihoods are ‘learning.’ These computer methods actually work: this is a model based on actual computer achievements, in which parallel distributed processing systems learn to do such things as detect cancers by being trained entirely empirically with inputs of images and feedback for correct predictions. No theory is needed, and no rules are identified or used in this method. The processes are statistical, and the capacities and outputs of the computer depend on what has been fed to it in the form of data and feedback.

The problem for modelers attempting to deal with human cognition is whether this approach is capable of accounting for higher mental processes. The general explanatory problem is the question of ‘how...competence that is highly systematic, coherent, compositional, and productive’ can be achieved with the specific kinds of ‘finite and fixed resources’ that connectionism employs (Smolensky, Legendre, and Miyata 1993:383). The highly influential paper by these authors from which these quotations are taken presents some technical results that bear on this problem. Indeed, in the opinion of most cognitive scientists and philosophical observers, these results represent a decisive turning point in the resolution of the issues. Briefly, what Smolensky, Legendre, and Miyata establish is that a connectionist account can be given of certain kinds of grammatical rules previously thought to be impossible to account for without reference to internalized formal rules. Their strategy is to show how ‘a fully distributed pattern of numerical activities’ of a connectionist kind can be ‘the functional near-equivalent of a symbolic structure’ (1993: 382). That is, they show how something like ‘rules’ can be the product of ‘learning’ through the simple mechanisms of spreading activation employed by connectionist accounts of the brain. The key idea in their analysis is that there is a kind of purposive process which occurs ‘when the...activation spreading process satisfies certain mathematical properties’ (1993:383), a process they call maximizing Harmony. The strategy of the paper is to make rule acquisition, by which they really mean the acquisition of functional equivalents to a rule, into a special case of connectionist learning generally. This raises an obvious possibility: that practices too may be special cases of this kind, or, alternatively, that practices may be better understood not as a special case of the same kind, but in light of the general properties of connectionist learning. In what follows, I will suggest that the latter is the most plausible conclusion.

I take it that there are two main implications of interest to the study of social practices of connectionism generally, one flowing from the other. The first is that because learning starts from a system state in which some learning has already occurred, we would expect that learning is always a product of a transition between a state A and state B such that the transition between another state in another machine and a state B' which is functionally equivalent to B will be a transition from a different starting point to a different end point. In short, the
mechanisms in question, even if they are governed by the same basic simple
time, the simpler the mechanism and the longer the chains of links between simple
mechanisms the greater the diversity produced by differences in, so to speak, the
training history. Like paths from one point in space to another, the connections in
a net that produce the ‘same’ competency may be different in structure.

The implication of this that bears on the theory of social practices or the idea of
shared practices is that two individuals with an ability to perform the general
kind of task may go about it in ways that are quite different on the level of neuro-
cognitive description. Put more simply, if we throw out the idea that there is a
rule book that people tacitly master in order to, say, communicate, we also throw
out the idea that there is some single thing that people must all have in order to
communicate. The approach taken by Smolensky, Legendre, and Miyata
modifies this implication, for it suggests that something very much like ‘the
same’ rules of grammar may result from the fact that there is, in effect, a
common end point to the process of mastering a grammar, namely maximal
Harmony. But the approach also raises the question of when and where this
notion of functional equivalence is applicable or relevant.

It suggests the following answer to the question: when information is plentiful
and structured in such a way that ‘optimizing Harmony’ or some other quasi-
purposive system goal can lead to the same rule-like results. The general point
supported by connectionism is the idea that the simpler the mechanisms that are
the building blocks, the longer or more complex the total structure producing the
result will be. Unlike rule books, these various complex individual mental
structures are built up over time on the basis of different learning events.
Ordinarily there will be a significant diversifying effect: the individual facts of
the history of the acquisition of many cognitive skills will differ in such a way
that the results differ. The question is where the result is rule-like and the rule-
like structures are shared, and where it is either not rule-like or not shared. I
note, incidentally, that Smolensky, Legendre, and Miyata say nothing about the
question of whether more than one individually generated reduction of
complexity can be functionally equivalent to a grammatical rule. However, there
seems to be no reason that more than one result might be optimally Harmonious.
Moreover, actual speakers do vary, so there is no reason to think that there is
even one set of rule equivalents that the process of harmonizing would
necessarily tend toward in any given language.

We cannot, of course, answer questions about the existence of shared
functional rule equivalents directly. But some light can be shed on them by
considering the ways in which ‘rules’ are learned. Consider the child’s
acquisition of the ability to perform simple arithmetical tasks. What is it to ‘be
able’ to add 2+2? Is it merely to parrot the correct answer? Presumably not.
Indeed, there may be no ‘criteria’ in a Wittgensteinian sense for the possession
of this competence. Obviously, a child does not master arithmetic immediately
or all at once in the sense that the capacity is turned on like a switch. Other
things must be mastered first, like counting, and these are often things that it is quite unproblematical to suggest are mastered in different ways. Some children may count on their fingers. Others may learn through singing the numbers, and others may master a great deal of material by rote without knitting it together, and only later make connections between the numbers of a mathematical kind. In short, students come to the learning of $2 \times 2 = 4$ from different starting points. They are then put through a series of experiences, and of course each student’s experience is slightly different and each classroom’s experience is different.

The differences, however, are not supposed to make a difference in the performance of the capacity. There are right answers, and the point of the various experiences with students having various prior experiences is that the experiences taken together transform the child cognitively in such a way that the child is able to perform the cognitive task correctly. Almost everybody manages to do this. At the period prior to mastery, the cognitive architecture which supports the child’s efforts will be, according to the picture I have given here, different. Different children will have different experiences on the way to mastery and the cognitive architecture will be a product of the path and the experiences along this path that the child takes from its starting point to the goal of mastery of the cognitive task. The purposes of children will vary as well. There may be a complex heterogeneity with respect to the goals. Some children may wish to avoid the embarrassment of being brought before the blackboard and humiliated for making mistakes. Other children may have a more positive experience of mastery and pride in achievement. These differences, like differences in the history of learning, do not have any effect on the competence itself.

The question is why? On the account of mastery that fits best with the tacit rule book model, the reason for this is essentially as follows: mastery is no more and no less than ‘getting’ the basic rules of arithmetic, which are the same for everyone. The student tries this and that, gets corrected, gets told the answer is correct, and does all of this without understanding. But at some point something clicks, and the student ‘has’ the rule. The history of acquisition is irrelevant because the important moment is the moment of clicking on to the rule, of getting the rule. This model of learning, what I will call the snap-on model, makes the history irrelevant. There is a radical difference of kind between the period before acquiring the rule and the period after, and the learning events of the first period have no effects in the second.

This is obviously an appealing story. It fits well with a certain view of Wittgenstein, and indeed may—though I doubt it—represent the most plausible explication of his notion of rule-following. I do not wish to take the issue up directly here, but I will note that in the history of the reception of the *Philosophical Investigations* there was a period in which something like the account I have given here was purveyed by Wittgenstein’s students and interpreters.¹ Nevertheless I think it misleads us about practices generally, misleads us into looking for ‘criteria’ or ‘agreements’ where there is nothing of
the sort to be found. The main reason for this is that mastery—however one wishes to think of it—is in most cases not the same thing for different people under different circumstances. It is purpose-relative, and the purposes of individuals involved in the activity vary. It is also situation- or experience-relative, in the sense that it depends on the materials to which the rules are applied.

Differences in purposes lead to differences in experience, and this means differences in the information that is fed into the system. Diversity is the normal result, but diversity is nevertheless consistent with a great many kinds of cooperation, and indeed, I think, with communication. In what follows I will consider some examples, and suggest that most of those we call practices are more plausibly thought of as the common activities of people with diverse learnings than as activities made possible by the sharing of the same rule-like structures. Obviously there is no room here for knock-down arguments. Indeed, the complexity of the processes involved ensure, I think, that they will always be opaque to analysis. But something may usefully be suggested about the probable effects of differences in purposes on the cognitive side of practices.

Notice a few unusual features of instruction in arithmetic. Children are tested on their mastery of multiplication tables and there is clearly a right and a wrong answer to such questions. Children are then disciplined or drilled in these right answers, and indeed in days gone by, the multiplication tables were simply mastered by rote and no attempt was made at giving the child some sort of conceptual understanding of multiplication. This kind of training is anomalous if we consider the universe of ‘practices.’ Whatever this universe might be taken to consist of, presumably it includes such ‘practices’ as the standards of etiquette that Norbert Elias describes, the habits of moderation and compromise that are the means of assuring the fruitfulness of parliamentary discussion that thinkers from John Austin to Michael Polanyi and Michael Oakeshott have supposed to operate at the heart of British parliamentary politics, and perhaps many other things as well, such as the means by which laboratory scientists identify objects, as well as the examples I have given here of flirting and house-painting.

Does the snap-on account of learning fit these cases as well? One difference is this: in these more complex cases, perhaps with the exception of flirting, there is a large spoken or explicit element, a vocabulary of appraisal or even theory about the activity, in addition to its tacit base. In the case of elementary arithmetic there are theories, but they are known to mathematicians alone and are not part of the activities of making change and the like in which elementary arithmetic is used. Another difference with the case of arithmetic is that in these ‘complex’ cases the means by which information about right and wrong are conveyed is different, and the purposes that the parties to the practice have are diverse and lack a common core, like making correct change. So it would be a bit surprising if a model in which these differences had no place made much sense of the learning of the practice. If we see the teaching of arithmetic as the employment of various behavioral technologies that are designed to produce absolute consistency of response, it is no surprise that such things as the
differences in purpose between learners have no effect on what is learned—that is one of the incidental consequences of a behavioral technology that is designed to eliminate differences. But the behavioral technologies that serve to convey information about right and wrong with respect to these other bodies of practice do not work in this way.

Grammar is learned without behavioral technologies of the same explicit kind. But, like arithmetic, the effects of diversity of purposes are overwhelmed by the quantity of redundant information and, perhaps, by the structure of the information on which learning operates. Flirting, in contrast, is information-poor, and the starting points of individuals vary enormously. So it would be odd to find functionally equivalent rules there. Nevertheless, flirting, or at least a personal way of flirting and responding to flirting, is learned, and thus fits the model of a practice with which I began. Similarly for politics. One simply does not have the vast amount of experience necessary to overwhelm the diversifying effects of differences in experiences, difference in starting points and differences in purposes. The explicit rather than the tacit parts of politics, the vocabulary of appraisal, the body of political and historical discussion, and explicitly formulated beliefs of various kinds, do the work of making the practice hang together. A practice such as scientific discovery, built around training that is oriented to enabling a person to participate in discussions involving highly specialized terms and employing common apparatus, may in some respects be more like arithmetic, with its explicit behavioral technology of tests, at least with respect to the mastery of techniques. But scientific discussion itself often skates on the border of mutual intelligibility, and not infrequently goes beyond it. And explicit discussion, not the training base, pulls the practice in new directions and toward new goals and experiences.

Practices in the sociological sense: social order

The characteristic way in which sociologists have analyzed social practices in the past has been in terms of patterns which are observed, in which the analyst can say that people behave as if they are following a particular rule, and in which the analyst can point to some sort of sanction or response to violations of the ‘as if’ rule that indicates that some behavior is deviant. Expressing disapproval is a much different means of conveying information than correcting arithmetic tests. Take the practice of dressing for the beach. Beachdressing practices differ from country to country and place to place. They differ more or less systematically. What is appropriate in one place, or for one sort of person, is not appropriate for another. There is no place in which one can look up these ‘rules.’ One may be entitled, from this, to conclude that there is among beach-goers in particular places some sort of tacit ‘code’ which forbids certain kinds of attire or defines appropriate attire. But this is a very peculiar sort of conclusion. It seems to be little more than shorthand for saying that if one does various things, some people will express disapproval. One can get quite an elaborate account of the whole
business of approval and disapproval, of the distinctions that are implicit in the pattern of disapproval and approval, and so forth.

But it is far less clear that we are all attempting to master the same tacit rule book, or indeed that there is some sort of common thing that is being mastered here. Are we simply trying to dress for the beach in accordance with various purposes, one of which may be—but may not be—to avoid disapproval? Could it be that the apparent structure of the activity is simply the results of different people with different purposes and a variety of attitudes acting and expressing approval and disapproval? The tacit rule book model requires us to think that, as with arithmetic exams, we face social life as an exam which we respond to in terms of approval and disapproval. If we meet with approval, we may take it as a sign that we have not violated the tacit rule book. Disapproval represents failure in mastering the tacit rule book. We learn from the experience what is in the tacit rule book or how to apply the tacit rules. If we retain the image that what we have here is a vast tacit rule book of great complexity then we can think of individuals as having, though not very satisfactorily, mastered elements of or approximations of this tacit rule book, that is to say as having incomplete or unsatisfactory mastery.

But this seems rather strange, for a variety of reasons. Go back to the child’s performance of addition in a schoolroom. The child’s goal may be for the most part to avoid embarrassment. Getting the right answer is simply a means to this and doubtless other ends. Satisfactory performance from the child’s point of view is one that manages to achieve enough of the things the child wants to achieve or to avoid the things the child wants to avoid. Of course, children manage to satisfice in the classroom in lots of ways, such as by deflecting embarrassment by becoming the class clown. In short, because goals are heterogenous, ‘mastering’ is also a heterogenous notion.

With the usual sorts of things we think of as social practices, such as dressing to go to the beach, our goals are heterogenous. What counts as satisfactory will be different for different people. And this has implications for the experiences the person has, and consequently the information that they receive as a result of these experiences. The beach-goer who avoids arrest, who is satisfied with the knowledge that enables him or her to do this, is different from the beach-goer who is satisfied with admiring glances or with being ignored and thus avoiding social disapprobation.

Why should this make any difference to the question of whether there is a tacit rule book of beach attire, or flirting? Arithmetic problems are odd in that optimal mastery is necessary with respect to the large number of usual goals, such as avoiding humiliation, that children bring to the situation of learning elementary arithmetic. Ordinarily matters are different: different goals dictate different results, because the pursuit of the goals leads to experiences that are different in kind. Sometimes, however, there are intermediate goals that are the same, or demand functionally equivalent conduct or understandings. Language seems to be a case like this. Intelligibility is an intermediate goal that is shared by a large
number of people. The mastery of a language is necessary for the achievement of this goal. People have very diverse linguistic experiences. But the quantity of linguistic data with which they operate is so immense that it obliterates many of the differences. In the case of beach attire, matters are quite different. It is simply an overstatement of the case to say that people have to internalize a norm of dress in order to participate in the activity. There is no single ‘norm’ that corresponds to the various ‘mastering’ strategies that people exhibit in the course of responding to the problem of appropriate beach attire. Not only do people have different explicit ideas about what is appropriate and what is not, they respond differently. And their different experiences lead them to have quite different kinds of information on which to operate, information that is different in kind, and not redundant and overwhelming in such a way as to produce the same results. Yet there will be something recognizable to us, as analysts, as a social practice.

If this is a possible explanation, it is a better explanation than the idea of a tacit rule book. The experience of social life, in the absence of a massive amount of information or of highly structured experiences, such as the learning of arithmetic, is simply too diverse, and too thin, for the individual to derive from it anything so determinate as a set of rules that is the same for everyone. Even if there were such rules, and even if individuals optimized in acquiring functional equivalent rule-like responses to the material presented to them, it is reasonable to suppose that the material on which each individual works is too limited—in all but the exceptional cases—for them to acquire the same rule-like response as the next person does.

The domain of practices

If people are ‘master’ learners who start from different points and acquire what they learn through different sets of experiences and who satisfice according to different goals which may change over time and thus direct the path of experiences and learnings in different ways, it may appear that the real mystery here is how there could be any such things as social practices or ‘social order’ at all unless there is massively redundant information structured in the appropriate way to produce functional equivalents of the same rule in all parties to the practice. I think that this is indeed the right question and the answer to this question needs to be not that there is a tacit rule book and that the problem is to figure out how people acquire it but rather that the kinds of patterns and regularities we regard as social practices are nothing more than that which people learn, in a rather heterogeneous way, are the best ways or the satisfactory ways to negotiate the paths toward the fulfillment of whatever purposes they might have. What this suggests is that what people acquire that sociologists call practices are lessons that enable them to do particular things, such as go to the beach and be comfortable with the responses of other people or at least get from them responses that they are satisfied with.
This gives us the basis for a crude taxonomy of practices. The learning of some practices is indifferent to the purposes for which they are learned, or, rather, ‘optimizing Harmony’ makes them the same for everyone. For other practices, in contrast, mastery is purpose-relative. Neither case, I have suggested here, requires the model of a common tacit rule book. It is mistaken in the cases in which mastery is purpose-relative because it is simply the imposition of the sociologist—no one learns it, and there is no plausible way for a complex scheme of tacit rules of the hypothesized kind to be learned. It is mistaken in the case in which optimizing Harmony results in the sharing of rules that are functionally the same for everybody because it involves a mistaken inference from the explicit form of an activity to a supposed cognitive basis with a similar form.

Note

1 'We see that we understand one another, without noticing whether our reactions tally or not. Because we agree in our reactions, it is possible for me to tell you something, and it is possible for you to teach me something,' as Rhees puts it (quoted in Winch 1958:85). This is impeccable Wittgenstein (cf. Ambrose 1979: 89), up to a point—the point at which agreeing in our reactions is made into something like a criterion for the existence of a rule.
Ethnomethodology and the logic of practice

Michael Lynch

Ethnomethodology is the study of practical action and practical reasoning. Harold Garfinkel’s (1967) studies of jurors, coroners, and social science researchers set the agenda by describing the accomplishment of relevant tasks in specific situations. In addition to presenting empirical research on situated practices, Garfinkel’s writings develop a praxiological orientation to the classic problems and topics in philosophy and the human sciences. These topics include language, knowledge, trust, reasoning, meaning, normative order, rationality, method, etc. (and ‘etc.’ itself is a name Garfinkel gives to an ad hoc practice). Simply put, this praxiological orientation is a matter of treating these topics not as ontological entities, foundational processes, parts of society, social structures, cultural systems, behavioral mechanisms, or cognitive faculties, but as situated accomplishments by the parties whose local practices ‘assemble’ the recurrent scenes of action that make up a stable society. So, for example, when described ethnomethodologically, discourse becomes a practically organized phenomenon: a coordinated assembly of what is said, and by whom, in particular circumstances. When treated in this way, social order becomes an array of practical, self-organizing and self-investigating phenomena. What is at stake is not the theoretical problem of order, but the substantive production of order on singular occasions. As Garfinkel (1991:11) puts it in characteristic fashion, ‘sociology’s fundamental phenomenon’ of the ‘objective reality of social facts’ is ‘every society’s locally, endogenously produced, naturally organised, reflexively accountable, ongoing, practical achievement, being everywhere, always, only, exactly and entirely, members’ work, with no time out, and with no possibility of evasion, hiding out, passing, postponement, or buy-outs.’ This ‘stunning vision of society as a practical achievement’ is not original to ethnomethodology. It is central to the entire tradition of social theory from Hobbes to Parsons. No less central is ‘the vexed problem of the practical objectivity and practical observability of practical actions and practical reasoning,’ which provides a constant and unfinished task for social theory; a problem that ‘because it was vexed, serve[d] as the standing source and grounds for the adequacy of theorising’s claims’ (Garfinkel 1991:11). If reactions to ethnomethodology are any indication, it can be exceedingly difficult to understand the scope and implications of this ‘vexed problem of the practical
objectivity and practical observability of practical actions and practical reasoning’ and, in this essay, I shall discuss how it is brought into relief by the very idea of ethnomethodology. I will then attempt to show how that problem is pertinent to contemporary efforts by social theorists to put practice(s) on the agenda.

**Folk methodologies**

The word ‘ethnomethodology’ literally means folk investigations of the principles or procedures of a practice. Already, however, we encounter an ambiguity. Should we suppose that ethnomethodologists are scholars who investigate the methods through which members construct the social world, or should we suppose that the investigations in question are already performed as part of a society’s production? In other words, is ethnomethodology a kind of praxiology in which professional scholars investigate the logic or logics of ordinary practices, or do ethnomethodologists suppose that the investigations in question are already performed (or otherwise ‘inscribed’) before the scholar comes on the scene?

One possible answer to this question is ‘both at once.’ In conversation analysis, an offshoot of ethnomethodology, professional analysts who examine tape-recorded instances of conversation speak of an ‘analysis’ that is intrinsic to the production of the talk (Sacks et al. 1974). For conversation analysts, ‘analysis’ is a pivotal term that identifies their own methodological activity with the objective domain they investigate. The concerted production of intelligible lines of talk is both the subject and the source of such analysis. Professional analysis is thus an effort to recover the analytic work that is endogenous to the social production of coordinated talk. So, for example, in one of his transcribed lectures Harvey Sacks describes an incident occurring in a gathering of four young men, Jim, Al, Ken, and Roger. One fellow (Jim) offers some candy, first to Al and then to Ken. Sacks (1992:293) observes that ‘he is observably “not offering candy to Roger”.’ Sacks then goes on to say that in sociology and anthropology the idea of ‘something that didn’t happen’ has been a persistent source of analytic difficulty: ‘if you’re going to say that some X hasn’t happened, then there’s an indefinite list of things that could be said not to have happened at that point. And if that’s so, then our case is nondiscriminable from the rest of those, and the observation is trivialized’ (Sacks 1992:294). In social and cultural theory, there are a number of familiar examples of ‘something that didn’t happen’—a nonoccurrence of a workers’ revolution, a nonexercise of latent powers, a failure to return a gift in the culturally prescribed fashion, or a failure to choose the most efficient of the available means to a given end—and there are also a number of familiar (and ‘vexed’) theoretical solutions to the problem of identifying ‘something that didn’t happen,’ but Sacks opts for a characteristic ethnomethodological solution:
What we can perhaps do is see whether there are some methodical ways that persons arrive at such noticings [of ‘something that didn’t happen’]… There are some occasions under which absences are noticed. If we can characterize the bases for them, we can come up with a usable notion of ‘absence.’ And such a notion could perhaps be generalized beyond the specific occasion that we happened to construct it in relation to (Sacks 1992:294).

In this instance, Sacks suggests that the notion of a ‘round’ in conversation might account for the notable absence of an offer to Roger. It is important to see that Sacks proposes that this vernacular notion of ‘round’ is both a general analytic concept and a contingently produced phenomenon which, in the case at hand, provides a basis for seeing that a relevant action does not take place. The notion is not (or not only) a conceptual principle invoked by a professional analyst in order to establish the relevance of the action that did not take place; it is evidently and performatively relevant to the accountable absence. One kind of evidence for the relevance of the local ordering principle is that parties can comment on it: Roger might, for example, complain that Jim failed to offer him any candy. Similarly, evidence for the relevance of an analogous kind of ‘round’ in an occasion of joke-telling can be found when, after a series of others in the group have told ‘their’ jokes, a remaining member confesses that he can never remember jokes. Such explicit comments are not, however, required for establishing that the parties to the scene recognize, count on, and contingently enact a projectable order of collective activities. If, as Sacks proposes, rounds of introductions, jokes, stories, offers, etc., exhibit characteristic features—for example, that a first offer in the series will be marked in specific ways (although not necessarily announced in so many words as an offer or even as a first in a series of offers), and another offer will be performed in unmarked fashion as a ‘next’ of the same kind until the round runs to completion—an absence can be noticeable by virtue of its placement in a local context of the contingently relevant events (in the case in point, the events making up a ‘round’ of offers).

In this example, Sacks offers an analytic notion (the ‘round’ as a contingently produced assemblage of performances by the parties in the scene) which establishes the background condition for a notable absence (the nonoffer of candy to Roger). There is a superficial resemblance between this conception of analysis and the more familiar conception of understanding the subjective meaning of action in interpretative anthropology and sociology, but there is also a crucial difference. Consider Weber’s classic example of the woodcutter. Weber uses the example to distinguish between two ways of understanding actions. When we see ‘the action of woodcutter or of somebody who reaches for the knob to shut a door or who aims a gun at an animal’ these are instances of ‘rational observational understanding of actions’ (Weber 1978:8). Weber distinguishes this ‘direct’ mode of understanding from the ‘explanatory understanding… consists in placing the act in an intelligible and more inclusive context of
meaning’ (Weber 1978:8). So, in the case of the woodcutter, one kind of explanation would place the immediate behavior in one or another motivational context: working for a wage, supplying a store of firewood, getting some exercise, or working off a fit of rage. If one were to apply Weber’s distinction to Sacks’s example, it might be said that Sacks, as an over-hearer of the conversation, ‘directly observed’ that Jim failed to perform a relevant action. (We shall ignore for the moment that there can be a significant difference between ‘directly observing’ something and ‘directly observing that something (has not) occurred.’) If Sacks had drawn inferences about why Jim did not offer the candy to Roger—saying it was done as a joke or a snub—this would be an example of ‘explanatory understanding.’ It should be clear, however, that Sacks is not primarily addressed to a matter of ‘direct’ or ‘explanatory’ understanding. Although Sacks’s own understanding, and the understandings of Jim, Al, Ken, and Roger, are implicated in the description of the ‘something that didn’t happen,’ according to his analysis the relevant understandings are grounded in the \emph{embodied and concerted production} of a recognizable round of offers. Considered as an interpretative matter, noticing ‘something that didn’t happen’ in a round of offers is not essentially different from noticing that a number is missing in the series 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7. In the case of Jim’s non-offer to Roger, it is possible to formulate an abstract rule that would account for the (non)event as a transgression (one might even find such a rule in an etiquette manual), but one of the points Sacks makes is that this transgression was made \emph{contingently} relevant by the \emph{production} of a round. Both the observability of the (nonoccurring) action and the orderly ground against which it becomes noticeable are produced in and through the practices of composing the round. The rationality in question is not strictly a matter of recognizing what we \emph{see} when we observe the action from a detached vantage point; instead, it is a matter of what we \emph{do} (or, in this case, what Jim, Al, Ken, and Roger evidently do) when engaged in the embodied, here- and-now, production of a scene. The shift in analytic focus is from an observer’s interpretation of a scene to a concerted production of the scenic features. By analogy, a ‘direct observational understanding’ of what is missing in a number series presupposes a conventional use of a rule for counting. If we imagine an unconventional way to continue the series (for example: 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11), the number 4 no longer counts as ‘absent’; or, rather, its absence is accountable not as a mistake or anomaly, but as a constitutive property of the series. The conventional mode of counting does not originate in an eternal, Platonic realm, but is established through a whole array of daily activities in which we normally and routinely count like this: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6…. We rely upon the numbers we use, the things we count, and the persons who do the counting to ‘behave’ in stable and reliable ways. Similarly, the fact that we ‘count on’ Jim to complete his round of invitations and notice when he fails to do so, is grounded in a practice, in this case not of counting with numbers but of performing a sequence of offers that counts in Al and Ken and counts out Roger. For Sacks, the lesson is not \emph{that} the ordering principle in question originates in a practice,
but that the practice is instantiated in situ, in a developing production that contingently establishes the recognizability of an incomplete instance of its performance.

The particular example of Jim’s non-offer is trivial, especially when compared with such historic nonevents as a workers’ revolution, but its very triviality can be considered to be a consequence of the production of a public, mutually recognized, and interactionally organized phenomenon (a round of offers). The theoretical implications of this conception of practice are far from trivial. For many critics of Marxism, the notable absence of workers’ revolutions in the most advanced capitalist societies is taken as evidence of a failed theoretical prediction: a failure of empirical events to confirm an alleged historical ‘law.’ Understood ethnomethodologically, the failure is primarily an organizational production: the concerted actions that would have made the prediction/production ‘come true’ have not been effectuated (see Sacks 1963:15, n.3). Or, to put it another way, the relevant organizational production has (thus far?) been effectively negated and resisted as a matter of practical politics. Sacks, of course, is not suggesting that conversation analysts should abandon their ivory towers and take to the streets in order to help effectuate what he calls ‘properly-rounded actions’ (Sacks 1992:295). His interest in such phenomena is analytical. Contrary to Marx he argues that ‘it is our business to analyze how it is that something gets done, or how something is “a something,” and not to employ it’ (Sacks 1992:295). For Sacks, ‘a good deal of the sociological literature’ remains inexplicit about how the recurrent events and absences that constitute the events and structures that sociologists describe are actually produced, and he envisaged it as his and his colleagues’ task to close the gap in the literature (Sacks 1992:295).

As Sacks describes it, a round is an abstract phenomenon, because an open series of occasions can be said to be organized into rounds. The notion of contingently relevant events is even more abstract, because it can be used to describe interactional phenomena besides rounds (adjacency pairs, for example). As Sacks (1992:295) sets it up, the analytic task in the case of the absent offer is to identify and describe the abstract ‘apparatus that will give us that usage of “absences.”’ Consequently, it is possible to identify two distinct places for analysis, one being the local site of conversational production, and the other being a literary space for academic innovation (the gap in the sociological literature). The burden on any conversation analysis project is to demonstrate a link between the two sites.

In conversation analysis, a common way to gloss the difficult task of forging a link between professional and members’ analyses is to speak of ‘participants’ orientations.’ Whenever a conversation analysis study employs vernacular categories for persons and actions, the requirement is to demonstrate analytically that those categories are relevantly part of the ‘analysis’ performed by the participants on the scene. Failures to meet this requirement can be instructive. For example, Schegloff (1987) criticizes a well-known study by Zimmerman and West (1975) about conversations between women and men.
Zimmerman and West employ a mixture of procedures from conversation analysis and experimental social psychology in order to examine male and female speakers’ uses of, and responses to, interruptions in conversation. The study’s findings confirm what many of their readers may suspect on experiential grounds, that men dominate conversations with women and tend not to listen to what they have to say. Without suggesting that this general proposition is false, Schegloff argues that Zimmerman and West’s empirical analysis is irrelevant to the proposition’s truth or falsity. He reviews Zimmerman and West’s transcribed interchanges between pairs of male and female university students, and criticizes the authors’ analytic procedures for identifying ‘interruptions’ and assigning each interruption to the ‘male’ or ‘female’ participant. The vernacular concept of ‘interruption’ implies that one person speaks before the other has finished and that the cut-off was not warranted. Schegloff argues, on the basis of his own re-analysis of Zimmerman and West’s transcripts, that the ‘interruptions’ they identified in many cases can be characterized more appropriately as locally warranted moves, and he also questions the relevance of the category pair ‘male/female’ for setting up the accountability of the (alleged) interruptions.

I do not have space to go into the details of Schegloff’s argument, but an appreciation of the issues can be gained by reference to the same lecture by Sacks that I have been discussing. Sacks introduces the notion of a ‘priority item’ to describe one way in which a cut-off of an ongoing action can be locally warranted. A ‘priority item’ is an action that exhibits ‘superseding relevance… rights and obligations to be done, perhaps without regard to what it is that has been taking place, under some proper conditions occurring’ (Sacks 1992: 296). He adds that one of the features of priority items is that ‘when they are properly invoked they are not interrupting what goes on, and what goes on ought to cease’ (Sacks 1992:296, emphasis added). One systematic way to claim priority for such an item is to produce it as a ‘repair’ of a potential mistake or possible misunderstanding in the ongoing activity. The contingent relevance and priority of such an item turns upon ‘a systematic categorization of the various personnel present, of locating among them “the one who ought to do the priority item”’ (Sacks 1992:297). The categorization is produced locally by the parties to the scene, and it is intertwined with the recognizable (or in some cases claimable) identity of the priority item as a locally warranted action. An unwarranted ‘interruption’ is therefore a residual category, in the sense that it cuts off an ongoing utterance without displaying that it is a type of action that should have priority at that moment and/or that the ‘interruptor’ is locally entitled to perform the action. Almost anyone is eligible to perform some kinds of priority items—for example, stopping someone in order to warn them about an immediate hazard—whereas other actions—for example, stopping a speaker in order to correct their grammar or pronunciation—can be done by persons in restricted social categories (parents, teachers, etc.). Persons who cannot claim the appropriate relational rights are vulnerable to the objection, ‘Who are you to do that?’ One can get a rough appreciation of this issue by imagining an encounter in which...
one speaker (an adult male teacher) begins speaking before the other (a female child in the teacher’s classroom) has finished. A number of alternative characterizations can be made of this moment of interaction: the male interrupts the female; the teacher corrects the student’s recitation; the adult dominates the child; the expert identifies the novice’s mistake. It might seem reasonable to suppose that each of these descriptions is just as correct as any of the others, and that theoretical assumptions (or ideological presuppositions) will govern any particular attribution the analyst makes. If, as is often argued, there is no avoiding the theory-ladenness of observation, it follows that a responsible analyst should be explicit about her theoretical assumptions in order not to present ideological attributions under the guise of unequivocal characterizations of ‘objective’ states of affairs. But if, as conversation analysts insist, the intelligibility of the actions in question rests in the first instance on the evident way in which those actions are ‘oriented to’ in a local pragmatic context, then some theoretical (and operational) criteria can be irrelevant (and even incorrect) for categorizing particular actions and their doers. Although categorizing a pair of interlocutors as ‘male’ and ‘female’ may be relevant under some circumstances, and while it might be true that a pupil may not have finished what she was saying before a teacher ‘interrupted’ her, the demonstrable pairing of personal categories (‘male/female’) and action (‘interruption’) can be difficult to support in the face of the locally relevant alternatives: ‘teacher/pupil’ and ‘correction.’ Consequently, in order to control such ascriptions, conversation analysts argue that it is necessary to demonstrate that the analyst’s characterizations are contingently relevant to the production of the actions under analysis. In particular cases, such demonstrations can themselves be doubtful and disputable, but the point of the policy is to restrain an all-too-familiar interpretative tendency to stipulate identities and actions from a privileged vantage point.

Methods and analyses of method

Theoretical statements on behalf of ethnomethodology often draw a distinction between ‘members’ methods’ employed in the society at large and the ethnomethodological analyses produced by members of a research community. In certain respects this distinction reiterates a long-standing division of labor between practitioners who employ experimental methods and analysts (including some practitioners) who formulate methodological policies and principles. A difference in the case of ethnomethodology is that the varieties of ethno-methods greatly exceed the range of scientific and professional methods that provide subject matter for traditional methodological investigations. The traditional task of formulating methodologies falls to philosophers, logicians, and writers of more specialized pedagogies and protocols. In all of these texts, writers analyze how particular practices are (or should be) done, and this analytic task is distinct from the performance of the practices in question. A key, and perhaps unique, insight from ethnomethodology is that methodologies (and not just methods)
themselves come in an immense variety of ‘vulgar’ forms, including instructions for cooking, gardening, child care, sex, courtship, driving, auto repair, and, in the case of etiquette manuals, conversation. The existence—indeed, the overwhelming abundance—of written instructions, manuals, descriptive schemes, plans, protocols, maps, and so forth, should alert us to the fact that ‘methodological’ accounts are no less embedded in the world that ethnomethodologists study than are ‘methods’ themselves. When folk methodologies as well as folk methods are included in the field of study, the relations between social scientists’ and members’ methodologies can become confusing and contentious.

In certain respects, the conversation analyst’s task is like that of other methodologists, but it differs in at least one fundamental respect. Unlike logicians and philosophers, conversation analysts do not suppose that their own formal descriptions identify the basis for a competency that can be abstracted from successful historical performances and used to upgrade the coherence and efficacy of untutored practices. Unlike writers of technical manuals, conversation analysts do not propose to instruct readers on how to perform novel or unfamiliar actions, and unlike writers of etiquette manuals, they do not propose to regulate familiar forms of conduct. In Sacks’s analysis of the round of offers, there is no suggestion that Jim needs a methodological lesson. Depending on how Jim’s co-participants (and particularly Roger) react to the non-offer, Jim might be given a sharp rebuke, a hurt look, or a playful riposte. If he is given a lesson in etiquette (‘Hey, you’re supposed to offer candy to all of us!’) a conversation analysis description would focus less on the rule (‘when offering candy to one party, you should offer it to others present’) than on the situated use of that rule on the specific occasion as a complaint, request, or appreciation of a practical joke. Even in a case where a rule stated in an etiquette manual seems to apply, the conversation analysis task is to show just how it applies.

The instructions in etiquette books tend to get written with some specified type of person in mind, given some types of situations, e.g., ‘The host at a party ought…’ There are presumably lots of occasions in which, say, introductions occur, for which there is no ‘host at the dinner party.’ The question then is, how is it that persons go about picking some class for which the set of integrated rules has been initially written, and replacing the various categories with some available set of categories, and assigning the new categories status with respect to the old, i.e., seeing who is ‘like a host’ or some such thing; or treating ‘the host’ as an example from some other class that has some other form, i.e., ‘the person in charge here,’ or whatever (Sacks 1992:297)?

From this example, we can see that an opportunity for a distinctive kind of analysis can be found not only in the ‘gap in the sociological literature’ (the ‘gap’ created by the sociological literature’s inexplicit reliance on commonsense knowledge of how orderly social phenomena are produced), but also in the gap between literary accounts of practice and members’ actual practices. The latter gap identifies one of the epistemic frontiers glossed by the notion of tacit knowledge.
In the philosophy, history, and sociology of science much has been made of the widely acknowledged fact that ‘scientists rarely follow any of the scientific methods that philosophers prescribe for them. They use their common sense.’ To this it can be added that scientists also use unformulated ‘common sense’ when trying to follow the more specific methodological guidelines, recipes, and protocols written in specialized laboratory manuals and research reports. Not only is this fact about science (as well as many other kinds of practice) widely known among scholars in the science studies fields, it is also widely known among the laboratory practitioners they study. Indeed, this fact, together with the fact that is widely known, is an organizational phenomenon. For example, biotechnology firms that conduct pre-natal testing and forensic labs that analyze criminal evidence commonly employ one group of specialists who develop, disseminate, and monitor laboratory protocols, and another group of employees—a graded hierarchy of staff scientists and technicians—who enact the protocols. In line with a familiar factory division of labor between industrial engineers and manual laborers, the work of writing and testing protocols is separated from handling the samples and running the analytic machinery on the shop floor. Despite the impressive efforts to standardize protocols, monitor technicians’ compliance, and automate tasks, it is widely acknowledged (especially by the technicians) that there remains a gap between written protocols and local know-how. This gap provides an obscure object of methodological desire and a continual source of frustration for efforts to design and administrate standardized protocols, but the existence of a gap that has not yet been closed implicates many relevant aspects of the organization of work: the organizational hierarchies; the separation of tasks and laboratory spaces; the monitoring of technician’s work; the articulation of precautions; the requirements for record-keeping; the recognized roles of ‘magic’ and ‘golden hands’ in molecular biology; and the residual allowances for ‘common sense’ (Cambrosio and Keating 1988; Jordan and Lynch 1993).

When faced with a gap between methodological instructions and practices, many philosophers, social scientists, and technical writers try to bridge the gap by extending and elaborating conventional forms of methodological writing. One common strategy for doing this is to assimilate unformulated methods under principles of the same kind as those used in familiar methodological formulations. For example, in his well-known discussion of tacit knowledge, Michael Polanyi employs a notion of ‘hidden rules’ to bridge the gap between explicit and inexplicit practices:

To learn by example is to submit to authority. You follow your master because you trust his manner of doing things even when you cannot analyze and account in detail for its effectiveness. By watching the master and emulating his efforts in the presence of his example, the apprentice unconsciously picks up the rules of the art, including those which are not explicitly known to the master himself. These hidden rules can be
assimilated only by a person who surrenders himself to that extent uncritically to the imitation of another. A society which wants to preserve a fund of personal knowledge must submit to tradition (Polanyi 1958:53).

From reading this passage, it is understandable that Polanyi has been criticized for his conservative emphasis on tradition and scientific authority, but this is not what concerns me at the moment. Instead, I am concerned with a series of questions about Polanyi’s characterization of the master’s and apprentice’s practice as a matter of following hidden rules: How can we know about rules that neither the master nor the apprentice knows explicitly? How can a *rule* (as opposed to, say, a habit) be ‘unconsciously’ learnt and followed? Are these hidden rules like other rules, except for the fact that they have not (yet) been made explicit? If we were to write a methodological account of the rules in question—an analysis that accounts in detail for the unwitting effectiveness of master’s and apprentice’s shared ‘manner of doing things’—would this not transform their practice?

Polanyi’s reference to hidden, unconsciously mastered rules is a clear instance of an analytic tendency often found in the cognitive sciences. This is the tendency to use the language of formal methodology (and especially experimental methodology) to describe or comparatively analyze nonscientific, unconscious, heuristic, and nonrational modes of reasoning and practice. Accordingly, the human (or, in some cases, nonhuman) practice in question is made out in the image of a scientific method, and the agent is endowed with theories, models, hypotheses, heuristics, protocols, and decision rules, but the methodological inquiry (the analysis of the method) is the analyst’s and not the agent’s prerogative. This way of addressing what Garfinkel (1991:11) calls ‘the vexed problem of the practical objectivity and practical observability of practical actions and practical reasoning’ reopens the gap between formal methodologies and situated practices by means of the very effort to close it. Once again, there is a gap between the analyst’s formulation of ‘hidden’ or ‘unconscious’ versions of protocols, models, and rules of method and the practices those protocols, models, and rules allegedly describe or determine.

Conversation analysts do not investigate the competencies of individual agents by comparing them to, or endowing them with, formulaic accounts of method. Even where, as discussed earlier, Sacks (1992) deems the instructions in an etiquette manual to be relevant for an analysis of a round of introductions, he does not propose that a particular instruction (‘The host at a party ought…’) sufficiently describes or prescribes the methodic actions in question. Instead, he alludes to a different order of practices through which the parties locally adapt the instruction (or an instruction like it) to a different configuration of relational identities. Although Sacks uses expressions like ‘a machinery’ and ‘an apparatus’ to describe the order-productive work performed on the occasion of talk under analysis, as I understand these expressions, they do not allude to an internal mechanism that causes compliance to a rule; instead, they allude to a collectively
produced artifact—the round of introductions—that is assembled by the parties at the scene of their action. The methodological task for the conversation analyst is to describe the machinery by formulating a set of instructions for building and operating it on the particular occasion. The grammar of an instruction—describing how you construct and make use of an artifact—differs fundamentally from a deterministic account of how an internal mechanism causes you to behave in a certain way. The grammar of the instruction does not reduce the action to a mechanism operating beneath or behind the public scene of action, but (as Sacks makes abundantly clear with his references to abstract objects like ‘rounds’ and ‘contingently relevant phenomena’) neither does it reduce the action to the unique elements of the situation. To a large extent, conversation analysts describe the work of replicating social technologies on singular occasions. The coherence, contingent relevance, and iterable identities associated with ‘doing the same thing again’ withstand changes in local staff, social circumstances, material resources, and immediate purposes. This ethnomethodological conception of the situated replication of social technologies can be used to relate research in conversation analysis to a topic investigated in the sociology of scientific knowledge (SSK).12

Unlike conversation analysts, students of SSK confront the prototypical subject of methodological writing: scientific methods. And unlike conversation analysts, they devote a great deal of attention to criticizing existing philosophical and technical methodologies. Their criticisms should not be confused, as they often are, with attempts to demonstrate the inadequacy of scientific methods. It is not as though the ‘failure’ of existing experimental protocols to describe the situated uses of experiment implies that experimentation is an inadequate method. Particular experiments can be faulted, and the faults can at times be attributed to the incompleteness of protocols, but such faults and such faulting are no less contingently relevant than are determinations of experimental success and technical adequacy. SSK’s main lesson about replication is that the situated (re)production of experiments can be shown, when studied empirically, to be a source of greater difficulty, practical struggle, and fractious interpretation than is generally acknowledged in the methodology literature. This lesson has stirred controversy, not because it threatens the adequacy of particular experimental practices and findings, but because it rivals the lessons conveyed by other philosophical and professional accounts of the principles and procedures of experimental practice (Lynch 1996).

Leaving aside the fact that SSK’s arguments make abundant use of resources from skeptical philosophy that raise problems of their own, SSK’s lesson can highlight a vexed issue for ethnomethodology as well as for traditional conceptions of methodology. If, as I have suggested, conversation analysts describe the work of replicating social technologies on singular occasions, and if, as the literature in the field often seems to suggest, conversation analysts describe such work in the form of members’ rules, members’ models, and other abstract devices, then ‘the problem of replication’ will also alert us to an
exploitable gap between conversation analysis rules and the situated uses of such rules on singular occasions. As in the case of experimental technologies, when studied closely, the situated (re)production of generic conversational ‘apparatus’ may turn out to be a source of greater difficulty, practical struggle, and fractious interpretation than is generally acknowledged in the conversation analysis literature.\textsuperscript{13}

The logic of practice

Earlier, I discussed how ethnomethodologist Harvey Sacks handled a familiar analytic problem: how do you establish the relevance of ‘something that didn’t happen?’ This problem is familiar to logicians and social scientists, but Sacks treated it in an unusual way. A standard way to handle the problem is to formulate a rule, norm, or empirical proposition that specifies the conditions under which the event in question should take place. Given such normative expectancies, and the nonoccurrence of the event, then it is reasonable to say that the event was notably absent. Sacks’s solution was unusual, in that he did not formulate a rule or an empirical proposition but instead described a routine practice, the local production of which established the relevant conditions for noticing ‘something that didn’t happen.’ Although Sacks addressed a general methodological problem (a variant of the problem of relevance), his solution (or rather, the members’ solution he described) took the form of a methodic, recurrent, intersubjectively accountable, embodied production in lived time and lived space. In brief, Sacks described a situated, methodic, and embodied solution to a logical problem.

I can imagine that many readers will find the implications of this solution to be less than transparent. One possible implication suggested by Sacks (1992: 294) is that systematic descriptions of the methodic production of logically accountable orders (like the notion of a notable absence) may yield analytically ‘usable’ notions. One may want to ask, ‘usable for whom, and for what purpose?’ It seems safe to say that such notions should be usable for other researchers in the community of conversation analysts when they carry out further investigations, but given the generality of the problem of specifying something that did not happen, we might expect there to be broader theoretical implications. I do not believe that there can be a general theoretical solution to the problem. Instead, I think that investigations of how the problem is posed and addressed can have broad critical implications. In order to bring such critical implications into relief it may be necessary to put aside any search for ‘usable’ notions that would foster the development of an analytical discipline. In the remainder of this paper I will suggest that ethnomethodology can radicalize the entire picture of how logic is related to practice. In order to demonstrate how this might be so, I will briefly examine another occasion in which ‘something that didn’t happen’ becomes notable. In this case, however, the methodological use of the notion of ‘absence’ is both constitutive and tendentious.
During the 1994–5 trial *California v. Orenthal James Simpson*, Defense Attorney Barry Scheck carried out an extended cross-examination of Los Angeles Police Department criminalist Dennis Fung. Fung was one of the functionaries who collected blood evidence from the crime scene. In the sequence leading up to the following excerpt from testimony on April 12, 1995, Scheck had been questioning Fung about ‘four red [blood] stains’ on the door of the defendant’s Ford Bronco vehicle:

1 SCHECK: Okay, Mr. Fung. Let me ask you directly, on June 13th in the morning, did Detective Fuhrman point out four red lines, red stains to you on the bottom of the Bronco door?
2 FUNG: I don’t recall him doing so.
3 SCHECK: When you say you don’t recall, are you saying it didn’t happen?
4 FUNG: I’m not saying that. I’m saying I don’t recall if he did or if he didn’t.
5 SCHECK: All right. If you had seen four red stains on the exterior of the Bronco door on the morning of June 13th, you would have taken a photograph of them; would you have not?
6 FUNG: That would depend, but I don’t know. But that would depend on the circumstances.
7 SCHECK: Let’s try these circumstances. You were pointed out a red stain by the door handle?
8 FUNG: Yes.
9 SCHECK: You were photographed pointing to that red stain, correct?
10 FUNG: Yes.
11 SCHECK: And you’re the person that’s supposed to direct the photographer during the collection process?
12 FUNG: Yes.
13 SCHECK: You’re supposed to photograph items of evidence of some importance that are pointed out to you by the detectives?
14 FUNG: Yes.
15 SCHECK: In the circumstances of this case, if you had seen four red stains on the exterior of the Bronco door, would you not have directed the photographer to take a picture of it?
16 FUNG: It would be likely. Yes.
17 SCHECK: If you had seen four red stains on the exterior of the Bronco door, would you have not done a presumptive test on June 13th?
18 FUNG: Possibly. I—If it was necessary, I would have.
19 SCHECK: If you had seen four red stains on the exterior of the Bronco door, would you have not swatched them?
20 FUNG: I would—I would possibly have swatched them.
21 SCHECK: If you had seen four red stains on the exterior of the Bronco door, would you not have included that observation in your reports for that day?
22 Fung: If I thought it was important to the investigation, I would have included it in my notes, yes.

23 Scheck: Looking back at the circumstances of this case, would not those four red stains have been an important detail that you would have certainly included in your notes?

24 Mr. Goldberg (Prosecutor): Calls for speculation.

25 The Court: Overruled.

26 Fung: From my perspective now?

27 Scheck: Let’s try your perspective then.

28 Fung: I don’t recall my exact state of mind then, but it—I don’t know exactly if I would have put it down or not.  

In the early part of the sequence, Scheck questions Fung about whether Detective Furman showed him the particular blood stains (described in ‘sense data’ language as ‘four red stains’) on June 13, the morning after the murders. Fung professes not to recall, and Scheck then pursues the matter of why Fung has no record (or distinct recollection) of having seen the evidence. The point of the line of question apparently is to impugn Furman’s testimony, expose Fung’s evasions, and/or imply that Fung collected and recorded the evidence in a sloppy way.

Scheck pursues the matter by asking a series of questions designed with a classic if-then propositional format (lines 5, 15, 17, 19, 21). Each of these questions logically frames ‘something that didn’t happen’ as a notable, and practically contingent, absence. The questions are phrased as variants of the counterfactual conditional form: ‘If A had been the case, then B would be the case.’ This is one standard form logicians use for stating natural laws, but here the ‘law’ in question is formulated as a contingent temporal relation between perceiving something and taking an action: ‘If you had seen A, you would have done B,’ or, interrogatively, ‘If you had seen A, would you not have done B?’ In this way, the form of an empirical generalization is transformed into a methodological rule. Given that Fung (line 2) initially professes not to recall having seen the four red stains in question on June 13, Scheck’s repeated questions appear to suggest that if Fung had seen the stains at that time, he would have made sure to record this with photographs, test results, and notes. When Scheck states (and Fung confirms) that Fung was photographed pointing to another blood stain (lines 7–10), he suggests even more strongly that if Fung had seen the four red stains ‘under these circumstances,’ he would have documented that fact. Scheck’s inference from the methodological rule is thus strengthened by an exemplar drawn from Fung’s own practice.

Not surprisingly, Fung does not entirely go along with Scheck’s account of his practice. Fung prefaces many of his responses with qualifying expressions (‘it would be likely’ in line 16; ‘if it was necessary’ in line 18; ‘I would possibly have’ in line 20; ‘if I thought it was important’ in line 22). Without entirely contradicting the counterfactuals presented in Scheck’s questions—‘If you had seen A, would you not have done B?’—Fung resists each of the implied
methodological relationships between circumstance and action. It is not enough to say that these qualifications suggest an uncertain, contingent, or probable mediation between the circumstances at the crime scene and what someone in Fung’s position should have (or typically would have) done, they also bring into play the matter of situated judgment. Fung suggests that when he investigates a crime scene he does not simply see particular items of evidence and then document them according to standard protocols, he makes judgments about what is relevant and important (enough) to record and collect. And, presumably, aside from what he did in fact record and collect on June 13, he implies that what he remembers about the crime scene also depends on the judgments he originally made about the salience of particular collectables. In other words, while he acknowledges the salience of the methodological rules Scheck formulates, he also implies that he did not follow those rules mechanically.

This dialogue is but a small fragment of an extended series of methodological debates that consumed large portions of the Simpson trial. In this instance, Scheck and Fung assume different positions in a situated variant of an interminable debate about the logic of practice: where Scheck relies upon a methodological rule to determine what Fung’s method must (or should) have been, Fung defends his indistinct recollections by alluding to a method that is thick with judgments about significance and relevance. Neither argument is intrinsically ‘right,’ though both are subject to the overhearing court’s assessments of plausibility and credibility.

It is sometimes presumed that ethnomethodology privileges a ‘subjectivistic’ view of practice, in opposition to the more deterministic logics promoted in other branches of the social sciences. A different understanding becomes possible when, as I suggested at the outset, methodology itself is regarded as a domain of social phenomena. Accordingly, ordinary (‘ethno’) methodology consists of situated investigations of practical action and practical reasoning. It is not limited to academic investigations of scientific or other methods. Scheck and Fung together perform a situated methodological investigation, so that in the sense I have just outlined they perform a substantive instance of ethnomethodology, not only by performing ‘ethnomethods,’ but also by contentiously examining the order and logical implications of those methods. Scheck takes the lead in the examination of Fung’s methods, and he employs an abstract apparatus (the rules of method expressed in counterfactual form) that sets up the analyzability of ‘something that didn’t happen’ (the fact that Fung recorded no evidence of the four red stains on June 13). Fung, placed in a more reactive position, partly complies with Scheck’s examination, but he also resists Scheck’s ‘analysis’ by adding qualifications, giving indistinct recollections, and invoking local judgments. Consequently, the dialogue presented to the overhearing audience itself is a relevant contingency for establishing the descriptive adequacy of the rules of method Scheck formulates. A witness’s unqualified confirmation of a question of the form ‘If you had seen X, would you not have done Y?’ for all practical purposes turns the interrogatory analysis into an oriented-to rule: ‘When
I see X, I do Y.’ A failure to confirm the rule does not necessarily negate its relevance, because, as we can see from the above sequence, the interrogator can reiterate the rule while pursuing the question and challenging the witness’s credibility.

This particular excerpt provides an unusually clear instance of an interrogator’s situated use of a formal logical device. Scheck struggles to instantiate a normative machinery that determines what the details of Fung’s practice should have involved, and his repeated questions insistently reiterate a particular line of logical derivation. Fung, for his part, successively (but not necessarily successfully) resists the logical force of the questions by suggesting that a less mechanistic mode of inference-making is characteristic of his practice. The clarity of this struggle allows us to grasp a radical ethnomethodological lesson on the logic of a practice. It is ‘radical’ not in the sense that it gets to the roots of the matter, but, instead, in the way it displaces the analytic prerogative to expose such roots. Scheck’s methodological rules are stated in a strongly determinate form, but their logical force has yet to be rooted in a methodic, recurrent, intersubjectively accountable, embodied production of courtroom dialogue. It is as though the logical machinery needs to be screwed to the floor before its operation can be effective. In the case of the courtroom ‘floor,’ the relevant platform is both situated in a room and embodied in a discursive spectacle.17

**Conclusion**

At the beginning of this essay I quoted Garfinkel’s (1991:11) assertion that ‘the vexed problem of the practical objectivity and practical observability of practical actions and practical reasoning,’ provides a constant and unfinished task for social theory. I then suggested that this problem has to do with the way ‘methodologies’ as well as ‘methods’ play a constitutive role in the production of social phenomena. The discussion of the example from Sacks’s lecture indicated the existence of an ethnomethodological solution to a classic analytic problem of the observability of ‘something that didn’t happen.’ This solution took the irreducible form of an embodied practice (a ‘round’ of offers), but I subsequently argued that an abstract account of that practice would be likely to reiterate ‘the vexed problem’ for social theory: the gap between the methodological literature and the local practices that literature describes, instructs, or regulates. The example from the Simpson trial was used to demonstrate that the gap between a determinate, logical account of a practice and the situated performance of that practice is itself a constitutive, organizational phenomenon for courtroom testimony. The lesson I derive from this example is that it is pointless to seek a general methodological solution to ‘the vexed problem of the practical objectivity and practical observability of practical actions and practical reasoning,’ because any abstract account of the logic of practice immediately reiterates the problem. The investigative task for ethnomethodology is therefore to describe how the logical accountability of practice is itself a subject of practical inquiry;
an inquiry that can involve struggles and fragile agreements. Ethnomethodological descriptions are positioned in academic fields and literatures—they are informed by other case studies, they critically engage extant theories and address social science concepts—but they do not entertain the grand theoretical delusion that ‘the logic of practice’ is a unitary subject of social analysis. For this reason alone, ethnomethodology offers a valuable form of therapy for contemporary social theorists.\textsuperscript{18}
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1 See Garfinkel (1964; 1967, Chapter 1), and Garfinkel and Sacks (1970).
2 Garfinkel (1991:11). Garfinkel discusses the problem of order more extensively in an unpublished manuscript (Garfinkel 1960).
3 As I understand this passage, Garfinkel is alluding to the problem faced by theories that specify criteria of local production (or, in older language, ‘subjective understanding’ or ‘consciousness’) as grounds for adequate characterizations of social actions and social structures. Given the often demonstrated possibility of devising mutually incongruent theories of some state of affairs, criteria of local production seem to enable the selection of a single, relevant description (a description that is demonstrably relevant, pragmatically effective, and sensibly part of the action), but by virtue of being abstract and general, such theories necessarily remain aloof from such local, pragmatic conditions of their own adequacy.
4 For a concise review and discussion of this praxiological view of ethnomethodology, see Coulter (1991).
5 Perhaps a closer analogy can be made with the family of practices associated with ‘counting’ members of a group. For example, if a lecturer records the attendance in a seminar, all of the students in attendance would expect to have been ‘counted.’ In the case of a roll call, the member taking the roll systematically records as ‘absent’ persons whose names are on a list who do not respond when their names are called. Although this is a matter of ‘counting,’ and even of enumerating, the competencies involved are not limited to numeracy, as illustrated by practical jokes played by students on substitute teachers which wreak havoc on the ordinary routines for identifying who is present, who is absent, and ‘who is who’ in the classroom.
6 I am reading Sacks out of context here. In the quoted passage, he is not discussing repair, but I believe that what he says is applicable.
7 The ‘orientations’ in question do not necessarily refer to intentions or psychological states within the individual agents. A more appropriate sense of
‘orientation’ has to do with the evident relations between expressions and actions in public situations. It is possible to describe the complex ways in which an answer is ‘oriented to’ a question, without assigning analytic priority to whatever may be going on ‘in the head’ of the answer.

8 For examples, see Heritage and Atkinson (1984); Hilbert (1990); and Zimmerman (1988).

9 The quotation is from Max Perutz (1995:56). Perutz critically reviews Gerald Geison’s (1995) study of Louis Pasteur. In a rejoinder, Geison (1996:68) quotes the line back to Perutz, adding that his book made that very claim. It seems that these antagonists in the alleged ‘culture wars’ between relativist social historians and positivist scientists at least agree on the point that philosophical methodologies do not describe scientists’ common practices.

10 For a classic example in behavioral studies of nonhuman animals, see Krechevsky (1932).

11 A similar argument about theoretical uses of ‘hidden’ versions of explicit ordering principles is made by Turner (1994).


13 For more elaborate criticisms along this line, see Lynch (1993) and Lynch and Bogen (1994).


15 See Hempel (1966:56), and Goodman (1983: Chapter 1). My descriptive interest in the situated use of counterfactual conditionals differs considerably from Hempel’s and Goodman’s formal analytic treatments.

16 For a concise exhibit of how lawyers can demonstrably ‘know’ an expert witness’s business, and expose apparent lapses of procedure, see Oteri et al. (1982).

17 For an illuminating discussion of the idea of ‘floor,’ see Macbeth (1992).

18 This is an allusion to Wittgenstein’s (1953) suggestion that his investigations therapeutically renounce the ‘craving for generality’ that pervaded scientistic philosophy. Ethnomethodology is empirical, but it does not (or, rather, in my view it should not) entertain the logical-empiricist dream of a special form of investigation that uncovers realities that are unknown to (or misrecognized by) ‘common sense.’
Part III

Posthumanist challenges
How Heidegger defends the possibility of a correspondence theory of truth with respect to the entities of natural science

Hubert L. Dreyfus

Science has long claimed to discover the relations among the natural kinds in the universe that exist independently of our minds and ways of coping. Today, most philosophers adopt an antirealism that consists in rejecting this thesis. Contemporary antirealists argue that the independence thesis is not just false but incoherent. Thus, these antirealists say they are as realist as it makes sense to be. Such deflationary realists, as I shall call them, claim that the objects studied by science are just as real as the baseballs, stones, and trees we encounter with our everyday coping practices, and no more. In contrast to deflationary realism, I shall defend a robust realism that argues that the independence claim makes sense, that science can in principle give us access to the functional components of the universe as they are in themselves in distinction from how they appear to us on the basis of our daily concerns, our sensory capacities, and even our way of making things intelligible.

The deflationary and the robust realist positions are each part of the heritage that Heidegger has left us. Consequently, I shall, in my first section, present the deflationary realist’s arguments against independence. Then, in the second section, I shall show that, although Heidegger pioneered the deflationary realist account of the everyday, he sought to establish a robust realist account of science. In the third and final section, I shall draw on Saul Kripke’s account of direct reference to work out Heidegger’s account of formal indication, and using this worked-out version of Heideggerian rigid designation, I will argue that we do, indeed, have practices for achieving access to things that are independent of all our practices.

The argument for deflationary realism

The argument for deflationary realism turns on the rejection of the traditional Cartesian view of human beings as self-sufficient minds whose intentional content is directed toward the world. Both Heidegger and Donald Davidson, a leading antirealist, reject this view and substitute for it an account of human beings as inextricably involved with things and people. Heidegger holds that human beings have to take a stand on who they are by dealing with things and by
assuming social roles. Davidson thinks of human beings as language users who, in order to have any mental content of their own, must take up the linguistic conventions of their community. I call Heidegger and Davidson practical holists because they both claim that meaning depends ultimately on the inseparability of practices, things, and mental contents. Heidegger captures this idea in his claim that human beings are essentially being-in-the-world; Davidson makes the same point in his causal theory of meaning.

Both thinkers claim that their holism enables them to answer the Cartesian skeptic. Heidegger argues that, if human beings are essentially being-in-the-world, then the skeptical question of whether the world and others exist cannot sensibly be raised by human beings, and, as Heidegger asks, ‘Who else would raise it?’ (Heidegger 1962:246–7). Heidegger thus claims that any attempt to answer the skeptic is mistaken. The attempt to take the skeptic seriously and prove that we can know that there is an external world presupposes a separation of the mind from the world of things and other people which defies a phenomenological description of how human beings make sense of everyday things and of themselves. Davidson argues, on the basis of a logical reconstruction of the way people learn a language that, although people may differ concerning the truth of any particular belief, in order for a person to acquire a language at all that person must share most of the beliefs of those who speak the language and most of these shared beliefs must be true.

It follows that we cannot make sense of the question whether the totality of things could be independent of the totality of our practices or whether things are essentially dependent on our practices. To raise these questions meaningfully requires thinking that we can conceive of the totality of things and of the totality of practices with sufficient independence from each other to claim that one is logically prior. But it turns out that we can get no perspective on our practices that does not already include things and no perspective on things that does not already involve our practices. Thus, practical holism seems to make unintelligible all claims about both things in themselves apart from our practices and the totality of practices apart from things. It seems that, since true statements about objects cannot imply either the dependence or the independence of objects vis-à-vis our practices, these statements must be understood as describing objects as they are in the only sense of ‘are’ that is left, which is the ‘are’ of ordinary situations. Thus we arrive at a deflationary view that repudiates both metaphysical realism and transcendental idealism.

Once the deflationary realist has argued that one cannot make sense of transcendental idealism or of metaphysical realism, he is able to accept the results of science at face value so long as he makes neither the robust realist’s claim that science gives us an account of the functional demarcations of the universe as it is in itself, on the one hand, nor the extreme constructivist’s claim that nature must be a cultural creation, on the other. When asked whether it makes sense to claim that things existed in nature before human beings came along and that they would have existed even if human beings had never existed,
the deflationary realist can sound like a scientist, saying, on the basis of empirical findings, that of course it makes sense to claim that some types of entities were there before us and would still be there if we had never existed and others would not. But the Davidsonian practical holist says this on a background of meaning that makes any talk about nature as it is in itself incoherent.

**Heidegger’s attempt at robust realism**

Like Davidson, Heidegger answers the skeptic by showing that our practices and the everyday world are inextricably intertwined. Indeed, he argues at length that ‘Dasein is the world existingly’ (Heidegger 1962:416). Moreover, Heidegger seems to agree with the deflationary realists that, while entities show up as independent of us, the being or intelligibility of entities depends on our practices. So any talk of things in themselves must be put in scare quotes. Thus, Heidegger says of natural entities:

> It must be stated that entities as entities are ‘in themselves’ and independent of any apprehension of them; yet, the being of entities is found only in encounter and can be explained, made understandable, only from the phenomenal exhibition and interpretation of the structure of encounter (Heidegger 1985a: 217).

And he seems even more deflationary when he adds:

> Of course only as long as Dasein [human being] is (that is, only as long as an understanding of being is ontically possible), ‘is there’ being. When Dasein does not exist, ‘independence’ ‘is’ not either, nor ‘is’ the ‘in-itself’ (Heidegger 1962:255).

Joseph Rouse, in his book *Knowledge and Power* (1987), sees the parallel between Heidegger’s and Davidson’s holistic answer to the skeptic and wonders why I fail to see that Heidegger must therefore be a deflationary realist. But, as I will now seek to show, in *Being and Time* Heidegger describes phenomena that enable him to distinguish between the everyday world and the universe and so claim to be a robust realist about the entities discovered by natural science. Moreover, he has the conceptual resources to turn his description of these phenomena into a persuasive defense of robust realism.

The first two phenomena Heidegger calls to our attention are two different ways of being. He points out that normally we deal with things as equipment. Equipment gets its intelligibility from its relation to other equipment, human roles, and social goals. Heidegger calls the equipmental way of being *availability* (*Zuhandenheit*). But Heidegger also points to another equally important phenomenon; we sometimes experience entities as independent of our instrumental coping practices. This happens in cases of equipmental breakdown.
Heidegger calls the mode of being of entities so encountered, \textit{occurrentness} \textit{(Vorhandenheit)}. Occurrent beings are not only revealed in breakdown but also revealed when we take a detached attitude towards things that decontextualizes or—in Heidegger’s terms—deworl
d them. In this detached attitude, we encounter occurrent entities as substances with properties.

This experience of the occurrent is still contextual and meaningful in a weak sense. Were it not for a world in which entities could be encountered, the question of whether there could be entities independent of our concerns could not be asked, and, more importantly, without our giving meaning to the occurrent way of being, the question of independence would not make sense. So Heidegger concludes that the being or intelligibility of even the occurrent mode of being depends on us: ‘[B]eing “is” only in the understanding of those entities to whose being something like an understanding of being belongs’ (Heidegger 1962:228, with a minor translation correction). But he still insists that, ‘entities are independently of the experience by which they are disclosed, the acquaintance in which they are discovered, and the grasping in which their nature is ascertained’ (Heidegger 1962:228, with a minor translation correction).

This amounts to the seemingly paradoxical claim that we have \textit{practices for making sense of entities as independent of those very practices}. This intellectual \textit{Gestalt} figure can flip one of two ways depending upon whether one emphasizes the \textit{dependence} on the practices or the \textit{independence} from those very practices. It has thus led to a three-way debate in the scholarly literature over whether Heidegger is a robust realist, a transcendental idealist, or a deflationary realist.\footnote{I have argued, using the above quotation from \textit{Being and Time} to back me up, that Heidegger is a would-be robust realist (Dreyfus 1991). William Blattner has countered that Heidegger must be understood as a transcendental idealist and that, consequently, all the citations that seem to support robust realism, should be read as supporting merely empirical realism (Blattner 1994). David Cerbone has responded to Blattner with a reading in the spirit of Davidson in which Heidegger’s account of the inextricable involvement of human beings and the world commits him to the view that neither robust realism nor transcendental idealism is intelligible (Cerbone 1995).}

In order to see more clearly why I claim that Heidegger is a would-be robust realist, we must return to the phenomenon of deworlding. As I said, Heidegger points out that in situations of extreme instrumental breakdown, we encounter things as occurrent, as independent of the instrumental world—that is, as having no essential relation to our everyday coping practices—and as all along underlying our everyday equipment. ‘[W]hat cannot be used just lies there; it shows itself as an equipmental thing which looks so and so, and which, in its availableness, as looking that way, has constantly been occurrent too’ (Heidegger 1962:102–3, my italics).\footnote{Nature is thus revealed as \textit{having been there all along}. In such cases, Heidegger holds, ‘The understanding of being by which our concernful dealings with entities within-the-world have been guided has changed over’ (Heidegger 1962:102–3, my italics).}
Our practices for coping with the available are significantly different from our practices for dealing with the occurrent. Thus, Heidegger understands this changeover from dealing with things as available to dealing with them as occurrent as discontinuous. This changeover is crucial for Heidegger’s answer to deflationary realism.

The radicality of this discontinuity is often hidden by inadequate phenomenological descriptions of breakdowns. When a hammer is so heavy that the carpenter cannot use it, it is then experienced as too heavy. But since being too-heavy is context-dependent, it still presupposes the equipmental nature of hammers. But breakdown can be so severe that all that is left in experience is a mere something—‘just occurrent and no more’ (Heidegger 1962:103)—whose properties are not connected to its function in any intelligible way and are thus beyond everyday understanding. Heidegger claims that, among other experiences, anxiety gives us access to this unintelligible occurrent. ‘Anxiety,’ he writes, ‘discloses…beings in their full but heretofore concealed strangeness as what is radically other’ (Heidegger 1977:105).

Of course, the uninterpreted beings experienced as radically other are not theoretical entities. Heidegger knows that for us to have access to theoretical entities the beings revealed in total breakdown must be recontextualized or reinterpreted in theoretical terms. Heidegger is thus clear that the data used by science are theory-laden. He says, ‘The “grounding” of “factical science” was possible only because the researchers understood that in principle there are no “bare facts”’ (Heidegger 1962:414). He is, unfortunately, not clear how these theory-laden data are supposed to be related to the radically other that is revealed in extreme breakdown; that is, he is not clear about how theoretical recontextualization is supposed to work. The important thing for him is that theoretical entities are taken to be elements of nature, that is, of a universe that is anterior to and independent of our everyday mode of making sense of things. In this important sense, science is, according to Heidegger, about the incomprehensible. He writes:

\[
\text{Nature is what is in principle explainable and to be explained because it is in principle incomprehensible. It is the incomprehensible pure and simple. And it is the incomprehensible because it is the ‘unworlded’ world [i.e. the universe], insofar as we take nature in this extreme sense of the entity as it is discovered in physics (Heidegger 1985a: 217–18).}
\]

The point is not that the phenomenon of total breakdown, theoretical inspection, or anxiety gives us sufficient grounds for believing in the independent existence of natural things none of whose properties we understand. Although the quotation may suggest this, we shall see that the phenomenon of total breakdown cannot supply such grounds. What the phenomenon of total breakdown supports is the more minimal claim that nature can be experienced as independent of our coping practices and as underlying everyday things. If we had only the
‘available’ mode of encountering entities, we could never encounter entities more independent of our coping practices than particular hammers are. But, if Heidegger is right, we can deworld such entities and be led to see them as occasional components of the universe.\textsuperscript{10}

Heidegger clearly wants to embrace robust realism, for he exceeds the limits of deflationary realism when he writes: ‘[T]he fact that reality is ontologically grounded in the being of Dasein, does not signify that only when Dasein exists and as long as Dasein exists, can the real be as that which \textit{in itself} it is’ (Heidegger, 1962:255, my italics).

We are now in a position to see that, in defending a robust realism concerning scientific entities, Heidegger makes two significant moves which, although they seem to be the right way to proceed, do not, as Heidegger presents them, fully succeed in supporting robust realism.

1 Heidegger points to two special attitudes (confronting equipmental breakdown and anxiety) that, on the face of it, break out of our everyday, equipment-using practices. Since Heidegger bases his account of meaning on equipment-using practices, he concludes that such special attitudes, by ‘deworldeing’ entities, break out of our everyday meanings altogether and give us access to the ‘incomprehensible’ as it is in itself. But, if one has a broader conception of everyday meaning that includes perceiving things outside of use-relations, such a ‘switchover’ would not get one outside the everyday.\textsuperscript{11}

2 Heidegger contends that the switchover he describes gives us beings that can be recontextualized in a theory that makes no reference to our everyday practices. But he has no account of how the meaningless beings revealed by breakdown can serve as data for science nor what sort of practices could be left after the switchover that would allow dealing with the incomprehensible while leaving it independent of all our practices. That is, in showing we can encounter things shorn of their everyday \textit{functionality}, Heidegger has not shown that we can encounter them as independent of \textit{all} our practices for making things intelligible. There are still the very peculiar practices of making them intelligible as unintelligible.

In addition, when Heidegger later investigates how scientific research as an institution works, he claims that research is based on what he calls the projection of a total ground-plan (Heidegger 1977b). Research, he claims, is a modern way of studying nature that proceeds by setting up a \textit{total} theory of how nature works and then dealing with the anomalies that show up when the theory is assumed to cover all phenomena. Thus, normal science has, for Heidegger, the ongoing job of trying to account for anomalies, while revolutionary advances in science occur when resistant anomalies lead scientists to propose a new ground-plan.\textsuperscript{12}

What is essential for modern science as research, then, is its totalizing claim. Heidegger argues that this totalizing claim is the modern version of the series of
totalizing claims about the beingness of beings that have characterized our metaphysical culture perhaps since Anaximander, certainly since Plato. Thus a pervasive cultural practice of just the sort that the deworlding and recontextualization of the incomprehensible were meant to exclude turns out to be fundamental to Heidegger’s account of modern scientific research as an institution. This acknowledgment of the cultural practices of research would seem to undermine robust realism.\(^\text{13}\)

We shall soon see, however, that the practices of research could, nonetheless, constitute an institution that could intelligibly be said to get at the functional components of the universe as they are in themselves. To save his robust realism, Heidegger would have to argue that, although the practice-based structure of encounter that gives us access to entities depends on us \textit{essentially}, what we encounter only \textit{contingently} depends on this structure. Then both our everyday and our scientific practices, although ineliminable from an account of the entities revealed by science, could be understood, not as \textit{constitutive} practices, but as \textit{access} practices allowing ‘genuine theoretical discovering’ (Heidegger 1962:412).

To do this Heidegger would need, to begin with, to find a practical form of noncommittal reference that could refer to entities in a way that both allowed that they could have essential properties and that no property that \textit{we} used in referring to them need, in fact, be essential. It turns out that Heidegger had discovered such a practice in facing a different problem. In the 1920s he realized he wanted to talk about important features of human being and yet he could not claim at the beginning of his investigation that these were \textit{essential} ones. This methodological requirement put him in opposition to Husserl in two related ways: Husserl held that (1) general terms refer by way of the essential features of the types the terms referred to and (2) that one could have an immediate eidetic intuition of essential structures. Since Heidegger saw that his hermeneutic method deprived Husserl’s eidetic intuition of any possible ground, he needed some other way to approach the essential structures of human being. How could he refer to kinds without knowing their essential features?

To solve this problem Heidegger developed an account of ‘noncommittal’ reference made possible by what he called formal indicators or designators (\textit{formalen Anzeige}). Noncommittal reference begins with contingent features and arrives at essential features, if there are any, only after an investigation.\(^\text{14}\) Heidegger explains:

\begin{quote}
The empty meaning structure [of the formal designator] gives a direction towards filling it in. Thus a unique binding character lies in the formal designator; I must follow in a \textit{determinate direction} that, should it get to the essential, only gets there by fulfilling the designation by appreciating the non-essential (Heidegger 1985b: 33, translation by Hubert L. Dreyfus with Hans Sluga).
\end{quote}
Thus, Heidegger held that reference need not commit one to any essential features; rather, it binds one to investigate, in whatever way is appropriate to the domain, which features, if any, of an object referred to by its inessential features are essential. Heidegger continues:

[We must] make a leap and proceed resolutely from there!… One lives in a non-essential having that takes its specific direction toward completion from the maturing of the development of this having… The evidence for the appropriateness of the original definition of the object is not essential and primordial; rather, the appropriateness is absolutely questionable and the definition must precisely be understood in this questionableness and lack of evidence (Heidegger 1985b:34–5).\(^\text{15}\)

Although he never used this idea of noncommittal reference to defend his realism, this methodological principle—that one can designate something by its contingent properties and then be bound by that designation to search for its essential properties—would have allowed Heidegger to use the switchover to the occurrent and its properties to show how access practices can break free of everyday meaning. One could consider the properties, revealed by theory-driven practices after the switchover, to be strictly contingent properties of the entities revealed—properties that could serve as a way of designating entities whose essential properties, if any, would have to be discovered by further investigation. The practices of investigation too would be considered contingent rather than constitutive.

Thus, Heidegger has the basic resources to answer the objections that he can get outside neither everyday practices (in a broad sense) nor culturally determined practices. But he does not use these resources. To do so he would need to admit that our everyday skills survive the switchover and that, indeed, they are necessary for (1) identifying the occurrent entities that the detached attitude reveals and (2) working data over in labs so that they can be taken as evidence for the essential properties of theoretical entities. He could then add that none of these practices, however, was essential to what was revealed in the laboratory. For, after the switchover, everyday practices, as well as the practices of the scientific institution, would be themselves experienced and deployed as questionable or contingent, and so the entities encountered could, in principle, be encountered as essentially independent of us. Heidegger seems to say just this in an interesting passage in Basic Problems: ‘Intraworldliness does not belong to the essence of the occurrent things as such, but it is only the transcendental condition…for the possibility of occurrent things being able to emerge as they are [in themselves] (Heidegger 1982:194).
A final phenomenological argument for robust realism

For the most part, we encounter people, equipment, and even natural things as both perceptually and instrumentally familiar and inextricably bound up with our everyday practices. We can, however—though we do it rarely—encounter things and even people in an attitude of unfamiliarity. A trivial instance of encountering something in this attitude can be produced quite easily. If we say a familiar word over and over, we eventually hear the word switch over into a strange acoustic blast. Let us call this experience defamiliarization and the way of being it gives access to the strange.16

Defamiliarization is the breakdown of everyday coping, and all that remains of intelligibility after defamiliarization are coping practices that enable us to identify things in a noncommittal, contingent, prima facie not fully adequate way. Access to entities independent of our practices for making them intelligible is thus secured by a radical switchover in the role played by everyday practices so that they become contingent practices for identifying objects. If we were to engage in the investigation of the relation between the strange thing and its everyday mode of being, we might be able to describe it in terms of sufficient features to reidentify it, but we cannot even be sure of that. Hence, our everyday practices are understood as inappropriate for defining what shows up. As Heidegger puts it, ‘the appropriateness is absolutely questionable and the definition must precisely be understood in this questionableness.’17

Reference here works as Saul Kripke describes the working of rigid designation, particularly the rigid designation of samples of a natural kind (Kripke 1980). So, to take two of Kripke’s examples, I start by investigating some shiny golden-colored stuff and eventually find out that its essence is to have an atomic weight of 197. Or, I contingently identify lightning as a flash of light in the night sky and eventually find out that it is an electrical discharge. Thus something is designated by a description or by a pointing that is not taken to get at the thing’s essence18 and such a pointing or description leaves open the possibility that investigation may discover the thing’s essence. As we have seen, Heidegger calls this mode of reference ‘noncommittal formal designation’ and says it is empty but binding.

The practice of rigid or formal designation, as I have described it, shows that we do, indeed, have practices that enable us to read the paradox of our having practices for gaining access to things independent of those very practices in a robust realist way. Moreover, we can make sense of the strange as possibly having some necessary unity underlying the contingent everyday properties by which it is identified.19 This unity is enough to make intelligible the notion of a natural kind whose essence is independent of our ways of making things intelligible.20
Notes

I would like to thank the following people who helped me work out my position, in many cases by arguing against it and writing detailed criticisms: William Blattner, Taylor Carman, David Cerbone, Donald Davidson, Dagfinn Føllesdal, Sean Kelly, Lisa Lloyd, Jeff Malpas, Stephen Neal, Joe Rouse, Ted Schatzki, Mark Wrathall, and especially Charles Spinosa.

1 Crucial essays for the deflationary realist position are: Davidson (1991, 1984). For an independently developed account of deflationary realism, see Arthur Fine’s description of what he calls the Natural Ontological Attitude in The Shaky Game (Fine, 1986). Jeff Malpas and Joseph Rouse have generalized Davidson’s arguments concerning the relation of beliefs to things to cover the relation of all coping practices to things. Malpas and Rouse have also tried to show, contrary to my view, that Martin Heidegger is a deflationary realist. See Malpas (1992) and Rouse (1987, 1996b).

2 When I speak of ‘things in themselves,’ I am not referring to Kant’s notion of things independent of any conceptual scheme and hence unknowable but rather to the knowable functional components of the universe. Some have thought that a belief in natural kinds requires that the ‘lines’ in the universe between one kind and another must be sharp. I, however, assume that one needs only to be able to distinguish sharply between paradigm cases of kinds in order to describe the universe as divided into natural kinds.

3 The question—whether the idea of an essential structure of the universe independent of our practices for investigating it makes sense—can be taken up without regard to other important discussions of the natural sciences. I, therefore, do not take a stand on: (1) whether unobservable entities are real (the question of instrumentalism), (2) whether events in the universe are lawful throughout or exhibit a degree of randomness (the question of determinism), and (3) whether there are good arguments for metaphysical realism based solely on conceptual analysis. See, for instance, Searle (1995:149–97), where he argues for the conceptual necessity of brute facts which are discovered, not constituted.

4 When Heidegger speaks of everyday practices or everydayness, he generally means instrumental coping practices or these practices and what we encounter through them. When I speak of everyday practices, I refer more broadly to our familiar ways of encountering things in general, including therefore our familiar perceptual way. The only practices that I deal with in this paper as non-everyday are encounters with what I call the strange and scientific practices. More broadly, for me institutional practices, including scientific, religious, and certain aesthetic practices whose intelligibility is founded on non-everyday experiences, count as non-everyday practices. When, however, I explicitly describe Heidegger’s views, I shall use the term ‘everyday’ as he uses it.

5 Heidegger himself seems to be conflicted on the subject. Eight years after his seemingly realist stand in Being and Time, he writes in Introduction to Metaphysics: ‘Strictly speaking we cannot say: There was a time when man was not. At all times man was and is and will be, in so far as time temporalizes itself only insofar as man is’ (Heidegger 1959:71). This claim follows from the argument,
already in *Being and Time*, that without Dasein there would be no before and after. But Heidegger also says in a lecture given in 1928 and published in 1978: ‘The question of the extent to which one might conceive the interpretation of Dasein as temporality in a universal-ontological way is a question which I am myself not able to decide—one which is still completely unclear to me’ (Heidegger 1984: 210). I think Heidegger should have realized that the occurrent time of nature escapes idealism since it can be understood not in terms of our everyday sense of a before and after but only as an asymmetrical ordering of states.

6 In his later marginal notes, Heidegger adds that this revealing of the occurrent does not require either actual breakdown or an active disregard of the use aspects of equipment but can also be arrived at by training oneself to focus on properties of entities in a way that is not directly related to our coping activity. See Heidegger (1996:57, note).

7 Rouse rightly thinks that ‘Heidegger is disturbingly vague about the changeover which is said to occur’ (Rouse 1987:74–5).


9 Rouse is again right in demanding Heidegger be more specific on this point. One could ask, for example, by what skills do the scientists interpret their data and, if skills are required, how does the scientist have the right to claim that the theoretical objects confirmed by their data are independent of all human activity?

10 Though Heidegger is a realist with respect to natural entities, he is not a reductionist, or naturalist. He argues at length in Sections 19, 20, and 21 of *Being and Time* that our practical ability to disclose ways of being, and thus to discover beings, cannot be understood in terms of the occurrent, and that therefore the occurrent, even recontextualized in a successful science of nature, could not provide the fundamental building-blocks of reality. Natural science can tell us only what is *causally* real, it cannot account for our ability to make intelligible various ways of being, thereby disclosing various domains of being or realities, one of which includes the entities described by physical science. Thus science cannot be a theory of *ultimate* reality. This is Heidegger’s reason for rejecting *reductive* realism. He says: ‘Realism tries to explain reality ontically by real connections of interaction between things that are real...[But] being can never be explained by entities but is already that which is ‘transcendental’ for every entity’ (Heidegger 1962:251).

11 Thus, Rouse can reasonably object that:

> It is not that such things, which Heidegger calls ‘present-at-hand,’ [occurrent] exist independent of the behavioral responses of persons within a configuration of practices and functional equipment. It is that the appropriate behavioral responses to them are carefully shorn of any functional reference (Rouse 1987:74).

12 Heidegger in 1938, thus, anticipates Thomas Kuhn’s account of normal science in *The Structure of Scientific Revolutions*. Heidegger also already recognized in *Being and Time* that science progresses by means of revolutions. ‘The real ‘movement’ of
the sciences takes place when their basic concepts undergo a more or less radical revision’ (Heidegger 1962:29).

Indeed, Rouse holds that later Heidegger gave up the realism of the *Being and Time* period. He notes Heidegger’s Kuhn-like remark back in 1938:

> [We cannot] say that the Galilean doctrine of freely falling bodies is true and that Aristotle’s teaching, that light bodies strive upward, is false; for the Greek understanding of the essence of body and place and of the relation between the two rests upon a different interpretation of entities and hence conditions a correspondingly different kind of seeing and questioning of natural events, No one would presume to maintain that Shakespeare’s poetry is more advanced than that of Aeschylus. It is still more impossible to say that the modern understanding of whatever is, is more correct than that of the Greeks (Heidegger 1977b: 117).

Here Heidegger is obviously trying to counter the claim that Galileo has refuted Aristotle. But he is not doing so, as Kuhn does in *The Structure of Scientific Revolutions*, by holding that neither theory is true of nature, but rather by holding that both are true. This could be the innocuous observation that both are ‘illuminating,’ but in the context of another of Heidegger’s remarks, namely, ‘that what is represented by physics is indeed nature itself, but undeniably it is only nature as the object-area, whose objectness is first defined and determined through the refining that is characteristic of physics’ (Heidegger 1977c: 173–4), it must be the stronger claim that different theories can reveal different aspects of nature. Of course, if one thinks of Aristotle’s theory of natural place as an account of physical causality meant to explain, for example, why rocks fall, in the same sense that modern physics claims to explain that phenomenon, his position is untenable. The law-like gravitational account given by modern physics, as far as we know, is right and Aristotle is simply wrong. It may well be, however, as Heidegger holds, that Aristotle and Galileo were asking different kinds of questions, and so each could be right about a different kind of causality.

See, e.g., *Being and Time* where Heidegger speaks of ‘a noncommittal formal indicator, indicating something which may perhaps reveal itself as its ‘opposite’ in some particular phenomenological context’ (Heidegger 1962:152). Henceforth I will translate *Anzeige* as ‘designator’ rather than ‘indicator.’

What Heidegger presumably has on his mind here when he says that the phenomenological given is absolutely questionable is the fact that any interpretive investigation has to begin with everyday experience which is likely to be distorted both by individual fleeing and by the tradition. Yet the investigator has to begin where he is and can only hope gradually to work himself out of cover-ups and distortions. The recognition that it is necessary to start with the contingent and distorted if one wants to get to the essential explains Heidegger’s enigmatic remark in *Being and*
Time concerning the hermeneutic circle: ‘What is decisive is not to get out of the circle but to come into it in the right way’ (Heidegger 1962:195).

Of course, not all encounters with the strange are alike, and I am not describing the unfamiliar in all its forms. Aesthetic wonder which gives us extraordinary things that are sublime does not give us strange things of the sort I am concerned with here, nor does the religious awe that gives us an experience of a radically other being, nor philosophical wonder that takes us outside the ordinary so we can relate ourselves to the everyday as a whole.


I do not believe that the necessity involved in making claims about essences requires claims about David Lewis’s possible worlds. Dagfinn Føllesdal, for instance, argues for a form of rigid designation much like Kripke’s only with an even more minimal ontology. For Føllesdal, considerations of ‘all possible worlds’ are resolved into considerations about objects which our language enables us to keep track of although we have many false beliefs about the objects, do not know many of their properties, and do not know how their properties will change over time. (Føllesdal 1986:97–113, esp. 107; Kripke 1980:15–21).

The claim that essentialism follows from rigid designation is argued by all who care about rigid designation. For the claim closest to mine, see Føllesdal (1996: 356–9).

A realist science would have to make sure that it had practices for seeking the essences of objects in its domain that did not depend on everyday canons of what makes sense. Such a realist science could separate itself from the everyday by granting full autonomy to a discipline of puzzle-solving within the theoretical projection. Under such a regime, a solution that solves a puzzle, no matter how perceptually and intellectually counterintuitive, would have the power to force scientists to abandon even their current principles of intelligibility. Quantum physics is a case study of long-accepted principles of intelligibility being cast aside. That solutions to puzzles create more puzzles suggests that puzzle-solving is the activity of letting the nature of the universe guide conceptions of it away from human ways of conceiving toward a view from nowhere, appropriate to the universe as it is in itself.
§0 This essay moves from theory to history and back again, exploring some directions in which analyses of scientific practice at the microlevel can be suggestively extended to macrosocial concerns. It aims at opening up spaces for research and reflection rather than rigorous analysis (this is especially the case in §5). I think the topic is interesting and important enough to warrant this approach.

**Practice and social theory**

§1.1 Marx’s aphorism: ‘production not only creates an object for the subject but also a subject for the object’ (*Grundrisse*, quoted in Schivelbusch 1986: 164). Microstudies of scientific practice help us grasp this thought. Think of Ludwik Fleck’s account of the establishment of the Wassermann reaction as a test for syphilis. Fleck describes this as a process of the reciprocal tuning of people and things. The serologists tuned the Wassermann reaction as a material procedure, ‘adding now “a little more,” now “a little less” of a reagent,’ letting the reaction proceed a little longer or a little shorter, and so on, until the success rate of the test increased from 15–20 per cent to 70–90 per cent (1979:72–3). At the same time a specific social community was formed: the community of disciplined practitioners competent to carry out the Wassermann reaction, having the ‘serological touch,’ and internally differentiated in the ‘quasi-orchestral’ (97) performance of the reaction. The Wassermann reaction as material procedure was the object for the community of practitioners, and the practitioners were the subject for the object: each developed and took on a particular shape in relation to the other.

§1.2 Marx’s language of ‘subjects’ and ‘objects’ is too weak. Scientists and reagents are more active than these words suggest. We need to think about agency—performance, doing things. The establishment of the Wassermann reaction entailed a mutual tuning of social and material agency. This is the general message of studies of scientific practice (Latour 1987; Pickering 1993, 1995a).¹

§1.3 Much of traditional social theory is *humanist*, in as much as key concepts are located in the distinctively human realm. Attributes of specifically human agency—desires, interests, rules, knowledge, social structure, and whatever—are
invoked to explain the phenomena at issue. The general inadequacy of such humanist social theory follows from §§1.1 and 1.2. One cannot account for the specific features of the community of practitioners of the Wassermann reaction by appeal to peculiarly human variables; one has to think about the constitution of this community in relation to struggles with the material world. Neither, of course, can we grasp the properties of this community in antihumanist terms—in terms of scientific accounts of how the Wassermann reaction itself works (if, indeed, such an account exists). Instead we need a posthumanist social theory: one that recognizes from the start that the contours of material and human agency reciprocally constitute one another.

§1.4 From a different angle, we can note that social theory has traditionally emulated the natural sciences in seeking to expose hidden structures as the explanation of visible phenomena. Stephen Turner (1994) has criticized this genre very effectively. In contrast, nothing in Fleck’s account of the Wassermann reaction is hidden: the mutual tuning of material procedures and human agents is visible. Studies of practice suggest that a social theory of the visible is enough (Pickering 1997a): there is no need to invoke hidden structures.

§1.5 Again, while traditional behind-the-scenes explanations in social theory attempt to find explanatory constants underlying the flux of appearances, Fleck’s study suggests that there is only flux. In the establishment of the Wassermann reaction, everything from material setups and their performance to the contours of human agency was at stake and subject to redefinition. The only generally reliable and enduring feature of practice that I can discern is the pattern that I have so far called tuning, and elsewhere analyzed in detail as a dialectic of resistance and accommodation: ‘the mangle’ for short (Pickering 1993, 1995a). And mangling is a temporally emergent process: its upshots are not given at all in advance. This means that an adequate social theory can amount, at most, to a set of sensitivities in our encounter with empirical phenomena: we should especially look out for posthumanist intertwinnings of the human and the nonhuman—the construction of subjects for objects, as well as vice versa—and we should recognize that in general nothing substantive endures in the encounter of material and human agency. A theory of practice, then, would focus our attention on specificity, on particular interdefinitions of machinic and social fields. This is not, of course, how traditional theory functions. Traditionally, as I have said, the invitation is to extract an invariant skeleton from the flux of appearances. Perhaps we should say that a theory that recognizes temporal emergence is an antitheory in the traditional sense. The havoc interpretation wreaks in the domain of appearances is incalculable, and its privileged quest for hidden meanings may be profoundly mistaken,’ as Jean Baudrillard once put it (1988a: 149).
A history of agency

§2.1 What use is a posthumanist antitheatory that continually returns us to specifics? Is such a thing not ‘the death of sociology,’ to paraphrase John Dewey on pragmatist philosophy (1960:68)?

§2.2 This antitheatory denies itself the appeal to invisible skeletons; but at the same time it suggests a thematics of the visible. Posthumanism directs our attention to encounters between human and nonhuman agency, and we might therefore be encouraged to write a history of agency (or a sociology of agency, or a philosophy—these are no longer very different endeavors), which would center on great, enduring, and conspicuously visible sites of encounter of human and nonhuman agency, such as the factory (standing for the whole field of organized production) and the battlefield (standing for organized destruction) (and even the home in its historic transit from production to consumption).²

§2.3 The thematics of a history of agency would thus be close to the thematics of Marxist historiography, and could easily draw upon empirical work in that tradition. A history of agency would, however, differ from Marxist historiography inasmuch as it would abstain from the assumption that any sociological reduction is generally tenable—the reduction to the humanist skeleton of class struggle, for example.³

§2.4 The periodization of a history of agency would register discontinuities in modes of production and destruction. In production, the most recent breaks would include the industrial revolution, the second, technoscientific, industrial revolution of the late nineteenth century, World Wars I and II, and the 1980s. In destruction, the periodization of a history of agency is less clear but, for the sake of an example, Manuel De Landa (1991:64–72) distinguishes between three technosocial fighting formations, which he calls clockwork, motorized and network armies, the first dating back to 1560, the second to the late eighteenth century and post-Revolutionary France, and the third emerging from WWI and exemplified in the German blitzkrieg tactics of WWII. Notice that these series of breaks in the histories of production and destruction are not identical; in general a history of agency would have multiple clocks. But notice, too, that the world wars of the twentieth century appear on both lists. It is clear that as we approach the present destructive and productive agencies have become increasingly strongly coupled to one another.

Scenes from a history of agency

The synthetic dye industry and the second industrial revolution

§3.1 In a fascinating essay, Henk van den Belt and Arie Rip (1987) date the emergence of the synthetic dye industry back to William Henry Perkin’s discovery of aniline purple in 1856. There followed a period of material
tinkering which resulted in the production of a continuing series of new synthetic dyes.

§3.2 This material tinkering was guided by developments in chemical theory, including Kekulé’s structure theory of 1859 and his benzene theory of 1865 (van den Belt and Rip 1987:144), the latter forming the basis of modern organic chemistry. The reciprocal intertwining of material practices and scientific theory needs to be emphasized here. Organic chemistry did not first evolve according to its own autonomous dynamics and then find application in the dye industry. Instead its history is better understood as a reflection upon the existing accomplishments of the industry—material processes and products of synthesis—that aimed at further performative achievements. Here, then, science should be seen as within the plane of practice: continually emerging from and returning to enduring sites of encounter of material and human agency such as the factory (though occasionally departing on loops through such places as the university). This, in fact, is in general how we should expect to find that science appears in a history of agency.4

§3.3 The history of azo dyes after 1877 is especially interesting. Within contemporary chemical theory, the so-called coupling reaction promised to generate an indefinite series of new dyes in ‘an endless combination game’ (van den Belt and Rip 1987:151) of different ingredients. And the response to this recognition was the establishment of a new social institution, the industrial research laboratory, within the German synthetic dye industry. From this point on, chemists appeared in the history of synthetic dyes in two roles: (1) an already established role, as academic researchers in the universities; and (2) their new role as ‘scientific mass-labor’ located within industry itself, running through the endless combination game of dye syntheses as quickly as they could. The industrial research laboratory thus represented a device through which the dye industry could, as it were, wrap itself around scientists and enfold them, as a tactic in the optimization of its own performativity.5

§3.4 We thus see how the material, the conceptual and the social evolved together in the history of the synthetic dye industry. The establishment of new material procedures and products (the coupling reaction and azo dyes), new bodies of knowledge (modern organic chemistry) and topological transformations of social institutions (the enfolding of science by industry in the industrial research laboratory) hung together, reinforced one another and reciprocally structured each other’s development. To return to Marx, we see how ‘production not only creates an object [synthetic dyes] for the subject [industry, science, the consumer] but also a subject [an industry with science now enfolded within it] for the object.’6

§3.5 A humanist social theory could not hope to grasp these developments. One cannot understand the emergence of the industrial research laboratory as a social institution without thinking about transformations in the domain of material processes and products. Again, it is no use searching for a temporally nonemergent behind-the-scenes structure here. No one, for example,
could have known in advance of actual practice how material, social, and conceptual developments would go in this story. All that one can do is register the visible and specific intertwinnings of the human and the nonhuman. But this is enough; what more could one want or need?

**The industrial revolution: railways and shock**

§4.1 Schivelbusch (1986:168):

> [T]he stimulus shield model is so abstract that it can be applied to all possible kinds of stimuli: to technically caused ones (i.e., velocity) as well as cultural ones (laws, customs, etc.). Thus the ‘civilizing process’ described by Norbert Elias can be understood as the formation of a stimulus shield, just as we have understood the process of rail travel to be one. The ‘stimuli’ that the individual...absorbs during the civilizing process are the social rules that are interiorized by the courtly upper strata... A violation or breaking of these rules was commonly described as ‘shocking’: it was the shattering of a stimulus shield of convention—an analogous event to ‘shock’ in military clash or railroad accident.

Leaving aside the unappetizing concept of ‘stimulus shield’ and his endorsement of the dubious notion that social life can be understood in terms of rules, Schivelbusch’s project is an intriguing one. He wants to move from the humanist sociology exemplified in Elias’s work to a posthumanist sociology of people and things. Further, he wants to explore the inner human experience of technology, specifically the contours of what he calls ‘industrialized consciousness’—a terrain little explored in mainstream Anglo-American (or even French) science studies. We can follow him a little way to see what is at stake.

§4.2 Schivelbusch takes the nineteenth-century railway to be a key site for the development of industrialized consciousness, and explores it from several angles. One straightforward example of his way of proceeding concerns the development of what he calls *panoramic seeing* (1986: Chapter 4). His suggestion is that the railway journey makes possible a new way of perceiving the landscape quite different from earlier modes of apprehension, associated, for example, with horse-drawn carriages or walking. Where the latter foster a detailed (and multisensual) engagement with the specifics of the local environment, rail supports a panoramic (and purely visual) grasp of the terrain, in which the immediate foreground vanishes (due to the relative speed of the observer) while the background is seen synthetically, and translations between towns, countryside, and villages are grasped as a whole. It is as though the landscape appears as a movie projected onto the screen of the window.

§4.3 Schivelbusch thus offers us a rather different take on the reciprocal production of subjects and objects from that discussed in §3. Now inner experience is part of the construction of the subject (the panoramic voyeur) for the object
(the railway/the landscape). And it is worth emphasizing that panoramic seeing was not envisaged in the construction and use of the railways—nor was it something actively at stake (subject to tinkering) in the evolution of railway travel. In this sense panoramic seeing was an emergent phenomenon—a new way to perceive that just happened to manifest itself in a new material situation.\textsuperscript{7}

§4.4 A certain frustration can arise here as elsewhere in Schivelbusch’s discussions of industrial consciousness. On the one hand, he certainly does seem to illuminate the specificity of what it is like to be in an industrial society; on the other hand, no special language of inner states is involved. Somehow, Schivelbusch gets at the inner by describing the outer: the landscape rushes past, so of course the foreground becomes an unreadable blur, while the landscape unfolds like a map in the distance. One suspects some sleight of hand. But I think this feeling is mistaken. The point to note is that while there are many ways of describing the motion and relation of bodies and objects in railway travel, Schivelbusch describes outward circumstances from a certain perspective or subject position—the embodied position of the fast-moving traveler. The railway journey, then, made available the new subject position at which panoramic seeing emerged.

§4.5 Though Schivelbusch’s declared focus is on industrialized consciousness, he also explores somatic and psychosomatic phenomena—new ways for bodies (or bodies-and-minds) to be. Railway accidents, perhaps by virtue of their unprecedented violence and lack of forewarning, precipitated the construction of the new psychomedical category of victims of shock—persons showing no severe bodily injuries, but exhibiting unusual mental or physical symptoms some time after the event. Shock, then, was a new form of bodily performance—another truly emergent phenomenon—made possible by the new subject position created by rail.\textsuperscript{8} And Schivelbusch thematizes what is at stake here in a nice impure, posthumanist, metaphor, comparing shock with metal fatigue (132–4): just as metal cracked unexpectedly on the railways (a phenomenon subsequently explained in terms of novel and specifically dynamical stresses), so human beings cracked unexpectedly in railway accidents (subsequently explained by Freud’s stimulus shield theory, as dismissed in passing above).

§4.6 Here, then, we find some more senses in which production creates a subject for its object (shock, panoramic seeing) as well as vice versa. At the very least, Schivelbusch’s work is valuable in opening up to analysis the relation between technology, bodily states, and inner human experience: a terrain which, as mentioned above, has been ignored by the science and technology studies mainstream, on one side, and also by the humanist social sciences on the other.

The interface

§5.01 My preceding remarks were made from the perspective of a detached academic observer. But the coupling of the human and nonhuman is often a topic
of immediate practical importance and has been taken up as such many times, more or less reflectively.

§5.02 At the unreflective end of the spectrum we find the work of engineers. Schivelbusch, for example, argues that heavily upholstered furniture appeared on the railways as a solution to the problem of matching flesh to metal—specifically, as a response to the discomfits of vibrations induced in the human body by railway travel (122–3). And he suggests that upholstery thus concealed the truly industrial nature of railway travel, functioning, in effect, as an equivalent in the material world to ideology in the world of thought. One could perhaps take this suggestion too seriously, but at the same time it illustrates the heuristic power of posthumanist metaphors in social theory. We may no longer be able quite to credit the notion of false consciousness, but it still points to a topic worthy of analysis, and perhaps thinking about comfy chairs might be a good way to get started (cf. Benjamin 1968; Baudrillard 1988b).

§5.03 Closer to the present, one might think of the problem of matching human brains to silicon chips, and all of the postwar developments connected with computer interfaces, running from the development of higher-level languages which mediate between quasi-natural languages, mathematics and machine code, up to visual interfaces and simulations. These directly tailor objects to subjects, rather than vice versa. But they are part of a project with a long history that simultaneously defines the human and nonhuman in relation to one another. Visual interfaces, for example, emerge in part from the failure of ambitious projects for pattern recognition by machines and the reciprocal acknowledgment that pattern recognition is one of the mental tasks that human beings are especially good at—a defining feature, one might say, of the human.\footnote{10}

§5.04 One can develop Schivelbusch’s ideas about material ideology a bit further here. Computer interfaces certainly obscure the inner workings of the machine, but still, in scientific applications, for example, they serve to connect the human user to something beyond the screen. A visual simulation of a thunderstorm, say, presents the products of massive computation in graspable form. It makes the inner states of the machine accessible to its human exterior. On the other hand, however, other uses of visualization are intended as pure surface. In entertainment—from video games to virtual reality—the interface achieves its apotheosis as pure thing-in-itself: all that matters is destroying the space invaders as they appear on the screen. This surface/depth contrast is an invitation to talk about postmodernity (Jameson 1991) which I will not take up—except to note that a functioning virtual reality would make possible a fully alienated subject position. Of course, we do not talk about ‘alienation’ any more, either, but Paul Virilio’s (1993) notion of the ‘terminal citizen’ is still worth thinking about.

§5.05 Upholstery and computer interfaces are material solutions to practical problems encountered in the matching of people to things. Their historical evolution has not hinged upon much general reflection on posthuman couplings, at least until recently.\footnote{11} But there is a strand of such reflection that dates back at
least to the industrial revolution (Pickering 1997b). The early political economists, from Adam Smith to Karl Marx via Charles Babbage, were intensely and explicitly interested in the coupling of people and machines in the factory, which was remaking society as they wrote. Somehow, however, that line of posthumanist thought has been repeatedly subject to humanist and antihumanist purification as it looped through the academy in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. The proto-posthumanism of early scientific management, for example, seems to have disintegrated in the 1920s and 1930s. As Peter Miller and Nikolas Rose put it: The plant [then became] understood as pervaded by an attitudinal and communicative atmosphere, a socio-psychological overlay to the actual organization of the productive process itself (Miller and Rose 1995:435, emphasis added), and the humanist overlay was claimed by the social scientists, while the ‘productive process itself’ was retained by the engineers.12

§5.06 But then, during and shortly after World War II, a posthumanist or cyborg self-consciousness began to blossom once more at several sites. I think of operations research, systems dynamics, and systems theory, ergonomics and cybernetics as rather unorthodox academic disciplines coming straight out of the war itself; and of the Quality of Working Life, participatory design and computer-supported collaborative work movements as later equivalents addressed specifically to the realm of production. All of these, in one way or another, thematized the reciprocal coupling of the human and the nonhuman, the interactive tuning of subjects and objects.13

§5.07 The overall history of the postwar cyborg sciences remains largely to be told; but one particular feature seems especially relevant here: namely the terrible sense of déjà vu I get when I look into this history. As far back as the 1950s, I think, people at the Tavistock Institute of Human Relations—the home of the Quality of Working Life movement—were thinking seriously about the open-endedness of practice and cultural transformation, a topic that I started to struggle with only in the late 1980s. Likewise, the phrase ‘sociotechnical system’—a well-known term of art in the actor-network approach to science studies—was first coined at the Tavistock (Miller and Rose 1995). And one does not need a Ph.D. in the field to know that in his discussions of technological artifacts like ‘sleeping policemen’ Bruno Latour (e.g., 1988) is simply doing ergonomics. What should we make of such observations?

§5.08 My own first reaction is one of distaste. I feel very uncomfortable when I discover that people I want to write about actually articulated my own interpretive scheme before I did. A consoling temptation is to say that the coincidence proves we are both right; but my fondness for the symmetry principle of the sociology of scientific knowledge gets in the way of that. Instead this seems like a nasty instance, too close to home, of that collapse of theory into its object which Fredric Jameson (1991) has described as characteristic of postmodernity—that loss of analytical distance, critical and otherwise.

§5.09 More positively, one could try regarding posthumanist social theory as a continuation of the WWII projects listed in §5.06. Again, this is an
uncomfortable, though reflexively correct, maneuver. From my perspective, it amounts to locating my present work on the history of agency within a particular strand of the same story, that of the WWII regime, as I call it.14 This move, of course, precipitates the question of just what a posthumanist social theory or antitheory stands to contribute within the overall development of the cyborg sciences? But there are, fortunately, a couple of straightforward answers to that question. First, an injection of posthumanist sensibilities into the mainstream academic disciplines can hardly do any harm. The resolute humanism of much US sociology, for example, makes it enormously difficult for that field even to recognize the technological and scientific constitution of late twentieth-century society. And, second, the studies of scientific practice mentioned at the beginning of this essay have already carried posthumanist analysis into empirical domains that have been left untouched by other cyborg sciences.

§5.10 One last thought. Amongst the cyborg sciences, I find cybernetics especially interesting, and in my unsystematic reading of the literature, I have been struck by two things: (1) the considerable congruence that exists between the cybernetic world-view and the posthuman, temporally emergent metaphysics which I think goes best with studies of practice; and (2) the fact that cybernetics has nevertheless developed a much more detailed and substantive analytical repertoire than practice theory. Perhaps, therefore, a posthumanist social theory could learn something from cybernetics. I close with three examples.

§5.11 I have already drawn upon one concept which is central to some branches of cybernetic thought: that of an emergent phenomenon. When Manuel De Landa (1991:30), drawing upon Deleuze and Guattari (1987), says that ‘tracking the [machinic] phylum…involves discovering the “emergent properties” of different combinations of materials: that is, any physical property that arises from an assemblage of parts, but that is not present in the parts taken separately,’ he is moving along the same lines as Schivelbusch’s remarks on shock and metal fatigue. There is a notion of discontinuity and nonlinearity here in the notion of emergent phenomena that is a useful antidote to the gradualist images that attach themselves to notions like Karin Knorr Cetina’s old idea of ‘tinkering’ (1981), or my metaphor of ‘tuning.’ Perhaps this is why I prefer the more violent word, ‘mangling.’ (See also Pickering forthcoming b.)

§5.12 Absolutely central to cybernetics is a notion of homeostasis, arising from reflections upon the stability of biological organisms in the face of varying environments. Having found no need or desire to invoke homeostasis in studies of scientific practice, I note this just to register my puzzlement. Does it point to some blind spot in current studies of practice; or to the fact that cybernetics mistakes an important particular (the stability of biological organisms) for the general case; or what?15

§5.13 Because of its obsession with feedback loops, cybernetics problematizes the question of units of analysis in a clear and important way. In evolutionary theory, for example, cybernetic approaches emphasize that the unit of analysis is not the organism alone, but rather the organism plus its environment: the two
evolve in relation to one another (Maturana and Varela 1992). This idea can be
seen as reinforcing and extending the domain of an anticontextualist argument
emerging from analyses of practice—namely, that appeals to explanatory context
in the human sciences run the risk of effacing fascinating manglings of ‘context’
itself. My earlier discussion of the evolution of the synthetic dye industry
illustrates what is at stake. The social, for example, cannot there be regarded as
explanatory of material and conceptual transformations, just because all three
heterogeneous cultural strata were so strongly coupled to one another. Units of
analysis, therefore, have in general to be found in empirical research (and have
no necessary temporal stability); traditional disciplinary schemas and
explanatory demarcations often just get in the way.16

Notes

This essay is dedicated to the participants in my seminar in the sociology of
technology, fall 1995, with thanks for many stimulating discussions and
arguments. I also thank Norton Wise for comments on the essay itself, especially
his insights into ‘emergent phenomena.’

1 As it is of cultural studies of science: see Pickering (1995a:217–29), where I
discuss Baird (1993) and Haraway (1991) at length, as illustrating both
convergences and differences between cultural studies and studies of practice.
2 ‘History of agency’ is a clearer description of what I called ‘performative
historiography’ in Pickering (1995a:230). For further thoughts on the history of
agency, see Pickering (1995b, 1997b).
3 Noble (1986) is an important example of such a reduction; for a detailed critique,
see Pickering (1995a:Chapter 5).
4 Classic texts situating science in a history of agency would thus include Hessen
(1971) and Bernal (1953) on the physical sciences, and Foucault (1979) on the human
sciences. For a long list of relevant recent authors and texts, see Pickering (1995a:
221, n.12). Bowker (1994) is a recent fascinating study of the emergence of
gephysics from oil fields; Lenoir (1997) includes a series of important historical
studies on scientific developments in Germany in the nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries (and one study of the postwar US) which point in the same direction.
5 For more on enfolding, see the discussion of operations research and military
6 The transformation of the social in this instance had interesting aspects beyond
those just discussed. Most strikingly, the very content of German patent law was
mangled in the process of developing azo dyes (van den Belt and Rip 1987: 148–
55). For an extensive discussion along the lines laid out above, see Pickering (in
prep.).
7 One way to appreciate the significance of panoramic seeing is to reflect upon
satellite imagery of the earth as a recent instance of the trend that began with the
railways. Elichirigoity (1999) argues that satellite images of the earth as an isolated
body floating in space were crucial to the emergence of a distinctive discourse of
globality (or planet management) in the late 1960s and early 1970s.
8 Strictly speaking, ‘shock’ was not novel to rail; it was a phenomenon already recognized on the battlefield (Schivelbusch 1986:150–8). But that similar phenomena might be connected with rail too was unexpected; and, of course, the connection with the battlefield is interesting in itself from the perspective of a history of agency.

9 It is worth noting that the discussion of railway travel moves us from production toward consumption, a move that needs to be taken further in thinking through the history of agency.

10 For earlier redefinitions of the human in relation to mechanized computation, see Daston (1994) and Schaffer (1994) on the late eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century reconceptualization of ‘intelligence’ occasioned by de Prony’s introduction of mass production methods in calculation and Babbage’s difference and analytical engines.

11 For more on the history of computer interfaces, see Rheingold (1991).

12 It would be interesting to compare trends in the West with those in the Soviet Union. I have no systematic information on this comparison, but a reading of Zinchenko and Munipov’s history of ergonomics (1989: Chapter 2) suggests that the Western humanist/antihumanist purification did not come naturally in a society where Marx’s writings were canonical and industrial labor a matter of direct academic concern. We should then see the ‘Great October Socialist Revolution in Russia’ (Zinchenko and Munipov 1989:34) as another key date in the history of agency.

13 On the first part of this list see Pickering (1995b, 1998, forthcoming a) and Zinchenko and Munipov (1989); on the second, see Cooper and Mumford (1979) and Miller and Rose (1995) on the Quality of Working Life movement; Easterbrook (1993) and Bowker, Star, Turner, and Gasser (1996) on cooperative work; and Asaro (2000) and Jirotha and Gognen (1994) on participatory design. I thank Peter Asaro for enlightening discussions of these bodies of work and guidance on the literature.

14 This is probably historically correct, though it has come as a surprise to me to discover it. To grasp what is going on, I suspect that one needs to think about a wartime and postwar purification of academic social theory, which has served to marginalize the cyborg sciences within the universities. Against this trend, however, it seems possible that cybernetic thinking, broadly construed, has been laundered back into science studies via the work of Bruno Latour (I thank Geof Bowker for this suggestion). Latour (1987), for example, makes some characteristically cybernetic moves. Buck (1985) has some ideas on the purification of the social sciences as it played out in the US; Parsons (1965) is a beautiful lesson in how to humanize and lose what is most interesting in cybernetics. In Marxist terms, Parson’s trick was to emphasize the superstructure and forget entirely about the material base of society. One has the image of a pyramid of interlocking social systems resting on nothing. Even Terry Pratchett’s Discworld rides through space on the back of a turtle.

15 One can note that notions of homeostasis fit nicely with (typically humanist and nonemergent) sociologies that take social reproduction as the key topic for analysis. Studies of scientific practice, by contrast, thematize change.
In this paper, I want to develop some concepts designed to capture the affective and relational undergirding of practice in areas where practice is creative and constructive. Current conceptions of practice emphasize the habitual and rule-governed features of practice. Though much debate surrounds the exact specification of the relevant rules and habits (see Bourdieu 1977; Giddens 1984; Lynch 1993; Turner 1994; Schatzki 1996), most authors seem to agree that practices should be seen as recurrent processes governed by specifiable schemata of preferences and prescriptions. Such processes are doubtlessly prominent in many areas of social life; their existence sustains our sense of practices as customary or routinized ways of behaving. However, it is also a characteristic of current times that many occupations and organizations have a significant knowledge base. In these areas, one would expect practitioners to have to keep learning, and the specialists who develop the knowledge base to continually reinvent their own practices of acquiring knowledge. Practice, in this case, would seem to take on a wholly different set of meanings and raise a different set of questions from the ones raised by habitual activities. For example, how can we theorize practice in a way that allows for the engrossment and excitement—the emotional basis—of research work? What characterization of practice might make the notion more dynamic and include within it the potential for change? Research work seems to be particular in that the definition of things, the consciousness of problems, etc., is deliberately looped through objects and the reaction granted by them. This creates a dissociation between self and work object and inserts moments of interruption and reflection into the performance of research, during which efforts at reading the reactions of objects and taking their perspective play a decisive role. How can we conceive of practice in a way that accommodates this dissociation?

In this paper, I want to address these questions by taking as my starting point a particular characterization of knowledge-centered practice—one that can be traced back to Heidegger but that also finds support in scientists’ self-understandings of their work. At the core of this characterization lies the assumption that creative and constructive practice—the kind of practice that obtains when we confront nonroutine problems—is internally more differentiated than current conceptions of practice as skill or habitual task performance.
suggest. The dissociation I have in mind is that between subject and (work) object; though time differentiation is also important, I think subject-object differentiation captures more directly what happens when work ceases to be habitual procedure. What holds differentiated practice together and gives it continuity is the relationship between subject and object; this paper is a first attempt to find the basis of knowledge-centered constructive and creative practice in a relational rather than a performative idiom. In moving in this direction, I assume that the relational idiom adequately captures the dynamic properties of research. The relational idiom can also carry the reflexive and affective aspects of epistemic practice. In addition it will bring into focus nonhuman objects, which dominate much of expert work.

In the next section, I briefly review knowledge society arguments—those which maintain that professional knowledge activities are expanding in current Western societies and constitute the leading edge of postindustrial work. If these arguments are right—if we are confronted with the growth of knowledge-centered and knowledge-based activities in many areas of social life—epistemic practices may come to dominate other kinds of practice. The specific characteristics of these practices then also become interesting from a practice theory viewpoint. In the third section, I discuss reasons for a relational approach to conceptualizing practice. I will briefly revisit Heidegger’s perspective on these matters, and also present examples of how experts and scientists themselves view constructive practice.

To specify how object relationships define the flow of practice one needs to discuss in some detail the notion of ‘object’ relevant to knowledge activities. This will be the topic of the section that follows. Knowledge objects differ in important ways from the commodities, instruments, and everyday things discussed in the literature; the section spells out these differences, conceiving of epistemic objects as defined by their lack of completeness of being and their nonidentity with themselves.

The lack of completeness of being of knowledge objects goes hand in hand with the dynamism of research. Only incomplete objects pose further questions, and only in considering objects as incomplete do scientists move forward with their work. In the fifth section, I turn to the subjects rather than objects in attempting to specify further the relational and affective dynamic of expert practice. This section presents a way of conceiving of the bindingness, reflexivity, and mutuality of experts’ object relationships as the backbone of this practice.

**The knowledge society argument**

What drives one to think about knowledge-creating and -validating or ‘epistemic’ practice? A recent source of concern with knowledge-centered activities are transformation theory arguments. These arguments conceive of current social transitions in terms of a shift from an industrial to
a ‘postindustrial’ or ‘posttraditional’ society, in which knowledge is of increased relevance to the economy and other areas of social life. There is a widespread consensus today that contemporary Western societies are increasingly ruled by knowledge and expertise. The proliferation of concepts such as that of a ‘technological society’ (e.g., Berger et al. 1974), an ‘information society’ (e.g., Lyotard 1984; Beniger 1986), a ‘knowledge society’ (Bell 1973; Drucker 1993; Stehr 1994), a ‘risk society’ or ‘experimental society’ (Beck 1992; Krohn and Weyer 1994) embodies this understanding. The recent source of this awareness is Daniel Bell (1973), for whom the immediate impact of knowledge was on the economy, where it resulted in such widespread changes as shifts in the division of labor, the development of specialized occupations, the emergence of new enterprises and sustained growth. Bell and later commentators (e.g., Stehr 1994) also offer a great many statistics on the expansion of R&D efforts, R&D personnel, and R&D expenses in Europe and the United States. More recent assessments have not changed this argument so much as added further arenas of the impact of knowledge. For example, Habermas’s argument about the ‘technicization’ of the lifeworld through universal principles of cognitive and technical rationality attempts to understand the spread of abstract systems to everyday life (1981). Drucker (e.g., 1993) links knowledge to changes in organizational structure and management practices, and Beck (1992) depicts transformations of the political sphere through corporate bodies of scientists. Finally Giddens, arguing that we live in a world of increased reflexivity mediated by expert systems, extends the argument to the self, pointing out that today’s individuals engage with the wider environment and with themselves through information produced by specialists which they routinely interpret and act on in everyday life (e.g., 1990).

The advantage of Giddens’s use of the notion expert ‘system’ is that it brings into view not only the impact of isolated knowledge items or of scientific-technical elites but implies the presence of whole contexts of expert work. These contexts, however, continue to be treated by him and others as alien elements in social systems, elements that are best left to their own devices. Knowledge society arguments consider knowledge as a productive force that—in a postindustrial society—increasingly plays the role that capital and labor played in industrial society. These viewpoints also emphasize the role of experts, of technology and its associated risks, and of electronic information structures (see also Lash and Urry 1994). But the transition to knowledge societies involves more than the presence of more experts, more technological gadgets, more specialist rather than participant interpretations. It involves the presence of knowledge processes themselves—in the terms chosen here, it involves the presence of epistemic practice.

From the present point of view, then, understanding knowledge societies will have to include understanding knowledge practices. In postindustrial societies, knowledge settings are no longer limited to science. To give an example, every major bank employs scores of ‘analysts’ and other ‘specialists,’ who research
and represent for the bank the world in which the bank moves. Hence research and analysis practices of different kinds penetrate many areas of social life; to some degree, these practices become constitutive of these areas. For example, global financial markets could not exist without the symbolic representations and analyses of trading activities and contextual events that are created by specialists in information provider firms and similar organizations. In other words, the reality of global financial markets is an expert-provided and expert-observed ‘on screen’ reality. The practices of creating this screen reality will need to be analyzed with respect to the specific knowledge-producing and -validating strategies they implement; as earlier work suggests, knowledge-producing activities in different areas entail different epistemic cultures (see Knorr Cetina 1999). But also at stake is the conceptualization of knowledge-centered practice from a theoretical perspective which is the topic of this paper.

The relational undergirding of epistemic practice

I now want to begin to describe this practice, starting with the observation of the dissociative dynamic that comes into play when practice ceases to be a procedural routine. As indicated before, the dissociation relevant here is that between subject and object. What do we mean by this dissociation? How does it come about, and why is it important? The separation between subjects with mental states and independent objects is common to all areas of everyday life. To take an example, a car and its driver are distinct entities in our perception and in much of our experience. Nonetheless, while I am driving, my car becomes what Heidegger calls ‘ready-to-hand’ and transparent (Heidegger 1962:98ff.): it has the tendency to disappear while I am using it. In other words, the car becomes an unproblematic means to an end rather than an independent thing to which I stand in relation. It becomes an instrument that has been absorbed into the practice of driving, just as I, the driver, have been absorbed into the practice of driving—I, too, become transparent. When I engage in this practice, I am oriented to the street, the traffic, the direction I have to take. I am not oriented to the car—unless it malfunctions and temporarily breaks down. Nor am I thinking of myself as separate from the immediate activity.

It should be plain that scientific practice, when it is routine or habitual, corresponds to this description. To give an example, consider the following comments of a researcher in a molecular biology laboratory whom I asked about her usage of laboratory protocols (for details see Knorr Cetina 1999: Chapter 4):

DS: You asked about protocols. We not only work with protocols, we think in terms of them. When I am doing the protocol, pipetting say, I don’t really think about the objects I am dealing with. When it’s a routine, there is, for me, no differentiation between the bacteria that I am using there, and the DNA that I’ll extract and the enzyme that I am placing on to cut the DNA. ‘A
thing to do’ is more a protocol than dealing with DNA, it is more in the
procedure than in the material.

Or consider another molecular biologist in the same laboratory, who described
the practice of cloning in the following terms (see Knorr Cetina 1999:
Chapter 6):

HB: Cloning is perhaps one level below what one calls exciting in the lab. You
sit down, you think about a particular construct, and then you clone it.
That’s not very different from deciding to dig a hole in the ground and then
to dig it—it’s about that exciting.

This sort of practice can perfectly well be described in a performative idiom that
conceptualizes it, in Wittgenstein’s terminology, as an ‘ungrounded way of
acting’ (Wittgenstein 1969: nos. 110, 17e; see also Dreyfus 1995:155). Yet it
appears equally clear that major portions of knowledge-centered work those that
best epitomize epistemic practice—are not adequately described in just these
terms. These portions of scientific practice are not, in the above terms, ‘routine
procedures’; they occur when problems arise, or when work is new to a
researcher. Consider again an example, the first researcher’s response, at a later
point in our conversation, to a question about the protein she was working on:

KKC: What about your protein?
DS: Well, the protein, because it has previously been a problem, the protein is
a bit more moody. I think about it, I get more visual, I treat it differently,
in one word, I pay more attention to it, it’s more precious. I don’t handle it
routinely yet.

KKC: How do you visualize it?
DS: I see the protein in a certain size in front of me. I visualize why it is
precipitating, then I visualize the solution and I visualize the falling out
and the refolding process. I also visualize the protein denaturing, stretched
out and then coming together, and I visualize how it is being shot into the
solution and what it is going through when it starts to fold. With the
expression, I visualize the bacteria when they grow in a more
anthropomorphic way, why are they happy? I try to visualize them shaking
around, I visualize aerobic effects, the shaking, how much they tumble
around and what could have an effect.

In this second case, the object (e.g., the protein) is no longer ‘invisible’ and
undifferentiated, an indistinguishable part of an activity script. Instead, it
becomes enhanced and in fact enlarged through the researcher’s strategy of
visualizing it and its environment and behavior under various circumstances. It is
important to note not only the subject-object differentiation this entails, but also
the researcher’s active usage of the means we have to overcome subject-object
separation—her deployment of relational resources. Not only does this
researcher experience herself as a conscious subject that relates to epistemic
objects, she draws upon resources that are entailed in ‘being-in-relation’ in everyday life to help define and continue her research. I take these relational resources to include taking the role or perspective of the other; making an emotional investment (taking an interest) in the other; and exhibiting moral solidarity and altruistic behavior that serves the other person. In the present case, DS can be said to take the role and perspective of the protein and of her bacteria; she also imagines the latter’s emotions, engaging in what is perhaps a form of empathy. In the following comment on her protein, DS indicates her own emotional involvement:

KKC: Is it [the protein] like a person? Someone you interact with?
DS: No, not necessarily a person. It takes on aspects of some personality, which I feel, depending on if it has been cooperative or not. If it’s cooperative then it becomes a friend for a while, then I am happy and write exclamation marks in my book. But later it becomes material again, it goes back to being in a material state. When it stops doing what I want, then I see a personal enemy and think about the problems.

From the subject-object differentiation and the relational definition of the situation DS reaps, one imagines, insights, clarity about next moves, epistemic dividends. In other words, DS uses relational mechanisms as resources in articulating and ‘constructing’ an ill-defined, problematic, nonroutine and perhaps innovative epistemic practice.

When Heidegger analyzed our instrumental being-in-the-world as a form of un-self-conscious but nonetheless goal-directed employment of equipment in its referential context he also pointed out what happens when equipment becomes problematic (Heidegger 1962:98ff.): then we go from ‘absorbed coping’ to ‘envisaging,’ ‘deliberate coping’ and to the scientific stance of ‘theoretical reflection’ on the properties of entities. This characterization recaptures the ones I have given, with perhaps one difference. Heidegger came to characterize knowledge in terms of a theoretical attitude that entails a ‘withholding’ of practical reason. He gave an important characterization of how the project of science appears derivative of the primordial stance of taking things for granted in everyday life. But, at the same time, his characterization provided less than an adequate account of knowledge processes—in which the presence of equipment is massive, instrumentality prevails, and theorizing rather appeals to us as being itself a form of practice. With the notion of a theoretical attitude, Heidegger brought back into the picture the subject-object differentiation which he had wanted to drive out of the philosophical discourse with his definition of ‘Dasein’ as a form of concerned coping (‘Self and world belong together in the single entity, Dasein. Self and world are not two entities, like subject and object’: cf. Dreyfus 1995:67ff.). But perhaps as a consequence of his larger project, Heidegger never quite gave situations of subject-object distanciation the same consideration and attention that he gave to concerned coping. Theoretical knowledge, for Heidegger, remained a form of ‘thematizing’ that objectifies
objects from a position of detachment. Heidegger did not develop the idea that this ‘detachment’ simultaneously makes possible relationships in which one can dwell and which can be extended and unfolded through relational mechanisms and resources. I take the position that Heidegger’s detachment should rather be recast in terms of the notion of differentiation (between subject and object); that differentiation entails the possibility of a nexus between differentiated entities which provides for our integration in the world (for a form of being-in-the-world); and that this form of being-in-relation also defines a form of ‘practice’— in particular, it defines epistemic practice.

**What is an object? Objects characterized by a lack in completeness of being**

The ‘alien’ tissue element of epistemic practice that now needs further discussion is that of an object. How can we characterize knowledge objects and why do they require special attention? One reason for discussing epistemic objects is that our everyday notion of an object (take Heidegger’s ‘hammer’) would seem to contradict the features of objects that scientists and other experts encounter. To spell out these features I want to start from a suggestion by the historian of biology Rheinberger, who means by ‘epistemic things’ any scientific objects of investigation that are at the center of a research process and in the process of being materially defined. Objects of knowledge are characteristically open, question-generating and complex. They are processes and projections rather than definitive things. Observation and inquiry reveals them by increasing rather than reducing their complexity. Rheinberger also emphasizes that what an object is at present to some degree depends on how its future develops (see below). Rheinberger is interested in the historical structure of research programs which oscillate around objects of knowledge that escape fixation (e.g., Rheinberger 1992).

Building upon Rheinberger’s ideas, I want to characterize objects of knowledge (‘epistemic objects’) in terms of a lack in completeness of being that takes away much of the wholeness, solidity, and the thing-like character they have in our everyday conception. The everyday viewpoint, it would seem, looks at objects from the outside as one would look at tools or goods that are ready to hand or to be traded further. These objects have the character of closed boxes. In contrast, objects of knowledge appear to have the capacity to unfold indefinitely. They are more like open drawers filled with folders extending indefinitely into the depth of a dark closet. Since epistemic objects are always in the process of being materially defined, they continually acquire new properties and change the ones they have. But this also means that objects of knowledge can never be fully attained, that they are, if you wish, never quite themselves. What we encounter in the research process are representations or stand-ins for a more basic lack of object.
From a theoretical point of view, the defining characteristic of an epistemic object is this changing, unfolding character—or its lack of ‘object-ivity’ and completeness of being, and its nonidentity with itself. The lack in completeness of being is crucial: objects of knowledge in many fields have material instantiations, but they must simultaneously be conceived of as unfolding structures of absences: as things that continually ‘explode’ and ‘mutate’ into something else, and that are as much defined by what they are not (but will, at some point have become) than by what they are. The idea that ‘every component of an organism is as much of an organism as every other part,’ uttered by a scientist to whom a particular plant had exploded in that way, can perhaps capture the idea of an unfolding ontology. The unfolding ontology of objects foregrounds the temporal structure, and, to put it into the original Freudian terms, the Nachträglichkeit in definitive existence of knowledge things (their post-hocness), which is difficult to combine with our everyday notion of an object. I will argue in the next section that it is the unfolding ontology of these objects which accommodates so well the structure of wanting, and binds experts to knowledge things in creative and constructive practice.

There are other characteristics. Epistemic objects frequently exist simultaneously in a variety of forms. They have multiple instantiations, which range from figurative, mathematical, and other representations to material realizations. Take the case of a detector in a high-energy physics experiment. ‘It’ continually circulates through a collaborating community of physicists in the form of partial simulations and calculations, technical design drawings, artistic renderings, photographs, test materials, prototypes, transparencies, written and verbal reports, and more. These instantiations are always partial in the sense of not fully comprising ‘the detector.’ ‘Partial objects’ stand in an internal relation to a whole. The instantiations I have listed should not be conceived of as a halo of renderings and preparatory materials anticipating and representing another object, ‘the real thing.’ It is ‘the real thing’ itself that has the changing ontology which the partial objects unfold. But do physicists not mean, by a detector, the physical machine after it has been built and when it is complete and running? Is the object not always an intended, an imagined whole? My point here is simply that as an intended object, a detector is an endlessly unfolding project consistent with the above circumscription of an epistemic object as marked by a lack in completeness of being. We should also consider that the boundaries of a technical instrument such as a ‘running detector’ are still highly problematic: only parts of the instrument tend to be operational at any one time, the physical machine will not run without remote controls, without computers and other equipment connected to it, and the instrument exists for most practical purposes mainly in the form of detector (component) measurements, representations, and simulations (it is literally put behind lead walls and inaccessible while it is running). Finally, even when such an instrument is officially declared ‘finished’ and ‘complete,’ the respective experts are acutely aware of its faults, of how it ‘could’ have been improved, of what it ‘should’ have become and did not.
The ‘finished,’ working detector, then, is itself always incomplete, is itself simply another partial object. The notion of an imagined object captures the ontological difference between current instantiations and a possibly more complete ideal, or in another sense extended object. The imagined object might itself be instantiated in design drawings that project a future or hidden state. In this sense a concrete, imagined object is also a partial object, albeit one that stands in relation to an available, occurrent object state as an object that marks the difference to this state. As historical studies show, scientists sometimes map out ideal objects in publications even when current techniques are not able to produce them (e.g. Borck 1997:6). But imagined objects can also split and divert current practice by projecting a new possible object, one that calls into question current concerns or simply departs from them in lateral ways. This is how current practice often gets constructively extended into new strands.

To return now to the partial object: I do not conceive of it as a gliding replacement for any presumed ‘real’ object in the sense of a referent. Partial objects, like epistemic objects in general, do not derive their immediate practical significance from the real. The point I want to draw attention to is the signifying force of (partial) epistemic objects by virtue of the internal articulation of these objects. Consider a transparency containing a curve which indicates the increasing ‘downtime’ of, say, a computer over its lifetime. The curve does not just ‘represent’ the unspecific experience that the instrument needs repairs over time. It specifies the exact way in which repair incidences accumulate. It may show that there is a small but steady increase of such incidences in the first years, followed by a steep and bumpy downtime increase during midlife, and a slow increase in a generally high incidence of repair shutoffs during older age. From the curve, one can try to decide at what points to replace the instrument. This will make apparent the need for further information, for example about the level of downtime that is acceptable to a project—the curve is telling, but not (ever) telling enough. What one can decide is what points of the curve to explore further to obtain the missing information. For example, one can calculate the cost of data losses through downtime before and after a steep decline in repair incidences. The signifying force of partial objects (of epistemic objects in general) resides in the pointers they provide to possible further explorations. In this sense these objects are meaning-producing and practice-generating; they provide for the concatenation and constructive extension of practice. One can also say the significance of these entities resides in the lack they display and in the suggestions they contain for further unfolding (for a more complicated theoretical physics example, see Merz and Knorr Cetina (1997:918)).

Thus in creative and constructive practice, (partial) epistemic objects have to be seen as transient, internally complex, signifying entities that allow for and structure the continuation of the sequence through the signs they give off of their lacks and needs. Their internal articulation is important for the continuation of epistemic practice; not just their differe(α)nce to other objects, as in a Saussurean linguistic universe. I do not see partial epistemic objects as elementary units into
which a complex whole is decomposed, but rather as complex links which extend a practical sequence at least partly through being unfoldable into equally complex sublinks. An example from everyday life might be a computer equipped with the relevant software. The computer can be ‘unfolded’ into signifying screens and subscreens, which stimulates in users an epistemic and affective relationship with the instrument (see also Turkle 1995).

I have been emphasizing the unfolding, dispersed, and signifying (meaningproducing) character of epistemic objects, and particularly their nonidentity with themselves, to bring out the divergence of this idea of an object from everyday notions of material things. I must now add a word about the role naming plays in relation to these objects. The point I want to remind us of is a simple one: a stable name is not an expression and indicator of stable thinghood. Rather, naming, in the present conception, is a way to punctuate the flux, to bracket and ignore differences, to declare them as pointing to an identity-for-a-particular-purpose. I tend to think that one can see a stable name for a sequence of unfolding objects as a way of translating between different time zones, among others personal and institutional time zones. For example, when a sequence of objects and partial object states is called a ‘liquid argon calorimeter,’ it is brought into accordance with project-financing requirements, work organization principles, institutional career tracks, and so on. A typical example of constantly changing or unfolding objects (also familiar from everyday life) are computer programs. In expert programming, authors write, run, and update the code to suit their own changing interests. At the same time they serve a community of users for whom they may issue the code in ‘versions,’ ‘updates,’ program ‘family’ members, and so on (see Merz 1997). The packaging of progressive modifications in recognizable ‘versions’ and ‘updates’ requires a special effort, which the author makes taking into account user needs. The notion of unfolding refers to the evolution of a sequence of which certain segments (and possibly other segments) are gathered together by applying identical names to them. The process of naming and that of unfolding (and dispersion) are independent of each other, and might even stand in contradiction to one another.

Epistemic practice as sustained by object relations

A number of suggestions about how epistemic practice might be conceived have been implicit in the discussion so far. I now want to address these more directly and systematically. I limit myself to two features of epistemic practice: its underlying relational dynamic and the lateral branching out of this practice. The first feature pertains to a kind of practice that is dynamic, constructive (creative), and perhaps conflictual. As indicated before, contemporary accounts favor a conception of practice in terms of habits and routines. As a consequence, these authors seek to explain practice (understood as practices) by an appeal to the embodied acquisition of preferences, perceptual schemes and dispositions to react, and by an appeal to shared tacit rules. The former is more the Bourdieu and
Dreyfus line of thinking; in the latter case, the nature of the rules, and their exact relation to practical activity, lies at the core of controversies (see Bourdieu 1977; Dreyfus and Dreyfus 1986; Lynch 1993; Turner 1994; Rouse 1996b; Schatzki 1996). In both cases, practice requires participants to have learned something which they subsequently deploy or enact in concrete situations. In contrast, I see epistemic practice as based upon a form of relationship (see also Knorr Cetina 1997; Greenberg and Mitchell 1983) that by the nature of its dynamic transforms itself and the entities formed by the relationship.

What sort of relationship? Consider once more epistemic objects as described before. I want to maintain that the open, unfolding character of knowledge objects uniquely matches the ‘structure of wanting’ with which some authors have characterized the self. I derive this idea from Lacan (e.g., 1975), but it can also be linked to Baldwin (1973:373ff.) and Hegel. Lacan derives wants not as Freud did from an instinctual impulse whose ultimate goal is a reduction in bodily tension, but rather from the mirror stage of a young child’s development. Wanting or desire is born in envy of the perfection of the image in the mirror (or of the mirroring response of the parents); the lack is permanent, since there will always be a distance between the subjective experience of a lack in our existence and the image in the mirror, or the apparent wholeness of others (e.g., Lacan and Wilden 1968; Alford 1991: 36ff.). One can also attempt a rendering of the lack in a representational idiom that is closer to the present concern. Accordingly, wants are always directed at an empirical object mediated by representations—through signifiers, which identify the object and render it significant. But these representations never quite catch up with the empirical object; they always in some aspects fail (misrepresent) the thing they articulate. They thereby reiterate the lack rather than eliminate it. To relate this now to epistemic objects, the point I made before is that the representations experts come up with in their search processes are not only partial and inadequate, they also tend to imply what is still missing in the picture. In other words they suggest which way to look further, through the insufficiencies they display. In that sense one could say that objects of knowledge structure desire, and provide for the continuation and unfolding of object-oriented practice.

Let me say a little more about what it is that the notion of a structure of wanting offers; one has some explaining to do when turning to a sociologically arcane language such as the one I choose. The Lacanian ideas I use serve to specify objectual relations, which I see as the touchstone of a practice centered on epistemic objects, as relationships based upon a form of mutuality: of objects providing for the continuation of a chain of wantings, through the signs they give off of what they still lack; and of subjects (experts) providing for the possibility of the continuation of objects which only exist as a sequence of absences, or as an unfolding structure. What need not concern us further is Lacan’s account of the lack in subjectivity as rooted in the child’s narcissistic relationship to him/herself rather than to a lost person, or his explanatory trope of the mirror stage. One need not find the Lacanian account of the mirror stage persuasive in order to
find the idea of a structure of wanting plausible. The latter is a convenient way to capture the way wants have of continually searching out new objects and of moving on to them—a convenient way, if you wish, to capture the volatility and unstoppableness of desire. With regard to knowledge the idea of a structure or chain of wantings brings into view whole series of moves and their underlying dynamic rather than isolated reasons, as the traditional vocabulary of motives, intentions and actions does. It also suggests a libidinal dimension or basis of knowledge activities—which is ignored or denied when we conceive of science and expertise as cognitive endeavors.

I believe that the existence of such a dimension is borne out by the intensity and pleasurable of objectual relations as experienced by experts. It is also ‘in tune with’ ontological reorientations towards ‘experience,’ etc., in the wider society as diagnosed by some (Welsch 1996). The notion of a knowledge society is not at odds with, for example, that of an experiential society, or with a turn toward a more visual and visually simulated world—what it is at odds with is an arid and overly cognitively tilted notion of knowledge. The conduct of expertise has long harbored and nourished an experiential mentalité, if ‘experience’ is defined, as I think it should be, as an arousal of the processing capacities and sensitivities of the person. The conjunction of the relational and libidinal dimension gives practice a flavor and quality distinctively different from that of routines and habits.

It remains for me to add a note about the lateral and angular branching off of strands of practice. The notion of unfolding when applied to practice can easily be understood as a forward-pointing sequence of steps driven by the interlocking dynamic of a structure of lacks and wantings. However, this would ignore the frequent splitting of activities into different strands, and the possible displacements of one strand by another. Such lateral shifts imply the transference of wants and relational substance from one chain of objectual involvements to another. As the study of science shows, processes of inquiry rarely come to a natural ending of the sort where everything worth knowing about an object is considered to be known. The idea of a structure of wanting implies a continually renewed interest in knowing that appears never to be fulfilled by final knowledge. But it also implies that interest may turn elsewhere, that it jumps the rails of one line of practice and continues on a different track in a somewhat different direction. The angularity of epistemic practice, its continual lateral divergence from itself, needs further discussion which I cannot offer here. Suffice to say that angular splitoffs add a disruptive element to the conception of practice I advocate, an element of conflictual breaks not generally recognized in current conceptions of practice.

**Summary and conclusion**

The notion of a knowledge society suggests that knowledge-centered practice focused on epistemic objects becomes a prominent part of all areas of social life.
I have characterized the objects involved (which may be natural things, instruments, scientifically generated objects, etc.) in terms of their unfolding ontology, the phenomenon that they may exist simultaneously in a variety of forms, and their meaning-generating connective force. These ideas also suggest a notion of practice that is more dynamic, creative, and constructive than the current definition of practice as rule-based routines or embodied skills suggests. The challenge we face, with the present argument, is to dissociate the notion of practice somewhat from its fixation on human dispositions and habits, and from the connotation of iterative procedural routines. I propose to conceive of the backbone of practice in terms of a relational dynamics that extends itself into the future in creative and also in disruptive ways. This relational dynamics does not simply mean the existence of positive emotional ties between individuals and nonhuman objects. We can theorize the sort of object relations addressed in this paper better through the notion of lack, and of an interlocking structure or chain of wantings, than through positive ties and fulfillments. The notion of a structure of wanting entails the possibility of a deep emotional investment in objects; an involvement that is at the same time congruent with the many flavors and orientations of this investment.

Epistemic environments cannot be understood, I want to maintain in concluding, without understanding expert-object relationships. Knowledge-centered work shifts back and forth between the performance of ‘packaged’ routine procedures and differentiated practice as described in this paper. It is with respect to differentiated practice that a relational idiom becomes plausible and may help in conceptualizing chains of activity. It may also become relevant to object-oriented practice outside knowledge contexts. In a knowledge society, objects in many areas of social life begin to display the kind of internal complexity and dynamic extendability that they have in science and expertise. Computers, financial instruments (Zelitzer 1994), sophisticated sports equipment are typical examples—these appear on the market in continually changing versions, they are both ready to hand and subject to further development and investigation. As objects in everyday life become high-technology devices some of the relational aspects of their existence in expert contexts also carry over into daily life. Some of the problems these devices raise in everyday contexts may well have to do with the relational demands they make and for which some lay users may not be prepared. Conversely, the appeal these objects have for some users may also consist in the relational opportunities they offer (for computers, see Turkle 1984, 1995). When epistemic objects become epistemic everyday things, the relational approach I have advocated may also become relevant to understanding daily work activities and instrumental action.
Notes

1 If there is one aspect of knowledge cultures on which received viewpoints on science and expertise and the newer studies of science and technology agree then this is that knowledge cultures centrally turn around object worlds to which experts and scientists are oriented (for the new sociology of science, this has been emphasized particularly by Callon [e.g., 1986] and Latour [e.g., 1993]). For interesting attempts to work with these ideas by historians and sociologists of science see, for example, Pickering (1995a), Wise (1993) and Dodier (1995). For an important study of individuals’ attachment to computers see Turkle (1995). Thévenot’s (e.g., 1994b) concepts provide perhaps the most general sociological perspective on the issue.

2 Freud illustrated the principle for some mental disorders: some childhood experiences turn out to have been profoundly disorienting and disorder-promoting only after a person develops a mental disorder, which may happen decades after the experience occurred.

3 Borck’s example refers to Einthoven’s publication of an ideal graphic registration of the heart in 1895 as an emblem of the curves of later electrocardiographs.

4 Baldwin’s and Hegel’s notions of desire are summarized by Wiley (1994:33).

5 In putting it this way I draw on Baas’s rendering of Lacan’s notion of a thing albeit without claiming that my reading here is correct (Baas 1996:22f.).
Practice talk has been rampant within late twentieth-century philosophy, social theory, and science studies. I have myself been among the perpetrators. Yet familiar discussions of practices as the unarticulated (but interpretable) background that would halt regresses of explicit interpretation have recently been subjected to withering criticism by Stephen Turner (1994) and by Steve Fuller (1989, 1992). Turner has argued that appealing to practices to explain regularities, continuities, and commonalities in social life is pseudoexplanatory. According to Turner, the inference from common behavior to its supposedly underlying source in shared presuppositions or practices cannot be justified, the causal powers of practices are inevitably mysterious, and the transmission or reproduction of practices over time and from one practitioner to another cannot be accounted for. Fuller’s criticism echoes Turner’s objections to practice talk as pseudoexplanatory, and adds a political dimension: he argues that recourse to the geisteswissenschaftliche interpretation of tacit understanding is deeply conservative and antidemocratic, an argument buttressed at least ad hominem by reflection upon the political commitments of Heidegger and Wittgenstein, philosophical precursors of the practice industry.¹

I take Turner’s criticisms very seriously, but argue that he has misunderstood their significance. Turner concludes from his arguments that practice talk is altogether bankrupt in philosophy and social theory, and he consequently attempts to resurrect in its place the long abandoned explanatory appeal to ‘habit’ Turner’s discussion instead reveals a fundamental ambiguity between uses of the term ‘practices,’ between practices conceived as regularities and a normative conception of practices. The two uses roughly correspond to the respective uses of the term in social theory (Durkheim, Weber, Oakeshott, Winch) and in philosophy (Kant, Heidegger, Wittgenstein), a distinction that is nevertheless complicated by the widespread appropriation of Heidegger and Wittgenstein within the social theory tradition. Perhaps because his focus is upon social theory, Turner only identifies one side of the ambiguous usage. I think his arguments are indeed telling objections to the conception of ‘practices’ (as regularities) that he actually addresses, but their upshot is instead to highlight the importance of conceiving practices normatively.
In the first part of the paper, I work out some of the most significant differences between conceiving practices as regularities and conceiving them normatively. These differences concern what practices are, how they become evident, the significance of language within practices, and the sense in which practices are ‘social.’ I then go on to consider, quite briefly, two important consequences for science studies if we take scientific practices as the principal focus of attention. First, a normative conception of practices challenges familiar reifications of language, knowledge, and power, and encourages attention to the temporality of scientific practices and their meaning, justification, and effects. Second, a focus upon scientific practices as normative relocates the science studies practitioner, both theoretically and politically.

So what are practices? The question arises with some force, because of the diversity of things sometimes included under the term. Turner notes that ‘practice’ is variously interchangeable with ‘tradition,’ ‘tacit knowledge,’ ‘paradigm,’ ‘presupposition,’ and much more. Practices are sometimes regarded as tacit propositional attitudes, and sometimes as inarticulable competences or performances. In either case, however, the concept of practices is typically invoked to explain continuities or commonalities among the activities of social groups. Turner argues that to do the explanatory work attributed to them, practices must be objectively identifiable regularities. If they are presupposed propositional commitments, they must have some ‘psychological reality’; if they are practical competences, they must have some causal efficacy. In either case, moreover, the content or pattern embodied in a practice must be transmissable in ways that would preserve its identity across practitioners. Turner ultimately rejects any explanatory appeal to social practices because of allegedly intractable difficulties in justifying the psychological reality, causal efficacy, or transmissable identity of any regularities ‘underlying’ more readily manifest human activities.

Turner fails to acknowledge the possibility of an alternative conception of a ‘practice,’ in which actors share a practice if their actions are appropriately regarded as answerable to norms of correct or incorrect practice. Not all practitioners perform the same actions or presuppose the same beliefs, but some are subject to sanctions for actions or beliefs that are inappropriate or otherwise incorrect. Of course, not all improprieties are actually corrected or sanctioned. So the differential responses that would signify the incorrectness of some performances are themselves normative practices. It is always possible that such chains of proprieties come to an end in some kind of objectively recognizable regularity. But, as Robert Brandom has noted, ‘we can envisage a situation in which every social practice of [a] community has as its generating response a performance which must be in accord with another social practice’ (Brandom 1979:189–90). Such a network of practices need not be identifiable as a regularity, even as a whole. Brandom therefore argues that the difference between regularities and norms should itself be regarded normatively, that is, as a distinction between those patterns appropriately explained in causal terms, and
those things appropriately understood as subject to interpretation and normative response.

Turner’s own arguments against the integrity of practices conceived as regularities ironically often point toward such a normative conception of practices. Turner argues, for example, that Marcel Mauss’s identification of culturally distinctive ways of walking could not easily be captured in terms of ‘culture-free causal categories,’ in part because ‘one might acquire the ‘same’ [external] walk by mimicking or by a kind of training which corrected various untutored walks—and corrected them in different respects—to produce a walk which is externally the same’ (Turner 1994:22). Moreover, Turner claimed, the description of practices typically depends upon classification schemes that presuppose acquaintance with other practices: such descriptions are only identifiable by contrast to other local, cultural expectations with which they conflict (1994:24). They are only identifiable as practices at all against a background of other practices, and thus can never be reduced to objective regularities. Turner still fails to grasp a normative conception of practices as a genuine alternative, however; what other practice theorists would regard as normative responsiveness, he dismisses as merely an instrumentalist appeal to regularities (1994:37).

Turner objects to such supposedly instrumentalist appeals to regularities of social practice, because they ‘fail to connect the stuff of thought to the world of cause and substance…[leaving] no basis for using our past understandings or interpretations to warrant future interpretations’ (1994:37). But this objection only makes sense if the domain of practices is conceived too narrowly, in two respects. On the one hand, it presumes that the ‘world of cause and substance’ is somehow distinct from the ‘world’ of meaningful practices, the ‘social world,’ such that the two need reconnection. It also presumes, more subtly, that practices are distinct from linguistic representation: practices are ontologically suspect, whereas linguistic meaning and reference are not. I consider first the relation between ‘practice’ and language.

Practice theorists have often been ambivalent about the significance of language for practices, and vice versa. On the one hand, unarticulated or even inarticulable practices are frequently contrasted to explicit assertions or rules. On the other hand, the domain of practice is often extended to incorporate conceptual or linguistic practices, perhaps even as the paradigm case of practices. Shared conceptual schemes or presuppositions are often the focus of practice talk. Once we recognize the difference between conceiving practices as regularities or normatively, however, we can see a fundamental distinction between two conceptions of linguistic practices. Those who identify ‘practices’ with regularities (including shared beliefs or conceptual schemes) typically situate language outside the domain of practices; shared practices may account for particular beliefs or conceptual schemes that are expressible within language, but linguistic intentionality itself is then conceived in terms of a representational semantics instead of a pragmatics of discursive practices. By contrast, a
normative conception of practices is best understood as a general conception of intentionality. Brandom (1994) has most explicitly worked out an account of intentionality as altogether pragmatic, but once we are clear about the distinction, Heidegger and Wittgenstein, and more recently, Donald Davidson, are best understood as conceiving of intentionality as normative rather than representational.

Such a pragmatic account of language, and of intentionality more generally, understands language dynamically, without reifying meanings, reference, or shared languages. Shared meanings or beliefs are not the preexisting facts that would explain the possibility of communication, but the norms presumptively invoked in the course of interpreting someone or something as communicative.2 Only by interpreting a speaker as mostly making sense (within a field of linguistic and other practical proprieties that enable me to make sense of myself as making sense) can I acknowledge her activity (or my own) as linguistic. Note that this characteristic feature of Davidson’s and Brandom’s interpretive semantics (namely that truth, meaning, language, and other semantic categories can only be explicated via interpretation in an unanalyzed home language) is precisely the feature of practices that most vexed Turner as unacceptably ‘instrumentalist.’ Turner complains that,

The assumptions [one] attributes to [another] are identifiable as assumptions only because [one] is in a position to make a specific comparison [to one’s own understanding of the ‘same’ situation]. Starting from a different comparison…would produce different misunderstandings, and different assumptions would need to be attributed… Such ‘assumptions,’ then, are not natural facts, but hypotheses that solve specific comparative problems (1994:33–4; emphasis mine).

But for Davidson, Brandom (and Wittgenstein and Heidegger, I would argue) linguistic practices are non-natural in precisely this sense.

With this background, we can now turn to Turner’s worries about the connection between practices and ‘the world of cause and substance.’ Turner clearly takes practice theory to be objectionably antirealist (either instrumentalist or social constructivist). But a normative conception of linguistic and other practices challenges the shared commitments of realists and antirealists alike to a representationalist semantics.3 The attitudes and responses that identify a practice (including a linguistic practice) are only contentful amidst our intra-actions with the world.4 We interpret utterances by making sense of what is said when, i.e., on which occasions, in what worldly circumstances (e.g., for Davidson, we interpret utterances via prior acquaintance with their truth conditions; for Heidegger, interpretation is an aspect of being-in-the-world). To ask how our representations can ever get a foothold in the world is to presume, erroneously, that we can ever make or understand representations without already having a foothold in the world.5
Thus, if we take seriously a normative conception of practices, we must recognize that there is no such thing as ‘the social world’ (or the ‘natural world’) except as reified abstractions from the world. The meanings, agency, institutions, or forms of life with which social constructivists would explain how nature becomes manifest to us are themselves senseless apart from those manifestations; they cannot be an independent explanans. But supposedly natural kinds and their causal capacities only acquire their constitutive counterfactual import from their normative application ceteris paribus within scientific practices of theoretical modeling and experimental manipulation.

I now take up the second theme of this paper. So far, I have not defended a normative conception of practices, but only articulated its conceivability as distinct from regularities of practice. I continue in a similarly programmatic way to sketch some possible consequences of focusing science studies upon scientific practices understood in this way, instead of as regularities of behavior or belief.

Two groups of consequences stand out. The first concerns the topics that take center stage in such an account, and how they interact. The second concerns what is sometimes called ‘reflexivity,’ i.e., the theoretical and political positioning of science studies themselves.

One topic that becomes central when we take scientific practices as normative is their temporality. A central concern of postempiricist philosophy of science has been to understand scientific change in ways that do not render it unintelligible as rational. The problem is that the temporality of scientific practices cannot be adequately conceived in terms of scientific change. If one took scientific communities to share specific beliefs, values, conceptual contents, or activities, then it would make sense to ask how that consensus changes over time. But such conceptions presume that there is an already determinate character to a scientific community and to the shared commitments that define its boundaries. Such determinacy cannot be presumed once scientific practices are conceived normatively, for such practices are constitutively temporally extended. What those practices are now depends in part upon how their normative force is interpreted and taken up in subsequent practice. Their present content is subject to reinterpretation and semantic drift. Thus, for example, Rheinberger concludes from his historical study of research on oncogenesis that, ‘the virus of 1950 must be seen as the condition of possibility for looking at [Peyton] Rous’s [1910] agent as that which it had not been: the future virus’ (Rheinberger 1994:77). This point is ontological rather than epistemic: present semantic content is comparable to whether a goal in soccer is the game-winning goal, in being not yet settled by any facts, and not merely as yet unknown (Wheeler 1991). Understanding practices normatively helps us see why this is so: what a practice is, including what counts as an instance of the practice, is bound up with its significance, i.e., with what is at issue and at stake in the practice, to whom or what it matters, and hence with how the practice is appropriately or perspicuously described.

Adequately accounting for the significance of scientific practices requires dynamic accounts of language, knowledge, and power, or so I argue in Engaging
Science (Rouse 1996b). In sketching what this claim can mean, I focus here on why dynamic or nonreified conceptions of language, knowledge, and power are mutually implicated. In criticizing Turner, I have already pointed toward a conception of language as discursive practices, that is, as dynamic interactions among speakers and their surroundings. Linguistic practices are mediated not by conventional meanings, languages, or beliefs, but by partially shared situations, which have a history. One consequence of recognizing their dynamics highlights the importance of tropes, whose contrast class is not ‘literal’ meanings, but familiar or uncontested uses. Within the sciences, models (including mathematical, verbal, physical, pictorial or schematic, and experimental models) are especially important examples of tropes. Models, I argue, should be thought of as simulacra rather than representations. The crucial difference is that ‘representation’ too often denotes a semantic content that intervenes between knowers and the world, whereas simulacra are just more things in the world, with a multiplicity of relations to other things. What makes them models, with an intentional relation to what they model, is their being taken up in practices, ongoing patterns of use that are answerable to norms of correctness.

This constitutive role for norms and sanctions in linguistic interaction thus already shows the indispensability of concepts of ‘power’ and ‘resistance’ for understanding language. Whether an unfamiliar way of speaking about or dealing with a situation is taken as an innovation, a mistake, a curiosity, an irony, or a variation on the familiar depends crucially upon asymmetries of authority among those who encounter it. Yet the recognition of models as simulacra extends the interconnection of meaning and power beyond the immediate relation between speakers and their interpreters. To see why this is so, consider a question sometimes asked rhetorically about meaning: how could merely representing things differently possibly have a causal influence on them? A similar question about simulacra cannot have the same rhetorical effect: simulacra are transformations of the world, and, more significantly, they transform the available possibilities for human action. They do so both by materially enabling some activities and obstructing others, and also by changing the situation such that some possible actions or roles lose their point, while others acquire new significance.

So far, I have sketched how considerations of ‘power’ might become relevant to conceptions of language and meaning as emergent from the normativity of discursive practices. If such an account were construed in terms of a reified conception of ‘power,’ the result would be a reduction of meaning to something like rhetorical force, and language to a technology of persuasion, a move that is not unknown within science studies. Reducing meaning or significance to rhetorical effects is nevertheless a fundamental mistake. The mistake can be avoided if we also conceive of power dynamically, not as a regularity of social life, a thing possessed or exercised by dominant agents, but as a situated and temporally extended relationship among agents and their surroundings.
Wartenburg (1990) developed a partial model for such a dynamic conception of power. He began by noting how power is mediated by ‘social alignments’: one agent’s actions effectively exercise power over another only to the extent that other agents’ actions are appropriately aligned with the actions of the dominant agent. For example, judges exercise power over prisoners only if the actions of bailiffs, guards, appeals courts, and others are appropriately aligned with what the judge does. Power relations are dynamic, because the presence of an alignment, and its effectiveness, depend upon how the alignment is sustained or transformed over time, in response to subordinate agents’ efforts to resist or bypass them as well as dominant agents’ attempts to utilize, strengthen, or extend them. Power is thus not something possessed or exercised by an agent, or even a relation between two agents, but is instead dispersed and deferred across a field of possibilities. Wartenburg’s model is only partial, because he mistakenly restricts the mediation of power to social alignments of human agents. A more adequate conception would recognize the material mediation of power by its circumstances, such that tools, processes, and physical surroundings more generally all belong to dynamic alignments of dominance, subordination, and resistance. Thus, just as practices should not be reduced to social practices, power should not be reduced to social power.

It may be initially more difficult to grasp how to understand knowing without reifying knowledge. Dynamic accounts of language have helpful precedents in Davidson and Brandom; Foucault likewise familiarized a dynamics of power (even if the significance of a dynamic conception has not always been adequately appreciated in either case). Yet Wartenburg’s discussion of dynamic power alignments offers a useful analogue to a dynamic conception of knowing.11 Power is only effective in enabling or constraining action through dynamic alignments that bring one action to bear upon another. Knowing is likewise only informative through dynamic alignments that enable one thing (a statement, a model, an image, a skillful performance, and so on) to be about another. Philosophers of science nowadays emphasize the importance of ‘back-ground knowledge’ in establishing inferential relations between hypotheses and evidence, but that concept is too homogeneous and static. Knowing is mediated not just by a ‘background’ of assertional commitments, but also by models, skills, instruments, standardized materials and phenomena, and situated interactions among knowers, in short, by practices. Moreover, a dynamic account of language as discursive practices obliterates any clear distinction between the representational content of knowledge, and its material or social construction or implementation.

The result is a deflationary conception of knowledge, modeled on deflationary or semantic conceptions of truth. In the latter case, the truth predicate and its uses are indispensable to linguistic and epistemic practices, even though no underlying nature of truth unifies or reifies the instances of its appropriate application. A deflationary account of knowledge likewise denies that ‘knowledge’ or ‘scientific knowledge’ constitutes a theoretically coherent kind.
There are many appropriate ascriptions of knowing within the multifarious practices of assessing, attributing, relying upon, or contesting understanding and justification, but there is no nature of knowledge underlying these ascriptions.  

This claim has far-reaching consequences: participation in the wholesale legitimation or critique of scientific claims to knowledge almost invariably proceeds from a conception of scientific knowledge as a theoretically coherent concept that can be surveyed as a whole. It only makes sense to claim that scientific knowledge as a whole is approximately true, rationally arrived at, socially constructed, or interest-relative if there is such a (kind of) thing.  

Conceiving of practices normatively rather than as composed of underlying regularities, and refusing to reify language, power, and knowledge, thus challenge many of the most familiar philosophical and sociological approaches to science studies. An important aspect of this challenge concerns the theoretical and political ‘location’ of science studies themselves, often discussed under the heading of reflexivity. Philosophers and sociologists alike have aspired to a standpoint of ‘epistemic sovereignty’ (Rouse 1996a), a theoretical position ‘outside’ or ‘above’ scientific practices from which to establish or undermine their legitimacy once and for all. If we understand scientific practices normatively, no such standpoint is available. Davidson’s and Brandom’s semantics offer a useful parallel; they take natural language as its own metalanguage, and explicate language from ‘within.’ We must likewise, I argue, recognize ‘science’ to include its own metapRACTICES, and engage in epistemic explication from within.  

Taking science studies as inescapably ‘internal’ to the cultures of science may thereby raise Fuller’s principal worry, that interpretive engagement with scientific practices is necessarily conservative. Fuller (1992) claims that interpretive engagements with scientific practices abandon any attempt to hold science accountable to norms not of its own choosing. But Fuller’s criticism only shows his commitment to a conception of practices as regularities: he limits ‘science’ to the set of practices already conventionally recognized as science, its ‘norms’ to the goals and standards to which its practitioners already subscribe, and therefore concludes that critical perspective must come from elsewhere. If one instead recognizes scientific practices as normative, what science or knowledge is is not already determined, but is at issue in what scientists and others do. Various epistemically significant practices are normatively accountable, but such practices also offer competing interpretations of the norms within which they are situated. The interpretive resources for science studies thus include a multiplicity of sciences and metascientific discourses, together with various marginal and oppositional epistemic practices. Science studies do not come in from the ‘outside’ to settle the differences among these coexisting and competing practices, but are already situated among them and engaged with them.  

Such a conception of critical engagement within the culture of science nevertheless may cause concern that the exercise of power might not only foreclose the effectiveness of political criticism, but also its rational legitimacy, if what is thus governs the space of reason-giving. One response to this worry is to
acknowledge it. There is no guarantee of adequate resources for the articulation and realization of compelling epistemic and political criticism. Recognition that ongoing political and epistemological work is needed to sustain a space for critical reflection and political transformation is a goad against complacency.

There is a more substantive response, however. Taking seriously the prospect of an overwhelming ideological hegemony that could foreclose the intelligibility of critical alternatives underestimates the diversity and contestedness of epistemic practices and their political significance. There will always be conflicting interpretations of ascendant scientific disciplines, as well as marginal and alternative ways of knowing, which have at least the potential to support critical perspectives upon dominant practices of justification. Presently accepted justifications can never be finally secured against alternative interpretations, precisely because there are no self-certifying epistemic foundations immune from criticism. Moreover, the dynamics of linguistic meaning remind us that hegemonic ideologies are open to subversive readings, while social and material alignments of power are not self-maintaining. New forms of power and domination invite counteralignments. If epistemic and political criticism must always be located as intelligible responses to past and present practice, we must nevertheless remember that what past and present practice is includes its possible futures, which have not yet been fully determined. An appropriate response to worries about irresistible power and seamless ideology is thus not to seek secure grounds for criticism, but to engage the specific forms of domination that seem troubling, to articulate insightful and effective criticisms of them, and to forge specific alignments and solidarities with others who might come to share such concerns.

This conception of the critical positioning of science studies calls for a thicker conception of reflexivity than has usually been articulated in the science studies literature. Reflexivity has moral and political as well as rhetorical and epistemological dimensions: what do our writings and sayings do? to whom do we speak? what other voices and concerns do we acknowledge, make room for, or foreclose? which tendencies and alignments do we reinforce and which do we challenge? above all, to whom are we accountable? These questions arise with considerable force, because science studies as such are not politically or epistemically pre-positioned: our work might variously articulate and reinforce dominant epistemic alignments, contribute to or extend oppositional discourses, or shift the field to envision new possibilities. A modest and self-critical attentiveness to our own partiality and situatedness, and accountability for what we say and do, are the political responsibility incurred by our own contingent positionings within the cultures of science.
Notes


1 Turner himself (1989) has argued that the ad hominem consideration of Heidegger’s politics must be taken as a quite serious prima facie problem for any conception of practices that draws extensively upon Heidegger’s work.

2 ‘Interpretation’ (or, as Turner too narrowly construes it, ‘attributing assumptions’) is here understood in a thoroughly pragmatic way as adopting a practical attitude rather than offering an explicit account: I ‘interpret’ someone as communicative simply by listening and responding in appropriate ways. A useful parallel is Heidegger’s discussion of Auslegung in Sein und Zeit (Being and Time), in which one interprets something as a hammer by hammering with it; no explicit attribution of properties or meanings is required. One can, of course, try to make explicit the practical attitudes adopted when engaging in such interpretation, but such explications always come to an end in further unexplained proprieties: this is what we do. This Wittgensteinian point is often misunderstood by taking ‘what we do’ as a behavioral regularity, but that cannot be right in the light of his discussion of rules. We appeal to ‘what we do’ precisely to halt a regress of explications of a regularity. Such a regress cannot end in another regularity (explication is needed to determine which one), but only in a propriety (to adapt Samuel Wheeler’s example, we should understand ‘this is what we do’ in the sense of ‘we don’t hit other children, do we?’). ‘What we do’ always includes further practices of correcting deviant practice.


4 I follow Barad (1996) in adopting the term ‘intra-action’ as a substitute for ‘interaction,’ to avoid the connotation that the things that interact have a determinate identity and character prior to or apart from their intra-actions.

5 The classic philosophical source for this criticism of representationalism, of course, is the Introduction to Hegel’s Phenomenology of Spirit (1977): the representationalism underlying both realism and antirealism is precisely what Hegel called ‘the fear of error that reveals itself as fear of the truth.’

6 Brandom (1994) still identifies practical proprieties as social practices, but in a sense he describes as an ‘I-Thou’ model of social interaction rather than ‘I-We.’ I would argue that it makes more sense to drop the term ‘social,’ which inevitably has connotations of supraindividual entities. But neither should we think of Brandom’s theory as one of individual intentionality. Who counts as an agent with ‘original intentionality’ is itself a normative question, not a factual one.

7 Most of what follows has been developed more extensively in Part II of my recently published book (Rouse 1996b).

8 The loci classici for such a conception of metaphor are Davidson (1984) and Wheeler (1991).

9 This concept of simulacra is discussed in Rouse (1996b: Chapter 8). The contrasting sense of ‘representation’ is indifferent to whether representations are conceived as thoughts accessible to individual minds, or as concepts, conceptual frameworks, languages, or forms of life shared by social groups.
10 These themes have been more extensively discussed in Rouse (1987: Chapters 6–7).

11 The connection is more than just an analogy. Wartenburg’s approach to power is deeply influenced by Foucault, whose reflections on the dynamics of power were introduced as an analytics of power/knowledge. Rouse (1993, 1994) argues that Foucault’s work of the 1970s projects a dynamics of knowing, even though it is less extensively articulated than his conception of power.

12 Brandom (1994:201–5) follows a different route, to similar effect; he takes knowledge to denote a normative status rather than a factual state of affairs.

13 Rouse (1996b: Introduction and Part I) articulates and criticizes the commitments to the ‘legitimation project’ that are necessary to make sense of the disagreements among scientific realists, historical metamethodologists, empiricists, and social constructivists.

14 Fuller (1992) provides the clearest and most provocative account of this objection.
There are many fruitful questions one can ask about practices. Philosophers typically ask how practices serve as conditions for the possibility of various kinds of complicated human comportments. Philosophers, for instance, who are interested in cognitive acts will show how shared habitual practices are crucial for the application of any rule. Anthropologists and sociologists interested in instituted aspects of human life such as gender or gift-giving tend to focus on showing that neither systems of belief, nor functional analyses, nor systems of structural difference can account for the improvisational character of such instituted forms of life. Others, frequently with some psychological training, are more likely to ask if practices are more like constantly developing skills or more like rigid habits. Are practices more like developing skills when they are actively deployed toward some particular end or more like stable habits when they ground the recognition of something? Historians, like Foucault, reveal how the same ethical maxims or the same social functions produce quite different forms of life as different kinds of practices, say, monarchical or disciplinary, Stoical or Christian, are in place for enacting the maxims or functions. All of these kinds of analysis are important (and I have only surveyed a small number of fruitful kinds of practice analysis). But I want to focus attention on an aspect of the way practices work which I believe is mostly overlooked and which has significant consequences for any ethics founded on practice. I shall spend the first part of this paper fleshing out the aspect of practices that I am interested in exploring. In the second and third parts of the paper, I shall describe how Derrida and Heidegger give two radically different accounts of this aspect of practice. And in a short fourth part I shall conclude by giving a consideration that suggests why I believe Heidegger’s account is preferable and how it could be altered to embed Derrida’s insights. My main goal, however, is to open consideration of general tendencies in the way practices work and point out the ethical consequences of identifying such tendencies.

The general tendency of elaboration that governs practices

To see what I am getting at when I speak of a tendency in the way practices work, let me take a simple example. Assuming that social practices are generally
matters of skill, note that whenever we learn a new practice, even a very simple one such as jogging, we find ourselves constantly sensitive to new things to which we had paid scant attention before. Or we become sensitive to old things in a new way. In jogging, we become sensitive, for instance, to pains in our legs and lungs, to the racing of our hearts, to how much we perspire, to what interests us as we jog, that is, whether we are more interested in having some intellectual problem to try to work through while we jog or having some beautiful trail to look at. Generally, we elaborate our practice according to whatever new sensitivities appear. And we develop these elaborations with awareness or without. So, we might with full awareness experiment to find out if we notice the pain in our legs so much if we jog while trying to solve an intellectual problem. Or we might discover that we had, without any awareness, developed the practice of making the second half of our run with the sea breeze in our faces so that the perspiration would not get in our eyes. In both cases, however, either with awareness or without, we are dealing with some particular issue that arises in the course of jogging simply by engaging in the practice of jogging. As we deal with more and more conditions with more or less awareness, the practice itself will become more elaborated. We will jog, for instance, only when we have thought of a suitable intellectual problem or only in a certain direction. This is only to say that so long as we engage in the practice, we will develop ways of dealing with the wide variety of things that the practice itself opens up to us. There should be little controversial in what I have said so far. I take it that we have all noticed that as we drive or ski or speak in public or teach that we become better at it in ways that go beyond those we explicitly worked at improving. We recognize, for example, that long after we have ceased trying to develop our driving skill, we continue improving in smoothing out our ride.

My general point is that practices tend toward their own elaboration. Indeed, that fairly weak and probably uninteresting claim is sufficient for the rest of what I have to say, but I should like to strengthen it because, in its stronger form, its force becomes clearer. I want to say that practices tend toward their own elaboration regardless of our explicit intentions. To see that practices have this autonomous tendency, recall that once skills become habitual, they continuously draw us to recognize things relevant to the skill or practice that before we would have passed over. To see that these new recognitions do not depend on the explicit intention to take up the practice, recall that even if I give up jogging, indeed, explicitly and consciously resolve to myself to give up jogging, I will still see this or that trail as looking good for a jog. That is, upon seeing the trail, I will find myself getting my body set to run and wondering where my running shoes are even before realizing that the sight of the trail is enticing me to run. Indeed, I may even realize that the trail enticed me to run at an unaccustomed time, and hence the jogging practice that I sought to curtail was becoming further elaborated despite my intention. Of course, once I catch myself, I will refocus my attention, following whatever practice I have for dealing with irrelevant solicitations to act, and gradually I will become desensitized to attractive running.
trails. But so long as I have the jogging skill, I will be guided, both with awareness and without, by its tendency toward further elaboration of itself.

The question of how to characterize this phenomenon of elaboration has exercised a relatively small number of philosophers. The greatest difference on this point is between Derrida and Heidegger. Derrida argues that the tendency toward elaboration generally involves the production of new ways of deploying a practice that are, in a certain way, discontinuous with the older ways of deploying it. Elaboration is, then, for Derrida, dispersive or disseminating. In contrast, Heidegger argues that this elaboration generally produces a better articulated core practice which we may think of, then, as having a stable (though not a fixed) nature. For Heidegger, then, elaboration is articulative. He sometimes speaks of this articulative nature of practices as gathering and later as Ereignis. In developing the Derridian and Heideggerian arguments, we shall see that an account of the nature of elaboration determines whether the stability of things is some sort of imposition that runs against the nature of practice or is the regular tendency of practice. When one considers instituted forms of life such as gender, one can see that arguing for the instability or stability of practices will have large politicoethical consequences.

Dispersion: Derrida on the general tendency of practices

It may seem perverse to connect Derrida to practices. Derrida is associated with deconstructions of structural systems of difference. But, from quite early in his career, Derrida claimed that writing, which for him was a paradigmatic activity for undermining logocentric meaning, and practice were functional equivalents. Practice understood in its ontological structure was the appropriate notion for upsetting the philosophical opposition between theory and practice just as writing understood in its ontological structure was appropriate to upsetting the opposition between speech and writing (Derrida 1981a:4). More recently, he has claimed that the language system is itself grounded in practices of exchange and that the gift serves the same deconstructive function in social practices generally that writing served in deconstructing metaphysical thinking (Derrida 1992:80–1).

Since Derrida’s claim that practices tend to disperse is less well known than is Heidegger’s opposite claim, the argument for it will be deployed in two stages. Leaving out nuances, I will speak of the ‘Derridian’ argument. First, the Derridian argues for a special sort of externalist decisionism that defeats the Wittgensteinian confidence that habitual practices themselves are sufficient for recognizing stable kinds of things and projecting old meanings into new situations. Second, the Derridian shows that this externalist aspect of practical behavior, which makes practices insufficient for recognizing stable kinds, plays an active role in all of our practical comportments. It is in the second half of this argument that we shall see the Derridian account of practices’ dispersive kind of elaboration.
In the first stage of his argument, the Derridian tries to bring out cases where the habitual practices that constitute a context are not sufficient for deciding what some seemingly common kind of thing is. That is to say, habitual practices alone do not determine how we should deal with something familiar. To take a simple case, we may ask if an instance of a door is still an instance of that type when we put it on top of crates and start using it as a desk? Our intuition that the desktop is no longer a door is probably only a little stronger, if it is any stronger at all, than our intuition that it remains a door. To see this, we could change the simple everyday context we start with by weighting more and more details that would strengthen one or the other intuition. We could, for instance, give weight to our sense that the something’s origin counts in determining its nature by imagining that we are living in a house full of heirlooms. Or we could add weight to our sense that the function of something determines its nature by imagining that this ‘door-desktop’ appears in a modern business setting where efficiency is all that counts. The point is to see that we can always give good reasons for giving added weight to considerations that would shift our intuitions concerning this ‘door-desktop.’

In these cases where we can give good reasons for seeing something as an instance of either of two incompatible types such as a door or a desktop, we should also see that the way of handling such instances is by an imposition (that could have been directed differently). We run into such impositions in ordinary life when we find that the dissenting opinions of court justices are as compelling as the majority opinions or whenever we, ourselves, must act on very weak intuitions. What determines which type (or law) an instance falls under in such vexed cases is not some determinate detail of the thing or situation. Instead, a determination is made by a speech community (or someone in the authoritative position in the speech community) as to whether the thing will be handled as this or that type of thing. In these kinds of cases, although the context of practices circumscribes the range of the decision, the context of practices alone will not determine under which specific type a given instance falls. To recur to our simple example, in the simple everyday context, no practice will clearly determine whether we have a desktop or a door. But, once the speech community or its representative decides the matter, then we will retrospectively see the situation as a whole in accord with the decision.

So far, though, the Derridian has merely argued that our way of acting may include cases where habitual practices do not determine how we deal with something. A decision is then required. To show that the number of such cases is indefinitely large, the Derridian draws on the notion of citationality. Citationality is a characteristic of entities, namely that they may but need not be taken as instances of the same type in an indefinitely large number of contexts. This property enables people to ask the question: is this entity, which we recognized as an instance of type X in context A still an instance of type X now that we are in context B? And citationality allows that entities that are instances of types may be intelligibly imported with appropriate changes into as many contexts as
can be imagined. So citationality allows the door to be taken from the context of practices where we normally encounter it—entering a dwelling—and inserted into such contexts of practices as those for dealing with tables, artworks, and philosophers' examples. And, of course, an indefinitely large number of contexts can be imagined. We only need imagine John Searle asking us about doors inside a whale’s stomach to see how far citationality can take us and how unlimited its range is.

But even if there are an indefinitely large number of citationally possible contexts in which practices alone could not tell us how to deal with seemingly common things like doors, one might still argue that Derridian decisionism or imposition is parasitic on situations where habitual practices do succeed in unproblematically determining how to handle something familiar. I take it that a Wittgensteinian would say that if in the cases where imposition occurs, there is a clear choice between two types, then these cases of imposition depend upon the unproblematic cases that determine which types to consider. Consequently, the cases of imposition are logically dependent on the unproblematic, clear cases. That is, one could not recognize the problematic case requiring an imposition if one did not already have the unproblematic cases.

The Derridian, however, believes that, even if there are moments where habitual practices enable determinations without decisions, his arguments show that we have no grounds for attributing logical priority to them. His account of difficult instances where ways of dealing with things must be imposed is supposed to demonstrate that the habitual ways of dealing with things not only underdetermine possible future applications but also underdetermine all our seemingly stable past ways of dealing with things. To see this, we must look to the retrospective nature of impositions. After the fact of any imposition, previous cases are retroactively transformed so as to appear to determine the present case. The second stage of the Derridian argument takes up why this reinterpretation of the past takes place. That it takes place we may see by reminding ourselves that this kind of revisioning frequently happens when important laws change. In the United States, for instance, when the judicial determination in *Plessy v. Ferguson* was the law of the land, then race relations, civil rights, the constitution, and most social situations were generally taken to support the doctrine of separate but equal. Citizenship at its best was, by and large, just seen as in support of *Plessy*. But when the judicial determination of *Brown v. Board of Education* came to rule, then the nature of civil rights, the constitution, most social situations, and even being a good citizen were seen by most as supporting the new *Brown-type* equality. At least one of these judicial decisions must have been an imposition. And, with such an example, we see that a present imposition changes the way we deal with the meaning and implications of past cases as well as future ones. We see our past now according to our impositions. Consequently, habitual applications of types are as conceptually dependent on imposed applications as imposed applications are dependent on habitual ones. The nature of both past and future practice depends
equally on both habit and imposition. Hence, there is no logical priority for determinations by habitual practices alone.

But so far the Derridian argument has only made claims about the equal logical priority of handling things through habitual practices and handling them by imposing a practice. In the second stage of the Derridian argument, the Derridian shows why impositions take place and thereby shows that making impositions is always active in our practical comportment. If we are regularly imposing types, kinds, and so forth, then our dealing with things is always taking into account the discontinuity implicit in making such impositions; consequently, the elaboration of practices would be dispersive not articulative. And so far as we do not recognize this instability in our ethics and elsewhere, we are acting and thinking against our practical natures.

In developing this view, Derrida starts with what he holds to be a basic tendency of all intentional comportment. ‘Intention,’ he says,

necessarily can and should not attain the plenitude toward which it nonetheless inevitably tends… Whether it is a question of prediscursive experience or of speech acts, plenitude is at once what orients and endangers the intentional movement, whether it is conscious or not. There can be no intention that does not tend toward it, but also no intention that attains it (Derrida 1988c:136–7).

This is to say, in roughly Searlean terms, that any directed human comportment has conditions of satisfaction that it seeks to satisfy. So, if someone tries to open the door, she will meet the conditions of satisfaction if she brings it about in a standard way that the door is opened. This is what it means for an intentional comportment or practice to seek full plenitude. But the Derridian says that practices never achieve this full plenitude. Surely he cannot be saying simply that conditions of satisfaction are never met. Rather, he is claiming that so far as each situation in which a habitual practice is deployed is different from previous situations of its deployment, the conditions of satisfaction will have to be amended to fit the differences between situations. In short, Derrida is starting by noting that practices must elaborate themselves in different situations. Since the conditions of satisfaction of intentional comportments must be modified to fit the differences between situations, no previously established conditions of satisfaction will be simply met. But why not say, as Heidegger does, that these developments of conditions of satisfaction are merely extensions or refined articulations of the general conditions of satisfaction already implicit in the practice? It seems fair to say that, at least, sometimes such amendments of the conditions must be precisely such extensions. But Derrida thinks that this sort of analysis does not take our coping with the differences between situations seriously.

To take these differences seriously, we must note the following things: first, we could not describe what we were doing as engaging in a practice we have
engaged in before unless we were able to respond to the current situation as different from past situations. Second, this differentiation requires that something about the situation single it out from other past situations. Third, as soon as this difference is recognized with awareness or not, we must assume that the issue of citationality is raised. That is, the issue is opened of whether the conditions of satisfaction for doing X in past situations count as the conditions of satisfaction in this situation. Or must the conditions of satisfaction be amended by an imposition? For Derrida, this constant openness to imposition is enough to claim that the practices tend toward dispersion, which is to say that they tend toward impositions which could not be projected from earlier states of the practices. In short, if we are constantly ready to make impositions, then there are differences enough from situation to situation for us regularly to do so. Here is how Derrida makes this point:

What... I call iterability [here read iterability as citationality] is at once that which tends to attain plenitude and that which bars access to it. Through the possibility of repeating every mark as the same it makes way for an idealization that seems to deliver the full presence of ideal objects ... but this repeatability itself ensures that the full presence of a singularity thus repeated comports in itself the reference to something else, thus rending the full presence that it nevertheless announces. This is why iteration is not simply repetition (Derrida 1988c: 129).

So for Derrida any stability in the practices, any sense that the practices elaborate themselves by articulating implicit possibilities within themselves is itself based upon citationality and hence on the possibility of imposed practices. Deconstruction is really little more than increasing sensitivity to this instability. As Derrida puts it, the 'norms of minimal intelligibility are... by essence mobile' (Derrida 1988c: 147).

The consequences of this position are that all ways of making things intelligible are essentially unstable. To put the matter as Derrida does, “deconstruction’ is firstly this destabilization on the move in...‘the things themselves” (Derrida 1988c: 147). As an ethical or political matter, it follows that one should become, at least, suspicious of institutions and experiences that tend toward the stability of things. For such institutions and experiences would tend to occlude the way in which our own form of intelligibility works, that is, would tend to occlude the way practices elaborate themselves. Also, those accounts of practice that regard practices as enabling us to have stable if not permanent kinds, according to the Derridian, get it wrong. Stable institutions, like stable practices, are stable because force, which the Derridian usually thinks of as hegemonic force, makes them so (Derrida 1988c: 137 and 144). So logocentrism (understanding ourselves as in control of our intentions) repeatedly imposes itself through the violent force of the legal, academic, journalistic, and other ethics-promoting institutions. Since such force goes against the way we
make sense of things, it presumably arises out of a warping of practice to further special interests at the expense of intelligibility.

**Articulation: Heidegger on the general tendency of practices**

As Derrida has noted, the cardinal difference between his view and Heidegger’s lies in Heidegger’s wholehearted approval of such terms as owning, the proper, and appropriateness in contrast to Derrida’s outright rejection of such terms in favor of grafting and dissemination (Derrida 1981b:54). The simplest way to see the difference in focus would be to start with the example of a craftsperson. For Heidegger, the typical way human intelligibility works is exemplified by the craftsperson’s way of making things intelligible. As with the craftsperson learning his craft, for Heidegger, practices tend toward a refinement whose goal is producing a craft product that draws people not only to use it but also to understand better how such products are an important part of their lives. In contrast, in looking at the same craftsperson in order to understand the nature of the intelligibility of things, Derrida would focus on the way the craftsperson has to make her practices clear to materials suppliers, employees, tax assessors, accountants, different kinds of customers, and so forth. Increasing intelligibility does not amount, for Derrida, to refining those practices that will give a product a single, determinate, and cared-for place in the lives of users. Rather, for Derrida, increasing intelligibility amounts to managing all the situations in which the product appears with all the different people who are related to it in various contexts. There is no primordial context of the sort Heidegger would have.

To understand more fully how Heidegger characterizes the way practices tend toward elaboration means seeing more clearly what he meant in the 1950s when he wrote about Ereignis as the ‘governing force…[that] brings all …beings each into its own’ (Heidegger 1971a:127). For this sense of Ereignis is what I have so far described with the more general term ‘articulation.’ Bringing something into its own means bringing it into the context of those practices where the purpose that the thing is recognized as serving comes out most clearly and worthily. What does it mean for something’s purpose to be brought out most clearly and most worthily? And what counts as the purpose which a thing is recognized as serving?

Answering the second question is relatively easy. Most of the time, the purpose which something (especially a piece of equipment) is recognized as serving is the purpose for which it was created or the purpose it has come to serve in those social contexts where its loss would be felt as severely constraining. So, for instance, a hammer is for hammering. A car is for driving on roads to get from one place to another in the course of daily activities. But we all know that there are lots of other uses for hammers and cars. Hammers can serve as paper weights and weapons. Cars can serve for off-road races, bedrooms, and so forth. But, for Heidegger, we mostly understand equipment as
having a chief role along with other minor roles. The same goes for things other than equipment, but their roles are not so obvious. So, for someone who casually walks through the woods, the deer are for contemplation; for the hunter, however, the deer are for hunting; for the farmer, they are pests, and so forth. It follows that what is generally recognized as the purpose of something changes both with history and with the community of people involved. Bicycles, for young wealthy people, are for maintaining one’s fitness and racing from coffee shop to coffee shop. Bicycles, for younger or poorer people, may be for getting around town to do chores, or to get to and from school or work, and so forth. But the changes of purpose are not hidden within each micro act of, say, observing a deer but come out as we cross communities or as we move from the traditional to the vanguard in our own communities.

Purposes, then, are fairly simple. What does it mean for something to exist within a set of practices such that its purpose is brought out most clearly and most worthily? A thing’s purpose is brought out most clearly when, first, the thing is in a situation where it solicits those practices which can, in fact, be deployed at the time and which enable one to use the thing effectively and familiarly according to recognized norms. A bottle of wine, for instance, solicits practices for savoring and drinking slowly when we are relaxed and at dinner with friends. It may solicit similar practices when we see it in the shop or while we are driving, but we cannot deploy the appropriate practices on those occasions. Second, a thing will have its purpose come out most worthily when the practices it solicits are ones with which we have a great deal of familiarity. Drinking the wine with friends on many occasions establishes these practices as those that are familiar and indeed embody one of the goods in our lives. This is the kind of familiarity Heidegger has in mind when he is interested in things being brought out in their own. Third, a purpose is brought out clearly and worthily when, for instance, the wine-drinking draws us to express our identities as friends with intensity. That is, we not only feel at home with our fellows but also recognize the vulnerability of our identities as friends as other situations draw us to do things that would make the familiar wine-drinking situation impossible. Fourth, a purpose is brought out clearly and worthily when the thing is able to solicit a general mood that fits with the practices for using it and enables those involved to be attuned to the kinds of distinctions and solicitations that it promotes. The point here is that we may be drinking wine with our friends on a suitable occasion, in the traditional familiar way, and with a sense of the vulnerability of the situation and of our identities to change, but still not feel fully attuned to what is happening. We might be in a sour or nervous mood. The right mood, when it comes, just descends on us. In general, a thing can be said to reveal its purpose most clearly and worthily when the practices that it solicits are important in one’s community, make one feel at home in dealing with the thing, enable one to recognize the vulnerability of one’s identity, and provoke the right mood for the situation. And a thing’s importance to the community, the familiarity with which we engage with the thing, the vulnerability of our identity
in the situation of engagement, and the appropriate mood all remain relatively stable.

Heidegger calls Ereignis this tendency in the practices to bring things into their own in this way. Thus, the practices for dealing with anything have a kind of telos; they tend to make the thing connected to the rest of a community’s life in such a way that the practices and the personal identities involved are taken as worthy. This telos is relational. It depends upon the rest of the practices in a community, the kinds of identities the community supports, the traditions with which people in the community are familiar, and the kinds of uses that the community holds valuable. Also, this telos is only a tendency, or to put it in Heidegger’s terms, it is a gentle law (Heidegger 1971a:128). The tendency can be constrained by all sorts of contingent circumstances. In times of severe economic stress, for instance, practices for sharing wine with friends, perhaps even practices for having friends just could not get off the ground no matter how the wine bottle and past familiarization solicited that kind of behavior. But, normally, practices are best understood when they are seen as tending towards the local stability provided by the telos. Such thinking suggests that, as practices elaborate themselves, a stable end is implicit in their elaborations.

Under a Heideggerian view, amendments to conditions of satisfaction that are made in response to differences in situations would be made in the light of a thing’s overall telos. This stable telos would govern even if a decision had to be imposed regarding which practices to deploy. Thus, this stable telos shows that the differences between situations are normally not what is most important. Of course, significant contingent changes might result in a thing soliciting different practices altogether. But then a new telos would be instituted and the gentle law broken. In general, then, while Derrida treats all differences that occur from situation to situation as always important, Heidegger regards them as mostly, but not always, trivial.

Finally, just as the Derridian calls upon us through deconstruction to come into accord with dispersion, the Heideggerian who sees practices as tending to produce local stabilities calls us, in the name of coming into accord with how human intelligibility works, to preserve those stabilities. And, as Derrida notes, this means defending some notions of property and the proper.

**Heidegger’s articulation over Derrida’s dispersion**

There is one important reason for preferring the articulative account to the dispersive account. But to become sensitive to it, we must recall a moment in which we have experienced practices bringing something out in its own. Perhaps we all can recall an experience of a family meal where everyone in the family understood at that moment what it meant to be a family member and that eating the dinner and telling the stories of the day made these identities and the practices of sharing food together at the end of the day clear, important, and worthy. Of course, Derrida, too, can give us an account of how central stabilities
—like those involving the nuclear family—could seem valuable to us even if their production ran against the general tendency toward dispersion in the practices. Much of Derrida’s discussion of hegemonic forces is meant to explain the seeming value of such stabilities. But the Derridian account suggests that our experience of marginal, non-dominant practices should be dispersive and not articulative. But marginal practices infrequently exhibit a dispersive character. Take, for instance, the marginal example that has already been developed of drinking wine with friends. How could the Derridian account make sense of it being beneficial to the logocentric, phallocentric, carnocentric, or other form of Western centrism still active today that the wine gathers friends together as friends? These meetings of friends over wine seem to do nothing to convince us that our intentions are clearly present to us and fully satisfied. Such meetings sometimes do support the clear bounded identities of phallocentrism, but just as often enable displays of feeling that undermine such identities. Perhaps, in the past, such meetings helped us to dominate animals, but one does not think today that drinking wine with friends involves such domination. If anything, such occasions have more kinship with a kind of nearness that merges intentions and identities so that ownership and dominance are lost rather than anything that fits with one of the hegemonic centrisms Derrida worries about. As a careful reader of Heidegger, Derrida worries about nearness too, but that is because he tends to see it as supporting one of the hegemonies. But though there are no doubt many forms of nearness that do support the various reigning mutually supporting hegemonies, friends gathering to drink wine in no obvious way support this or that current hegemony. Such examples of stabilities that occur when we are engaged in marginal practices suggest the superiority of Heidegger’s claim that practices usually tend to articulate local stabilities rather than unleash dispersive discontinuities.

On the basis of such marginal situations, a Heideggerian would have us recognize that a telos guides the elaboration of practices around some thing or event. Moreover, the marginality of a practice such as friendship which has never been a central organizing practice in our culture suggests that the telos need not be a trace of some centrism in the general cultural practices that draws us to make impositions of one sort and not another. But, as we noted, Heidegger does not think that the tendency to bring things out in their ownmost is anything more than a tendency. He allows that circumstances override it, but he does not describe such cases. The Derridian analysis can be usefully regarded as an important and fitting addition to Heidegger, one that tells us precisely how such an overriding imposition occurs. A practice engages a new circumstance that cannot be easily accommodated with the considerations of the telos (appropriateness, familiarity, vulnerability, and mood). Hence, an imposition is required, and that imposition is itself retrospectively normalized. Drawing the Derridian account into the Heideggerian account in this way enables the Heideggerian interpreter to account for the development of many new marginal practices and for the discontinuities of change.
The Derridian deconstructionist could reply that all the Heideggerian interpreter has done is uncover the force of a new hegemonic ‘centrism’ Ereignis, the tendency to bring things out in their ownmost—which has infected Western practice. But to accept this Derridian response requires that we make sense of the revolutionary possibility of dispersive practices giving us the ability to make things and people intelligible without any ‘centrism,’ telos, or stabilizing practice. While we can conceive of such a Derridian revolutionary possibility, we can ground it only in artistic experiences and in such marginal everyday moments as our experience of shocking moments. For instance, when we find ourselves imposing sense before we can make it in such simple and shocking situations as encountering a fertilized egg or a familiar person in a setting that makes immediate identification difficult. To defend his account, the Derridian would have to go further than allowing that those unusual experiences of change could become a little more usual. The Derridian would have to claim that our common experiences of making sense of the world would be of this sort where imposition is common and stability is rare. For these reasons, it is much more plausible to incorporate the Derridian insights into the Heideggerian interpretation and conceive of stability coming from some aspect of our everyday practices, with breaks in stability arising from the imposed responses to radically unusual contingency to which Derrida draws our attention.

Notes

1 In using the term ‘improvisational,’ I am recurring to Bourdieu’s example of the gift-giving master who is able, in a situation full of unusual contingencies, to act against his habitual training in a completely unusual way and yet be recognized by the community as having done exactly the right thing to preserve both his status and the traditional practice of gift-giving itself. I take it that this improvisation shows that practices are more like skills than habits or habitual dispositions and that they are not in the possession of any individual. For many circumstances—some beyond the master’s control—had to line up for the master gift-giver’s innovative act to count the giving of a gift. And unless it is recognized as such, the action would not have produced a change in the gift-giving practice. See Bourdieu (1990:98–111, esp. 107).

2 I imagine this on the model of discovering that we have without any awareness developed the distance standing practices typical of our culture.

3 If the example of the ‘door-desktop’ seems too far-fetched, try considering those cases of ‘jokes’ that we hesitate to call jokes. I have in mind the case of a public speaker who tells what one imagines he intended as a joke but which not only fails to be funny but is offensive. Is such a humorless offense still a joke? In situations in which such things have occurred—everyday situations—such things have an as undecidable nature as I have tried to claim for the door-desktop. But, if we say that we are going to look at matters strictly in terms of speaker intention, then we can get a clearer intuition of whether the speech act was a joke or not. Also, if we focus on success alone, we can also get a clearer intuition about the speech act. Again, if
we focus on listeners’ responses, we might be able to get a relatively stronger intuition. But in our simple everyday world, we do not usually give added weight to one of these ways of considering things. If it comes about that we in our community come up with a determinate way of handling such ‘jokes,’ it will be due very likely to an imposition, not to some newly discovered detail of that kind of speech act.


5 See Burge (1979:73–121) for a well-known analytic form of social externalism which meshes well with Derrida’s externalism. Burge argues that the content of concepts such as arthritis is fixed by the authoritative experts in the community.

6 Derrida sometimes speaks as though citationality were another word for iterability as in, ‘This citationality, this duplication or duplicity, this iterability of the mark is neither an accident nor an anomaly’ (Derrida 1988b:12 and 1988c: 119). But, more commonly, he thinks of citationality in terms of normal citing—taking the exact words written or spoken in one context and entering them into another context with quotation marks around them—or in terms of grafting, both of which involve dealing with things as simple entities or instances of types, not as types (Derrida 1988a: 12).

7 I think that the distinction between these two characteristics offers a powerful tool for understanding intelligibility. I would claim, following Merleau-Ponty, that if organisms could not recognize instances of the same type in many different contexts, they would not have any intelligence at all. If they could not recognize the same entity as potentially an instance of a different type in various contexts, they would not have human or higher mammal intelligence (where the precise line is drawn between human and animal intelligence is a matter for empirical research). See Merleau-Ponty (1983:175).

8 There are a number of ways to use citationality to defend the claim that one can construct an indefinitely large number of situations. Since citationality enables the grafting of anything into any context and even contexts into contexts, an indefinitely large number of contexts are producible in precisely the same way an indefinitely large number of sentences are producible by recursively using the rules of syntax. Alternatively, so long as human beings go on with individual perspectives—which is to say so long as human intelligibility goes on—then each individual human perspective counts as a new context into which anything may be imaginatively cited.

9 I am using ‘logical dependence’ in the way Searle used it against Derrida. In explaining the logical dependence of fiction on serious discourse, Searle says, ‘One could not have the concept of fiction without the concept of serious discourse.’ See Searle (1977:207).

10 In the controversy that has accompanied Derrida, few have taken the time to point out that Derridian indeterminacy of meaning (that we cannot completely understand what we mean) follows from the retrospective nature of
underdetermination (that we cannot project our meanings into all relevant situations).

11 In his writing on the law, Derrida elaborates the way undecidability occurs and is resolved. See Derrida (1990:967). Derrida, of course, neither claims that all decisions an actual judge makes are impositions nor that all impositions judges have made can in retrospect be justified. Cases of ‘undecidability’ occur when the context and types involved imply more than one way of applying the crucial types. Of course, a judge could be so befogged as to follow neither line of implication. But, for Derrida, the cases where we see justice enacted are precisely the ones where a narrowly constrained imposition occurs.

12 Of course, the conditions of satisfaction of intentionality are not the same as psychological conditions of satisfaction. But so far as intentionality is understood to refer to the way we are directed to things, it refers to a relationship or a comportment to things which can fail in various ways. And that failure cannot just mean that some state of affairs is not in accord with some propositional content, but that a way of relating to the world or of comporting oneself to the world is undermined. Intending, generally, even mere seeing things under an aspect, can always go wrong as a way of being related to the world. For this reason, being directed toward something seeks satisfaction.

13 What I have said here amounts to taking a stand on a rather ambiguous point in Being and Time (Heidegger 1962). It may be that Heidegger understands pieces of equipment strictly in terms of their roles. So a hammer used as a paper weight would then be a paper weight. In this way, pieces of equipment are intelligible according to the kind of behavior they afford. In general, I think that the text militates against such an interpretation, but the main points of this paper would remain unchanged regardless of one’s stand on this question.

14 This is an interpretation of how a thing thinging gathers what Heidegger calls sky. See Heidegger (1971b:149 and 1971c:178).

15 This is an interpretation of how a thing thinging gathers what Heidegger calls earth. See Heidegger (1971b:149 and 1971c:178).

16 This is an interpretation of how a thing thinging gathers us as mortals. See Heidegger (1971b:150 and 1971c:178).

17 This is an interpretation of how a thing thinging gathers what Heidegger calls divinities or the blessing of divinities. See Heidegger (1971b:150 and 1971c:178).
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